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ABSTRACT 

AN OTTOMAN ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSE  

TO THE MACEDONIAN QUESTION: 

THE GENERAL INSPECTORATE OF RUMELIA (1902-1909) 

Dinçyürek, Sadiye Sena

Ph.D., Department of History 

Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Oktay Özel

January 2018 

This study focuses on the General Inspectorate of Rumelia which was established on 

29 November 1902 by Sultan Abdülhamid II. In the aftermath of the 1878 Berlin 

Treaty, there was a constant diplomatic pressure on the Ottoman Empire by the 

European Powers to implement reforms in its European territories. Hence, the Sultan 

introduced the Instructions for reforms in the Rumelian provinces and appointed an 

able statesman, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as the Inspector-General to provide an 

administrative solution to the Macedonian Question. The Inspectorate went through a 

fundamental transformation in the year 1903 with the European initiated reform 

schemes for Ottoman Macedonia and functioned uninterruptedly until 1909. 

Throughout these years, with the appointment of Austrian and Russian Civil Agents, 

reorganization of the Gendarmerie by the European officers and the establishment of 
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the International Financial commission, the Inspectorate turned into a complicated 

international mechanism led by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. As the highest representative 

of the Hamidian Regime in Rumelia, the General Inspectorate played an important 

role in a number of historical developments that took place in the region, as well as 

the rise of the Young Turks in Macedonia. This study aims to provide a monograph 

of this Ottoman institution and an in-depth analysis of its historical significance 

during the first decade of the twentieth century. 

Keywords: Abdülhamid II,  General Inspectorate of Rumelia, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, 

Macedonian Question,  Reforms  
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ÖZET

MAKEDONYA SORUNU'NA BİR OSMANLI İDARİ CEVABI:

RUMELİ VİLÂYÂTI UMUM MÜFETTİŞLİĞİ (1902-1909) 

Dinçyürek, Sadiye Sena

Doktora, Tarih Bölümü

Tez Danışmanı: Yard. Doç. Dr. Oktay Özel

Ocak 2018 

Bu çalışma, Padişah  II. Abdülhamid tarafından 29 Kasım 1902'de kurulan Rumeli 

Vilâyâtı Umum Müfettişliği'ni ele almaktadır. 1878 Berlin Antlaşması sonrasında 

Avrupalı güçler tarafından Osmanlı İmparatorluğu üstünde imparatorluğun Avrupa 

topraklarında reform uygulanması için devamlı bir diplomatik baskı vardı. Böylece 

padişah Rumeli Vilâyâtı Hakkında Talimatname'yi uygulamaya koydu ve başarılı 

devlet adamlarından Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa'yı umumi müfettiş olarak atayarak 

Makedonya Meselesi'ne idari bir çözüm sağlamayı amaçladı. Müfettişlik 1903 

yılında, Avrupa'nın Osmanlı Makedonyası için önayak olduğu reform projeleri 

kapsamında temelden bir takım değişimlere uğradı ve 1909'a kadar kesintisiz olarak 

çalışmaya devam etti.  Bu yıllar içerisinde, Avusturyalı ve Rus Sivil Ajanların tayini, 

Avrupalı subayların idaresindeki jandarma tensikatı ve Uluslararası Mali 

Komisyon'un kurulmasıyla Müfettişlik Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa idaresinde karmaşık bir 
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uluslararası mekanizma haline geldi. Hamidiye İdaresinin Rumeli'deki en yüksek 

temsilcisi olarak Genel Müfettişlik, Jön Türklerin Makedonya'da yükselişi de dahil 

olmak üzere, bölgede meydana gelen birçok tarihsel gelişmede önemli rol oynadı. Bu 

çalışmanın amacı, bu Osmanlı kurumunun bir monografisini oluşturmak ve yirminci 

yüzyılın ilk on yılındaki tarihsel önemine dair derinlemesine bir analiz sunmaktır. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: II. Abdülhamid, Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa, Makedonya Sorunu, 

Reformlar, Rumeli Genel Müfettişliği
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The turning of the twentieth century was an intense period of time for the whole 

world with so many actors and events taking place. The same also applies to the 

Ottoman Empire and this was particularly so for its European territories, namely 

Macedonia. It was the time of Sultan Abdülhamid II (r. 1876-1909). The change and 

uncertainty were ordinary parts of everyday life and the scent of violence and tension 

was hanging in the air. Even the ordinary fundamental matters such as the question 

of identity became a source of suffering for the Rumelian subjects of the Empire. 

There were many divergences, too many conflicting parties and too many actors 

trying to bring a solution. There was even a surplus of formulas for a resolution. Yet, 

none of the leading actors and parties agreed with one another; moreover, these 

divergences did not always run parallel with the identity. The Bulgarians, for 

instance, did not desire the same future as a monolithic group; neither did the Greeks 

nor the Albanians. Not even the Turks... 
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It sounds ironic to make a contribution to the complex history of the Macedonian 

Question, when history itself was one of the reasons behind all these complexities. 

Each group, with their supporting neighboring state, had territorial claims over the 

region with reference to their histories. Aware of the complexity of the topic, this 

study humbly attempts to enlighten one particular dimension of 'the Macedonian 

Question': the General Inspectorate of Rumelia (Rumeli Vilâyâtı Umûm Müfettişliği).  

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Macedonia was a very difficult region to 

rule. The Hamidian administration, as elsewhere in the various problematic parts of 

the Empire, had to take administrative precautions to keep the region governable. 

However, Macedonia was under eager European surveillance and the regional 

problems were both multilateral and multidimensional. There was a constant pressure 

for reforms by the European powers. In this context, the General Inspectorate of 

Rumelia came about as an Ottoman administrative response to the already 

internationalized Macedonian Question. The Inspectorate was established on 29 

November 1902 by Sultan Abdülhamid II and operated for more than six years until 

it was officially abolished in 1909. The Sultan appointed one of his most reliable 

civil servants, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as the Inspector-General to his provinces in 

Rumelia. The primary concern of the Ottoman government in establishing the 

General Inspectorate was implementing reforms to improve the conditions in the 

region and maintain the public order. In that sense, this study will try provide an in-

depth analysis's of this Hamidian institution and interpret its historical significance. 

Although his appointment as the Inspector-General of the Rumelian Provinces came 

as a surprise to some of the contemporaries, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha proved to be a 

good choice.   This study will contribute to the opinion that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha’s 
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service as the Inspector-General was the peak of his long bureaucratic career, even 

though he would later twice be appointed to the Grand Vizierate.  

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha began his mission with great authority and responsibility 

bestowed upon him. He was positioned at the apex of the bureaucratic pyramid in 

Rumelia. Soon after its establishment, as a result of the European involvement, the 

Inspectorate evolved into a more complex structure of a multinational nature. The 

Inspector-General found himself working with European reform officials, and soon, 

presiding over the International Financial Commission. The Inspectorate rapidly 

developed into a versatile organism with a highly diplomatic character. 

From early 1903 until 1909, the Ottoman Macedonia became the setting for a major 

Bulgarian uprising, increasing and diversified banditry, spreading of terrorist 

activities in major towns and cities, assassination of foreign consuls, and eventually 

Albanian revolts. It was during this time that a joint international reform machinery 

was introduced and began to operate, meaning that more and more foreign actors 

entered the scene. Consequently, the accumulated tension among the Muslim 

subjects of the region augmented the deep discontent with the Hamidian regime. The 

Young Turk Revolution of July 1908, which restored the constitution, also came 

right at this time and this place. In all these developments, one of the leading actors 

was the Inspector-General as the ultimate representative of the Hamidian government 

in Rumelia. However, the place of the Inspectorate in the existing literature remains 

largely obscure. The present study, thus, aims to contribute to the field by a 

contextualization of this institution in the light of and in comparison with some 

historical precedents. 
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Despite the general tendency to associate the General Inspectorate with the 

personality of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, I argue this idea to be misleading since the 

Inspectorate as an institution exceeded the personality of Hilmi Pasha. Therefore, this 

is not an attempt to produce a biography of the Pasha as the Inspector-General. 

Rather, the focus is on the Inspectorate itself as a Hamidian institution. The extant 

source material, which includes the personal papers of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha himself, 

tends to hide the real nature of his mission behind his name. Though difficult, this 

study aims to historicize the Inspectorate and write its history without turning it into 

"a biography of a great man".1 The Inspector-General surely played a decisive role in 

the whole process, nevertheless, the Inspectorate did not consist only of the Pasha 

himself. It is true that throughout the Inspectorate's actual functioning years, up to 

1908, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was the inspector-general and his decisions, though 

actualized after the approval of the Sultan, determined the policies of the 

Inspectorate. However, the institution itself was an outcome of the reform 

instructions for Rumelian provinces, declared in 1902, and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was 

chosen by the Sultan as the most suitable civil servant for the position.  

The principal aim of this dissertation is to contextualize the General Inspectorate of 

Rumelia as a Hamidian institution set at the heart of the Macedonian Question. 

While doing that, a narrative is constructed in order to define the main framework of 

the Inspectorate. The underlying goal is to understand the connotations of the 

historical sources and the prominent studies of the Macedonian history when they 

refer to the "General Inspectorate of Hilmi Pasha." In that sense, this study can be 

regarded as an attempt to produce an institutional monograph. 

1 "History is the biography of great men." E. H. Carr, What is History (Wiltshire: Palgrave, 2001), 39. 
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A study on the General Inspectorate of Rumelia provokes many questions. I suggest 

some answers to only a few: What was the historical background for the 

Inspectorate? Why was it established and how did it evolve?  How did the Inspector-

General operate this mechanism for six years and what were the working principles? 

What was the significance of the General Inspectorate during the first decade of the 

twentieth century? This study follows the footsteps of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha in 

Macedonia in order to comprehend the institutional role of the Inspectorate during 

the developments that left their marks on the history of the region, which inevitably 

led to the rise of the Young Turk Movement. 

Literature

The history of the late Ottoman Rumelia and the Macedonian Question in particular 

was generally included in the general histories of the late Ottoman Empire and the 

works which concentrating on the Eastern Question. The historiography of 

Macedonia is a problematic area, as aptly addressed by İpek Yosmaoğlu, "dominated 

by too many works that conflate history with lore, and partisanship with scholarship, 

in their attempts to credit one nationalist movement over another."2 But of course, 

there are also a number of works with outstanding scholarly quality and impartiality. 

However this rich literature is not as generous when focused at the General 

Inspectorate of Rumelia. A Master's Thesis written in 2001 titled "Hüseyin Hilmi 

Paşa's Inspectorate General of Rumeli Provinces" was a poor attempt to shed a light 

2 İpek K. Yosmaoğlu, "Counting Bodies, Shaping Souls: The 1903 Census and National Identity in 
Ottoman Macedonia", IJMES, Vol. 38, No. 1 (2006), 56.
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on the subject.3 Mustafa Alkan's article titled "Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa’nın Rumeli 

Umûmî Müfettişliği (1902-1908)" was indeed a better contribution however still, it 

concentrated on very few aspects of the Inspectorate and came up with a limited 

analysis.4

The literature on Macedonian Question on the other hand make some references to 

the General Inspectorate, handles the subject with varying level of interest. Fikret 

Adanır's book, with its original German title Die Maekedonische Frage (the 

Macedonian Question), first published in 1979,  has already become a classic in the 

field.5 Adanır bases his argument on the socio-economic background of the region 

and provides us with an amazingly detailed and sound evaluation of the Macedonian 

Question. One set of his sources is the Austria-Hungarian diplomatic papers. This is 

especially significant for us since these diplomats involved were not carrying 

ordinary diplomatic missions but were in fact working within the reform institutions 

in Macedonia with the General Inspectorate. Adanır's book touches upon the reforms 

and establishment of the General Inspectorate in this respect, with not much 

emphasis on the Inspector-General himself. Gül Tokay, in her book Makedonya 

Sorunu ve Jön Türk İhtilalinin Kökenleri (1903-1908) and recent articles6 contributed 

3 Hasan Hakan Ulutin, "Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa's Inspectorate General of Rumeli Provinces" 
(Unpublished MA Thesis, Fatih University, 2001). 

4 Mustafa Alkan, "Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa’nın Rumeli Umûmî Müfettişliği (1902-1908)", CBÜ Sosyal 
Bilimler Dergisi, 2015, Vol. 13, No. 1, 242-255.    

5 For this dissertation, its Turkish translation has been extensively benefited from. Fikret Adanır, 
Makedonya Sorunu (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfı Yurt Yayınları, 1996).

6 Gül Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu ve Jön Türk İhtilalinin Kökenleri (1903-1908) (Istanbul: Afa 
Yayınları, 1996); Ahsene Gül Tokay, "Macedonian Reforms and Muslim Opposition during the 
Hamidian Era: 1878–1908", Islam and Christian–Muslim Relations, Vol. 14, No. 1, 2003, 51-65; Gül 
Tokay, "A Reassessment of the Macedonian Question, 1878-1908", in Hakan Yavuz with Peter 
Sluglett (eds.), War and Diplomacy, The Russo-Turkish War of 1877–1878 and the Treaty of Berlin
(Utah: Utah University Press, 2011), 253-269.
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further to the field. In her book, Tokay presents the Inspector-General as the 

representative of the Hamidian Rule during the Macedonian reforms and makes 

frequent references to the Inspectorate while elucidating the reform process. It is one 

of the works this study extensively availed itself of. Tokay's book also stimulates 

academic curiosity regarding the General Inspectorate of Rumelia and provokes 

further research. 

Nadine Lange-Akhund's book The Macedonian Question 1893-1908 From Western 

Sources7 based entirely on French and Austrian documents provide us with a 

comprehensive history of the period. Julian Brooks’ unpublished PhD thesis 

Managing Macedonia8 and Mehmet Hacısalihoğlu's Jön Türkler ve Makedonya 

Sorunu (1890-1918)9 are also comprehensive studies based on vast amount primary 

sources that offer valuable insights into the Macedonian Question.  Despite its 

apparent shortcoming in terms of analysis, Güler Yarcı's unpublished PhD thesis,10 is 

also of significance as it follows a descriptive method based on extensive use of 

Ottoman archival materials.   

İpek Yosmaoğlu's relatively recent contribution to the field, Blood Ties,11 is on the 

other hand a thematic and highly analytical approach to very bases of the 

7 Nadine Lange-Akhund, The Macedonian Question 1893-1908 From Western Sources (Boulder: East 
European Monographs, 1998). 

8 Julian Brooks, "Managing Macedonia: British Statecraft, Intervention, and 'Proto-peacekeeping' in 
Ottoman Macedonia, 1902-1905 (Unpublished PhD Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 2014).

9 Mehmet Hacısalihoğlu, Jön Türkler ve Makedonya Sorunu (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfı Yurt Yayınları, 
2008).

10 Güler Yarcı "Türk Arşiv Belgelerine Göre Osmanlı Diplomasisinde Makedonya Meselesi (1876-
1912)" (Unpublished PhD Thesis, Marmara University, 1996).

11 İpek Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties: Religion, Violence and the Politics of Nationhood in Ottoman 
Macedonia 1878-1908 (New York: Cornell Univerity Press, 2013).
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Macedonian Question such as violence, population and education. Yosmaoğlu's 

article "Counting Bodies, Shaping Souls" on the census carried out by the 

Inspectorate is also a mind-opening work which has also benefited this study.12 Most 

recently, Hasip Saygılı published three articles which are detailed case studies 

regarding certain developments in Macedonia within the framework of the General 

Inspectorate as well. They are indeed important contributions to the field.13 Finally, 

along with his numerous other articles regarding Macedonia, Abdulhamid Kırmızı's 

Avlonyalı Ferid Paşa14 is also greatly benefited from.  Despite concentrating on the 

life of Ferid Pasha, the Grand Vizier at the time of the Inspectorate, this book 

provides us with a thorough history of the period and the developments in Macedonia 

from the perspective of the Grand Vizierate at the time in question. This is 

particularly important for us since Hilmi Pasha also worked closely with Ferid Pasha 

during his inspectorate. 

Ali Karaca's monographic work on the Inspectorate of Şakir Pasha in the Anatolian 

Provinces titled Anadolu Islahatı ve Ahmet Şakir Paşa (1838-1899) is not only an 

important contribution to the history of the late Ottoman Empire, but also constitutes 

an important base of comparison for this study regarding the Ottoman precedents of 

the Inspectorate as an administrative practice during the reign of Abdülhamid II.15

12 Yosmaoğlu, "Counting Bodies...", 55-77. 

13 Hasip Saygılı, "Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa’nın Rumeli Müfettişliği Döneminde (1902-1908) Rus 
Diplomatik Misyonlarının Bulgar Komitacıları ile İlişkileri", IGU Journal of Social Sciences, Vol. 1, 
No. 2, 2014, 197-226; Hasip Saygılı, "1903 Makedonyasında Reformlara Tepkiler: Manastır Rus 
Konsolosu Aleksandır Rostkovski’nin Katli", Karadeniz Araştırmaları, Fall 2013, No. 39, 69-94; 
"Sultan II. Abdülhamid’in Meşruiyet Krizi: 1903’te Mitroviçe’de İlk Rus Konsolosu Grigori 
Şerbina’nın Öldürülmesi", Türkiyat Araştırmaları, Spring 2014, No. 20, 163-191. 

14 Abdulhamit Kırmızı, Avlonyalı Ferid Paşa (Istanbul: Klasik Yayınları, 2014).

15 Ali Karaca, Anadolu Islahatı ve Ahmet Şakir Paşa (1938-1899) (İstanbul: Eren, 1993).
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Along with all other works of prominent scholars, François Georgeon's Sultan 

Abdülhamid in particular proved to be extremely useful in order to set the ground for 

the Hamidian Era. Likewise, the works of Şükrü Hanioğlu were frequently consulted 

to interpret the General Inspectorate within the context of the rise of the Young 

Turks.16

Sources 

In his classic, What is History, E. H. Carr says:

[The facts] are like fish swimming about in a vast and sometimes inaccessible 
ocean; and what the historian catches will depend, partly on chance, but mainly 
on what part of the ocean he chooses to fish in and what tackle he chooses to 
use -these two facts being of course, determined by the kind of fish he wants to 
catch.17

I find this analogy highly convenient for the studies on Macedonian Question and 

consequently for this dissertation as well. There are two basic reasons behind this 

assertion. First of all, the late 19th and early 20th centuries were a period of 

bureaucratic expansion and production for the Empires. The communication 

especially through telegraphs were highly efficient and expanded railway networks 

expedited transportation, thus providing a stabilized flow of correspondences. Hence 

there are a vast amount of records in hand today which were produced in such an 

environment. Secondly, a very large number and variety of parties, both within and 

outside the Ottoman Empire, were producing records regarding the Macedonian 

16 M. Şükrü Hanioğlu, The Young Turks in Opposition (New York: Oxfrod University Press, 1995); 
Preparation for a Revolution The Young Turks, 1902-1908 (New York: Oxfrod University Press, 
2001).

17 Carr, 18.
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affairs. Depending on your question and equipments as the researcher, you have to 

make your choices among this ocean of historical material.  

This doctoral research on an Ottoman institution, the General Inspectorate of 

Rumelia, is fundamentally based on a variety of primary sources from the Ottoman 

Empire. Official archival documents, from the Prime Minister's Ottoman Archives 

and materials from Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha Papers in Centre for Islamic Studies

(İSAM) constituted the backbone of this research. However, the British diplomatic 

documents from the National Archives were also used together with a few French 

and Austria-Hungarian published sources. 

The Ottoman Archives (BOA)

For a study on the General Inspectorate of Rumelia (1902-1909), the Ottoman 

Archives offer a wide range of documentation. It is the first decade of the 20th 

century, a period when the Hamidian bureaucracy was on its full-force, that 

continuously produced an excessive amount of correspondences. Therefore, it is 

possible to find records relating to the Inspectorate within almost any classification 

of the Ottoman Archives. The most crucial ones however, are the Yıldız Arşivleri (the 

Yıldız Palace Archives), Bâbıâli Evrak Odası (Office of correspondences of the 

Sublime Porte) and Teftişât-ı Rumeli Evrâkı (Papers of the Inspections of Rumelia) . 

To begin with the last, Teftişât-ı Rumeli Evrâkı, abbreviated as "TFR" constituted the 

most important source of this research, since it was in fact the institutional archive of 
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the Inspectorate from 1902 to 1909. It was classified under 14 headings18 and 

cataloged into 26 volumes, consisting of close to 290 000 documents. This collection 

includes all the communications, from all sorts of administrative levels within the 

geographical area of the inspection and also those dispatched by the Inspectorate to 

the Grand vizierate and the Palace as well as all other branches of the government. 

Therefore, understanding even merely the structure of the classification and the spirit 

of this collection is crucial to comprehending the functioning of the General 

Inspectorate of Rumelia.19

In TFR Collection, the outgoing documents from Inspectorate are generally unsigned 

or unsealed, mostly in the form of drafts. This is mainly because Inspectorate's 

communication with Istanbul was through ciphered telegraphs and the ones in hand 

are the original sketches. It is possible to follow a pattern and a similar tone through 

most of them since the Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was accompanied by 

a number of permanent clerks all the time. A substantial proportion of the drafts were 

likely to have been penned by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha personally, since the same hand 

writing can be traced in the documents. The incoming papers were also generally 

telegraphed and were addressing either the General Inspectorate or Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha in person. The senders knew where Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was and dispatched 

accordingly, i.e. "to Inspector General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha in Üsküp (Skopje)". The 

overwhelming majority of materials in TFR Collection was naturally in Ottoman 

Turkish. However, there were a considerable amount of French documents, those 

18 1. Kosova, 2. Manastır, 3. Selanik, 4. Edirne, 5. İşkodra, 6. Yanya, 7. Umum, 8. Makâmât, 9. 
Konsolosluk, 10. Sefaret-i Seniyye, 11. Jandarma, 12. Müşiriyet ve Kumandanlık, 13. Sadaret, 14. 
Arzuhaller ve Mütefferrik Evrâk.

19 For a detailed description of the TFR collection see the directory of the Ottoman Archives: Yusuf 
İhsan Genç, et. al., Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi Rehberi (Istanbul: Başbakanlık Basımevi, 2010), 411-
417. 
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exchanged with the Europeans officials serving in Macedonia or with other 

foreigners. There were also sporadic documents in other local or European 

languages. 

The classification TFR. I. A. (Sadâret ve Başkitâbet Evrâkı), which consists of 

correspondences between the Inspectorate, the Palace, and the Office of the Grand 

Vizier.  This the most extensively used component among the papers of the 

Inspectorate since it sheds light on its working principles. As will be seen through 

succeeding chapters, the documents from provinces, ministries and other authorities 

were also frequently consulted.  

The Personal Papers of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha- Center for Islamic Studies (İSAM)

Center for Islamic Studies in Istanbul (İSAM) houses the personal archives of 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. The collection consists of 3328 documents related to Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha's personal, official and family matters.20 They were mostly copies of the 

official correspondences that the Pasha preferred to keep in his personal archive.  

This collection provides this research with invaluable mine of information. It consists 

of personal papers Hilmi Pasha kept throughout his lifetime; but it is especially rather 

generous on the years of the Inspectorate. Not only the documents regarding the 

period of interest for this research (November 1902-November 1908) have been 

extensively used for this doctoral research, but also the records regarding the earlier 

phases of his career were carefully studied in order to understand the path that led 

20 Ömer Faruk Bahadur et. al., Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa Evrakı Kataloğu (Istanbul: İSAM Yayınları, 
2006).  
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Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to the Inspectorate. Some of these papers are the drafts of the 

official correspondence, and their final versions can be found in the Ottoman 

Archives. It is not only interesting but also important to see that a document was 

found to be worth keeping by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. As a matter of fact, it is 

observed through this collection that, the number of the documents preserved 

regarding complicated matters were significantly higher. It would not be a mere 

speculation to presume that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha preferred to keep the copies of the 

documents regarding critical matters to be able to use as a proof in case of a possible 

investigation. In that sense, the collection itself gives a clue on the state of Hüseyin 

Hilmi's mind and order of importance of the evolution of events. One handicap that 

comes along with all the benefits of the İSAM-HHP Collection though is, since most 

of these papers are personal drafts, the sloppy handwriting loaded with a dozen 

blemishes turned out to be an obstacle to surpass. 

Foreign Archival Sources, Periodicals and Memoirs

This research benefited from the British Diplomatic sources from National Archives, 

particularly the classification of FO-421 (Correspondences from Turkey, 

Miscellanea). British consular documents, owing to their diplomatic tradition of 

extensive reports writing, provided this research with extensive information on the 

period through the eyes of "outsiders". Published Austro-Hungarian and French 

diplomatic documentation was also partially used for this doctoral research. 

The Times was the most frequently used contemporary periodical. It is the most 

generous source since it frequently provides its readers with infinite information of 
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significant details regarding the affairs in Macedonia. The Times correspondents 

were stationed in all the important centers in Macedonia as well as the neighboring 

states. The editors often published a number of articles written on the same subject, 

even at the same page next to each other. It is invaluable to see them together at once 

since they were written from different centers in the Balkans and often represented 

diverse opinions. Along with it, the Daily Telegraph and İkdam were partially used 

periodicals. 

Memoirs and personal accounts of the contemporaries are also utilized for this 

research. The prominent state officials like the Head of the Palace secretariat Tahsin 

Pasha, Grand Vizier Said Pasha wrote down their memoires.21 Another contemporary 

Ahmet Reşit Rey, among the civil officials, left behind memoirs significant for this 

research since he was generally critical of the Inspector-General.22 The Young Turks 

who were generally either civil officials or military officers in the Rumelian 

provinces during the time of the General Inspectorate and later became prominent 

figures of the Young Turk rule also penned their personal memoirs and touched upon 

the presence of the Inspector-General at the time in Macedonia. Enver Pasha, Kazım 

Karabekir, Tahsin Uzer, Süleyman Külçe and Mehmet Ali Okar were just a few 

examples.23 Moreover, there are also accounts of the foreigners who happen to be in 

the region during the time in question. The most prominent example is the memoirs 

21 Tahsin Paşa, Abdülhamit ve Yıldız Hatıraları (Istanbul: Muallim Ahmet Halit Kitaphanesi, 1931).
Said Paşa, Said Paşa’nın Hatıratı (Istanbul: Sabah Matbaası, 1910).

22 Ahmet Reşit Rey, İmparatorluğun Son Döneminde Gördüklerim Yaptıklarım (1890-1922) (Istanbul: 
İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 2014).

23 Halil Erdoğan Cengiz (ed.), Enver Paşa'nın Anıları (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 2014);
Kazım Karabekir, İttihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti 1896-1909 (Istanbul: Türdav, 1982); Tahsin 
Uzer, Makedonya Eşkiyalık Tarihi ve Son Osmanlı Yönetimi (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 
1987); Süleyman Külçe, Firzovik Toplantısı ve Meşrutiyet (Izmir, 1944); Mehmet Ali Okar, Osmanlı 
Balkanlarının Son On Yılı (1902-1912) (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 2013).
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of Robert Graves, who served as the consul-general in Salonika and later became the 

member of the Financial Commission in Macedonia.24 The accounts of British 

journalist Henry N. Brailsford were also often consulted.25

This doctoral research was mostly concentrated on the Ottoman voice in order to 

comprehend the General Inspectorate, however, it also made use of the foreign 

accounts in order to compare and contrast the information at hand and constitute a 

more objective and versatile approach to the subject. With reference to the articulated 

literature and based on the sources summarized above, this doctoral thesis was 

constructed in the following manner. 

*** 

The present study consists of five chapters apart from its introduction and the 

conclusion. The first chapter aims to set a historical back ground for the 

establishment of the General Inspectorate of Rumelia. It begins with a 

contextualization of the Ottoman Empire within the post-Berlin settlement of 1878. It 

provides the bases on Hamidian regime and elucidates the rule of Abdülhamid II in 

Macedonia as well as the struggle of Macedonian revolutionary groups. This chapter 

also sets the background for the reform attempts and the tradition of the inspection. 

The second chapter concentrates entirely on the establishment of the General 

Inspectorate. It thoroughly examines the foundational document and the institutions 

it brought along, namely the Inspectorate and the Commission for the Rumelian 

Provinces. A sub-section is devoted to Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. The 

24 Robert Graves, Storm Centers of the Near East (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1933).

25 H. N. Brailsford, Macedonia, Its Races and Their Future (London: Medhuen and Co., 1906). 
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preliminary undertakings of the inspectorate upon its commencement to work are 

also dealt with in this chapter. 

The third chapter titled "The Evolution of the Reform Plans" focuses entirely on the 

year 1903. It begins with the first European involvement, the Vienna Plan of 

February 1903, than elucidates the violent events- the Albanian resistance, Salonika 

Bombings and the Ilinden Uprising- of the year, which paved the way to the 

Mürzsteg Program of 2 October 1903. Mürzsteg Program is exhaustively examined 

at the final part of this chapter whereas its consequences are examined in the 

following. 

With the fourth chapter, the Inspectorate becomes a concrete institution. The chapter 

starts with explaining the basic features of the inspectorate as a working mechanism, 

looks at its cooperation with other governmental bodies. Then it also examines the 

institutions that are the consequences of the Mürzsteg Program, namely the Civil 

Agents, Reform Officers and the Financial Commission, under separate subsections. 

The fifth and the final chapter concentrates on the Young Turk Movement in 

Macedonia, particularly in its relations with the General Inspectorate. The events that 

led to the 1908 revolution and the role played by the Inspector-General as the 

representative of the Hamidian government throughout this period are analyzed here. 

It is also in this chapter that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha leaves the duty of inspection and 

proceeds to Istanbul with a promotion to the Ministry of Interior. The end of this 

chapter also marks the end of the General Inspectorate.  
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

At the close of the 19th century, in the Ottoman Empire, a number of substantial 

political and administrative developments, together with a multidimensional 

historical framework, lay down the conditions that resulted in the establishment of 

the General Inspectorate of Rumelia in 1902. This chapter aims to briefly cover the 

different aspects of this period, in order to provide an expository historical setting for 

this Hamidian institution. 

2.1 The Ottoman Empire and the Berlin Settlement (1878) 

In Autumn 1878, the Ottoman Empire, with all of its institutions and servants, was 

exhausted. In less than two years’ time, externally, the empire experienced a great 

war, in which it suffered a major defeat, lost an enormous amount of territory, faced 

massive waves of refugees, and also fought diplomatic battles, which concluded with 

an internationally imposed settlement. Furthermore, internally, the empire went 

through a regime change twice, the Sultan eluded a coup attempt, the demographic 

structure altered significantly, financial difficulties were beyond measure, and the 
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feeling of insecurity prevailed over all parts of society. Hence, it was rather befitting 

of Eric Jan Zürcher to call the Hamidian period, "a period of recovery".26

Ever since the Ottoman Empire began to lose strength, the European Powers pursued 

two different approaches in regards to their own policies and dealings with the 

Sublime Porte. The first was the policy of intervention, where the Powers, through 

institutions of varying newly emergent ideologies, interfered in the internal affairs of 

the Ottoman Empire. The second European policy was the preservation of the 

Ottoman Empire's integrity. The powers believed that keeping the Ottoman Empire's 

territory and sovereignty as it was, was crucial to maintaining peace and order in the 

region. "These two contradictory policies constituted one of the pillars of the 

'Question of the Orient,'" wrote Lange-Akhund and continued, "the Powers adopted 

one after another of these policies at the pleasure of their own interest and according 

to the game of their alliances."27

The 1877-78 Russo-Ottoman War concluded with a tragic Ottoman defeat and the 

signing of the Treaty of San Stefano on 3 March 1878. This treaty gave 

independence to Montenegro and Serbia. The Porte also had to recognize Romania's 

declaration of independence, and was compelled to cede parts of Dobruca as a result. 

Finally, Russia annexed Southern Bessarabia. The result of such clauses was a 

substantial loss of territory under direct and indirect Ottoman rule in its European 

lands. However, the most significant consequence of the treaty was the declaration of 

an autonomous Bulgarian Principality, which was composed of an enormous amount 

of territory,  -from the Danube to the Aegean Coast, including the region referred to 

26 Erik Jan Zürcher, Turkey: A Modern History (London: I.B. Tauris, 1993), 84. 

27 Lange-Akhund, The Macedonian Question, 1893-1908, 85-86. 
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as Macedonia, and only excluded the port cities of Salonika and Dedeağaç. The 

creation of this new principality completely destroyed the balance of power in the 

Balkans, and terribly upset all neighboring states, as well as the Great Powers.28

Bulgaria was "the indisputable winner" at the expense of not only the Ottoman 

Empire, but also the interests of Serbia, Romania, Greece, and even Austria-

Hungary. As Yosmaoğlu put it: "the borders of the 'Greater Bulgaria' drawn up by 

the San Stefano treaty could satisfy even the most ambitious Bulgarian nationalists' 

territorial aspirations".29 After the San Stefano Treaty, Britain and Austria-Hungary 

were especially unhappy with the increase of Russian influence in the Near East and 

refused to accept the imposed settlement by Russia.30 Therefore, this stillborn treaty 

was soon put through a major revision during the Congress of Berlin, which was held 

between 13 June and 13 July 1878. The Congress was concluded with a treaty which 

determined the future of the Ottoman Empire, as well as the other involved Balkan 

states. 

With the Berlin Treaty, the immense quantity of territory, originally given to 

Bulgaria by the San Stefano treaty, was divided into three. First, an autonomous 

Bulgarian Principality was established under the Ottoman suzerainty, with territories 

extending from the Danube to the Balkan Mountains. Secondly, in the south of 

Bulgaria, a province named Eastern Rumelia (Şarki Rumeli Vilayeti) was created 

with a special form of administration, also under Ottoman rule. And finally, 

28 Stanford J. Shaw and Ezel Kural Shaw, History of the Ottoman Empire and Modern Turkey, Vol. II
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 188. 

29 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 23. 

30 Feroze A. K. Yasamee, "European Equilibrium or Asiatic Balance of Power?: The Ottoman Search 
for Security in the Aftermath of the Congress of Berlin" in Yavuz and Sluglett (eds.), War and 
Diplomacy: the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878 and the Treaty of Berlin, 57. 
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Macedonia was restored to the Ottoman Empire.31 The independence of Montenegro, 

Serbia and Romania were also recognized during the Berlin Congress. However, 

none of the states left the table completely satisfied. For "the settlement reached at 

the Congress of Berlin had the remarkable outcome" wrote David Thomson, and 

clarified "that it left each power dissatisfied and more anxious than before."32

The Ottoman Empire lost a significant part of its European territories and a 

noteworthy portion of its Christian population. Moreover, apart from such 

alterations, the Treaty of Berlin had another vital consequence in terms of 

determining the future of the remaining Ottoman territories in Europe, as it 

introduced the Article 23: 

Article XXIII. The Sublime Porte undertakes scrupulously to apply in the 
Island of Crete the Organic Law of 1868 with such modifications as may be 
considered equitable. Similar laws adapted to local requirements, excepting as 
regards the exemption from taxation granted to Crete, shall also be introduced 
into the other parts of Turkey in Europe for which no special organization has 
been provided by the present treaty. The Sublime Porte shall depute special 
commissions, in which the native element shall be largely represented, to settle 
the details of the new laws in each province. The schemes of organization 
resulting from these labors shall be submitted for examination to the Sublime 
Porte, which, before promulgating the Acts for putting them into force, shall 
consult the European Commission instituted for Eastern Roumelia. 33

31 Shaw & Shaw, 190. 

32 David Thomson, Europe Since Napoleon (London: Penguin Books, 1990), 466. 

33"Modern History Sourcebook: The Treaty of Berlin, 1878, Excerpts on the Balkans", 
https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/mod/1878berlin.asp; also see: M. S. Anderson, The Great Powers 
and the Near East 1774-1923 Documents of Modern History (London: Edward Arnold Publishers, 
1970), 111. The Ottoman Turkish version of the article was as follows: "(Yirmiüçüncü bend) Devlet-i 
Aliye Girid Ceziresinin binsekizyüz altmışsekiz senesi nizamname-i dahilisini haklı görinecek tadilâtı 
idhal iderek tamamile icra itmekliği teahhüd ider. Bu muahedede kenduleriçün teşkilât-ı mahsusa 
tayin olunmamış olan sair Rumeli eyalet-i şahanesinde dahi Girid'e virguce ita olunan muafiyet 
müstesna olmak üzere ana mümasil ve ihtiyacat-ı mahalliyeye muvafık nizamat yapılacakdır Bab-ı Âli 
her eyaletde işbu nizamat-ı cedidenin teferruatını bilmüzakere tertib itmek ve ekseri azası yerlu 
ehaliden mürekkeb olmak üzre mahsus komisyonlar teşkil ideceklerdir. Mezkur komisyonların netice-
i müzakeratı olarak tanzim edilecek teşkilat layihaları Bab-ı Âli'nin nazar-ı tedkikine arz olınacak ve 
Bab-ı Âli dahi bunları mevki-i icraye vaz içün emr-i âli ve ferman gibi iktiza iden evrakı neşr 
itmezden evvel Rumeli-i Şarki içün teşkil olunan Avrupa komisyonile istişare idecekdir." Nihat
Erim, Devletlerarası Hukuku ve Siyasi Tarih Metinleri (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 1953), 413. 

http://katalog.marmara.edu.tr/yordambt/yordam.php?dilsecim=0&-vt=YordamBT&
http://katalog.marmara.edu.tr/yordambt/yordam.php?dilsecim=0&-vt=YordamBT&
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The first part of the article obliged the Porte to apply the 1868 Organic Law in Crete 

together with its equitable modifications since.34 The second part of the article 

demanded the application of reforms in other parts of the Ottoman Empire, 

specifically in Europe, and based on the example of Crete. In other words, the 

signatory powers openly requested that the Porte implement reforms for the Christian 

population living in Ottoman Macedonia, as a condition of keeping this territory. 

Yet, in time, the analogy of Crete increasingly gained a negative connotation.35 The 

reforms were not sufficient enough for the Cretans, and after a period of uprisings, 

followed by a war between Greece and the Ottoman Empire in 1897, Crete also 

gained autonomy through a diplomatic fait accompli.36

2.2 Ottoman Rumelia 

During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Rumelia roughly referred to the 

European territories of the Ottoman Empire.37 It consisted of six vilâyets (provinces): 

Edirne, Salonika (Selanik, Salonica), Manastir (Bitola), Kosova, Yanya (Ioannina) 

and İşkodra (Shkoder). However, a particular portion of this region was called 

34 Organic Law or Organic Act of Crete 1868 introduces certain priviledges for the Christian 
inhabitants of the Island and brought along a new administrative settlement. Accordingly, the island 
was divided into five provinces composed of 19 districts. The Governor-General and Commander in 
chief were determined as the principle authorities. Moreover, both Turkish and Greek were accepted 
as the official languages. Pınar Şenışık, Girit Siyaset ve İsyan 1895-1898 (Istanbul: Kitap Yayınevi, 
2014), 78. 

35 Kemal Beydilli, “II. Abdülhamid Devrinde Makedonya Meselesi’ne Dair.” Osmanlı Araştırmaları 9 
(1989), 81. 

36 Yusuf Hikmet Bayur, Türk İnkilâbı Tarihi (Istanbul: Maarif Matbaası, 1940), 109. Also see: 
Şenışık, 137-197.

37 "Rumeli: The term used for Ottoman Europe as a whole." Selçuk Akşin Somel, Historical 
Dictionary of the Ottoman Empire (Lanham: Scarecrow Press, 2003), 248. 
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"Macedonia" by the Europeans. When the sources use the term Macedonia, they 

generally refer to three of these Rumelian Provinces: Salonika, Manastır and Kosova. 

There was a particular Ottoman phrase for these three, "Vilâyat-ı Selase" (the Three 

Provinces). When Ottoman sources mention the Three Provinces, it was known to all 

which imperial provinces (vilâyât-ı şahâne) were being referred to.38 The region was 

approximately defined by the following boundaries: the Shar Mountains along the 

Northern part, the Rhodope Mountains in the East, the Aegean Sea, Mount Olympus 

and the Pindus Range along the South, and Lake Ohrid defined its western 

boundary.39

Rumelia was the heartland of the Ottoman Empire. Contrary to the general 

impression of being an Asiatic Empire, though the Ottoman Emirate was first 

founded in Western Anatolia in the early 14th century, their earliest conquest and 

settlements were towards the European territories. Hence the earliest Ottoman 

administrative systems were realized in the Balkan provinces, which were 

synonymously called "Rumeli".  Rumelia was a building block of the Ottoman 

administrative system from the very inception of the state, and still was in the 19th 

century. A significant portion of the total Ottoman population was located in 

Rumelia. In 1906, one quarter of the empire's total population lived in its remaining  

territories in Europe.40

38 Enver Ziya Karal used the term "elviye-i selâse" ( the Three Districts) in place of  "Vilâyât-ı 
Selâse". E. Z. Karal, Osmanlı Tarihi, Vol. VIII, 148.  However Fikret Adanır drew attention to this 
mistake in his article in  1975. He corrected the mistake and asserted "Elviye-i Selase" was in fact  
"Kars, Ardahan and Artvin". Fikret Adanır, "Makedonya Sorunu ve Dimitar Vlahov'un Anılarında II. 
Meşrutiyet", Birikim, No. 9 (1975), 24. See also: Mahir Aydın, "Elviye-i Selâse", Diyanet İslam 
Ansiklopedisi, Vol. 11, 68.  

39 Barbara Jelavich, History of the Balkans, Vol. 2 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 
89. 

40 Donald Quataert, The Ottoman Empire, 1700-1922 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000), 111. 
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Macedonia, in particular, as Jelavich puts it was "the heart of the peninsula", as it 

included the Vardar and Struma river valleys, Salonika, was one of the most 

important port city of the Empire, and was the center of this area. Railways were 

already built in the region that connected the Empire with Europe. The Great Powers, 

namely Britain and Russia, were enthusiastically interested in the region due to its 

proximity to the straits, and its weight in terms of European balance of power. For 

the Balkan people themselves, the basic concern was that whoever gets Macedonia 

would have supremacy in the region. The San Stefano boundaries of Bulgaria were 

unanimously opposed by all due to the fact that they included Macedonia within 

them.41

Macedonia has always been referred as a region sheltering various ethnic groups. 

Most prominently, there were Turks, Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbs, Vlachs, Jews, 

Romans and Sephardic Jews. The Muslim element compromised of Turks, 

Albanians, and South Slavs, and composed the majority in the region. It was difficult 

to determine national divisions, especially among the Slavs of the region, who 

constituted the majority of the Christians. Macedonia was a transition zone for 

Bulgarians and Serbs. 42

As each group supported by a neighboring state, the Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbs, and 

Vlachs all had claims over the same territory, and all of them formulated the 

legitimacy of their arguments on history: 

Macedonia was the land of conflicting races and overlapping claims. During a 
large part of its history it had been entirely Greek; in the Middle ages it was 
alternately under the hegemony of Bulgarian, Servian, and Byzantine 

41 Jelavich, 89-90. 

42 Ibid., 89, 91. 
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Emperors, until the all-conquering Turk ground these respective empires to 
power. But tenacious traditions of the near east their memories have survived; 
and, while no Englishman would found a claim to large portions of France 
upon conquests of Edward III, Serbs speak of his contemporary, Stephen 
Dushan, as if his coronation as Tsar at Üsküb had been but yesterday, and 
Greeks of Alexander the Great as if the centuries that have elapsed since his 
death were a watch in the night.43

In terms of the economic conditions of Rumelia, it can roughly be asserted that the 

economy of the Balkans was largely characterized by large farms (çiftlik) in the early 

nineteenth century. Even though the power of the ayans was eliminated, economic 

privileges were preserved by the mültezims (tax farmers) of the large estates or the 

farms. The owners of these farms were generally Muslims, Albanians in particular, 

while the workers were generally Slavs.44 In the late nineteenth century, the system 

of large farms have went into a decline and new products such as tobacco and silk 

began to dominate the region's agricultural activities.45 On the other hand, Salonika 

was one of those port cities in the empire with the most mechanized factories. For 

instance, the city was recorded as one of the few locations for yarn factories, whereas 

Serez and Üsküp were also noted for unmechanized yarn production 46 The turn of 

the nineteenth century witnessed a burst of factory building in Salonika and soon 

various factories resulted in escalation of manufacture. For instance in 1890s exports 

of raw wool declined sharply due to the rise in woolen cloth production in the 

43 William Miller, The Ottoman Empire and Its Successors 1801-1927 (London: Frank Cass & Co. 
Ltd., 1966), 441-442. 

44 Mehmet Hacısalihoğlu, Jön Türkler ve Makedonya Sorunu (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfı Yurt Yayınları, 
2008), 37- 39. 

45 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 42-43. 

46 Donald Quataert, The Ottoman Empire, 1700-1922 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000), 133-134. 
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region.47 Compared to other parts of the empire such as the Anatolian and Arab 

provinces, socio-economic conditions were much better in the Ottoman Balkans at 

the beginning of the twentieth century. Due to the railway system built there, the 

region had recently became more and more integrated into the European market 

throughout the century. 48

2.3 The Hamidian Regime 

The post-Berlin structure and the situation of Rumelia occupied a primary place in 

the agenda of the Ottoman administration. In order to comprehend the true nature of 

the period, the Hamidian Regime should be analyzed through its fundamental 

characteristics. Sultan Abdülhamid II ascended to the throne on 31 August 1876 as 

the 34th Sultan of the Ottoman Empire. This was generally considered an unexpected 

development. His uncle Sultan Abdülaziz was deposed on 30 May 1876 and found 

dead in his chamber four days later. He was succeeded by Murad, who had been the 

'heir apparent' for the past fifteen years,. His pro-constitutional stance, and intimate 

relations with the clique behind the coup against Abdülaziz, made a him both a 

legitimate and desired sultan. However, Murad V could only remain on the throne for 

three months as he lost his mental health. No matter how hard his supporters, who 

were led by Midhat Pasha, tried, the new sultan could not fulfill even the symbolic 

requirements of the throne. Hence, the other Şehzâde (prince) Hamid, upon 

compromising with dignitaries on the proclamation of the constitution, was declared 

the new sultan of the empire, on the last day of August 1876.  Though he began his 

47 Donald Quataert, "The Age of Reforms 1812-1914", An Economic and Social History of the 
Ottoman Empire, Halil İnalcık and Donald Quataert (eds.) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1994), 902.  

48 Hacısalihoğlu, 37- 39. 
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rule abruptly, the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II became one of the longest in the 

empire’s history, as he remained on the throne for thirty-three years.  

Studies regarding Abdülhamid's reign point out a number of features, which were in 

time turned into characteristic of his regime. The most prominent one, which is also 

the most agreed upon, was that he constructed a highly centralized, absolutist regime. 

Abdülhamid came to the throne with the promise of proclaiming a constitution, and 

hence the Kânûn-ı Esâsi was acknowledged on 23 December 1876, which was 

followed by the opening of the Parliament (Meclis-i Mebûsân). The new Sultan kept 

his word for only a brief period of time, and on 13 February 1878 the Parliament was 

indefinitely suspended by the Sultan, based on the rights conveyed to him by the 

Constitution itself. This suspension continued for thirty years, and the restoration of 

the constitutional regime could only be brought back by force. 

2.3.1 Centralization and the Yıldız Palace

Abdülhamid did not only restore and preserve pre-Tanzimat absolutism for thirty 

years, but he also created his own administrative system. The fundamental objective 

was disempowerment of the Sublime Porte (Bab-ı Âli), which had gained insuperable 

power during the reign of its predecessors. Though the Porte still remained as the 

center of the Government, in the course of Abdülhamid's reign, Yıldız Palace became 

the core of Ottoman administration as the Sultan accumulated all the power into the 

Palace. Mâbeyn-i Hümayûn (the Palace Secretariat) was originally in charge of the 

transmission of communications from the outside to the Sultan and vice versa.  In the 

time of Abdülhamid, it was converted into a much larger mechanism with the 

addition of numerous scribes and civil servants, and it functioned as the medium of 
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the Sultan to rule the entire empire.49 The Sultan wanted to be informed about any 

and every matter concerning the empire, and preferred to review all the 

correspondences personally. The Mabeyn also connected the Palace to the Porte, as 

well as with the provinces, and with Ottoman representatives abroad.  The constancy 

of the palace servants is well apparent from the long tenures they held. The head of 

the secretariat, together with twenty scribes beneath him, worked night and day, and 

operated the political and bureaucratic apparatus of the Palace.50 The head of the 

secretariat (başkâtip), in that sense, turned into a prominent figure. Küçük Said 

Pasha, for instance, who served as the grand vizier seven separate times, in fact 

began as the head of the palace secretariat. Tahsin Pasha, the last başkatib, 

practically served also as an advisor to the sultan.   

Sultan Abdulhamid II rebalanced the administrative equilibrium between the Palace 

and the Porte, in favor of the former. Officials who had served him for many years as 

a part of the palace secretariat, put forward the 1890's as the period where this shift 

or transformation of power began.51 Tahsin Pasha, epitomized this change in the 

following manner in his memoir: 

Beginning with the commencement of his reign, Sultan Hamit followed a 
policy to assemble all the components of the state in the Palace. That is how he 
dealt with all the matters, whether it was administrative, economic, civil, 
military, financial, scholarly or religious and by these means he widened his 
knowledge.52

49 Carter V. Findley, Bureaucratic Reform in the Ottoman Empire (New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 1980), 230. 

50 François Georgeon, Sultan Abdülhamid (Istanbul: Homer Kitabevi, 2006), 172. 

51 Ali Akyıldız, Osmanlı Bürokrasisi ve Modernleşme (Istanbul: İletişim, 2012), 168; Tahsin Paşa, 
241. 

52 Tahsin Paşa, 25.
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Hamidian centralization reached a point at which the ambassadors, governors and 

military commanders were eventually began corresponding with the palace 

secretariat, as much as they did with their own ministries. Abdülhamid II 

appropriated for himself the power accumulated "at the apex of the bureaucratic 

pyramid".53 The increase in the number of the palace secretaries serving in the 

Mabeyn is a clear indicator of the increase of their workload, moreover, the number 

of officers working in the palace telegraph rose as well. Abdülhamid II established 

an encryption office (şifre kalemi) within the palace.54

The centralization policies of Abdülhamid II affected the Empire's provincial 

administration as well. The Sultan preferred to have direct control of the governors 

and provincial officials. Thus, the Palace bypassed the Ministry of the Interior and 

secured direct channels of communication with the provinces. Stanford Shaw 

interpreted such actions as one of the consequences that emerged due to increased 

European intervention in the internal affairs of the Ottoman Empire.55 Abdülhamid's 

direct control was particularly felt during the appointment of governors (vali). He 

designated the governors without even consulting the minister of the interior. 

Respectively, for the most part, the governors in turn did not appeal to the ministry of 

the interior or the Porte, rather they corresponded directly with the Palace regarding 

provincial matters of high importance.56 Thus, the center of administrative gravity 

had shifted from the Porte to the palace, and the years during which the General 

53 Findley, 231, 235. 

54 Akyıldız, 170-171. 

55 Shaw & Shaw, 243; also see: Abdulhamit Kırmızı, Abdülhamid’in Valileri (Istanbul: Klasik 
Yayınları, 2007), p. 39.

56 Georgeon, 203. 
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Inspectorate of Rumelia was established and functioned, which constitute the core of 

this study, occurred after this centralization process was complete.  

 In order to understand the Hamidian regime, one should also pay attention to its 

dignitaries, both civilian and military, serving throughout the empire.57 Abdulhamit 

Kırmızı defined the Hamidiye Ricâli (the Hamidian dignitaries) as the high-ranking 

state officials, who had been appointed to their first influential positions, by Sultan 

Abdülhamid II himself. He takes the year 1895 as a turning point, as it was around 

this time that Abdülhamid concluded the consolidation of his rule, and also as it was 

the year when a number of prominent statesman, who were relics of Tanzimat Era, 

passed away.58  In order to consolidate his rule, Abdülhamid expanded the 

bureaucratic organizations and appointed civil servants either who already owed him 

their rise in the bureaucracy or those who the Sultan wanted to bind himself through 

such bestowments.59 It can be claimed that one of the characteristics of the Hamidian 

Era was bureaucratic consistency. High-level officials had long-running tenures in 

critical positions.60 In that sense, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, the leading actor of this 

study, as the Inspector-General of Rumelia, served continuously for six years in thus 

provides a good example both for Hamidian dignitaries and such consistency. 

57 For an eloborate study, also see: Olivier Bouquet, Sultanın Paşaları (1839-1909) (Istanbul: İş 
Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 2016).

58 Kırmızı, Valiler, 12. 

59 Findley, 235. 

60 Kırmızı, Valiler, 12-13. 
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2.3.2 Administration in Rumelia 

The political and the mental framework of Abdülhamid's rule in Rumelia was 

determined by the Berlin Settlement, and was further traumatized over the years with 

series of regional developments. However, generally speaking, providing peace and 

order in the region was advantageous for the Hamidian government for a number of 

reasons, perhaps the most of which were the economic realities of the area. Regional 

disturbances required the deployment of large armies. Moreover, the area was subject 

to the constant uneasiness that directly affected the tax revenues of the provinces in 

question.   

François Georgeon states that "Abdülhamid altered neither the general framework 

nor the soul - the declaration of the central authority, centralization, modernization - 

of the provincial policies of Tanzimat" but, he added, "however his means have 

differentiated in time."61 During his reign, Sultan Abdülhamid did not proclaim a 

new provincial code, his administration was organized in accordance with the 

Provincial Laws of 1864 and 1871. Along with various other aspects, these codes 

settled the structure of the provincial administration, and determined the duties, as 

well as the authorities, of the administrators.62 The five Rumelian provinces - 

Salonika, Manastır, İşkodra, Yanya and Edirne- were identified in 1864. However, 

the province of Kosova was only constituted in 1877. Abdülhamid's palace-centered 

policies, as elsewhere in the empire, also dominated his rule in the Rumelian 

provinces. 

61 Georgeon, 201. 

62 Georgeon, 196-197; Also see: Mehmet Gündeş, Osmanlı Döneminde Vilayet İdaresinin Esasları
(Istanbul: Kitabevi, 2015) 
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In his classic study Makedonya Sorunu (the Macedonian Question), Fikret Adanır 

argues that Hamidian economic policies, along with the autocratic regime of the 

sultan, are essential to consider when attempting to comprehend the difficulties faced 

in Rumelia,. When Abdülhamid came to the throne, he inherited the financial 

difficulties of the Empire from Abdülaziz. In 1875, the Ottoman state had declared 

bankruptcy. Only three years after that, the Empirewent through the major defeat of 

Russo-Turkish War. The Duyûn-ı Umûmiye İdaresi (the Public Debts 

Administration) was established in 1881, as an international solution to the question 

of Ottoman debt, one in which the creditor European powers were represented. With 

this new organization a significant portion of Ottoman state revenues, about thirty 

percent, were directly allocated to the creditors. Consequently, the empire suffered 

from a chronic cash shortage, and thus wages of officers, as well as of officials, were 

never regularly paid. 63 The problem of unpaid Ottoman civil officials and military 

officers in Macedonia, which will be discussed below, later in this study, did in fact 

play a decisive role in shaping the future of the region.  

As mentioned above, only a few months after his succession to the throne, 

Abdülhamid faced the defeat of his armies before the Russians, which resulted in 

major territorial losses, especially among the territories of the Balkans. Hence, he 

had to become particularly careful to avoid losing any more territories in Europe. 

However, his policy in terms of re-ordering the provinces contradicted this 

prediction, as the official hierarchy of the provinces was reversed in the later years of 

Abdülhamid's reign. Until 1885 the placement-order- of the provinces in the State 

Yearbooks (Salnâme-i Umûmi) began with Rumelia, with the Province of Edirne in 

63 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 95-98. 
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particular. However, from 1886 onwards, the ordering began with the province of 

Syria and continued with the Arab provinces, followed by Rumelia and finally the 

Anatolian provinces were placed as the final group. More strikingly, from 1905 

onwards, the Rumelian provinces constituted the very last group, and in fact, 

Manastır was placed at the very end of the list.64 Georgeon argues that this hierarchy 

did not only represent the perspective of the Sultan regarding the importance he 

attributed to these territories, but also had some practical consequences. The ranks 

and salaries of the officials appointed to the provinces were determined according to 

the placement of the province. He stated that this approach was the consequence of 

the losses of 1877-78 Russo-Turkish War. It was the effort of prospering what was 

left in hand.65

During the first decade of the 20th century, due to continued European intervention, 

and the fragility of the situation in Rumelia, it is apparent that the region occupied a 

great place in state affairs, both for the Palace and the Porte. It would not be 

convincing at this point to regard this region as of secondary importance for the 

Sultan. This can be best observed in terms of military matters, where, after the Berlin 

Treaty, Abdülhamid not only increased the number of forces in the Rumelian 

provinces, but also decided to send the best-educated corps to the region. This was 

done in order to convince the Europeans that Ottoman forces were capable of dealing 

with the continued insurgencies European intervention unnecessary.66

64 Georgeon, 211; Kırmızı, Valiler, 14. Also see: Salname-i Devlet-i Aliyye-i Osmaniye (1294); 
Salname-i Devlet-i Aliyye-i Osmaniye (1302) and Salname-i Devlet-i Aliyye-i Osmaniye (1323).  

65 Georgeon, 211-212. 

66 Gül Tokay, "A Reassesment of the Macedonian Question, 1878-1908", 264. 
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The importance attributed to the General Inspectorate of Rumelia (1902-1909) 

clearly reveals that Abdülhamid II vigorously attempted to better the circumstances 

present in his European territories. Sultan Abdülhamid II's maintained a presence on 

every issue, and thus, he wanted his rule to be felt by the locals. For example, on 25 

February 1903, he sent valuable gifts, such as chandeliers and carpets, to furnish the 

Mosque of Sultan Murad I in Priştine, in the province of Kosova.67 Moreover, a 

massive project of building new schools "through the empire" was also implemented 

by Abdülhamid II, and the official opening of these new institutions was booked on 

the anniversary of his accession to the throne. It is extremely significant that 325 of 

511 schools (apart from 8, all of them were ibtidâiye, primary schools) were built in 

the Vilâyât-ı Selâse, and when the provinces of Edirne, Yanya and İşkodra are 

included, this number rose to 504, leaving only 7 schools built throughout the rest of 

the empire. Therefore, it is clear that Rumelia indeed occupied a prominent position 

in the Hamidian mind.68

Selim Deringil, under the subtitle "the symbolism of language in the Hamidian era" 

draws attention to the frequent usage of certain words and phrases in the official 

Ottoman documents, and asserts that "these phrases can provide useful clues to the 

way the state regarded its subjects, the relationships among the ruling elite 

themselves, and the way they perceived the basis of their rule."69 In fact, the 

avoidance in the usage of certain phrases also provides clues regarding the mentality 

of the administration. Abdülhamid II was highly sensitive of the term "Macedonia", 

67 BOA. HH. THR. 1215/25 [27 Zilkade 1320, 25 February 1903] in Osmanlı Arşiv Belgelerinde 
Kosova Vilayeti (Istanbul: Başbakanlık Devlet Arşivleri Genel Müdürlüğü, 2007),  285. 

68  BOA. Y. MTV. 250-1 [11 Ağustos 1319 , 24 August 1903], in  Ibid., 318-320. 

69 Selim Deringil, Well-Protected Domains (London: I.B. Tauris, 1998), 39. 
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and he forbade state officials, as well as the newspapers, from using it.70 This 

expression was imported from Europe, based on the historical claims of the Balkan 

states. Scholars have already studied this Hamidian sensitivity, through examples 

found in Ottoman archival documents, and other contemporary sources.71 The 

General Inspectorate of Rumelia received similar warnings, and immediately 

transmitted the order to the governors of the Rumelian provinces on 7 April 1903.72

Within official Ottoman spheres, the region was either referred to as the Rumelian 

provinces (Rumeli Vilâyâtı), the Three Provinces (Vilâyât-ı Selâse- Salonika, Kosova 

and Manastır) or by the name of the province in question or the specific region, in 

particular. 

There was also an ongoing Hamidian tendency since the 1890's to replace place 

names, whose origin was in one of the local languages of Rumelia, with Turkish 

alternatives, and even with the names of the Sultans. For instance, on 5 January 

1895, the name of the Kaçanik district of Kosova was re-named "Orhaniye" and the 

district of Maliş was re-named "Osmaniye", as the Sultan approved the resolution of 

the Council of the State (Şura-yı Devlet).73

Furthermore, the strict policy of censorship regarding the press was also a well-

known feature of the Hamidian regime. Not surprisingly, especially from 1901 

70 Süleyman Kani İrtem, Osmanlı Devleti'nin Makedonya Meselesi (Istanbul: Temel Yayınları, 1999), 
244. 

71 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 3; Kaya Bayraktar, "Makedonya Sorunu ve Avrupa Müdahalesi (1902-
1905)", Bilig, No. 69, Spring (2014), 2; Yarcı, "Türk Arşiv Belgelerine Göre Osmanlı Diplomasisinde 
Makedonya Meselesi (1876-1912)", 199; İpek Yosmaoğlu called the phrase "Ottoman Macedonia" an 
oxymoron since there was no Ottoman provinces called by this name. Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 9. 

72 "Rumeli Vilayat-ı şahanesi işlerine müteallik maruzât ve tebligatta badezin mahalli ismi zikr 
olunarak Makedonya tabirinin katiyen men-i istimali ba-irade-i seniyye-i Hazret-i Hilâfetpenâhi tebliğ 
olunur." in BOA. TFR. I. A. 4-398 (9 Muharrem 1321) [7 April 1903]. 

73 Yarcı, 124.
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onwards, censorship was firmly applied to the news, particularly regarding the 

uneasiness in Macedonia, especially in reference to banditry and the upheavals.74 The 

news published outside of the empire by the foreign press about affairs in 

Macedonia, were also carefully investigated by the "Matbuat-ı Hariciye Müdürlüğü" 

(Directorate of Foreign Press), and the articles in question were disclaimed when it 

was deemed necessary.75

2.4 The "Macedonian Question" and Struggle for Macedonia 

At the heart of the Hamidian concerns regarding the Empire's Rumelian territories, 

set this great problem, which was referred as 'the Macedonian Question'. As an 

introduction, it can be simplified as the problem in which the people of Macedonia 

could not agree on the future of the Macedonian territories. This controversy was 

based on a number of reasons sourced both from outside and within. The new 

ideologies that emerged out of the French Revolution, and the provocation of 

neighboring powers to act according to their own best interests, were the most 

prominent external factors. Internally, socio-economic dissatisfaction, especially of 

the Christian subjects of the region, was one of the fundamental reasons for 

controversy regarding the future of the region. The other concerned the dispute 

between the Greek Patriarchate and the Bulgarian Exarchate, which arose following 

the foundation of the latter by an imperial decree on 12 March 1870.76

74 Yarcı, 123.

75 Fatmagül Demirel, II. Abdülhamid Döneminde Sansür (Istanbul: Bağlam yayınları, 2007), 109,110.

76 Adanır, 76.
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As Barbara Jelavich states "The tragedy of Macedonia was that the basic issues were 

of such a serious nature that they could indeed lead to war among the Balkan 

nations." Following the founding of the autonomous Bulgarian Principality in 1878, 

the Bulgarian national movement accelerated towards the realization of Bulgaria’s 

actual goal, which was to unite all of the territories of the Medieval Bulgarian 

Empire, namely Macedonia and Edirne. The Greeks, the Serbs, as well as the Vlachs, 

rejected such plans as they also had claims on Macedonia. Regardless of any of these 

claims of plans, the territory in question already belonged to the Ottoman Empire. 

Within this extremely tense socio-political environment, the obsession to draw lines 

between people when none of the matters were certain or agreed upon, in addition to 

propaganda activities, the people of Macedonia resorted to violence. All sides formed 

armed bands, except for the Turks, who relied on the Ottoman army.77

Since it gives an idea regarding how contemporaries perceived the matter, Süleyman 

Kani İrtem's78 interpretation upon the origins of the Macedonian Question is worth 

mentioning here:  

After the annexation of The Eastern Rumelia by Bulgaria, they desired to free 
the Bulgarians living under Ottoman rule and merge. This ambition caused 
anti-Bulgarian movements among the Turks, Albanians, Greeks, Serbs and 
Vlachs alike. That is how the Macedonian Question emerged.79

Macedonian Question became more and more complicated at the turn of the century 

and the struggle for Macedonia caused various sufferings for people as well as 

77 Jelavich, 93. 

78 Süleyman Kani İrtem was a bureaucrat who served as a kaymakam in several districts of the Three 
Provinces during the time of the Inspectorate. 

79 "Bulgaristan Bulgarları Şarkî Rumeli'yi ilhaktan sonra Makedonya'daki Bulgarları da Osmanlı 
idaresinden kuratrıp kendileriyle birleştirmek istediler. Bu emel Türkler ve Arnavutlarla beraber 
Yunanlıların, Sırpların hatta Rumelerin Bulgarlar aleyhine hareketini intac etti. İşte Makedonya 
meselesi bundan çıktı." Süleyman Kani İrtem, Makedonya Meselesi (Istanbul: Temel Yayınları, 1999), 
150. 
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bloodsheds in the region. İpek Yosmaoğlu, in her book Blood Ties, provides a 

striking synopsis of the situation in Macedonia at the beginning of the 20th century:

The struggle for Macedonia at the turn of the twentieth century is a difficult 
story to relate because it was not simply a war fought between states with 
conventional armies. It was not a purely diplomatic crisis either. It was a 
protracted conflict, finally a civil war, fought as an insurgency, where the lines 
separating fighter from civilian, perpetrator from victim, traitor from hero, 
were not clearly drawn.80

One of the consequences of the Post-Berlin structure was the establishment of 

revolutionary organizations by and within the neighboring states, especially in 

Bulgaria. Bulgarian students, who feared the partition of Macedonia among the other 

states, began to form a movement supporting Bulgarian claims to Macedonia, in 

Sofia. Thus, in October 1893 they established the "Internal Macedonian 

Revolutionary Organization" (IMRO) in Salonika.81 The founders of the movement 

were young Bulgarian men from Ottoman Macedonia. Damyen Gruyev was a 

prominent name along with Dr. Hristo Tatarçev, Petar Pop Arsov, Anton Dimitrov 

and Hristo Bostanciev. They were later to be joined by Goce Delçev and Jane 

Sandanski.82 There were four main objectives of the organization's programe: First, 

to provide the national liberationa and indipendence of Macedonia. Second, they 

aimed to achieve this purpose without outside connection, only through the 

Macedonian forces and sources. Third, there were no differences among the different 

people of Macedonia including the Muslims. And fourth, they were to better the 

80 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 16. 

81 Hacısalihoğlu, 46; Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 119; Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 27. Also see: Mahir 
Aydın, “Arşiv Belgeleriyle Makedonya Bulgar Çete Faaliyetleri.” Osmanlı Araştırmaları 9 (1989): 
209-234. 

82 Adanır, 119; İlhan Tekeli "Makedonya İç Devrimci Örgütü ve 1903 İlinden Ayaklanması" in İlhan 
Tekeli and Selim İlkin (eds.) Cumhuriyetin Harcı, V.I (Istanbul: İstanbul Bilgi Üniversitesi Yayınları, 
2003), 70. 
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economic conditions for Macedonian people.83 In 1895, the "External Macedonian 

Revolutionary Organization" (EMRO) also known as the Supreme Committee, was 

founded in Sofia.  EMRO tried to organize an unrest in Macedonia in the year of its 

establishment, and the Menlik Uprising was initiated in 1895. This outside-oriented 

attempt failed to turn into a major incident, and Ottoman Forces were successful in 

suppression any unrest. Sultan Abdülhamid, also influenced by improvements in 

Bulgarian-Ottoman diplomatic relations, approved a reform scheme for the Rumelian 

Provinces in 1896, which proved to be an initiative taken in vain.84

IMRO, on the other hand, managed to remain undercover, until it was accidentally 

discovered by Ottoman authorities in November 1897. At the time of its detection, it 

had already established a secret network throughout the region, and had gained 

ground in terms of collecting arms and recruiting supporters. IMRO and EMRO were 

to remain the prominent actors of the Macedonian Question into the turn of the 

century. Despite a temporary merger in 1899, the Internal and the External 

committees did not generally agree on the methods they should implement to further 

the struggle. EMRO wanted the operations to be controlled by the Bulgarian army, 

whereas IMRO preferred to stay independent. They fell into discord on the timing of 

the general uprising, as EMRO believed the movement was mature enough to 

proceed, whereas IMRO thought it was too early to execute their ultimate plan. In the 

meantime, IMRO increased its banditry activities throughout the region.85

83 Tekeli, Ibid., 70-71. 

84 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 124-125.  

85 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 30-31. 
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There are four fundamental reasons for the increase in the movements of the 

Bulgarian revolutionary organizations from 1901 onwards. Firstly, they did not 

believe that the reforms would bring peace to the region and they aimed to tarnish the 

image of the Ottoman government in the eyes of the European powers. Secondly, the 

financial needs of the committees were intensified. Thirdly, they wanted to 

intimidate the local Bulgarians, who did not want to support the committees, and 

finally, they wanted to convert Bulgarian subjects from the Patriarchate to the 

Exarchate.86

Kidnappings and robbery came into prominence as acts, which would increase the 

financial sources of these bands in Macedonia.87 Foreigners who temporarily resided 

in Macedonia became the targets of these bands. Enver Ziya Karal describes how 

such acts eventually resulted in a vicious cycle on the part of the Ottomans. 

Europeans and Americans had to pay ransoms to these organizations in order to save 

their countrymen, and in due course, such sums were compensated by the Ottoman 

government and were paid back to these countries. The bands used this money for 

their future acts, purchasing arms and munitions. That is how the Porte indirectly 

defrayed the expenses of the bands who fought against itself.88

The activities of the bandits in Macedonia were begun by the Bulgarians as measure 

to be acted out mainly against the Ottomans. Greek activities of a similar nature, 

however, did not emerge against the Ottoman government, but rather counter the 

86 Yarcı, 134.

87 For examples of kidnappings see: Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 31-32. The "Miss Stone Affair"  was the 
most well-known case. For details see: Teresa Carpenter, The Miss Stone Affair: America's First 
Modern Hostage Crisis (New York:Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2003).

88 Enver Ziya Karal, Osmanlı Tarihi, Vol. VIII (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 2007), 154.
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Bulgarian movement, as well as becoming a way to implement the Meghale Idea

(Great Idea). 89 That is why at first, the authorities, generally, turned a blind eye 

towards Greek responses and activities, and they even received support from the 

Ottoman authorities and local Muslims. Mehmet Hacısalihoğlu cited this 

conspicuous example in his book: Rahmi Bey, a prominent member of the 

Committee of Progress and Union, opened his farm to the usage of Greek bands in 

Salonika.90

Scholars generally agree on the fact that the Hamidian attitude towards the different 

Christian groups was neither equal nor consistent. Gül Tokay states: 

In the Macedonian lands, the authorities were more tolerant of the activities of 
the Greek, Serb or Vlach groups and their propaganda organs than of their 
Bulgarian counterparts. Ottoman officials genuinely thought Europeans were 
sympathetic to the Bulgarian cause in the provinces and they also believed that 
dividing the Christian races was one of the means to fight back. For a similar 
reason, the Sultan issued in September 1903 for the Serbs and in May 1905 for 
the Vlachs, respectively, irades to be recognized as separate communities in 
the Ottoman Empire.91

The general attitude of the Ottoman administration was to maintain the status quo in 

the region, in order to prevent further fragmentation. Traditionally, it was the Greek 

Patriarch who dominated all of the Christian groups in Macedonia. However, with 

the newly emergent realities at the turn of the century, this policy could no longer be 

maintained. Still, the Hamidian government did not wish for any group to gain an 

increased level of power at the expense of other Christians, and thus aimed to pursue 

89Anıl Kayalar, "Struggle over Macedonia: Florina 1906, according to the records of Rumeli 
Inspectorship", (Unpublished MA Thesis, Bilkent University, 2003), 61. 

90 Hacısalihoğlu, 112-113. 

91 Ahsene Gül Tokay,  "Macedonian Reforms and Muslim Opposition during the Hamidian Era: 
1878–1908", Islam and Christian–Muslim Relations, Vol. 14, No. 1, (2003), 5. 
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a "balance of power" among the Christian Subjects. For this reason, Tokay's 

interpretation seems accurate. 

 Regarding the Muslim populations of the Balkans, it is apparent that the 

Albanians occupied a special place in the mind, as well as the policies, of 

Abdülhamid II. The Albanians were the largest Muslim group in Macedonia. They 

had a peculiar social structure, which resembled certain forms of ancient feudalism. 

As will be discussed later, the Albanian populated territories possessed strategic 

significance, especially within the context of the Macedonian Question and any 

potential European intervention. Moreover, the special interest given towards the 

Albanian subjects well suited the general Hamidian policy of pan-Islamism.92 When 

assured of their loyalty, the Albanians proved to be the greatest supporters of 

Abdülhamid in Macedonia. However, if they could not be persuaded on a certain 

administrative matter, as it was the case with the European initiated reforms in the 

region, their resistance turned into the primary concern for the Hamidian 

administration. The Albanian influence on Hamidian policies can easily be traced 

throughout the workings of the General Inspectorate. 

2.5 Reforms for Rumelia 

Especially in his early years, Abdülhamid was portrayed as an "avid reformer and 

legislator", who intended to improve Ottoman administration.93 Though his reign was 

considered to be a continuation of the Tanzimat era in that sense, he was also the 

92 Pan-Islamism can shortly be identified as the policy to unify all Muslims through the common 
identitiy provided by Islam, regardless of ethnic or linguistic differences. 

93 Findley, 227.  
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reason behind the shift of power from the Porte to the Palace, which was also defined 

as "the deviation from Tanzimat".94

Abdülhamid complied with the implementation of European reforms only when he 

had no other choice. It would be unfair to portray him as a ruler who was easily 

swayed by diplomatic negotiations. Accordingly, his compromises regarding the 

Macedonian reforms must be interpreted from this perspective. Abdülhamid always 

attempted to postpone or impede the promised reforms in Macedonia, due to the 

belief that they would produce no result, other than the unification of Macedonia 

with Bulgaria.95

There is a scholarly consensus on the reformist personality of Abdülhamid on the one 

hand, and his well-known procrastination for the reforms required in Macedonia, on 

the other. From this perspective, do these contradicting attitudes represent an 

inconsistency in the Hamidian regime? The rightful answer to this question would be 

negative, as the Sultan was in favor of reforms, as long as he initiated them, and he 

was consistently coherent in opposing any foreign intervention. It would be unfair to 

call him prejudiced, as the previous experience with foreign intervention of a similar 

nature, particularly of Eastern Rumelia and Crete, proved him right.  

From 1878 onwards through to the end of the 1890s, the Europeans Powers 

continued to try to impose reforms in Macedonia by using the Cretan case as an 

example. As undesired developments occurred on the island, along with the initial 

autonomy, the Ottomans thus resisted the idea of reforms with reference to this 

94 Nader Sohrabi, Revolution and Constitutionalism in the Ottoman Empire and Iran (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 45. 

95 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 13. 
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model. The Ottoman authorities often voiced their concern regarding "Macedonia 

becoming another Crete", which meant that they feared losing this part of the empire 

as well. 

Under the obligations of the Berlin Treaty, in November 1880, the Ottoman 

Government prepared the "Regulations for Rumelian Provinces" (Rumeli Vilayetleri 

Nizamnâmesi) to respond to the demands of the Berlin Congress. The international 

commission convened in Berlin approved the text, despite its deficiencies, by making 

only small alterations. The document was submitted for Abdülhamid's approval, 

however, the Sultan took advantage of a shift in the political focus of the Europeans 

and never approved it.96

On 18 September 1885 Eastern Rumelia announced its unification with Bulgaria. 

This fait accompli, which was a clear violation of the Berlin Treaty, was denounced 

by the Great Powers. Since the first step towards the re-constitution of  "Greater 

Bulgaria" was considered accomplished, the focus of the Bulgarian revolutionary 

movement was diverted entirely towards Macedonia.97

It was not until 1896 that the Sublime Porte issued another official document to 

prove its concerns over the Macedonian reforms. The Western focus was once again 

diverted to Ottoman territories with high Christian population, because of the 

developments in Crete and the Armenian Uprisings in Anatolia. Upon a 

correspondence from the office of the Grand Vizier, Abdülhamid II established a 

commission under the presidency of the Minister of Commerce and Public Works, to 

96 Karal, 150. 

97 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 113. 
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negotiate the reforms in Rumelia.98 According to Kaya Bayraktar, the "Memorandum 

regarding the Articles of Reform for the Imperial Provinces of Rumelia" (Rumeli 

Vilâyât-ı Şâhânesi’ne Mahsus Mevâdd-ı Islâhiye Lâyıhası) was issued consisting of 

seven subtitles. The memorandum involved issues such as the merger of the 

administrative organization of Edirne with the Three Provinces, the restoration of 

ruined churches, the duties of the inspectors appointed for financial, judicial and 

administrative matters, the recruitment of non-Muslims for the gendarmerie with a 

proportion of ten percent, the amelioration of schools, some other public works, 

payments for agricultural reforms, and the re-organization of the tithe. This 

memorandum was followed by several supplementary instructions.99 A delegation, 

composed of able and competent officials, was deployed to Rumelia and began their 

work. It was planned that the reforms would begin to be implemented from the 

province of Edirne. However, shortly afterwards, the Sultan opted to terminate this 

mission and called the delegation back to Istanbul on 19 June 1896.100

In fact, when Sultan Abdülhamid issued his decree of 22 April 1896, he gave the 

impression, though twenty years behind, to be setting forth for the path, which 

diplomatic initiatives had indicated.101 Draganof, the contemporary Russian author of 

Macedonia and Reforms, which was published for the first time in 1906, called this 

decree "a mere sham", issued in order to ease the tensions regarding the impatience 

98 Yarcı, 125.

99 "Rumili Vilâyât-ı Şâhânesi’ne Me’mur Olan Maliye Müfettişlerinin Vezaifini Mübeyyin Talimat";
"Rumili Vilâyât-ı Şâhânesi’nin Her Birine Merbut Kazaların Yerinde Tecrübeten Mevki’i İcraya Vaz’ 
Olunmak üzere Aşarın Arazi Virgüsüne Zammıyla İstifası Usulüne Dair Talimat"; Rumili Vilâyât-ı 
Şâhânesi İçin Te’sis Buyurulan Mülkiye Müfettişliklerinde Bulunacak Zevatın Vezaif-i Esasiyyesini 
Mübeyyin Talimat" in Bayraktar, "Makedonya Sorunu ve Avrupa Müdahalesi (1902-1905)",  14-15. 

100 Yarcı, 125.

101 For the artciles of this reform scheme, see: Yarcı, 126-127.  
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for reforms, especially with regards to the recent Armenian Upheavals of 1894-96. 

According to him, Abdülhamid never paid a high price for making a pledge and not 

keeping it.102

Meanwhile, the affairs in Crete worsened, and conflicts arose due to military 

involvement by Greece, leading to upheavals throughout the 1880s and 1890s. These 

developments resulted in the 1897 Greek-Ottoman War. The war continued for about 

a month, from April to May, and was concluded with a decisive Ottoman victory. 

However, during the diplomatic negotiations after the conclusion of the war, the 

Island of Crete gained its autonomy, and practically all its control was left to 

Greece.103

There was a correlation between the affairs in Crete and the disturbances in 

Macedonia. In both cases, the Christian subjects of the empire wanted to split from 

the Ottoman Empire and become annexed to their motherlands. That is why the 

Cretan rebellions of early 1897 were followed with deep interest by the Christians of 

Macedonia. Moreover, the Greek revolutionary organization Ethniki Etairia,

considered that the affairs in Crete were the first step towards achieving their goal in 

Macedonia.104

In response to the recent development in Ottoman Europe, in May 1897, Austria-

Hungary and Russia signed a new agreement. The two powers confirmed that they 

wanted to preserve the status quo in the Balkans, and divided the region into two 

102 Petar Draganof, Macedonia and the Reforms (London: Mazell, Watsona and Viney, 1908), 72. 
(This book was first published in French, in 1906.)

103 Shaw & Shaw, 207. 

104 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 131. 
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spheres of influence among themselves.105 Nevertheless, if the conditions in the 

region necessitated the need to set a new order, then they agreed upon constituting an 

Albanian state from Yanya in the south and Lake Skadar in the North, and then 

evenly dividing Macedonia between the Balkan states. Bulgaria never supported the 

idea of partition, and instead preferred that the region remain monolithic, and 

eventually become autonomous, which would allow Bulgaria to annex it in the 

future.106 After the entente was signed, Austria-Hungary and Russia began to work 

on a reform program for Macedonia, based on Article 23 of the Berlin Treaty, in 

order to ameliorate the conditions of the Christian subjects living in Macedonia. The 

two powers had the consent of the other signatories of the Berlin Treaty regarding 

their initiative. As Gül Tokay states "the governments of Austria-Hungary and 

Russia were aware that the Macedonian problem could not be solved solely by 

reforms but believed that they would bring temporary relief to the provinces".107 On 

the other side, it was also argued that, with the 1897 Austria-Russian agreement, 

which aimed to maintain the status quo in the Balkans, Sultan Abdülhamid was 

relieved and provided "a free hand in Macedonia."108

Charles Roden Buxton, a young English man interested in politics, travelled to the 

Ottoman Balkans as a member of the 'Balkan Committee' in the first decade of the 

20th Century. He wrote that "Macedonia affected and interested Europe in an 

exceptional degree, having long provided an element of danger and uncertainty in the 

105 Ibid.,  136. 

106 Karal, 152. 

107 Gül Tokay, "A Reassesment of the Macedonian Question", 259. 

108 Draganof, 5. 
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field of international policy."109 Therefore, by the first decade of the 20th century, the 

need for reforms was clearly a known and urging concern within the international 

community. Thus, to take a concrete step by the Hamidian administration was then 

inevitable. 

2.6 Precedents of Inspections and Inspectorates  

The 19th century was a period of constant struggle for the development and 

implementation of reforms in the Ottoman Empire. Reforms aimed to modernize the 

empire, to once more become an equal economic, political and military player among 

the European powers. They were designed to improve the conditions in the Empire in 

order to prevent internal disturbances and later in the century to avoid external 

interferences. It was, in fact, a Tanzimat practice to continuously develop new reform 

projects and schemes, and then to (asassemle an inspection mission of a temporary 

nature, composed of government officials of different ranks to examine and provide 

the execution of any planned reforms. There are a number of examples that 

demonstrate this pattern, however only a few will be mentioned here, in order to 

provide a general idea regarding the tradition of inspections during the Tanzimat Era. 

After the proclamation of the Tanzimat Edict (Gülhane Hatt-ı Hümâyûnu), its 

application was a question for the Ottoman administration to tackle. It was therefore 

decided to send inspectors to regions in both Rumelia and Anatolia, to examine the 

implementations of the reforms. On 28 March 1840, a member of the Meclis-i 

Ahkam-ı Adliye (the Chamber of Justice), Ahmed Arif Hikmet Bey, was appointed to 

Rumelia, while a member of the Meclis-i Nafia (chamber of public works), Çerkeşi 

109 Charles Roden Buxton, Turkey in Revolution (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1909), 19. 
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Mehmed Efendi, was appointed to Anatolia for inspection. Ahmed Arif Hikmet Bey, 

who originally belonged to the ulama class, performed the inspection based on the 

instructions (talimâtnâme) mainly in the area of Ottoman Bulgaria. The inspection 

continued about a year, from 28 May 1840 to roughly June 1841, and the inspector 

produced a detailed report of the inspection (teftiş defteri).110

Another example of a similar pattern can be observed in the inspection of Rumelia, 

which was executed in 1860 by the Grand Vizier, Kıbrıslı (Cypriot) Mehmed Emin 

Pasha. This inspection mission was carried out with the same objective: to make the 

state's presence felt in the region, to avoid external intervention and to inspect the 

reforms at their place of execution. The main matters of concern for this inspection 

were the problems of public order, corrupt local officials, European interference, the 

question of farms (çiftlik), the refugees (muhacir), and the question of the Bulgarian 

Church. The inspection tour of the Grand Vizier, who was accompanied by a 

commission of inspection, began from Varna on 2 June 1860 and ended 4.5 months 

later, in Salonika. It pretty much included all of the Bulgarian territories, as well as 

the southern parts, later to be referred to as the Ottoman Macedonia.111 Lastly, 

though not titled inspectorate, Midhat Pasha's Governorship of the province of Tuna 

(1864-1868) can be argued to set an advanced example for extraordinary 

administrative attempts of Tanzimat for implementation of provincial reforms in 

Rumelia.112

110 Mahir Aydın, "Ahmed Ârif Hikmet Beyefendi'nin Rumeli Tanzimat Müfettişliği ve Teftiş Defteri", 
Belleten, No. 56 (1992), 69-181. 

111 Yonca Köksal & Davut Erkan, Sadrazam Kıbrıslı Mehmet Emin Paşa'nın Rumeli Teftişi (Istanbul: 
Boğaziçi Üniveristesi Yayınları, 2007), 19-21. 

112 For further reading, see: Yalçın Murgul, "Tanzimat reforms reconsidered: the case study of Tuna 
province (1856-1868)", (Unpublished PhD Thesis, Bilkent University, 2016). 
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As the "last man of Tanzimat"113, Abdülhamid II also appealed to the practice of 

inspections for similar local matters. Within the Hamidian framework these were not 

missions of inspections, but ones, which were transformed into a more institutional 

structures, and began to be referred to as a "general inspectorate" (Umûmi 

Müfettişlik). General Inspectorates were established in connection with a reform 

project in a certain region as well. However, these projects were of larger and deeper 

nature, and the duties of the inspector-generals were not limited to examining the 

progress or effects of reforms, but to actually apply the reforms themselves. 

Consequently the position of the Inspector-General was a permanent post, rather than 

a temporary delegation.114 The first example of such was the General Inspectorate of 

the Anatolian Provinces.  

On 27 June 1895, Abdülhamid II appointed one of the aid de camps, Müşir

(Marshal) Ahmed Şakir Pasha, as the Inspector-General of the Anatolian Provinces. 

Şakir Pasha was an outstanding official, he came from a military background, but 

had built his career through the civil service, and had served in various strategic 

positions throughout the empire, as well as abroad. In his detailed study, Ali Karaca 

asserts that the designation of Şakir Pasha was in fact a responsive move of 

Abdülhamid against British demands for reform in the region, and for the 

appointment of a non-Muslim general commissioner.115

113 Stanford J. Shaw, "Sultan Abdulhamid II: last man of the Tanzimat", T.C. Kültür Bakanlığı, Milli 
Kütüphane Başkanlığı, Tanzimat'ın 150. Yıldönümü Uluslararası Sempozyumu (Ankara, 1991), 179-
197. 

114 For an assesment on the General Inspectorates at the time of Abdülhamid II setting the historical 
background for the practice of inspection during the Republican period see: Cemil Koçak, Umûmî 
Müfettişlikler (1927-1952), (Istanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 2003),  25-30.  

115 Ali Karaca, Anadolu Islahatı ve Ahmet Şakir Paşa (Istanbul: Eren Yayıncılık, 1993), p. 55.
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The trigger behind European pressure for reforms was the constant local conflicts 

and uneasiness that took place during the mid-1890s, throughout the Anatolian 

provinces, specifically regarding Armenian affairs. The Hamidian government 

wanted to apply the reforms, prescribed by the 1878 Berlin Treaty, in order to 

prevent further insurrections, as well as to prevent the intervention of Europe in the 

Vilâyât-ı Sitte (the Six Provinces: Erzurum, Sivas, Mamuratü'l-aziz, Bitlis, Van and 

Diyarbekir). Şakir Pasha's mission began on 24 August 1895 and continued for more 

than four years, until his death in 20 October 1899. Throughout his mission he 

travelled throughout the Vilâyât-ı Sitte, as well as to Ankara, Kastamonu, Halep and 

Trabzon.116 He accomplished to implement great majority of reform articles (30 out 

of 32), which were determined at the beginning of his mission by instructions.117

Four months after the death of Şakir Pasha, the commission of the inspection was 

ordered to return to Istanbul as the reform project was deemed to be completed. 118

The General Inspectorate of Anatolia has a great deal in common with the main 

subject of this study, the General Inspectorate of Rumelia. The reasons behind its 

foundation, the basic working principles and the objectives were all very similar. It is 

apparent that Sultan Abdülhamid was pleased with the experiment in Anatolia, since 

he preferred to follow a very similar pattern for Rumelia less than three years after its 

conclusion. 

However, there were indeed some significant differences between these two 

examples. The most essential difference concerns the number of the actors involved, 

116 Ibid., 79. 

117 Ibid., 162. 

118 Ibid., 172. 
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both internally and externally. In other words, Rumelia, despite covering a small 

geographic area was populated by at least six main ethnic groups, and the almost all 

of the Great Powers were interested in the region. The second difference concerns 

the great disparity in terms of the level of European involvement. The General 

Inspectorate of Rumelia might have been instituted as an Ottoman initiative, 

however, as will be further analyzed in the coming chapters, the reform project very 

rapidly evolved into a multinational enterprise. Overall, the Inspectorate of Rumelia, 

with a more definite headquarters in Salonika, structure and working style, gave it a 

sense of being a perennial institution, rather than an ad hoc mission.  In early autumn 

1902, the accumulated energy of the Bulgarian revolutionaries made its first major 

discharge, which in turn caused the Ottoman Empire to appeal to the practice of the 

inspectorate for relief. 

2.7 The Cuma-i Bâlâ Uprising (September 1902) 

From 1901, the antagonism between IMRO and the Bulgarian Exarchate was 

replaced by a large-scale cooperation. The Exarchate gained more influence on the 

Internal Organization, after many of its leaders were arrested in Salonika. The 

autonomy of Crete intensified the hopes of the supporters of the Greater Bulgaria, 

whose preliminary goal was unification with Macedonia. The Supreme Committee 

(EMRO) in Bulgaria was now convinced that not only a general revolt was needed in 

order to ensure Macedonian autonomy, but also the support of the Great Power for 

the revolt, which would ultimately allow for the organization to achieve its goal.119

119 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 149-150. 
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The revolutionary movement increased its activities throughout the spring and 

summer of 1902. It was asserted in the diplomatic "Report on Events in Macedonia", 

composed in August 1902, that "the activity of the Bulgar guerrilla, after surviving 

the postponement of a general insurrection last spring, has not, as was expected, 

slacken during the harvest and will now probably continue until stopped by 

winter."120 The Austrian vice consul in Manastır noted that these movements caused 

uneasiness and anxiety among the Muslims, as well. Furthermore, based on 

diplomatic records, Adanır asserted that, in order to avoid the rise of European 

interest in the region, Ottoman forces tried to steer clear of the bands wandering in 

the region.121

At the beginning of autumn, the preparation for a general revolt was concluded and 

the Supreme Committee chose Cuma-i Bâlâ (Blagoevgrad), Petriç (Petritch) and 

Razlık (Razlog), located in the northern and mountenous part of the province of 

Salonika, as their operational sites. On 23 September 1902, the uprising began in a 

village called Zelesnika in Cuma-i Bâlâ and spread to the neighboring villages. The 

Bulgarian military was directly involved in the uprisings. However, despite the 

abovementioned cooperation of the previous year, there remained a serious discord 

between the Internal and the External Committees regarding the uprising and this 

operation was not supported by the Internal Organization (IMRO). This resulted in 

limited support acquired from the local Bulgarian villagers. In accordance with 

orders from the Sultan, Ottoman forces were moderate in their reactions to the 

violence, trying to avoid transforming this upheaval into a major international matter. 

120 The British National Archives Foreign Office Records, here onwards "FO" 421-194 Inclousure in 
no. 94 (August 1903), 60. 

121 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 160-161. 
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The revolt was completely suppressed by mid-November, where around fifteen 

villages suffered substantial damages, and 200 people fled cross the border to 

Bulgaria, while 37 seven were killed.122

"Though the uprising proved to be a total fiasco" says Adanır "it still obtained its 

goal". European public opinion was diverted towards the activities of the Supreme 

Committee and the reforms in Macedonia. The interest of Britain, Austria-Hungary 

and France instigated Russian involvement. It was reported by The Times' 

correspondent, from Istanbul, on 25 November 1902. 

M. Zinovieff, the Russian Ambassador, in a special audience this afternoon, 
urged strongly the imperative necessity of such administrative measures as 
would pacify the Macedonian population. Thus far the reform commission has 
done nothing. Baron de Calice, the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador, will pursue 
the same theme in his audience on Friday.123

On 1 December 1902, the British Consul-General at Salonika wrote a very long and 

extensive report to Ambassador O'Connor in Istanbul. It concerned the state of affairs 

in Macedonia, and detailed his views regarding the reforms. He began his report with 

the following remarks: 

Everyone is agreed that the provinces of Turkey in Europe cannot be allowed 
to remain in their present deplorable condition, and that immediate and 
adequate reforms are imperatively necessary. Nor is it only the local Christian 
population of all races and creeds, which holds this opinion, but it is prevalent 
among Moslems also, and all my colleagues, as well as even Turkish officials, 
share it.124

122 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 161-163. 

123 "The Troubles In Macedonia", The Times (27 November 1902), 5. 

124 From Biliotti to O'Conor (1 December 1902, Salonika) Inclosure in No. 352. in FO 421-194, p. 
245. 
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Germany remained a close ally of the Ottoman Empire, and maintained its distance 

from the Macedonian Affairs. However, even so, the German Ambassador to the 

Porte, Baron Marschall von Biberstein "advised" the Sultan to initiate some 

precautions – which can be interpreted as developing a reform scheme - in his 

European territories, in order to "consolidate the authority of the Ottoman State". 

According to Adanır, it was this advice, which prompted Abdülhamid to declare 

"The Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces" at the end of November 1902.125 This 

was the beginning of a new phase for the Hamidian administration in dealing with 

the Macedonian Question.  

125 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 165-166. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GENERAL INSPECTORATE 
OF RUMELIA 

On 28 November 1902, Encümen-i Mahsûs-ı Vükelâ (the Special Council of 

Ministers) presented to Yıldız Palace the outcome of their negotiations regarding the 

issue of reforming the administration (ıslâh-ı idare) of the Rumelian provinces. 

Sultan Abdülhamid II himself had, in fact, ordered the Council to work on this 

subject. The cover letter of the proposal from the Council was a comprehensive 

document explaining the diplomatic conditions of the time and the necessity of 

putting this "memorandum" into practice. The Sultan's prompt answer, which 

included his amendments, was penned by his chief secretary Tahsin Pasha on the 

very next day.126 "The Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces" (Rumeli Vilâyâtı 

Hakkında Talimatnâme) was a result of the ongoing European pressure concerning 

the need for reforms in Ottoman Macedonia. This document was a set of instructions, 

126 Prime Minister's Ottoman Archives here onwards "BOA" Y. A. RES. 118-82 (15 Teşrinisani 1318) 
[28 November 1902]. 
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providing guidelines for the type of reforms that were to be implemented in the 

Rumelian provinces. It was sanctioned by Abdülhamid II on 2 December 1902. 

In Autumn 1902, the Ambassadors of Russia and Austria-Hungary, the two powers 

most interested in the affairs of the Ottoman Balkans, reached a consensus on the 

need for reforms in the region. They increased their frequency of appeals to the Porte 

and enhanced their diplomatic pressure. The Porte was worried about a possible 

international call to action by these powers for a conference, which would eventually 

result in the autonomy of Macedonia. Moreover, the Ottoman government was well 

aware of the possible threat of a prospective Bulgarian uprising, which would prove 

to be more disruptive than the recent Cuma-i Bâlâ Upheaval. When presenting the 

draft for the reform instructions to the Sultan, the Ottoman Council of Ministers 

counted on the support of other European powers, mostly of Germany.127

The Russian and Austro-Hungarian diplomatic pressure for administrative reforms in 

the Rumelian provinces of the Ottoman Empire, to ameliorate the conditions for the 

Christian subjects, aimed for a rather "stronger" modification in the types of reforms 

the powers wanted the Ottomans to apply. They wanted the region to gain a semi-

autonomous status under a Christian governor. Abdülhamid II, who justifiably 

perceived such attempts as threats to his sovereignty, developed his own solution and 

issued the Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces. The report of British Ambassador 

O’Conor to the Porte dated 9 December 1903, confirms the process: "... This scheme 

has, I understand, been under consideration for some time past, and the Sultan took 

the opportunity of representations made to His Majesty by the Russian Ambassador 

127 BOA. Y. A. RES. 118-82 (15 Teşrinisani 1318) [28 November 1902].
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on his return from Livadia towards the end of last month to make it public."128 The 

Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces were the Hamidian solution to repulse the 

increased European pressure. Abdülhamid wanted to come up with his own formula 

of reforms in order to preserve his sovereignty in Macedonia. 

3.1 The Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces and the Establishment of the 

General Inspectorate (29 November 1902) 

According to the British Ambassador to the Porte, Sir O'Conor, the formation 

process of the Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces was a compelling one. The 

question of reforms and how they were to be addressed, which resulted in the 

Instructions, were discussed and compiled during a meeting of the Şurâ-yı Devlet

(the Council of State) on 27 November 1902, which lasted late into the night. The 

proposals of the Council, was then submitted to, and approved by the Encümen-i 

Vükela (the Council of Ministers).129 The Instructions were debated by the council, 

under the presidency of Grand Vizier Said Pasha, and were presented for approval by 

the Sultan the following day. Abdülhamid II, made comments and changes to the 

2nd, 3rd, 8th and 13th clauses, and ordered the Porte not to lose any time before 

finalizing the process.130 The Instructions were publicized on 3 December 1902.131

They consisted of eighteen articles in total and were divided into two parts. The first 

part was titled "Mevâdd-ı tanzimiyeye dairdir", which meant "the Articles on the Re-

128 FO.  421-194 No. 328 (9 December 1902), 226. 

129 From O'Conor to Marquess of Lansdowne, FO. 421-194,  No. 312 (1 December 1902), 213.

130 BOA. Y. A. RES. 118-82 (15 Teşrinisani 1318) [28 November 1902]. 

131 "Rumeli vilâyât-ı şâhânesi ıslahâtı hakkında ilân-ı resmi" see: Karakoç Sarkis Külliyât-ı Kavânin, 
Vol. II, M. Akif Aydn et. al. (eds.) (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Yayınları, 2006), 939 No. 1057- 
4362/239. (20 Teşrinisâni 1318) [3 December 1902] 
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organization", and consisted of four chapters: administrative, judiciary, educational 

and public works. The second part of the Instruction was entitled "Suver-i İcraiye 

Beyanındadır", "the Modes of Execution", and it consisted of four articles.132

The first chapter was the most extensive one with nine articles, and thus deserves a 

close examination to understand the characteristics of reforms. Article I started by 

reminding the governors of their duties, and introduced new administrative positions, 

such as the directorates of public works, public education, and agriculture (nafia, 

maarif and ziraat müdüriyeti). 

Art. I: The governors should ensure the applications of all the measures that are 
likely to assure the progress of the public works, of commerce, of agriculture 
and industrial institutions, as well as the public education. The posts of director 
of  public works will be newly created under each governor. Directors of 
Public Education and Agriculture will also be appointed to those provinces 
where there are none. 

The reform scheme might not have had an international character from the 

beginning, but under the existing conditions it was certain that this process was going 

to be a complicated one with serious European involvement. Even if the Europeans 

were not a part of the organization on paper, their shadow was already cast over the 

proceedings, waiting for diplomatic explanations regarding any ideas for reform. 

Therefore, it is not surprising to see that the second article was reserved for relations 

with the foreigners: 

Art. II: The affairs regarding the foreigners, as before, will remain under the 
responsibility of the governors. A civil servant with the title of "umûr-ı 
ecnebiye müdiri" (director of foreigner's affairs), who is acquainted with 
International Law; provisions of Treaties and diplomatic skills will be 
appointed by the Ministry of Interior to work under each governor as well as 

132 "Rumeli vilâyatı hakkında talimat müsveddesi", Ibid., No. 1057- 4363/387, Turkish Hisrotical 
Society Archives, 271-273. 
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the provincial dragomans. However, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs will 
certify beforehand that the candidate directors and dragomans possess the 
necessary knowledge. 

The third and the fourth articles concerned the provincial administrative structures 

and the appointment of the civil servants. A new unit was introduced and provincial 

officials were then under serious investigation.  

Art. III: A post of a Kaymakam (district governor) will be constituted in the 
center of the provinces to deal with the administration of the central kaza
(district). 

Art. IV: The governors will make sure that the appointed civil servants will 
have the essential qualifications. The papers regarding the nomination of the 
Mutasarrıfs (sub-provincial governors), deputy governors, provincial 
secretaries, kaymakams and other officials will be sent to the Commission of 
Civil Servants (Memurin-i Mülkiye Komisyonu). Thus, the commission will 
make the necessary investigations and demand detailed opinions of governors 
concerning the documents forwarded to the commission, to be processed 
according to the related regulations.  

The need for reforms in Macedonia was determined due to the results of  ongoing 

conflicts between the different nations and the lack of public order in the region. The 

reformation of the gendarmerie and police force was therefore a crucial dimension of 

the scheme. Five articles after another, from the Fifth to the Ninth, specifically 

addressed this issue, clarifying, for example, how new officers were to be appointed, 

and how such forces would be composed of both Muslims and non-Muslim:  

Art. V: The depositions, replacements and the nominations of the gendarme 
officers of higher and lower ranks and police commissars will be carried out by 
respective departments through the approval of the governors. 

Art. VI: The gendarmerie forces in the provinces will be composed of both 
Muslims and Christians. At the time of their appointment, their oath of 
allegiance will take place according to the regulations. 
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Art. VII: Those Muslims to be recruited to the gendarmerie [if?] will be elected 
from among those who had performed their military service and never received 
any penalty. Besides those, both Muslims and Christians to be employed in the 
gendarmerie should be from among those with a good reputation and [are] 
obliged not to be penalized. 

Art. VIII: Police agents and the commissars will be recruited from Muslims 
and Christians and at the time of their appointment they will take [an] oath. 
Those should also be honorable and honest men, among those who had not 
been penalized and should be able to read and write Turkish. Those among the 
Muslims who possess these qualifications and already fulfilled their military 
services will have the priority of recruitment. 

Art. IX: In the cases of violation of order, when the gendarmeries are proved 
insufficient, therefore the provincial government need troops, the office of the 
government shall immediately inform the local military commandership. 
Troops will be prepared by the commandership and on the other side, without 
losing time, a telegraph shall be sent to the Ministry of War to receive Imperial 
consent. The Imperial edict will determine the way it will be solved. 
Nevertheless when such necessities are present, the reasons for such a request 
shall be put forward by the governors and will be approved by the 
commandership. 

 The second chapter of the instructions concerned "judiciary" issues (Umûr-ı Adliyye 

Hakkındadır). A new judicial system was to be instituted, the following three articles 

are related to the establishment of new courts, their re-organization, the appointment 

of the judicial functionaries, and the modes of their working principles. 

 Art. X: In the places where Nizamiye courts do not exist, they shall be 
constituted in accordance with the law of the court organization (Teşkil-i 
Mehâkim Kanunu). The methods for member selection that had been used until 
now shall be abolished. And the court members will be selected from the 
capable men by the Ministry of Justice. As it had been, half will be chosen 
from among the Muslims and half from among the non-Muslims.133 Those who 
have a judicial career and are graduates of law school shall be preferred as the 
member of the courts. 

Art. XI: The courts of first instances (mehâkim-i ibtidadiye) in the Kazas 
which is charged with the civil and criminal affairs (umûr-ı hukûkiye and 
cezaiyeyi) shall be divided into two sections, as they are in some livas and 

133 The French version of the Instructions uses the word "Christian" instead of non-Muslims. 
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sanjaks, to process with the civil and criminal cases. The judge substitutes 
(naibs) will continue to preside over the civil courts. For the criminal courts, a 
president with a judicial career, a müdde-i umumi muavini (assistant 
prosecutor) and an interrogating judge (mustantik) will also be appointed. 

Art. XII: The courts shall be independent and free from interference. When it is 
assumed that the judges and judicial officials have committed acts contrary to 
the law and probity, the governors and the Inspector-General will immediately 
notify the Ministry of Justice. The ministry will either at once remove him 
from the post and investigate the official or when the completion of an 
investigation reveals that misconduct is evident, he will immediately be 
dismissed and also tried. 

The insurrectionary groups in Ottoman Rumelia were influenced by education 

provided in the non-Muslim schools, which was a part of a schooling system that was 

not under state control.134 It was, therefore, a preliminary obstacle in need of a 

solution to be provided as a part of the reform project. The third chapter of the 

Instructions was entitled "Umûr-ı Maarif Hakkındadır" (on public education) and 

aimed to develop a system of schooling throughout Rumelia for both Muslims and 

Christians alike: 

Art. XIII: In the villages, which have fifty or more households and have not got 
a school, primary schools will be opened. In the kazas, the number of primary 
and secondary schools will be augmented. In the centers of [the] livas and 
provinces, the primary schools and mixed high schools will be established and 
their number will be increased. In those schools, the methods of teaching will 
be in line with/subject to the program of the ministry of public education. 

Art. XIV: Two-thirds of the tax for the public education (hisse-i maarif) will be 
allocated to the costs of public instruction in that province and the other third to 
the higher schools of payitaht (the capital).  

134 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 48-78; Emine Önhan Evered, "An Educational Prescription for the Sultan: 
Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa's Advice for the Maladies of Empire", Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 43, No. 3 
(May 2007), 439–459; Selçuk Akşin Somel, "Christian Community Schools During the Ottoman 
Reform Period" in Late Ottoman Society, Elizabeth Özdalga (Ed.) (London: Routledge, 2011),  254-
273.   
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The fourth chapter consisted of a single article on "public works" (Umur-ı Nafiaya 

Aiddir), This was quite a superficial article, that touched upon a single dimension of 

the public works and was probably put into the Instructions nominally, to simply to 

show that the reforms did, in fact, include public works as a part of this scheme. 

When a project of public works was to be initiated, further orders were to be 

received. However, this article concluded the first part of the Instructions as follows: 

Art XV.: The existing delivery system for the construction of roads will be 
maintained. The five percent of the general revenues of each province will be 
allocated to the spending on public works (imâlât-ı nafia). 

The second part of the Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces was titled "Suver-i 

İcrâiye Beyânındadır" (on the modes of execution). It was penned to draw the 

administrative structure that would execute the reforms in Rumelia, which would be 

carried out by two new institutions. Article 16 details the first, and as time will show, 

the more operational one: "the General Inspectorate of Rumelia" (Rumeli Vilâyâtı 

Umûm Müfettişliği), which constitutes the backbone of this study.  

Art. XVI: Governors are responsible for the implementation of the provisions 
contained in the previous articles. In addition, an Inspector-General of the rank 
of Vizier is also appointed, who is to be accompanied by civil and military 
functionaries. 

And the following article outlined the duties of the Inspectorate: 

Art. XVII: First of all, the Inspector-General will apply the mentioned 
provisions.  

Secondly, if any of these provisions are not executed, the governors shall be 
warned and the Porte must be informed [by the Inspector]. 

Thirdly, to supervise/inspect the civil and financial affairs, as well as the 
reorganization of the administration of the provinces. To report to the Sublime 
Porte the matters which require improvement. 
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Fourthly, the civil officials whose removal and replacement would be deemed 
necessary, after consulting the governors, shall be dismissed. Those who have 
committed acts requiring trial shall be brought before the competent courts. 
And the replacement of those, who had been appointed by imperial decree 
(irade-i seniyye), will be communicated with the Sublime Porte. 

The eighteenth, and last article of the Instructions, introduced the second institution 

established for the Rumelian reforms, which came to be called "the Commission for 

Rumelian Provinces" (Rumeli Vilâyâtı Komisyonu): 

Art. 18:  A commission was established at the Sublime Porte composed of a 
president and three members, who shall be responsible for examining all 
communications addressed to the Sublime Porte (iş'arâtın merci-i tedkiki), in 
respect of the measures taken by the Valis for the application of the foregoing 
provisions and the results of inspection carried out by the Inspector-General. 
[The Commission] will communicate with the Inspector-General and the 
governors and submit their decisions to the Porte without delay. 

As shown, the ‘Instructions’ was a short, ordinary document. It was superficial and 

conservative in many aspects, and was likely to be insufficient in bringing about 

much of a meaningful solution to the chronic problems of Ottoman Rumelia. 

However, it was a sincere start. The Hamidian administration wanted to show both 

the domestic and international populace that it was willing to change the conditions 

in its European territories, and in turn sway the popular opinion of both groups in its 

favor. The Ordinance did, in this regard, light a match. 

The most significant outcome of the Instructions for the Rumelian Provinces was the 

establishment of the General Inspectorate of Rumelia. The Head of the Palace 

Secretariat, Tahsin Pasha's account regarding this development, reflected the state of 

mind of the Hamidian administration. According to him, the Powers were frequently 

appealing to the Porte in reference to the affairs of Rumelia, and previous 
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experiences showed that their involvement would result in a further division of the 

Rumelian territories. 135 Hence, the General Inspectorate was established to hamper 

both the complaints and intervention of the European Powers. On 2 December 1902, 

one of the prominent pashas of Sultan Abdülhamid II, the former governor of 

Yemen, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was appointed to the position of inspector-general to 

the General Inspectorate of Rumelia.136

Meanwhile, the Porte prepared a press release, entitled "ilannâme" (announcement), 

which was an explanatory summary of the instructions. On December 2nd it was 

forwarded to the Ministry of the Interior to be distributed to the newspapers,137 thus 

became front-page news, on the following day.138 Hence the initiation of the reforms 

was made official and public in this way.

Immediate instructions to the Rumelian provinces accompanied the establishment of 

the reform process. On 4 December 1902, right after the imperial decree was issued, 

an order from the Porte to the governors of Salonika, Manastır, Kosova as well as 

Edirne, Yanya and İşkodra was dispatched, communicating that they were to obey 

and apply the new orders: 

Since he [Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha] is to depart from Istanbul tomorrow, Friday, 
notifications and communications should be taken into consideration (hüsn-ü 
telakki) thoroughly and rapidly. The decisions he makes in accordance with the 
instructions he received will, without delay, be carried out. Both the 

135 Tahsin Paşa, 64-65.

136 "ol babda  taraf-ı vâlâlarına ve müfettişlik cânibine ve vilâyâttan vâki olacak iş'arâta merci-i tetkik 
olarak  Babıâli'de teşkil idecek komisyonun  riyâsetine..." BOA. BEO. 1957-146718 (17 Teşrinisani 
1318) [30 November 1902]. 

137 BOA. BEO. 1958-146803 (19 Teşrinisani 1318) [2 December 1902].

138 "Tebligat-ı Resmiye", İkdam (3 December 1902), 1. 
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appreciation and complaints of the officials in the sphere of inspection will be 
valued by the state hence this article shall be carefully applied... 139

The Porte also informed the related government branches separately, regarding the 

articles of the Instructions that required their attention. For example, the presidency 

of the commission of civil servants (memûrin-i mülkiye komisyonu) was dispatched 

immediately regarding Article 4, which was directly related to this commission and 

the civil servants.140

3.1.1 Reaction of the European Powers 

It was obvious that the Instructions were issued to neutralize European tensions 

regarding the Macedonian reforms. Even though the Hamidian regime was well 

aware of the fact that there were serious problems taking place within the European 

territories, Sultan Abdülhamid II did not personally wish to entangle himself in a 

European-oriented reform scheme. The reason behind this was simple: the Sultan did 

not believe in the sincerity of the Powers, which he based on his experience with 

their attitude regarding the similar case of Crete. He believed, if the door to 

autonomy was ever opened, this path would conclude in the independence of the 

region from the Ottoman state. Any further loss of his territories was a great fear for 

the sultan. European diplomatic pressure to implement reforms in Macedonia was 

extremely difficult to bear, particularly as the recent Bulgarian upheavals further 

139 "yarınki Cuma günü Dersaadet'ten hareket edeceğine binâen vâki olacak tebligât ve iş'ârâtının 
tamamen ve serian hüsn-i telakkisine ve hâsıl olduğu talimâta mütevâffikan ittihaz eyleyeceği 
kararları bila tehir mevki-i icraya vazife ve daire-i teftiş dahilinde bulunan umum memurin  haklarında
şükr ve şikayeti nezd-i devlette müsmir olacağından bu maddenin dahi nazar-ı ehemmiyet ve itinaya 
ahzıyla ona göre harekete himmet buyurulması lazım gelir." BOA. BEO. 1959-146916 (21 
Teşrinisani 1318) [4 December 1902].

140 BOA. BEO. 1959-146867 (4 Ramazan 1320) [4/5 December 1902]. 
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destabilized the region and provided another situation that the state had to address 

immediately, while attempting to placate European demands. Thus, Abdülhamid II 

had to design the appropriate response, in regards to the requests of his European 

counterparts and their representatives. 

The method of informing the European representatives was carefully discussed and 

analyzed by the Porte. Before the Instructions were publicized, a dispatch from the 

Grand Vizierate to the Foreign Ministry was sent on 2 December 1902, providing 

details concerning the extent to which the details of the Instructions would be shared 

with the ambassadors. The representatives of the involved powers, namely the 

Russian and Austrian ambassadors, as well as the German ambassador, who 

separately submitted a request for information regarding the reforms, were to be 

given a copy of a translation of the articles. However, these briefings were to be on 

an "unofficial basis".141 The Porte did not want to provide an official state 

memorandum, and thus place itself in a position of responsibility, before the 

finalization of the reform process was fully complete.  However, as the instructions 

were published in Turkish newspapers on December 3rd, the outline of the state’s 

intended reforms for the region became open to both domestic and international 

public opinion. On 4 December 1902, an abstract of the Instructions found itself a 

large place on the pages of The Times.

In virtue of these decrees the Valis will be invested with powers within 
reasonable limits; the gendarmes will be recruited from Mussulmans and 
Christians in the necessary proportions; the appointment and recall of officers 
of the gendarmerie and of the directors and commissaries of police, who will 
also be composed of Mussulmans and Christians, will take place in their 
respective departments on the preliminary recommendation of the Valis. 

141 BOA. BEO. 1958-146806 (1 Ramazan 1320) [2 December 1902]. 
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The program also contains measures with regard to public works, industry and 
public instruction, and the creation of a new post of kaimakam in the chief 
town of each vilayet in order to ensure the regular transaction of administrative 
business, the creation of civil tribunals in districts hitherto unprovided with 
them, and the abolition of the elective system for members of the tribunals, 
who will hereafter be appointed in the proportion of one half of Mussulmans 
and one half of Christians by the Ministry of Justice. The independence of the 
tribunals will be assured. Illegal acts on the part of judicial officers will be 
punished and the execution of the measures relating thereto will be entrusted to 
the Valis. 

Finally, an inspector-general will be appointed, who will be aided by civil and 
military officials, and who will be charged with the enforcement of the 
measures. A commission of control, composed of a president and three 
members, will be instituted by the Porte, whose duty it will be to examine the 
reports sent by the Valis and the inspector, to correspond with the valis and the 
inspector, and to announce without delay the decisions taken to the Grand 
Vizier. 142

This article contained no comments regarding the instructions, its language was 

rather neutral. However, publishing it as soon as it was announced by the Porte was a 

clear indicative of the general European interest regarding the reforms in Macedonia.  

Fikret Adanır quoted the French historian and journalist René Pinon's writings on 

1907, stating that the Great Powers did in fact consider these precautions for reforms 

unworthy, since they were taken as a result of the Sultan's orders.143 The British 

Ambassador's interpretation took a similar tone: "The proposals as they now stand 

are so palpably insufficient to meet the requirements of the situation in Macedonia 

that it is unnecessary to examine them seriatim."144 Russian writer, historian and 

philologist Petar Draganof, made a similar interpretation in his book Macedonia and 

Reforms in 1908. He wrote that "The Sultan, well advised, had played an old farce 

142 "Germany And Turkish Reforms", The Times (4 December 1902), 5.

143 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 168. 

144  From O'Conor to the Marquess of Lansdowne, FO. 421-194, No. 328 (9 December 1902), 226. 
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which always succeeds. He had taken the initiative in the measures, which were 

about to be forced on him. On December 1st, he issued 'Instructions concerning the 

vilayets of European Turkey'". He continued in the following paragraph: "And all 

vague desires of a common intervention of the States of Europe were laid to sleep for 

a while."145 Therefore, despite the effort made on the part of the Ottoman state to 

address European concerns, the reaction of the Powers clearly demonstrates their 

disbelief in any possible genuine motive behind the reforms.  

Furthermore, neither Bulgaria nor the other Balkan States were content about the 

Ottoman reform scheme. Their concern stemmed primarily from the fear of the 

Ottoman administration gaining increased authority and strength in Macedonia.146

The Macedonian Committees rejected this Ottoman reform program as well.147 The 

Muslim subjects of the Balkans, especially the Albanians, were also not particularly 

enthusiastic about the coming reforms.148 The Albanian Muslims did not want to lose 

their privileged social status in Macedonia, and therefore rejected most of the reform 

proposals, which they regarded as a threat towards them.149 However, there were 

some who held more optimistic views regarding the Instructions. Sir Robert Graves, 

the British Consul-General in Salonika, met the news of the establishment of the 

Inspectorate rather positively and less critical of the Sultan. 150

145 Draganof, 6-7. 

146Enver Ziya Karal, Osmanlı Tarihi, Vol. 8 (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 2000), 157. 

147 Adanır, 169.

148 İslam Araştırmaları Merkezi (Center for Islamic Studies) Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa Evrakı, hereafter: 
"İSAM-HHP" 7-389 (1 Teşrinisani 1318) [14 Kasım 1902]

149 Hacısalihoğlu, Jön Türkler ve Makedonya Sorunu, 107. 

150 Graves, Storm Centers of the Near East, 196.
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For their part, the Ottomans were always skeptical about the attempts of the 

Europeans to enforce their own reforms on the state, and were highly susceptible 

even towards rumors of such attempts to bypass the Ottoman state and force the 

matter into their own hands. A few days after the proclamation of the Instructions, 

the Ottoman Ambassador to Paris heard that an article was published in the [Golova] 

newspaper, claiming that if the reform attempts of the Porte did not reach a 

meaningful conclusion, the Powers, annotating certain aspects also to Austria, were 

planning to appoint "a Greek governor to Salonika, a Bulgarian to Manastır and a 

Serbian to Kosovo; Macedonia was to be given its autonomy under the Prince Nikola 

of Greece with the title of "extraordinary and temporary commissar". However, the 

Austrian ambassador to the Porte vehemently denied such claims and expressed his 

disappointment in the mentioned Ottoman diplomat due to his lack of investigation 

and confirmation of such a statement.151

Even after Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha entered into office, the representatives of the Powers 

showed various signs of impatience. The Russian embassy did not hesitate to accuse 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha of "contenting himself with the supervision of the revenue 

collecting and failed in executing his actual duty of implementing the public order", 

only 12 days after his arrival to the Provinces.152  Even after some time passed, the 

European approach remained more or less the same for the first year of the 

Inspectorate. One of the reasons for this impatience was a result of the public 

pressure put on their governments to support fellow Christians in the Ottoman 

Empire. For example, on February 16, 1903, the British Ambassador to France, Sir 

151 BOA. Y. A. HUS. 438-68. (17 Kanunuevvel 1320) [30 December 1902]. 

152 BOA. Y. PRK. HR. 32-36 (19 Ramazan 1320) [20 December 1902]. 
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Edmund Monson, reported a mass meeting, which took place in Paris, gathered in 

favor of the Macedonians and Armenians, where it was asked of French government 

to intervene.153 Through his service as the Inspector General, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

was in constant communication with the European representatives in Macedonia. He 

must have developed a personal way of communicating with them, and with coping 

with such beleaguering diplomacy.  

3.1.2 The Commission for the Rumelian Provinces 

The Instructions on the Rumelian Provinces developed, as mentioned, two new 

institutions, which were assigned the task of implementing the proposed reforms. 

Along with the General Inspectorate of Rumelia, the Commission for Rumelian 

Provinces, which was based in Istanbul, was established as a government branch. 

The Sultan appointed one of his favorites from among the high dignitaries, Ferid 

Pasha, the governor of Konya, as the president of the commission.154 According to 

Abdulhamit Kırmızı, on his departure from Konya, Ferid Pasha did not know which 

position he was to be honored with. The order he received from Yıldız Palace on 30 

November 1902, which immediately summoned him to the capital, stated: "to be 

appointed to the Inspectorate to apply the instructions or to preside over the 

commission which was to be the authority of the investigation (merci-i tetkik) of the 

correspondences sent from Rumelia, either by the governors or the Inspectorate to 

153 From Monson to Lansdowme, FO. 421-196, No. 182 (Paris, 16 February 1903), 158. 

154 "ol babda  taraf-ı vâlâlarına ve müfettişlik cânibine ve vilâyâttan vâki olacak iş'arâta merci-i tetkik 
olarak  Babıâli'de teşkil idecek komisyonun  riyâsetine..." BOA. BEO 1957-146718 (17 Teşrinisani 
1318) [30 November 1902]. 
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the Porte."155 However, in a day or two it became certain who was appointed 

where.156

 The commission was to consist of three members and a president. Two members 

were appointed at once, the first, Muhiddin Bey, a member of the Commission for 

Civil Servants (Memurin-i Mülkiye Komisyonu) and Emin Bey, a member of the 

court of appeal (Mahkeme-i Temyiz).157 Soon, four other officials from various 

government branches with different specializations were included to staff the 

Commission.158 The British Ambassador in Istanbul criticized the fact that neither 

the Commission at the Porte, nor the committee that was sent to Rumelia, had any 

Christian members. The following was the Sultan's response, paraphrased by the 

ambassador: 

As for the Commission, it was more in the nature of a body to expedite matter 
and to overcome the interminable delays of the Porte routine than to consider 
and suggest reforms. His Majesty did not, therefore, think a Christian official 
would be any great advantage, and he considered that the work would be done 
quite as expeditiously without him, as His Majesty intended, and was 
determined, that it should be speedily and effectually done.159

Thus, for the Sultan including Christians would hinder the process, rather than 

improve it. The Palace was content with the approach of the Porte to the staffing of 

the inspectorate, and approved the methods recommended by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

on 6 December 1902. The Sultan therefore wished that the Commission would abide 

155 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı Ferid Paşa, 218. 

156 BOA. BEO 1957-146718 (17 Teşrinisani 1318) [30 November 1902].

157 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı, 219. 

158 BOA. BEO. 1960/146994 quoted in Kırmızı, Avlonyalı, 220-21. 

159 From O'Conor to the Marquess of Lansdowne FO. 421-194, No. 328 (9 December 1902), 227.
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by the same rules and methods.160 The Commission began its service in a small 

office at the Porte, and communication from the Rumelian provinces began to flow. 

The Commission for the Rumelian provinces was designed and established directly 

under the office of the Grand Vizierate. It was Said Pasha's sixth time serving as the 

grand vizier (1901-1903). When the Minister of the Interior, Memduh Pasha, asked 

for a briefing from Ferid Pasha with the intention of becoming involved in Rumelian 

affairs, he was met with resistance. Ferid Pasha did refrain from such an act, in order 

to maintain the certainty of his position, which was constructed to be directly under 

the authority of the grand vizierate.161

Ferid Pasha presided over the commission for fifty-five days, before he was given 

the seal of grand vizierate. As Tahsin Pasha commented, the Commission lost its 

function because Ferid Pasha became the Grand Vizier. Tahsin Pasha's interpretation 

concerning Ferid Pasha's presidency was interesting: "this appointment was in a way 

preparation for Ferid Pasha before his appointment to a higher position. This position 

was a redundant enterprise, only created to keep Ferid Pasha close and give him the 

planned duty when needed.”162

160" Rumeli Vilâyât-ı Şâhânesi Müfettişi Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa Hazretlerine tevdi olunan tahrirât 
suretinin takdimine ve bu babda müşarünileyhe ne yolda tebligât-ı şifahiye icrâ kılınacağına dair 
reside-i dest-i tazim olan fi 6 Ramazan 320 tarihli 1570 numerolu tezkire-i hususi-i sadaret penahileri 
melfufiyle beraber manzûr-ı ali buyurularak tahrirât-ı mezkûre münderecâtı şikâyât ve itirâzât mahal 
bırakmayacak suretde dilhah-ı şevketpenâh-ı hazret-i hilafetpenâhiye muvafık yolda olduğundan 
mahzuziyet-i seniyye-i hazret-i hilafet penahiyi mucib olduğunun ve bunun suretinin komisyonca da 
düstur'ul-amel olmak ve ana göre tatbikât icrâ kılınmak üzere komisyon Reisi Ferid Paşa hazretlerine 
tevdii ve inhâsı münâsib olacağının..." BOA. İ. HUS. 101-17 (7 Ramazan sene 1320 [8 December 
1902].

161 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı, 221-22. 

162 Tahsin Paşa, 90-94. 
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With the designation of Ferid Pasha to the Grand Vizierate, he also embraced his 

previous duties in the Rumelian Commission and folded them into the role of Grand 

Vizier. No one else was appointed as the president of the Rumelian Commission and 

he was the direct authority concerning the Rumelian affairs in the Porte. Therefore, 

from that point on, the Inspector-General directly addressed the Grand Vizierate 

(Sadâret-Uzmâ) in his correspondences to the Porte. Eventually, he even came to 

receive orders straight from the Grand Vizier, himself. In this manner, the Porte 

managed to subsume an institution created to manage reforms in the region into the 

government itself.   

3.2 The Inspector-General of the Rumelian Provinces: Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha

The Sultan's choice for the position of inspector-general of the Rumelian provinces 

was the former governor of Yemen, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. As Brailsford put it, he 

was the "pivot of the new plan".163 This appointment was both appreciated and found 

strange by his contemporaries. The reaction of Fazlı Necip, a journalist at the time, 

from Salonika, provides a vivid example of contemporary feelings on the matter:  

We Macedonians were following all these developments with a nervous 
excitement. The Istanbul papers could not speak of this issue. However, all 
through Macedonia the news of the enterprise was learned of in detail from 
foreign papers. It was at this time that one day we received the news of 
Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's appointment as Inspector General of the Rumelian 
Provinces. We asked each other, “Who is this Hüseyin Pasha?” He was not a 
famed dignitary. He had never been to Rumelia. People talked about it 
everywhere for days in order to comprehend the characteristics of this 
inspector who was to rule the great territory of Rumelia as a semi-autonomous 
prince.164

163 Brailsford, 300. 

164 'Biz Makedonyalılar, bütün bu ahvali asabi bir heyecan ile takip ediyorduk. İstanbul gazeteleri bu 
meseleden bahsedemiyorlardı. Fakat, teşebbüsler tafsilatıyla yabancı gazetelerinden haber alınıyor, 
Makedonya'nın her tarafında duyuluyordu. İşte bu sırada bir gün Rumeli Vilayetleri Umumi 
Müfettişliğine Hüseyin Hilmi Paşanın tayin olunduğunu haber aldık. -Bu Hüseyin Paşa kim? 
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The British Consul-General in Salonika met the news of the appointment with the 

following favorable remarks: 

Recognizing the dangers of such situation, Sultan Abdul Hamid had appointed 
as his representative in Macedonia one of his most able servants, Hilmi Pasha, 
with the title of Inspector-General of the Three Vilayets, namely Salonica, 
Monastir and Uskub, the Governors-General of which had been placed under 
his orders.165

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was described as "an energetic and intelligent statesman, not 

open to corruption, and gained great esteem from his previous services" in the 

columns of the Daily Telegraph, which also stated that "the new Inspector-General 

was the candidate of the party friendly to reform at Yildiz Kiosk."166 Historian 

François Georgeon calls the Sultan's preference "a good choice" because he was "a 

pure-minded and understanding" official. He was to umpire between the different 

states, nationalist movements and bands, as well as providing public order. He 

defined this duty as the "warden of the insane asylum".167

It is widely known that, the Great Powers, especially Britain, wanted Ottoman 

Macedonia to be reorganized under a non-Muslim governor-general. It was a 

question repeatedly placed on the table. Lord Lansdowne, the British Foreign 

Secretary, was particularly adamant regarding this point. It is reported that "He 

birbirimizden soruyorduk. Kendisi meşhur ricalden değildi. Rumeli'de hiç bulunmamıştı. Şimdi 
koskoca Rumeli'yi bir nevi prens gibi yarı istiklal ile idare edecek olan bu müfettişin halinin 
hususiyetini anlamak için her yerde günlerce bundan bahsedildi'. Fazlı Necip, 'Makedonya'da son 
günlerimiz ve Umumi Müfettiş Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa', Yakın Tarihimiz, Vol. IV, (Istanbul: Türk Petrol, 
1962), 362. 

165 Graves, 316.

166 "Balkan Troubles" Daily Telegraph (2 March 1903), 9.

167 Georgeon, Sultan Abdülhamid (Istanbul: İletişim, 2012), 507.
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demanded he should be a Christian and impervious by his nationality to the Balkan 

influences, as well as to those of the Powers who signed the Treaty of Berlin."168

When it was determined that not a governor general but an inspector-general was to 

serve in Rumelia, this time his origin was a reason of debate. According to Gül 

Tokay, the Great Powers wanted to appoint Karatedori Pasha, who was of Greek 

origin, but the Sultan's preference prevailed, and therefore Hüseyin Hilmi became the 

inspector. The reason behind the Great Power's request to appoint Karatedori Pasha 

was not only due to fact that he was a Greek Christian, but also due to his 

performance during the Berlin Congress and his close interest in the Macedonian 

Question.169 Two other names were also up for consideration by the European press, 

Aleko Pasha (Alexandre Vogorides), the Governor General of Eastern Rumelia and 

Prince Mirko of Montenegro. These proposals can be considered as an attempt 

towards implementing some initial steps towards achieving autonomy for 

Macedonia.170 However, it is not difficult to understand the Ottoman administrative 

perspective regarding the issue when examining the memoires of Grand Vizier Said 

Pasha. For him, implementing the reforms under the supervision of a Christian 

governor would result in complete domination of the Christians in the region, and as 

a result, all of the Muslims would then have to immigrate to Anatolia.171 Therefore, 

for the Ottomans, a Christian governor could possibly accumulate total authority and 

eventually achieve autonomy and independence.  

168 Draganof, 66-67. 

169 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 42.  

170 Adanır, 168.

171 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 40. 
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3.2.1 A Life at the Service of the Sultan 

At first glance, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's appointment to the inspectorate may, indeed, 

seem bizarre. Although he was from an Aegean Island, Midilli (Lesbos), there is no 

record on hand showing that he ever set foot in the European territories of the 

empire, before he was appointed as the Inspector-General to Rumelia. However, a 

closer look reveals that there was indeed some logic behind his appointment and 

preference of the Sultan towards him occupying the position.172

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, born in 1856 in Midilli, came from a humble background and 

received a traditional education on the island. He began his bureaucratic career in the 

secretariat of the Midilli (Tahrirât kalemi) in 1874.173 The turning point in his career 

came due to an acquaintance with Namık Kemal, one of the most prominent 

intellectuals in the 19th century Ottoman Empire. Namık Kemal had been removed 

from the imperial capital due to his political stance and was sent to the Island of 

Midilli for "compulsory residence" in 1877.174 Hüseyin Hilmi, as a young scribe, 

began to work for Namık Kemal, and in time their relationship took the traditional 

shape of "intisâb".175 For the following couple of years, Hüseyin Hilmi served Namık 

Kemal as an assistant and scribe, a period, which must have benefited Hüseyin Hilmi 

to a great extent. Namık Kemal then paved the way for his advance through his own 

172 For a detailed survey on Hüseyin Hilmi's bureaucratic background see: Sena Hatip Dinçyürek, 
"Reading a bureaucratic career backwards: how did Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha become the Inspector-
General of Rumelia?", Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 53, No. 3 (2017), 386-405. 

173 BOA. DH. SAID. 25-90 

174 Ali Ekrem Bolayır, Namık Kemal (Istanbul: Devlet Matbaası, 1930),  52.

175It was a common tradition for Ottoman bureaucrats to train young men with potential by their side 
for the government services. In this manner the masters would have reliable companions and the 
young men acquire proper training and better chance for future. Dinçyürek, 401;  A. H. Dursun, "19. 
Yüzyılda Adam Yetiştirmede Hânegî-Himâye Usûlü", Kubbealtı Akademi Mecmuası, No.100 (1996), 
78. 
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network, writing reference letters to higher authorities to ensure him a promotion 

away from the Island. Consequently, Hüseyin Hilmi became the chief provincial 

secretary (vilayet mektupçusu) in Aydın, then in Damascus. From that point on, 

Hüseyin Hilmi physically departed from his master, however, their connection 

continued in letter-writing form, until Namık Kemal's death in 1888. The important 

compilation by Ali Akyıldız and Azmi Özcan of the letters written by Namık Kemal 

to Hüseyin Hilmi reveals not only the intimacy of the relationship between these two 

men, but also helps us see how Namık Kemal contributed to Hüseyin Hilmi's 

bureaucratic career, either through personal advice or by writing reference letters to 

superiors.176 Having a mentor like Namık Kemal, must have been a great influence 

regarding the formation of Hüseyin Hilmi as a promising bureaucrat.

In addition to this advantageous start to his career, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's later 

appointments aided in his development as an expert in crisis management and in the 

implementation of reforms, two essential features required to be able to serve in 

Macedonia, in the first decade of the 20th century. Beginning with his first 

mutasarrıflık to Mersin in 1893, he was always appointed to places with delicate 

political circumstances, and represented the Hamidian government before a number 

of conflicting parties. After a short service in Mersin, he was transferred to Ma'an of 

Syria. This was in fact a crucial post since these were the years when the government 

was trying to implement a new administrative system in the region.177 In Ma'an, 

Hüseyin Hilmi not only dealt with the ambiguities of the new system, but he also had 

to cope with the uneasiness among the locals, such as the upheaval of the Druze 

176 Ali Akyıldız-Azmi Özcan, Namık Kemal’den Mektup Var (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 
2013). 

177 Engin Deniz Akarlı, “Establishment of the Maan-Karak Mutasarrifiyya, 1891–1894”, Dirasat, 
Vol.13, No.1, (1896), 28. 
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against the Ottoman government in fall 1893, and the various existent conflicts 

between the different groups residing in the region.178

After 23 years of civil service, Hüseyin Hilmi was given the title of "governor". He 

was appointed to the Province of Adana on the 23rd of March, 1897. This time the 

fragility of the region originated from the density of the Armenian population and 

intense European interest in the province, and though it was not faced with any major 

nuisances during the upheavals of the previous year, the region was still considered 

to be a sensitive one. Eight months later, due to a minor international conflict that 

occurred in Mersin, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was dismissed from the governorate of 

Adana.179 The cause of the dismissal was recorded as "due to the political reasons" 

(görülen lüzum-ı siyasiyye mebni) in his official personal record.180

However, all of these preceding services aside, the actual duty that led to the 

promotion of Hüseyin Hilmi to the General Inspectorate was his service in the post 

of governor of Yemen, from 20 April 1898 to November 1902. The governorate of 

Yemen had recently been separated from the command of the army, and Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha was to take this post, as he would do again in Rumelia in 4.5 years’ 

time, with instructions to implement reforms. Another resemblance with his future 

position included being accompanied by a reform committee.181 It was at this time, 

while holding the post of governorate of Yemen, the he finally received the rank of 

178 İSAM-HHP 11/653 (9 Teşrinievvel 1309) [21 October 1893]; İSAM-HHP 11/635 (29 
Cemazielevvel 1313) [17 November 1895]; İSAM-HHP 11/652 (27 Cemazielevvel 1313) [15 
November 1895]. 

179 For the details of the incident, see: İlhan Ekinci, "Ermeni Meselesinin Uluslararası Boyutuna Bir 
Örnek Brazzafoli Meselesi", Ermeni Araştırmaları, No.18 (2005), 89–94. 

180 BOA. DH. SAID. 25-90 

181 BOA. Y. A. RES 92–50 (3–1) (28 Zilkade 1315) [20 April 1898]. 
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"vezaret" (pasha).182 During his four years in Yemen, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha exerted 

himself to implement the reforms, to the point where he almost paid a personal price, 

surviving an assassination attempt.183 He had to face the rebellions of the local 

population and cope with foreign interventions. Hence Yemen did not only 

consolidate Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha as keen reformist, but also as an expert on crisis 

management, which ensured that he proved himself an able "diplomat". Overall, he 

must have met the expectations of being an able and loyal servant of Abdülhamid II, 

as only a few days after his dismissal from the governorate of Yemen, he was 

bestowed the General Inspectorate of Rumelia. 

Feroz Ahmad concluded the biographical sketch of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, which he 

included at the end of his prominent study, The Young Turks, with the following 

sentence: "Honest, hardworking, but colourless personality, better suited for peaceful 

times and not for chaotic period in which he had to work."184 Draganof was another 

of those who did not believe in Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha as a competent choice for the 

position of Inspector-General:  

Hilmi Pasha, who doubtless deserves all the good that many people think and 
say of him, and whom M. Maurice Kahn has represented as full of good 
intentions, cannot, as a Turkish official, be other than a passive tool of the 
Hamidian tyranny; that is, the opposite of a reforming element.185

However, a close look at his career reveals that he was in fact a man of difficult 

times and places, and a capable and skilled diplomat, rather than a passive tool of the 

state. 

182 BOA. DH. SAID. 25-90 

183 Yahya Yeşilyurt, "Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa’nın Yemen Valiliği ve Ona Yapılan Suikast", OTAM, No. 
34, Spring (2013), 257-285. 

184 Feroz Ahmad, The Young Turks (London: Oxford University Press, 1969), 172. 

185 Draganof, 68.  
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3.2.2 Duties of the Inspector-General 

According to various sources Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's inspectorate was defined as a 

"governor-general", but this is a problematic description.  As quoted earlier, the 

duties of the Inspectorate were laid out in Article 17 of the Instructions on Rumelian 

Provinces. According to this founding document, the Inspector General was in 

charge of the application of the provisions of the article. He was also responsible to 

compel the governors to act, in case of a failure in the application of the reforms, and 

to inform the Porte on the subject, accordingly. He was to inspect the civil and 

financial affairs, as well as the reorganization of administration (tensikât-ı idare) of 

the provinces, and to inform the government on aspects he found to be lacking. The 

inspector was also in charge of the dismissal and replacement of corrupt and 

insufficient functionaries. 

The official title of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was "Rumeli Vilâyâtı Müfetiş-i Umumisi" 

(The Inspector-general of the Rumelian Provinces), and he was often referred to as 

"Vilâyat-ı Selase Umûm Müfettişi, meaning "the Inspector-General of the Three 

Provinces", which referred to the provinces of Salonika, Manastır and Kosova. The 

instructions that he was given at the beginning of his post did not limit his area of 

duty to the Three Provinces. On the contrary, the actual realm of his authority also 

included Yanya, İşkodra and Edirne. In a report written by the Inspectorate, on the 

progress achieved in accordance with the reform scheme between 29 March 1903 

and 13 May 1903, all six provinces were included.186 However, in the later phases, 

186 "Rumeli Vilâyât-ı Şahanesinde icrası emr u ferman buyurulan mevâd-ı ıslahiyenin 16 Mart 319 
tarihinden 20 Nisan 319 tarihine kadar bir buçuk aylık tatbikatını mutazammın ikinci layihadır." BOA. 
TFR. I. M. 1-51 (15 Safer 1321) [13 May 1903]. 
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with the European initiated reforms schemes, the focus of the Inspectorate was fixed 

on the Three Provinces to greater extent.  

Six provincial governors (vali), and all of the governmental branches and their 

functionaries, were under the heel of the Inspector-General. Some of these governors 

were among the famous dignitaries of the Hamidian Era, such as the Governor of 

Salonika, Hasan Fehmi; Governor of Manastır, Mahmud Şevket Pasha and the 

Governor of Kosova, Hafız Pasha.187 The relation and the principles of cooperation 

between the governors and the Inspector-General will further be discussed in the 

coming parts of this study.  

The Instructions on Rumelian Provinces was a relatively short document compared 

to the scope of its content. The job definition of the Inspector was therefore shallow, 

and his authorization on various aspects was unclear from the beginning. Numerous 

negotiations and dispatches between the office of the Grand Vizier and the 

Inspectorate, as well as with the other ministries, helped the General-Inspectorate to 

set a system. A long dispatch, dated 3 December 1902, from the Minister of the 

Interior Memduh Pasha to Hüseyin Hilmi was an early example of how the 

boundaries of the position were determined while on the job. The minister gave 

many details as supplementary to the Instructions, regarding the duties and the 

authority of the Inspector, especially concerning financial and military matters.188

The correspondent of The Times in Istanbul, wrote on 9 December 1902 that: "The 

Palace Authorities declare that although the reform decree includes nothing 

economic, Hussein Hilmi is empowered to adjust all financial or fiscal questions that 

187 Kırmızı, Valiler.

188 İSAM, HHP 3-166 (20 Teşrinisani 1318) [3 December 1902].
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may present themselves".189 Therefore, the authority of the position was quite 

expansive. Furthermore, 'The Instructions for Rumelian Provinces' established and 

set only the basis for why the General Inspectorate position was to be created. 

However during the early days of performing his duty, there was a high flow of 

correspondence from both the Porte and the Palace, to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. Clearly 

this was in response to the vague parameters, initially set out, regarding the authority 

and duties of the office. They gave him orders on various issues concerning local 

affairs; soon, the Rumelian Provinces were to be administered through the General 

Inspectorate. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's job was, therefore, multi-dimensional, and his fundamental 

goal was to maintain the order and the safety of the region. He had to cope with 

various conflicting parties and remain as unbiased as possible, he was the highest 

representative of the central government in the region, and all of the local people 

were displeased subjects of the Empire. He had to be careful in his relations with his 

diplomatic counterparts. As will be analyzed and discussed in the coming chapter, he 

was soon to experience a great deal of collaboration and interaction with foreign 

representatives. In some of the sources, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was referred to as the 

"inspector of reforms",190 and his essential purpose was the implementation of 

reforms in Rumelia, to ameliorate the living conditions of the local population, and to 

ensure the public peace and order in the region. 

As a manifestation of the Hamidian recognition of the rise of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, 

his brother Hasan Efendi, as well as his brother-in-law Ahmed Bey were bestowed 

189 "News in Brief", The Times (11 December 1902), 5. 

190 Draganof, 6. 
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by imperial rewards and promoted to the rank of "rütbe-i sani sınıf-ı sani" on 4 

December 1902.191 From December 1902 onwards, Inspector- General Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha was the highest representative of the Hamidian regime in Rumelia, and 

his authority in the region was matched by no other. 

3.3 The Commencement of Duty (Late 1902-Early 1903) 

The appointment order was penned on 30 November 1902, and the Inspector General 

was expected to start his new mission right away.  A private train was bestowed upon 

his service to take him to Salonika.192 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha reached Salonika on 8 

December 1902, and informed the Palace personally upon his arrival.193 According to 

Fazlı Necip's account, when the Inspector-General arrived in Salonika, he preferred 

not to stay in the residence of a notable of the city as a guest, but rather settled in the 

Imperial Hotel by the docks. He received his welcoming visitors there. According to 

Fazlı Necip's narration, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha did not greet his visitors in the heavy 

traditional manner of the old pashas, but rather in a light European-like fashion.194

Once he was in the area of where his reform mission was to be carried out (Daire-i 

Teftiş), he did not stay long in Salonika and proceeded to Kosova. Hence, only four 

days later, another telegram was cabled to the Palace, this time reporting the Pasha's 

191 "Tevcihat", İkdam, 4 December 1902, 1. 

192 BOA. BEO. 1959-146906 (23 Teşrinisani 1318/5 Ramazan 1320) [6 December 1902].

193 BOA. TFR. I. A. 1/3 (25 Teşrinisani 1318/7 Ramazan 1320) [8 December 1902]; Y..PRK.MK.. 11-
94 (25 Teşrinisani 1318 ) [8 December 1902].

194 Fazlı Necip, Rumeli'yi Neden Kaybettik (Istanbul: Hayat Tarih Mecmuası, 1972), 62.
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arrival in Üsküp.195 The Müfettiş Pasha was to spend most of the first year of his 

inspectorate in the Vilayet of Kosova, and often had inspection tours in the region. 

The following excerpt from the report of the British Vice-Consul Fontana, penned on 

21 January 1903 from Üsküp, is a lively demonstration of the Inspectorate's early 

days:  

Hilmi Pasha has worked hard and unceasingly since his arrival at Uscub... 
Numberless petitions from all classes are submitted to him, and he does what 
he can to ensure justice in each case. He hardly has time to eat or sleep, and his 
good will is unquestionable. He is in telegraphic communication with all the 
Kaimakams, and has dismissed several incompetent minor officials. The 
Albanians already fear his very name. It is, however must to be regretted that 
his sphere of action is limited to the lines at present laid down by his 
Government. Were he granted carte blanche for the complete reorganization of 
the administration and finances upon lines indicated by a Power seriously 
desiring the reformation of European Turkey, I think that he might work 
wonders.196

Early correspondences between the Inspectorate and Istanbul show the details of the 

establishment of this new "administrative structure". Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was not to 

act according to his personal will, on the contrary he was expected to keep the Porte 

and Yıldız Palace informed all times, and vice versa, he was there to serve according 

to the orders he received from the Imperial Capital. One Sultanic decree was 

followed by another and the Palace seemed determined to cover all of the details in 

order to ensure a solid start. Correspondingly, it was vital to establish a reliable and 

secure communication system. The inspectorate was immediately provided with a 

private cipher key,197 and constantly consulted the methods of corresponding.198

195 BOA. TFR. I. A. 1-10; 1-11 (29 Teşrinisani 1318/11 Ramazan 1320) [12 December 1902].

196 From Fontana to Biliotti FO 421-196, Inclosure 1 in No. 273 (Uscub [Üsküp], 21 January 1903), 
247-48.   

197 BOA. TFR. I. MKM. 1-3 (4 Ramazan 1320) [5 December 1902].

198 BOA. TFR. I. A. 1-12 (11 Ramazan 1320) [12 December 1902].
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After completing four months of service, with the number of telegrams daily cabled 

reaching a hundred, even on a regular day, Hüseyin Hilmi was going to ask for, and 

eventually provided with, a private telegraph machine, and for an operator to be set 

up in his residence.199

Once the Inspector-General began his work, he immediately came across various 

obstacles. The concerns over the financial aspects of the reform endeavor were 

perhaps the foremost problematic ones. On 14 December 1902, he wrote a dispatch 

to the Palace, submitting a possible solution for the financial distress generated in 

part by the reforms, in terms of paying the wages of the civil servants, soldiers and 

gendarmeries. He evidently expressed that if the necessary bureaucratic 

arrangements were not realized, and that if immediate monetary assistance for 

bayram wages of the officials and soldiers was not provided to the provinces, the 

agreed upon reforms and reorganization could not be executed.200

3.3.1 The Inspector's Companions and the Committee of Inspection (Heyet-i 

Teftişiye)

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as a single person, was almost always identified with the 

position of the General Inspectorate of Rumelia in the historical literature. However, 

the Inspectorate did not only consist of the Pasha, but of a "committee of inspection" 

199 "Evkât  ve eyyam-ı adiyede bile ... edilen telgraflar her gün yüz adede takarrüb etmekte ve pek 
mühim olan bazı mevâd içün mutasarrıf ve kaymakamlarla makine başında muhabereye lüzum  
görülmek ve her gün bizzat telgafhaneye azimet-i çakeranem ... vakti muceb olmakta bulunduğuna ve 
muhaberât şu sırada bir kat daha tekessür ve kesb-i ehemmiyet ettiğine mebni makrûn-ı müsaade-i 
seniyye-i hazret-i hilafetpenâhi buyurulur ise ikametgâh-ı abidanemde bir makina ile bir muhabere 
memurunun bulundurulması maruzdur Ferman" BOA. TFR.I. A. 4-369 (1 Muarrem 1321) [30 Mart 
1903]. 

200 "...bu iki madde-i mühimmenin çaresi bulunmadıkça ıslâhât ve tensikât-ı mukarerenin icarsına 
vilayetlerce imkân bulunamayacağı maruzdur." BOA. Y. PRK. A. 13-3 (1 Kanunuevvel 1318) [14 
December 1902]. 
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(heyet-i teftişiye) that accompanied him. The committee comprised able and 

experienced men from different fields of government and civil service. In fact, the 

appointment order of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha included the following phrases: "the 

Inspector General was to be accompanied by a member of the High Commission of 

Military Inspection (Teftiş-i Askeri Komisyon-ı Alisi) and chose the members of his 

secretariat".201 Therefore, the Inspector General was not a lone figure of the reform 

movement, but was rather accompanied by other knowledgeable and qualified 

government officials.  

One of the Aide de Camps to the Sultan (Yaverân-ı Hazret-i Şehriyâri), who was also 

a member of the High Commission of Military Inspection (Teftiş-i Askeri Komisyon-ı 

Âlisi Azası), Ferik Nasır Pasha (Major General), was appointed to Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha's escort on 5 December 1902.202 According to Enver Ziya Karal, Nasır Pasha 

was to serve as an advisor to Hüseyin Hilmi.203 Nasır Pasha received a substantial 

increase in his salary due to his new post. And since he was also a high-ranking 

officer, he was accompanied by Kolağası (Adjutant-major) Nazmi Bey.204 Yusuf 

Razi Bey, a director in the ministry of public works for roads and bridges, and Nesib 

Bey, an agricultural inspector, were also assigned to the Committee of Inspection.205

201 İSAM-HHP 19/1227 (17 Teşrinisanî 1318) [30 November 1902].

202 BOA. BEO. 1959/146877 (4 Ramazan  1320) [5 December 1902]. 

203 Karal, 157. 

204 BOA. BEO. 1960/146928 (7 Ramazan 1320) [8 December 1902]. 

205 BOA. BEO. 1959/146905 (5 Ramazan  1320) [6 December 1902]; BEO 1963/147171 (15 
Ramazan 1320) [16 December 1902]. 
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Halid and Tahir Efendis were two other members of the committee mentioned in the 

records.206

A document dated 3 December 1902 includes a list of clerks that Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha chose to serve beneath him. Nureddin Bey was appointed as the first secretary 

with a 4,000 guruş salary. During this first wave of assignments, the position for the 

vice-secretary, with 3,000 guruş salary, was left vacant until a suitable candidate was 

found. The appointments of the third and fourth secretaries were significant in terms 

of demonstrating the structural continuity of this post of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, with 

his previous one. These two officials, Subhi Bey and İhsan Efendi, were picked from 

the reform committee of Yemen (Yemen Heyet-i Islahiyesi). The former was to 

receive 2,000 and latter 1,500 guruş. The Inspector-General also added to the end of 

his dispatch, "if the number of these clerks proved insufficient in time, those who are 

already in service in the provinces were to be employed for the inspectorate.”207

The committee consisted exclusively of Muslim members, as Abdülhamid II did not 

seem to bother appointing any non-Muslim subjects, even to please the European 

powers. The composition of the committee caught the eye of British Ambassador Sir 

O'Conor, and his criticism was conveyed to the Sultan. The Sultan's rather 

satisfactory response was quoted as the following: 

With regard to the appointment of Christian officials, either on the commission 
here or to accompany the Inspector, the matter had not escaped his attention 
but although was the military assistant of Hussein Hilmy Pasha, yet, as a matter 
of fact, he thought it better that there should not be a Commission of 
Inspection, but only one Inspector-General. Moreover, there was great 
difficulty in appointing a Christian, for if a Greek were named it would arouse 

206 BOA. BEO. 1967/147481 (25 Ramazan 1320) [26 December 1902]. 

207 İSAM-HHP 1580 (20 Teşrinisani 1318) [3 December 1902]; BEO 1959-146851 (21 Teşrinisani 
1318) [4  December 1902]. 
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the jealousy of the Bulgarians, and vice versâ; besides which there were 
Albanians, Vlachs, and Jews, who would want a Representative of their 
own.208

In fact, Abdülhamid might have gained this experience from the previous Hamidian 

example of the Inspectorate of Anatolian Provinces of Şakir Pasha (1895-1900). The 

assistant to the Inspector General of Anatolia was a Greek subject, Dimitri 

Mavrokordato/Mavrokodano Efendi.209 On 18 December 1902, O'Conor received an 

audience with the Sultan for three hours, discussing the reforms in Macedonia and 

the related appointments. The Sultan insisted on hearing the ambassador's opinion 

regarding these recent developments. The Ambassador, though expressing his 

hesitations, did share his views. He strongly recommended that the Sultan appoint 

Christian members to the commission. The Sultan repeated his previous statement 

stating how it was impossible to appoint a Christian subject, as he would belong to 

one particular community, which would upset those Christians belonging to the other 

communities. However, the Sultan mentioned two names: Karatodori Pasha, whose 

name was also mentioned for governor general, and Naum Pasha. Finally, he left the 

discussion up in the air, and did not press the Sultan any further on the matter. 210

At the early appointment orders of the members of the committee, the name and the 

current post of the officials are mentioned together with a strong emphasis on the 

salary each was to receive, as well as their travel allowances (harcırah). The reform 

mission involved a substantial amount of travelling due to the need for various 

"inspection tours" and that is why such payments were specified from the beginning. 

208 From O'Conor to the Marquess of Lansdowne FO. 421-194, No. 328 (9 December 1902), 227. 

209 Ali Karaca, Anadolu Islahâtı ve Ahmet Şakir Paşa (1838-1399) (Istanbul: Eren Yayıncılık, 1993), 
57.

210 From O'Conor to the Marquess of Lansdowne FO. 421-194, No. 368 (19 December 1902), 266-9. 
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However, the amount of money was not expressed in terms of a definite number, but 

rather defined as "for the tours they will receive travel allowances equal to their 

actual salaries"211 or "required travel allowances shall be calculated and paid in 

accordance with the particular order."212 It was not an issue peculiar to lower ranking 

officials, as orders regarding the travel allowances of Hilmi Pasha and Nasır Pasha 

were also bestowed upon them, from Yıldız Palace.213 Despite the fact that each 

member of the committee held a title, these early documents did not contain any 

further definitions regarding their jobs. The duties of the inspector were clear within 

the Instructions, thus it can be presumed that these officials were to assist the 

Inspector Pasha in a variety of fields, as he worked to fulfill his duties.  

3.3.2 Preliminary Undertakings  

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha proceeded to work straight away, and it is therefore impressive 

to see the volume of accomplishments of the General Inspectorate within his first two 

months at the post. One of the preliminary undertakings of the Inspectorate was the 

establishment of the Merkez Kaymakamlıkları (Central District Governorates). 

Article III of the founding instructions for the Rumelian Provinces projected the 

establishment of central district governorates, to be located at the central kazas of the 

provinces, where the provincial government was seated (merkez-i vilayet). They were 

to function as the other kazas of the empire, hence their existing codes and 

regulations were valid for the new units and no separate instructions were given for 

211 "dolaşacakları yerler için ma'âş-ı aslileri nisbetinde harc-i râh itâsı" in BOA. BEO. 1959/146905 
(29 Muharrem 1321) [27 April 1903]. 

212 "seyr ü sefer edecekleri mahaller içine icâb eden harc-i râhlarının nizâm-ı mahsûsuna tevfikân 
hesâb ve ifâsı zımnında..." BOA. BEO. 1959/146905 (4 Ramazan 1320) [5 December 1902]. 

213 BOA. İ. HUS. 101/9 (2 Ramazan 1320) [3 December 1902].
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the district governors (merkez kaymakamları), as this was deemed unnecessary by 

the Porte.214

On the appointments of kaymakams to this newly instituted administrative unit, 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha requested that the central government appoint the most suitable 

men, provide them with first class salaries, and send them to their posts 

immediately.215 In their reply, the Porte asserted that since selecting and sending the 

suitable officials necessitated a lot of time and procedure, it would be better for the 

Inspectorate to appoint kaymakams to the centre from among those who were already 

serving in the provinces.216 The central government demonstrated very clearly that 

the complete reform initiative, as well as the responsibility for putting into place the 

mechanisms needed to enact the reforms, was entirely within the authority of the 

Inspectorate. The Porte did not want to lose any time, and therefore put the articles of 

the Instructions into practice as soon as possible. 

One of the other urgent issues concerned the replacement of corrupt civil servants in 

the provinces. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was trying to construct this new administrative 

mechanism to successfully implement the reforms. That naturally included 

addressing all of the civilian bureaucracy in the Rumelian provinces. Corrupt and 

incapable officials in the Rumelian region were one of the most fundamental 

concerns of the new administrative initiatives. It was openly set as one of the 

fundamental duties of the inspectorate in above-mentioned Article 17 of the 

214 BOA. BEO. 1960-146989 (9 Ramazan 1320) [10 December 1902]. 

215 BOA. BEO. 1964/147290 (1 Kanunuevvel 1319) [14 December 1903]. 

216 " Vilayet merkezindeki kaymakamların buraca intihâb ve irsâlleri bir çok muameleye ve zamana 
muhtâc olduğundan vilayetler dahilinde bulunan kaymakamlar zaten buraca müntehâb olduklarından 
vülât hazerâtıyla bi'l-muhâbere mahallerinde mevcûd ve buraca müntehab kaymakamlardan hangileri 
merkez kaymakamlığa münâsib görülür ise onların merkeze nakilleriyle..." (4 Kanunuevvel 1319) [17 
December 1902] in BOA. BEO. 1964/147290 (1 Kanunuevvel 1319) [14 December 1903]. 
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Instructions.217 Complaints about officials who turn a blind eye to those who 

disrupted order in the provinces were often received by the Palace. Upon those 

petitions, the Inspectorate as well as the governors, were given strict orders. The 

governors were given twenty days to carry out the necessary treatment towards the 

criminals within their provincial boundaries. They were strictly warned that if any 

officials acted contrary to the orders, they would be held directly responsible for their 

failures, and would face dismissals.218 In the Inspectorate's report of 13 May 1903, 

sixteen high-class officials were listed to be dismissed, replaced, or taken to court, 

between mid-March to mid-April 1903, due to their misconducts.219

Meanwhile, the Porte was carrying out similar operations within the higher circles of 

the administration, also replacing some high dignitaries in Rumelia with new ones. 

Edip Pasha was appointed to Üsküp and Hafız Pasha was designated to Manastır, as 

they were both known for their agile dealings with the Albanians, and their capacity 

to bring order to places they served.220 By appointing new officials, Abdülhamid 

manifested his determination to overhaul his administration in Rumelia. 

On 21 January 1903, the British Vice-Consul in Üsküp, Raphael A. Fontana, wrote a 

detailed report to his superior in Salonika, Consul Biliotti, regarding the 

217 "Fourthly, the civil officials whose removal and replacement would be deemed necessary, after 
consulting the governors, shall be dismissed. Those who have committed acts requiring trial, shall be 
brought before the competent courts. And the replacement of those, who had been appointed by 
imperial decree (irade-i seniyye), will be communicated with the Sublime Porte." 

218 BOA. TFR. I. A. 1-38 (19 Ramazan 1320) [20 December 1902]. 

219 "-Loros Belediye Reisi Rıza Efendi -Selanik Vilayeti Vergi Memuru Nuri Bey -Edirne Merkez 
Naibi Abdürrahim Efendi -Drama Belediye Tabibi Agob Efendi -Karatova Kaymakamı Hüsnü Efendi 
-Köprülü Mal Müdürü İdris Efendi -Yeni Varoş Naibi Zeynel Abidin -Mitroviçe Naibi Abdurrahman 
Efendi -Kalkandelen Jandarma Mülazımı Bayezid Ağa -Mitroviçe polis memurlarından İlyas Efendi -
Mitroviçe polis memurlarından Mahmud Efendi -Kalkandelen Mal Müdürü Ziya Efendi -Selanik 
Defter-i Hakani Memuru Nurullah Bey -Alasonya Tapu Katibi Mustafa Efendi -Petriç Kaymakamı 
Ekrem Bey -Taşoz Mutasarrıfı Kazım Bey" BOA. TFR. I. M. 1-51 (15 S 1321) [13 Mayıs 1903].

220 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı, 234. 
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administrative measures that had already been put into place under Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha in the Vilayet of Kosova. This rather extensive report was organized under 

five sub-sections titled: "The Formation of Mixed (Mussulman and Christian) Police 

and Gendarmerie Forces", "Establishment of Law Courts in the Cazas", "Public 

Works", "Agriculture", "Nahiehs", "Merkez Kaimakami" and "prisons". This report 

provides a tidy picture about the immediate application of the reforms and of the 

actions of the Inspectorate during its early days, which was stationed at that time in 

Kosova. 221

According to the report, the Inspector General supervised the reforms directly, as he 

was highly involved in various regional matters, and he gave "the strictest orders" 

relating to the issues of the re-organization of the gendarmerie and the police. Public 

Works in the region was also among the responsibilities of the Inspectorate. Hence 

the aforementioned report also contains a section regarding the achievements in this 

sector. According to vice Consul Fontana, five percent of the provincial revenue was 

to be paid every week into the Agricultural Bank, for the construction of roads, 

buildings and schools. In January 1903, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha noted that the sum had 

already reached 800 Liras, however if the proposals of the Inspector were approved, 

the estimated cost would total 25,000 Liras. A Director of Public Works (Nafia 

Müdürü) was appointed as well as a Director of Agriculture (Ziraat Müdürü). More 

than 40 new nahiyes were established and Nazmi Bey, the kaimakam of İştib was 

appointed as the merkez kaymakami.222 Furthermore, in his report, the British vice-

consul spared the greatest amount of time to the reforms addressing the prisons in his 

221 From Vice Consul Fontana to A. Biliotti, FO. 421-196 (Uscub, 21 January 1903), 244-248. 

222 Ibid., 245-6. 
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report. An Imperial decree (irade) was promulgated for the construction of two new 

prisons at Üsküp. According to Fontana, these buildings were "most necessary to 

accommodate the numerous evil-doers arrested under Hilmi Pasha's vigorous 

auspices". "Hilmi Pasha" said Fontana, "has worked hard and unceasingly since his 

arrival at Uscub, and has done work which the Vali should have been allowed and 

instructed to undertake long ago".223

The compiled correspondence that Hüseyin Hilmi forwarded to the Palace Secretariat 

after his first three months as the inspector, display the fact that he was 

simultaneously dealing with general amnesty in the region, the suppression of the 

Bulgarian insurgency and banditry, the reinforcement of forces in the region, the 

subsistence of the army, as well as regional budget allocation.224 Brailsford, however, 

proposed repression before other engagements: "Hilmi Pasha's real occupation 

during the first seven months of his tenure of office" he said "was not reform but 

repression. The insurrection of August [1903] was the fruit of his activity."225 But in 

fact, the Inspector-General was in charge of both providing the order and 

implementing the reforms and he was carrying out both duties simultaneously. The 

multiple aspects of the reforms were overshadowed by the local uprisings in the 

region, and it was up to the Inspector to deal with them.   

*** 

Apparently, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha did not establish an autonomous inspectorate in 

Rumelia, and he did not administer the provinces according to his personal 

223 Ibid., 246-7.  

224 BOA. Y. PRK. MK. 12-65 (12 Zilhicce 1320) [11 Mart 1903]. 

225 Brailsford, 304. 
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preferences. On the contrary, the Inspectorate did strictly adhere to the founding 

instructions and amendments initiated by the government. The Inspector-General 

penned detailed reports exhibiting his proceedings, article by article. If any progress 

was not achieved on an article, it was also openly stated. If numbers were available, 

they were also submitted, and tables were included.226 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha spared 

no effort to attempting to genuinely implement the reforms, and despite all of the 

ambiguities that accompanied the process, the General Inspectorate managed to take 

up the administrative wheel in Rumelia. Thus, the end of the year 1902, as well as 

the beginning of 1903, witnessed the sincere endeavor of the Hamidian government 

to ensure a solid beginning for the implementation of the Macedonian reform 

machinery. However, the upcoming developments were to alter this machinery 

dramatically and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha would successfully adapt its new forms.

226 BOA. TFR. I. M. 1-51 (15 Safer 1321) [12 Mayıs 1903]
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CHAPTER IV 

EVOLUTION OF THE REFORM PLANS IN OTTOMAN 
MACEDONIA 

4.1 The Vienna Plan (21 February 1903) and the Ottoman Reaction 

The promulgation of the "Instructions for Rumelian Provinces" and the establishment 

of the General Inspectorate of Rumelia was the solution settled on by the Hamidian 

administration as a response to the continuous European pressure for reforms in 

Ottoman Macedonia. However, the Instructions did not satisfy the Powers, especially 

Austria-Hungary and Russia. These two governments were the primary international 

actors involved in the affairs of Macedonia. Consequently, during the first month that 

the Instructions were put into practice, in December 1902, the Russian Foreign 

Minister travelled to Vienna in order to negotiate the terms of the reform plan with 

his Austrian counterpart. "The Vienna Reform Scheme" was finalized in February 

1903 by these two foreign ministers and was approved by all of the signatories of the 

Berlin Treaty.227

227 Hacısalihoğlu, Jön Türkler ve Makedonya Sorunu, 106; Tokay, Makedonya Sorun, 44. 
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The British Ambassador to Vienna informed London on the 15th of February 1903 

about the developments regarding the preparation of a reform scheme, information 

he gathered from an interview with his Russian counterpart. Austria and Russia 

decided to take the initiative to prepare a reform scheme on their own and preferred 

to proceed without the involvement or collective action of the other ambassadors in 

Istanbul, particularly in bringing this task before the Porte. . There were two main 

reasons for this. The first, "because such action would be more calculated to irritate 

the Sultan", and the second, "haste is all important, and time would be required to 

concert any joint action".228 The memorandum submitted to the Porte by the Russian 

Ambassador M. I. Zinoviev and Austro-Hungarian Ambassador Heinrich Chalice, 

began as follows:  

The Governments of Russia and of Austria-Hungary, animated by a sincere 
desire for the removal of the causes of the disturbance which, or some time, 
have been taking place in the Vilayets of Salonica, Kossovo, and Monastir, are 
convinced that this object can only be attained by the introduction of reforms 
calculated to improve the condition of the inhabitants of the aforesaid 
vilayets... 

...While taking note of the measures mentioned above, the Governments of 
Russia and Austria-Hungary consider it of the highest importance, with a view 
to the preservation of order and peace, that the Regulations recently issued 
should be completed, and that simultaneously such improvements should be 
made in the administration of the aforesaid vilayets as would insure the more 
regular and effective working of the local machinery of government. With this 
object in view, the Governments of Russia and of Austria-Hungary have agreed 
that it is necessary for them to recommend to the Imperial Ottoman 
Government the adoption of the following measures...229

228 Sir F. Plunkett to the Marquess of Lansdowne, FO 421/196, No. 176 (Vienna, 15 February 1903), 
153. 

229 M. Zinovieff to Count Benckendorff, FO 421/196 No. 179 (Pera, 24 January 1903), 156A. 
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The Scheme proposed reform amendments for the Three Macedonian Provinces 

(Vilâyât-ı Selase) namely Salonika, Manastır and Kosova, that were summarize 

under seven sub-headings: the Inspector-General, Valis (governors), Police and 

Gendarmerie, Rural Police (Gardes Champêtres), Arnauts (Albanians), Amnesty, and 

Financial Administration. According to the majority of the studies regarding the 

Macedonian Question, the most important contribution of the Vienna Reform 

Scheme was the consolidation of the portions concerning the General-Inspectorate. 

To insure the success of the Mission with which the Inspector-General has 
been intrusted, it is of the highest importance that functionary should hold his 
appointment for a period of three years. In view of the interest attaching to his 
Mission, the Governments of Russia and Austria-Hungary desire to obtain 
from the Ottoman Government a promise that they will not dismiss the 
Inspector-General before the expiration of three years without previously 
having consulted the two Governments on the subject. It is not less important 
that the Inspector-General should receive authority to employ, if necessary, the 
Ottoman troops throughout the three vilayets, without being obliged to refer to 
the central Government on each occasion.230

The significance of the first provision of this proposal, regarding the tenure of the 

Inspector was exaggerated. The Powers treated the Hamidian government as an 

inconsistent administrative mechanism. On the contrary during the reign of 

Abdulhamid II, statesmen did not change administrative roles or positions that often. 

In fact, the longest duration of tenures took place during his reign.231 Therefore, for 

the powers to propose this clause and claim that the Sultan would quickly dismiss his 

inspector was based on their own unsubstantiated assumptions. More strikingly, this 

reform proposal suggested that the inspectorate would have the authority of 

mobilizing troops, emancipating him from the obligation to request permission either 

from the Palace or the Porte. This clause, which will be analyzed in detail below, had 

230 M. Zinovieff to Count Benckendorff, FO 421/196 No. 179 (Pera, 24 January 1903), 156A. 

231 Kırmızı, Valiler, 67. 
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been subject to much discussion in several letters of correspondence between 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and the Palace. 

 The Vienna Plan positioned the governors of the Three Provinces as clear 

subordinates of the Inspector-General. They were to obey implicitly the instructions 

given and to do everything in their power to make his Mission successful. The 

suggested reform scheme would also lead to the employment of "foreign specialists" 

under the Ottoman government, whose task it would be to reorganize the police and 

gendarmerie. The governments of Russia and Austria-Hungary advised the Porte to 

re-calculate the percentage of Christians to be employed in the local gendarmerie, 

and to do so by evaluating the actual proportion of the population. Another 

amendment that the Vienna Scheme brought to the Instructions for Rumelian 

Provinces was regarding a precondition that had to be met, when considering 

candidates for the position of the commissar of the police and constables. According 

to the Instructions they had to be able to read and write in Turkish. The 

memorandum asserted: "As very few Christians can fulfill this condition the rule 

should be abolished"232. Adjustments, which would reflect the population realities of 

rural areas, were also proposed regarding the rural police. In this case, they had to be 

chosen from among the inhabitants of the village. When the majority of the rural 

population in a particular region was Christians, they were to be selected from 

among the Christian subjects.233 Thus, the memorandum was a document that 

consisted of concrete proposals to improve the administration and the security of 

Ottoman Macedonia.  

232 M. Zinovieff to Count Benckendorff, FO 421/196, No. 179 (Pera, 24 January 1903), 156A. 

233 Ibid, 156A-156B. 
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With regard to security of the region and different groups of Rumelian subjects, there 

is a particularly telling suggestion in between these articles of a rather obscure 

nature. Under the title of "Arnautes" (Albanians) the Austria-Hungarian and the 

Russian Governments urged the Porte "to take immediate steps to compel the 

Albanian population to respect the laws", as Albanians were depicted as a source of 

Christian suffering in the region.234 This was a rather problematic proposal and 

publicly accusing the Albanian subjects constituted a major discrepancy with the 

Hamidian policies, in that sense, the fate of this article will be discussed elaborately 

in the coming sections.   

The sixth article of the proposal was referred to the granting of amnesty by the Porte 

of political criminals, who were not convicted of being directly complicit in common 

law crime in the European provinces of the empire. The two Powers also asked the 

Porte to pardon all Ottoman subjects who had left the country as a consequence of 

recent events, and expedite ongoing trials regarding the crimes and offences at 

common law. General amnesty was in fact a significant aspect of the reform process 

that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was to undertake in light of the orders he had received 

from the Palace. 

The final part of the memorandum was allocated to the financial matters of the 

Rumelian provinces. The proposals consisted of the preparation of annual budgets 

for each province, the allocation of the tax revenues, primarily to the local 

administration for payment of civil and military services. It also referred to the 

234 "As the persecutions and outrages from which the Christians suffer only too frequently at the hands 
of the Arnauts, and the impunity with which the latter are able to commit crimes and offences, are one 
of the chief causes of the disorder and insecurity prevailing in the vilayets, it is absolutely necessary 
that the Ottoman Government should take immediate steps to compel the Arnaut population to respect 
the laws" in Ibid, 156B. 
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various aspects of re-organization of tithe farming, and the abolition of large scale 

farming. Finally it also addressed the preservation of the tax revenues by the Imperial 

Ottoman Bank.235

The Ottoman Reaction 

Both Austria-Hungary and Russia followed a rather conservative policy when 

proposing this new reform plan. On the one hand they wanted to better the conditions 

for the Christian population of Ottoman Macedonia. On the other, they aimed to 

preserve the integrity of the Ottoman Empire. That is why these two governments 

agreed having neither a Christian governor or nor an autonomous Macedonia, and 

instead limited their reform ideas to address mostly administrative matters.236 The 

British ambassador reported the situation as: "... it is intended to at once propose a 

few reforms of a purely administrative and non-political character, which may be 

considered most indispensible".237 The memorandum was then submitted to the Porte 

on 21 February 1903. According to Draganof, the contemporary writer of the time, 

author of Macedonia and the Reforms,  the Porte accepted the suggested measures 

with less resistance than expected. He commented: "It is evident that the Porte must 

have been pleasantly surprised at the modesty of the Austro-Russian demands, unless 

it was prepared for them beforehand."238 Hacısalihoğlu stated that the plan was not 

much different from that on which the Ottoman scheme was based on, that is why it 

235 Ibid, 156B. 

236 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 44. 

237 FO 421/196, No.3, 2. 

238 Draganof, Macedonia and the Reforms, 7.
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was so easily accepted.239 According to Enver Ziya Karal, since the memorandum 

did not include an article demanding "international supervision of the reforms", and 

the Sultan had received an assurance from the Powers that they would appeal to the 

Bulgarian Government to provide dismissal of the Macedonian Revolutionary 

Committees, Abdülhamid II accepted the proposal as it was.240 French journalist and 

historian René Pinon wrote in his article "La Question de Macédoine", that appeared 

in  Revue des Deux Mondes in 1907, that "this prompt decision, which did not suit 

the dilatory habits of Ottoman politics, could only be explained by a preliminary 

entente or by the insignificant character of the Vienna Program."241

Through the pen of his chief secretary Tahsin Pasha, the Sultan expressed a positive 

opinion regarding each article in the reform proposal. First of all, it was the Sultan 

himself who chose Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha for this post, and the Pasha's service record 

was both well observed and well-known. As a matter of course, he would be kept in 

the post for three years, or even more if deemed necessary, that is why according to 

Abdülhamid this provision of the program was redundant. However, it was of course 

essential that the Inspector-General refrain from malfeasance, particularly in regards 

to the authority given him by the Vienna program for mobilization of troops without 

necessarily needing to inform the imperial center. In every other sense it was natural 

that the governors of the Three Provinces were required execute any lawful orders 

coming from the Inspector-General.242

239 Hacısalihoğlu, 106.

240 E. Z. Karal, Osmanlı Tarihi, Vol. VIII, 158.

241 "Une décision si prompte, si peu conforme aux habitudes dilatoires de la politique ottomane, ne 
peut s’expliquer que par une entente préalable et par le caractère anodin du « programme de 
Vienne. »" René Pinon, "La Question de Macédoine", Revue des Deux Mondes, , Vol. 39 (1907), 674.   

242 BOA. İ. HUS. 112-147 cited in Kırmızı, Avlonyalı,, 236-237. 

https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Revue_des_Deux_Mondes
https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Revue_des_Deux_Mondes
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Regarding the employment of non-Muslims in the police and gendarmerie forces, the 

Palace stated that they were to be employed as "attendant of the Müfettiş Pasha" 

(maiyet) and were never to be given the command of the forces. To employ non-

Muslims in accordance with the population rate, which was two-tenths, and not 

limiting Christian employment to the Bulgarians, but to also include the Greek, 

Vlach and Serbian components of the population, was believed to produce positive 

effects. Concerning the issue of the Albanians, "The Imperial government shall not 

do anything unjust among its imperial subjects... those among Muslim and non-

Muslim subjects, whoever act unlawful, will be ipso jure punished".243 Regarding 

one of the other points raised by the Program, the amnesty of political prisoners, it 

was asserted by the Palace that this provision "suited to the glory of the Sultan" 

(şânına muvâfık). He also expressed similar assent about the other points, and 

ordered the Council of Ministers to discuss the Vienna Program and come to a 

decision regarding its acceptance and implementation by the end of the very same 

day.244

The Palace accepted the memorandum and the Grand Vizierate penned an order 

entitled "Addendum to the Instructions on Rumelian Provinces" (Rumeli Vilayat-ı 

Şahanesi Hakkındaki Talimata Zeyldir).245 This was a verbatim translation of the 

original text of the memorandum from French into Ottoman Turkish, except for one 

significant part regarding the "Arnauts". The original document stated: 

As the persecutions and outrages from which the Christians suffer only too 
frequently at the hands of the Arnauts, and the impunity with which the latter 

243 Ibid. 

244 Ibid. 

245 İSAM-HHP 3-158 (no date). 
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are able to commit crimes and offences, are one of the chief causes of the 
disorder and insecurity prevailing in the vilayets, it is absolutely necessary that 
the Ottoman Government should take immediate steps to compel the Arnaut 
population to respect the laws.246

However, in the addendum, the Porte preferred the following expression: 

Fifth- The Imperial Government will immediately accept the measures taken to 
prohibit the communities of Ottoman subjects, which nurture enmity or 
aggression to one another, and compel them to obey the laws.247

The Ottoman Government carefully refrained from using the word "Albanian", 

whereas the Albanians were obviously the subjects of this article in the original text. 

The Russian and Austro-Hungarian government preferred direct words, instead of 

expressions, which would obscure the meaning and target of the provision. However, 

the Hamidian regime, as always, did not want to upset its Albanian subjects, who 

were the most powerful Muslim group in the Balkans. This alteration did not slip 

British press's notice: 

In connection with the Rumelian reform the Sultan's chief anxiety is lest the 
Albanians should find any cause of offence in them. The latest instance of this 
anxiety is afforded by his expunging the word "Arnauts" from the translation of 
the programme of Austro-Russian reforms which was sent to Hussein Hilmi 
Pasha thereby generalizing the passage which was specially directed against 
Albanian turbulence.248

246M. Zinovieff to Count Benckendorff, FO 421/196, No. 179 (Pera, 24 January 1903), 156B. 

247 "Hamisen: Sunûf-ı tebaadan yek diğerine karşı taaddiyat ve tecavüzâtta bulunanların men-i 
taaddiyatı ile kanuna itaate icbarları zımnında hükümet-i seniyyece tedâbir serien ittihaz edilecekdir." 
İSAM-HHP 3-158. 

248 "The Sultan and the Albanians", The Times (6 March 1903), 3. 
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Due to this apparent contradiction with the Sultan's Albanian policy, this article 

became a particular weakness of the diplomatic initiative, and was destined to be 

disregarded by the Ottoman administration. 

The main objection to the reform scheme came from the Bulgarians and the 

Exarchate, not the Porte or the West, who found it either unsatisfactory or 

misleading. Muslim Albanians were also displeased with the Program, claiming this 

reform scheme was turning the Slavs into the most powerful group within the 

Balkans.249

Receiving correspondence from both the Grand Vizierate and from the Ministry of 

the Interior, which ordered him to execute the articles of the Vienna Program and 

ultimately gave him extraordinarily vast, and partially unchecked, authority, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha felt distressed and insecure. He was well aware of the fact that this 

resolution was the result of foreign intervention, hence he felt the necessity to 

express his loyalty to the Sultan. He wrote to the Palace two days in a row, stressing 

his sorrow upon receiving such orders. The Pasha even asked to be pardoned from 

this duty, claiming that was "beyond his capacity", which probably was a gesture of 

bureaucratic formality state on this first telegram.250 The next day, Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha wrote again, clarifying his stance by saying he would never take any action 

without receiving Imperial consent. In particular, he would never dare to mobilize 

the Imperial troops without first consulting with the Sultan. The Pasha was precise in 

giving details, stating that whenever the mobilization of troops would appear to be 

real necessity, he would communicate this information confidentially, through a 

249 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 45-46. 

250 İSAM-HHP 1-16 (16 Şubat 1318) [1 March 1903].
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previously approved method, with the Palace and asked for the permission of the 

Sultan.251

The anxious reaction of the Inspector-General helps us to understand the magnitude 

of the new authority granted to him by the Vienna Plan. Sultan Abdülhamid, who did 

not seem to hesitate for too long before accepting the conditions, must have felt 

personal satisfaction with the response of his Pasha, on whom he had bestowed his 

confidence long ago. H. N. Brailsford analyzed the Vienna Scheme in his book 

Macedonia Its Races and their Future, published for the first time in 1906, in the 

following manner: 

The scheme itself was feeble and half-hearted. It remained a dead letter. It was 
obliterated by the insurrection of August, 1903, and superseded by the 
Mürzsteg programme. But it embodied one principle of vital and enduring 
importance. It recognised the right of Austria and Russia as the two 
"interested" Powers, to devise a scheme of reform and to superintend its 
execution."252

In her work titled, Macedonian Question, Gül Tokay summarized the Vienna Reform 

Proposal under four categories: the Inspector-General, the Governors, the Police and 

Gendarmerie, and Financial matters. Tokay asserted the most important outcome was 

the "role the Inspector was to play" as the scheme conferred all of the responsibilities 

to carry out the reforms in the region to the Inspector-General.253 Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha had already been the Inspector-General for the past three months and was 

successfully running the reform machinery. However, from March 1903 onwards, 

251 İSAM-HHP. 1-18 (17 Şubat 1318) [2 March 1903].

252 Brailsford, 291. 

253 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 44-45. 
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with the Vienna Plan, he received amendments both to his position, his mission and 

his post. He was now empowered by European approval. 

In fact, there was indeed another consequence of the Vienna Plan, which had been 

generally overlooked through the literature on Macedonian reforms. The major 

difference between the Instructions on Rumelia and the Vienna program was their 

region of execution. The Instructions was intended for the "Rumelian Provinces" 

(Rumeli Vilâyâtı) which included all six provinces (Salonika, Manastır, Kosova, 

Edirne, Yanya and İşkodra) located on the European territories of the Empire 

whereas the Vienna Program was designed for the Three Macedonian Provinces 

(Vilâyât-ı Selâse) (Salonika, Manastır and Kosova). The Sultan did not want to 

separate Macedonia from rest of Rumelia, since Macedonia was the region in 

question for dispute and struggle. However, with the Vienna Plan, the reform 

program to be carried out by the General Inspectorate was limited to Macedonia and 

intensified in terms of its content.  

4.2 1903: "The Blood Stained Year" 

1903, the first year of the General Inspectorate of Rumelia, witnessed a number of 

devastating incidents and important development in Macedonia, that each deserve to 

be separately examined in order to comprehend the instrumentality and the 

significance of this new administrative undertaking. The Hamidian rule was 

subjected to vigorous test as it attempted to re-consolidate itself in its territories in 

Europe. 
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4.2.1 Albanian Resistance and the Murder of Russian Consul-General in 

Mitrovitza (31 March 1903) 

By the end of the 1877-78 Russo-Turkish War, the catastrophic outcomes of the San 

Stefano Treaty severely threatened the living conditions of the Albanians, the most 

significant Muslim group in the Balkans. Historically, the Albanian territories of the 

Empire had always been difficult to govern and the Albanian subjects had a remittent 

relationship with the central government.254  However, it is widely known that Sultan 

Abdülhamid attached particular importance to his Albanian subjects. Within the post-

Berlin conditions, it was a worrisome fact that the Albanian territories were subjected 

to partitioning by the neighboring states. Albanians, with very little trust in 

diplomacy, began to unite and mobilize in preparation for the defense of their 

territory. In the atmosphere of the devastating losses of San Stefano, the Ottoman 

government "welcomed" the Albanian resistance "as a foil to prevent losses of 

imperial territory", which paved the road to the League of Prizren.255 In the wake of 

the Berlin Congress, the Ottoman government did, in fact, encourage the Albanian 

cause. But as an increasing number of Albanians began to demand "autonomy for a 

single province (consisting of İşkodra, Kosova, Manastır and Yanya) for all Albania" 

the support of the Payitaht (Ottoman Capital) became problematic. Albania remained 

254 Barbara Jelavich, History of the Balkans: Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, Vol. I (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 361-363. 

255 Three days before the opening of the Berlin Congress, on 10 June 1878, 300 Albanian notables 
gathered in Prizren Mosque. They sent protests to Berlin as well as Istanbul against the partition of 
their lands; penned a sixteen point memorandum addressing the Porte; and took a besa (oath) to shade 
blood if necessary.255 George Gawrych, The Crescent and the Eagle (London: I.B. Tauris, 2006), 45-
50.
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a major challenge regarding the governance for the region to the Hamidian 

administration, until the end of Abdülhamid’s reign.256

The post-Berlin structure positioned the Albanians in a significant position within the 

Ottoman Empire, both geographically and diplomatically. As Isa Blumi puts it, 

Austria-Hungary, Italy and the Ottoman Empire considered the Albanians as "the 

ideal allies in a struggle to keep newly independent Slav states (Montenegro and 

Serbia) from controlling the Adriatic Sea and permitting Russia from dominating the 

Balkans".257 The Albanian population in the Balkans was also important in terms of 

numbers, estimated to have consisted of around 900.000 Muslim Albanians in the 

1880's. Furthermore, the Albanians were located in relatively strategic position in the 

European territories of the Empire.258

On the other hand, the Albanians maintained a privileged position in the eyes of the 

Sultan, particularly in the later years of his reign. He believed in their bravery and 

their devotion to both himself and the empire.  Thus, as a result of a conscious 

policy, he heavily relied on his Albanian subjects in both civil service and the army. 

The Albanian presence constituted a reference point for Abdülhamid's policy in 

Rumelia, as he considered them to be its "bastion". Gawrych used the term "iron 

barrier" to describe the role designed by Abdülhamid for the Albanians against his 

European counterparts, and in accordance with his Islamist policies.259

256 Ibid, 71-73.

257 İsa Blumi, "The Great Powers’ Fixation on Ottoman Albania in the Administration of the post-
Berlin Balkans, 1878-1908.” in The Russo-Ottoman War of 1877-1878, Ömer Turan (ed.) (Ankara:
METU Press, 2006), 187-196. 

258 Gawrych, 104. 

259 Gawrych, 72-80; Tahsin Paşa, 25. 
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On 2 August 1902, a committee consisting of both Muslim and Christian Albanians 

issued a memorandum to Sultan Abdülhamid, demanding autonomy, and a 

reorganization of their provinces under an Albanian governor.260 In the very same 

year we see the Sultan moving decisively against "Albanianism". He closed the 

Albanian schools, banned printing books in Albanian, and also corresponding in the 

Albanian language. A memorandum by Grand Vizier Said Pasha, submitted to the 

Sultan, contained a set of reform proposals aimed at resolving the Albanian 

question.261 Hence, when the General Inspectorate of Rumelia was established in 

November 1902, the Sultan's relations with his subjects was rather strained and the 

idea of reforms was already born.      

The Albanian resistance against the reform program of 1903 in Macedonia was 

perhaps the greatest obstacle before the Ottoman Government. The Albanians feared 

that the scheme imposed by the European powers would initially result in Macedonia 

being annexed by its neighboring states, namely Bulgaria and Serbia. They 

demanded that regions with a majority population of Albanians be excluded from the 

project.262 The Albanian opposition against the reform scheme was so strong that 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha had to divert a great deal of his time and energy to its 

appeasement. The General-Inspectorate's headquarters were stationed in Üsküp 

during its first year, in order to be in close contact with the Albanians.  

260 Gül Tokay, "A Reassesment of the Macedonian Question, 1878-1908", 261.

261 Gawrych, 131-132. 

262 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 179. 
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From the Albanian point of view, the most disturbing dimension of the Vienna Plan 

was the employment of Christian subjects in the police and gendarmerie forces.263

Muslim Albanians of all classes, including notables and the ulama, participated in 

demonstrations to express their discontent. They even cooperated with the Vlachs in 

order to prevent a possible domination by a single Balkan state in Ottoman 

Macedonia.264 The state of affairs in the region, and the position of Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha, were harshly criticized in The Times article of 3 March 1903: 

The Albanians chiefly occupy attention at the present moment, not the 
Albanians of Skutari and Janina, but those of Monastir, part of which vilayet is 
thoroughly Albanian. In regard to Monastir distinctions are made. The purely 
Albanian region must, it is claimed, be exempted from the application of the 
reforms, fenced off and left to stew in its own lawless juice. But Hilmi Pasha, 
must deal faithfully with the Albanian evil-doers of the "dappled" district- the 
districts, that is today where the Serbs and Albanians are intersprinkled. Here 
lawlessness must be put down by the Turkish troops under the inspector's 
orders, and if the Albanians object they must be driven into the purely 
Albanian pound. The objection that Hilmi Pasha will have no power to enforce 
his decisions is not thought valid. It is stated that though the Inspector-General 
may not received formal powers to dismiss valis and sub-ordinate officials he 
will in reality hold them in the hollow of his hand and, strong in the constant 
support of Austria-Hungary and Russia, be able to enforce his decisions 
without let or hindrance.265

Sultan Abdulhamid had just entrusted the president of the Rumelian Commission, 

Ferid Pasha, a noble Albanian by his origin, with the seal of Grand Vizierate on 

January 1903.266 Most contemporaries interpreted this move of the Sultan as a clever 

263 "... while they were loyal to the Sultan, they were opposed to the reforms, as these were contrary to 
the spirit of the Koran, which forbade infidels to bear arms in a Musslman State or to try Mussulman 
believers. In short, the Albanians were for the Sultan but adhered  to their religion and could not allow 
its principle to be violated." "The Balkan Crisis", The Times (14 May 1903), 5. 

264 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 69. 

265 "The Macedonian Question", The Times (3 March 1903), 3. 

266 "The Sultan’s decision to make the Albanian Ferid Pasha Grandvizier in January 1903 was an 
important move against the Great Powers, who demanded that reforms in Macedonia. Now he saw 
Ferid’s noble Albanian roots as an advantage to pacify the Albanians’ exasperations against 
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one to conciliate his Albanian subjects, and to find a solution regarding their 

disobedience, through peaceful methods. It was also a reply to Austrian and Russian 

pressures for reforms.267 The Sultan hoped to benefit from Ferid Pasha's influence on 

Albanians.268 Ferid Pasha assured his loyalty to Abdülhamid, as Gawrych put it: "A 

Tosk had made his personal pledge of honor to the sultan."269 On the other hand, the 

British interpreted this development as a concession to the Albanians who had been 

excluded from the reform project. Either way, it did not serve its purpose and 

appease the Albanians, especially in the provinces of Kosova and Manastır, where 

Albanians continued to be engaged in various activities that protested the reforms. 

Interestingly, it was not only the Albanians who opposed the employment of 

Christians in the Gendarmerie, as the Bulgarian committee was opposed to it as well. 

They even went that far as to kill those fellow Bulgarians who would dare to join the 

Ottoman gendarmerie. Christian insurgents and the Albanians, thus, certainly agreed 

on one aspect as they were both keen to prevent the full implementation of this 

reform project.270

The Albanian resistance became an issue to be solved by the Inspector- General 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. As mentioned, he spent the first year of his inspectorship in 

egalitarian reforms in a peaceful way." in Abdulhamit Kırmızı, "Experiencing the Ottoman Empire as 
a Life Course, Ferid Pasha, Governor and Grandvizier (1851-1914)", Geschichte und Gesellschaft, 
No. 40 (2014), 59.

267 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı, 235. 

268 The Sultan preferred to keep influential Albanians close to the Palace, Ferid Pasha's brother, 
Avlonyalı Süreya Bey can be regarded as an example. He had been already been a member of the 
Şurâ-yı Devlet Tanzimât Dairesi for more than a year when his brother was appointed as Grand Vizier 
in January 1903. Upon the appointment of Ferid Pasha, Süreya Bey was promoted to president of  the 
Cemiyet-i Rusûmiye (the Directorate of Revenues). Avlonyalı Süreyya Bey, Osmanlı Sonrası 
Arnavutluk (1912-1920) (Istanbul: Klasik, 2009), 48-49. 

269 Gawrych, 132. 

270Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 181. 
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Üskup, the center of Kosova Province, and in close proximity to towns largely 

populated by Albanians.  From this position, Inspector Pasha went and announced in 

all big town centers, that the application of the reforms was a requirement, and that 

those who opposed them were to be punished harshly. However, the Sultan preferred 

a less aggressive solution regarding the Albanian conflict, therefore he sent an 

advisory Commission (Heyet-i Nasiha) to the disturbed region.271 According to The 

Times article titled "the Sultan and the Albanians", published in late February 1903, 

"the Albanians of Ipek made an anti-reform demonstration, the Sultan much upset, 

was fain to dispatch a special commissioner to calm the agitation." He carefully 

chose among the officials from the region, who had a significant influence on the 

local population.272 On 16 March 1903, a group of Albanian Muslims gathered in Jur 

near Prizren and took an oath (besa) that if the Christians employed in the police and 

the gendarmerie were not immediately dismissed, they would attack the city of 

Prizren. 273

However, all these mild initiatives failed to gain any significant success. Their besa 

(oath) functioned as a link between different tribes, and united them together to rise 

against the central authority. This reaction against the Porte reached a point of where 

both sides became engaged in armed conflict on the 30th of March 1903. This conflict 

between the Albanians, and the Ottoman troops commanded by Şemsi Pasha in 

Mitroviçe, resulted in the death of 50 Albanians.274 When there was no other option 

271 Adanır, 181.

272 "The Sultan And The Albanians", The Times (6 March 1903), 3. 

273 Hasip Saygılı, "Sultan II. Abdülhamid’in Meşruiyet Krizi: 1903’te Mitroviçe’de İlk Rus Konsolosu 
Grigori Şerbina’nın Öldürülmesi", Türkiyat Araştırmaları, Spring 2014, No. 20, 176-177.

274Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 180-181. 
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but armed response to Albanian resistance, the regional commanders communicated 

with Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and asked for his permission to pursue this course of 

action.275 In May, the Ottoman troops intervened once more and suppressed another 

Albanian resistance. The leaders of the movement were caught and banished to 

Anatolia. Ferid Pasha informed the Austrian Ambassador about the actions of the 

Ottoman government in suppressing the uprising, and claimed that this action 

showed the world that the Ottoman government, as well the Sultan, was keen on 

applying the reforms.276

The Murder of the Russian Consul-General in Mitroviçe (March 1903) 

Albanians had protested the opening of a Russian Consulate in Mitroviçe (Mitrovica) 

when news of its arrival was received in 1902. The Ottoman authorities, concerned 

about the safety of the consular, demanded that Russia to delay the inauguration until 

the Albanian disturbances had calmed down. However, the Russians insisted on an 

immediate proceeding of their consul to Mitroviçe.277 Pieces of information were 

pouring in from the region, revealing the level of local uneasiness and the density of 

threats against the Russians. The name 'İsa Boletini' especially came into 

prominence. İsa Boletini was a prominent Albanian insurgent, who was the leader of 

the group determined to stop the Russian consul. It was commonly believed by the 

Ottoman authorities that the safest way was to remove Boletini from the region, thus 

making it secure for the consul. In early September 1902, Russian authorities 

expressed their "loss of patience" in terms of waiting for Isa Boletini to be banished 

275 Saygılı, Mitroviçe, 176-177.

276 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 182. 

277 Saygılı, Mitroviçe, 169.  
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from Mitroviçe by the Porte, and thus appointed the Russian consul, who would 

receive his berat (Sultanic Decree) and commence his duty. If the necessary steps 

were not taken in two days, Russia was to issue an official note.278 Sultan used the 

conventional Hamidian method of appeasement; he bestowed Boletini with a 

prestigious duty and a title in Yıldız, the commander of the Albanian Guards of the 

Palace. Thhis way he removed Boletini from the region and kept him within sight.279

However, Albanian anger was not eased, and the displeasure concerning the agreed 

upon reforms and the opening of the Russian Consulate in Mitroviçe, reached a level 

at which the Albanians planned an attack on the Ottoman minister whom they held 

responsible for this outcome.280 That minister turned out be Grand Vizier Said Pasha 

himself. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha kept receiving orders from the Porte to conduct an 

investigation into the matter and he proceeded to carry it out.281

It is significant to see the Inspector-General giving orders to Şemsi Pasha, the 

commander of the regional army, which were also in line with the orders he received 

from his superiors.282 Hasip Saygılı in his meticulous study of the issue emphasizes 

an interesting point, which gives us an idea about how the Inspector maintained the 

balance between the Porte and the Palace. In January 1903, Said Pasha received 

278BOA. Y. A. HUS. 434-12_3 in  Osmanlı Arşiv Belgelerinde Kosova Vilayeti, 86-87 (25 Ağustos 
1318) [7 September 1902].

279 Saygılı, 171.

280" Mitroviçe'de Rusya konsolosluğunun tesisinden ve ıslahat-ı mukarrereden ahali nâ-hoşnud olduğu 
ve bunları vükeladan bir zatın reyi ile vaki olmuş zan ettikleri içün o zatın hayatına kasdetmek üzere 
Arnavudlardan  üç kişiyi irsal eyledikleri veya göndermek üzere bulundukları bir  konsolosun iş'arına 
istinaden bir sefaret tarafından ifade olunacağı beyanıyla hafiyen ve acilen  tahkikat icrâsıyla iş'arı 
hakkında..." İSAM-HHP 7/397 (1 Kanunusani 1318) [14 January 1903]; İSAM-HHP 7/389 (1 
Kanunusani 1318) [14 January 1903]. 

281 İSAM-HHP 7/387 (3 Kanunusani 1318) [16 January 1903]; İSAM-HHP 7/388 (22 Kanunusani 
1318) [4 February 1903]. 

282 İSAM-HHP 7/393 (1 Kanunusani 1318) [14 January 1903]. 
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foreign intelligence regarding a possible assassination of himself by the Albanians, 

who blamed him for the opening of the Russian consulate in Mitrovitza. The Grand 

Vizier asked for an investigation and a report from the Inspector-General in the 

region. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha first informed the Palace of his duty and then conducted 

his inquiry. The Russian Consul arrived at Mitroviçe on 26 January 1903 and thus 

began the official Ottoman struggle to ensure his security.283 His presence in the 

town immediate incited local displeasure. Christian subjects from neighboring 

villages began to pay visits to the Russian consul, which caused further discontent 

among the Muslim Albanians. Local authorities therefore, had to increase 

precautions to prevent the occurrence of unfavorable incidents.284 When Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha was asked to report on a possible threat by the Albanians to Grand 

Vizier Said Pasha, right before his dismissal, he replied to the Palace in the following 

tone: 

It is evident that some ignorant men had gathered in Yakova to discuss and talk 
about the agreed reforms disapprovingly. However, nothing has been heard 
regarding a disparaging conversation taking place against [the Grand Vizier 
Said Pasha] or any other members of the government. However, if further 
information is to be received, it will be forwarded [to the Palace] right away.285

Inspector General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was an experienced statesman, and could not 

be promiscuous with his choice of words. He selected the words "bazı cehele", 

283 Saygılı, Mitroviçe, 172-173.

284 BOA. Y. MTV. 329-89 (18 Kanunusani  1318) [31 January 1903] in Osmanlı Arşiv Belgelerinde 
Kosova Vilayeti, 88-89.

285"Yakova'da bazı cehelenin mukarrerat-ı ıslahiyenin aleyhine idare-i fikr ve kelam içün birkaç kere 
toplnadıkları derkar ise de gerek müşarünileyh ve gerek vükela-i devlet aleyhinde tefevvühat vuku 
bulduğuna dair kullarınca bir guna mesmuat ve hissiyat olmadığı ve Şemsi Paşa'dan ittihaz olunan 
cevab ile başka taraflardan alınabilecek malumatın derhal arz olunacağı maruzdur" İSAM-HHP 7-389 
(1 Kanunusani 318) [14 January 1903]. 
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meaning "some ignorant", to describe the hostile Albanians, which reflected the 

position of the Ottoman administration in Macedonia towards the Albanian 

opposition. 

The local Ottoman authorities did their best to escort and protect the consul, 

however, he was reported to have been very mobile during the late hours of the night, 

which was disquieting.286 On 31 March 1903, Russian Consul to Mitrovitza, Grigori 

Stcherbina (Şerbina), was shot by an Ottoman soldier of Albanian origin and was 

badly wounded.287 Immediate steps were taken, by the Ottoman authorities, and the 

medical staff spared no effort to save him and mitigate the events. The Governor of 

Kosova, as well as Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, personally dealt with the 

matter and kept the Porte informed at all times. Despite all of these endeavors, the 

Consul passed away on 10 April 1903.288

This undesired development put an onerous and burdensome responsibility on the 

General Inspectorate. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was in charge of taking the initial steps 

for medical support and security,289 for sending messages and paying visits of 

condolence to the Russian authorities. He had to obviate any obstacles which stood 

into the way of a smooth process of transferring the corpse. Finally, it was his 

responsibility to conduct ceremonies in a diplomatically appropriate manner. 

286 BOA. Y. MTV. 241-168 (12 Mart 1319) [25 March 1903] in Osmanlı Arşiv Belgelerinde Kosova 
Vilayeti, 92.

287 BOA. Y. MTV. 242-7 (18 Mart 1319) [31 March 1903] in Osmanlı Arşiv Belgelerinde Kosova 
Vilayeti, 93.

288" The Balkan Crisis", The Times (11 April 1903), 3. 

289 According to the statenent of the Times' correspondent in St. Petersburg, the best surgeon in the 
three vilayets, Yacop Pasha,was ordered by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and left immediately for Mitrovitza 
by special train. The doctor's initial eport said Stcherbina was out of danger. "The Crisis In The 
Balkans" The Times (3 April 1903), 3. 
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Moreover, the Pasha was also in charge of the capture and trials of the criminals, as 

well as the prevention of possible demonstrations during these proceedings, and the 

diplomatic sensitivity of the execution of the sentences. Even after the case of consul 

Stcherbina's assassination was closed, the possibility of any other attacks on 

diplomats remained a primary occupation within the mind of the Inspector-

General.290

Albanian resistance to the reforms was considered inevitable by all of the competent 

observers of the region, and it seemed that the Albanians would not persuaded to 

accept them by any means. The "[Albanians] are determined to fight for their ancient 

privileges" wrote The Times' correspondent, "which are more valuable than any bribe 

which the Sultan can offer to their chiefs to induce them to desist from warlike 

demonstrations." The presence of the Inspector General in person in Üsküp, failed to 

neutralize the atmosphere despite the fact that he was thought of an earnest "being a 

reformer at heart". For the Albanians, he was, after all, an agent of the Palace from 

whom he received -and followed- direct orders.291 He was furnished with a military 

coadjutor and a private wire to Istanbul in order to ensure the successful 

implementation of the reforms.292 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha proclaimed the reform 

program by the public criers throughout the province of Üsküp. It was seen as a 

"preaching of peace when peace has flown".293

290 Saygılı, Mitroviçe, 178-180, 182-184.

291 "The Crisis In The Balkans." The Times (7 April 1903), 3. 

292 "The Balkan Crisis" The Times (25 April 1903), 7. 

293 "The Balkan Crisis" The Times (11 April 1903), 3. 
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On March 18, 1903, after the Advisory Commission had been functioning in the 

region for some time, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received an alarming dispatch from the 

palace secretariat, penned in a tone that foreshadowed the increasing sensitivity of 

the situation and the level of the Sultan's concern. It seems that the Commission had 

failed to convince all of the Albanian notables to cease their protests. Using military 

force seemed to be the only option left on the table, and therefore was an increasing 

probability. However, Sultan Abdülhamid was extremely reluctant to take this step. 

He wanted to first make sure, through his Inspector-General, that all other alternative 

means to deal with the resistance were exhausted. 

According to the Sultan, there were two obvious reasons behind this failure. First, 

regional troubles were the result of Austrian and Italian intermingling. They wanted 

to make use of the regional clashes, in order to have a plausible reason to intervene in 

the region. Secondly, the Commission was apparently unsuccessful in explaining to 

the locals the benefits of the reforms. The Palace also emphasized the need to correct 

falsified rumors that 'the personal weapons of the Muslim subjects were to be 

seized/collected'. The sultan especially asked the Inspector-General not to use the 

authority granted him, by the Vienna Plan to mobilize military forces if needed, 

without consulting the capital first. In fact, the Sultan requested that the Pasha work 

to convince his Albanian subjects, of whose loyalty he never doubted, to support the 

reforms through peaceful means.294

In his prompt answer, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha included the third foreign actor, Russia, 

into the picture. He said the Russian consuls kept complaining about the local 

Albanians and that they reported to him that if the current reform program was not 

294 İSAM-HHP 7-350 (5 Mart 1319) [18 March 1903]. 
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successfully applied, more demanding and restrictive foreign proposals would 

emerge. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was not certain whether these were the personal 

opinions of the consul, or if he was relaying the orders he had received from St. 

Petersburg.295

On the issue of the failure of the Advisory Commission, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

asserted that despite not being personally involved with them, and of not being sure 

of the "language" (lisan) they used, he still vouched for the loyalty of its two 

prominent members, Rıza Bey and Bahri Pasha. He provided detailed information 

regarding the fact that the local Albanians had been misled by the notables of 

Yakova. The Inspector-General personally summoned the opposing eşraf and ulema

to the provincial center and explained them the benefits of the reforms, emphasizing 

that there was nothing in them that was in contradiction with Islamic Law. He also 

clarified that the Ottoman authorities had neither the intention nor the will to seize 

their weapons. He aimed to spread his statements through these notables around the 

region. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as well as the sultan himself, were not inclined to 

doubt the loyalty of the Albanian subjects. He even took personal responsibility and 

"confidentially" (hafiyen) gave the Albanians of İpek and Yakova the guarantee for 

the application of the reforms "in accordance with their consent", which again proved 

in vain.296

When reporting to the Palace, Hüseyin Hilmi firmly asserted that he had no intention 

of using his authority to mobilize forces without an imperial order or imperial 

consent: " ... if I dare to transfer a single soldier without the imperial order, I shall be 

295 İSAM-HHP 7-348 (5 Mart 1319) [18 March 1903]. 
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counted as greater than the greatest traitors. If such a move comes from this subject 

of yours, that means, God forbid, I've converted and became an infidel." The 

Inspector-General also added: "It is also a matter of my loyalty to express, with 

regret, that it is not possible to apply the reforms by removing the opposition and the 

frustrations." He expressed the necessity to use force and to transfer Ottoman 

military troops to Prizren, and furthermore did not find it possible to re-constitute an 

advisory commission.297

At the beginning of April 1903, when the rumors of imminent recrudescence of 

trouble in the Albanian provinces, as well as the Bulgarian, were pouring out from all 

around, the Sultan began to mobilize his troops against the Albanians. 

Simultaneously, he also sent a commission of Albanian officials, including Sadık 

Pasha, his personal aide-de camp "to parley with them to persuade them to tolerate 

the reforms." This commission reached Salonika in the Imperial Yacht İzzeddin, on 3 

April 1903, and left at once for Üsküp. "It is not believed" wrote The Times' 

correspondent, "that neither the Turkish troops nor the Sultan's commission will 

easily pacify the Albanians."298 The Commission, headed by Molla Ziya, was 

reported to have reached İpek on the 10th of the month.299

On 13 April 1903, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received The Times' Üsküp correspondence 

for an interview. He clearly stated that "the Albanian question had been settled and 

297 "...asakir-i şahanenin istihdamı için kullarına verilen mezuniyeti istimal değil velinimet efendimiz 
hazretlerinin emr u ferman-ı hümayunlarını şereftelakki ile kamiab olmaksızın bir neferin bile sevkine 
cür'et edersem en büyük hainlerden madud olayım. Kullarından öyle bir hareketin süduru neuzubillah 
tebdil-i din ile kafir olmaklığıma mütevakkıfdır. Muhalefet ve müşkilatın izalesiyle ıslahatın tatbikine 
imkan olmadığını kemal-i hüzn ve esefle  arz etmek de medar-ı necatım olan sadakat icabatındandır." 
Ibid. 

298 "The Crisis In The Balkans" The Times (7 April 1903), 3. 

299 "The Balkan Crisis" The Times (11 April 1903), 3. 
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that the Turkish Government had no further anxiety in that quarter." According to the 

Inspector, it was a minor disturbance, caused by a small faction, and not a general 

revolt. He was, however, more concerned about the coming Bulgarian insurgencies. 

The diminishment of the Albanian resistance, lacked complete honestly regarding the 

situation. Thus Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha minimized or polished up the matter in order to 

portray a strong image to the Europeans, and the British public in particular, of the 

Turkish government in the region. He was reported to be "diffident" about discussing 

the reforms, however shortly also commented in an optimistic tone, for which he was 

generally criticized.300

By the late April 1903, the commission of Albanian officials meant to deal with the 

situation, which was still in Ipek, seemed to have failed to pacify the Albanians. In 

response, the Turkish authorities became increasingly more determined to use force, 

and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's position seemed to  more difficult each day.301 Most of 

the foreign comments were more or less reflected a similar tone as the following 

quotation: "Hilmi Pasha is respected by the foreign Consuls as an upright, 

enlightened, and efficient administrator; but under present conditions his task is 

regarded as impossible."302  He showed hyper diplomatic skills in attempting to keep 

the deadlock that the advisory commission was facing, from the Europeans. The 

Times' correspondents kept complaining that the Inspector General was denying that 

the commission was in a difficult position.303

300 "The Balkan Crisis" The Times (15 April 1903), 3. 

301 "The Balkan Crisis" The Times (25 April 1903), 7. 
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303 "The Balkan Crisis" The Times (29 April 1903), 5. 
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It was only after facing a considerable loss due to the intervention of Ottoman 

military forces, that Albanian ardor was cooled. In May 1903, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

was able to confirm that the military authorities were re-organizing the gendarmerie 

and introducing new reforms.304 By the year 1905, the Albanian opposition began to 

turn to banditry and evolved into a secret Albanian Society, that was established in 

Manastır. Their aim was to prepare the Albanian opposition for an armed upheaval 

against maladministration and oppression.305 The threat of a general Albanian 

uprising remained a possibility, always there in the background, for the Ottoman 

administration, who even took measure and sent missions the region to prevent a 

general besa against Istanbul.306 It is understood from the sources that containing the 

Albanian insurrections and persuading them to support the reforms, remained the 

most fragile  aspect of the inspectorate of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha until the very end.

4.2.2 Salonika Bombings (28-29 April 1903) 

In the spring of 1903 violence came down from mountains to the heart of the city of 

Salonika.307 At the beginning of the 20th century, Salonika could not be described as 

a monolithic structure. "Salonica is not one city" wrote one of the city's newspapers 

in 1911, and continued, "It is juxtaposition of tiny villages. Jews, Turks, Donmehs, 

Greeks, Bulgarians, Westerners, Gypsies, each of these groups which one today calls 

304 “The Situation In The Balkans” The Times (21 May 1903), 5. 

305 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 71. 

306 Gawrych, 120.

307 Orhan Türker, "Selanik'te 28-29 Nisan 1903 Olayları", Tarih ve Toplum, No. 182 (February 1999), 
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'Nations', keeps well away from the others, as if fearing contagion".308 Hence when a 

group of Bulgarian insurgents decided to attack the city, they struck at the multi-

ethnic soul of the city, in particular the European presence in Salonika.     

On the 28-29 of April 1903 a series of bombings took place throughout the city, 

which are generally referred to in the literature as the "1903 Salonika Incident".309

These were a chain of a long-planned terrorist attacks, basically targeting European 

establishments, at different points of the city, organized by an anarchist branch of the 

Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (IMRO). The goal was to show the 

European Powers the inadequacy of the Ottoman administration. Particularly in 

terms of governing the city and preserving the public order, by revealing the extent 

of the severity of actions that would be taken by the Ottoman authorities in 

retaliation, and thus force European intervention in the city.310

The authors of this crime were a group of young anarchists who called themselves 

"the Boatmen".311 Their fundamental goal was to blow up the Ottoman Bank in 

Salonika. According to Mark Mazower, as the rumors of a plot were spreading 

among the Bulgarian activists, serious arguments were taking place. In January 1903, 

in a meeting of IMRO, held in the chemistry lab of the Bulgarian Gymnasium in 

Salonika, the older members condemned the plotters, though ultimately this had a 

little effect. Therefore, the bombings should not have been such a great shock to all, 

as rumors had already been circulating in the city. A Greek secret agent with the 

308 Mark Mazower, Salonica City of Ghosts (London: HerperCollins Publishers, 2004), 253. 

309 Referred as "1903 Selanik Hadisesi", "1903 Selanik Bombalamaları" in the Turkish literature.

310 Türker, 27-28. 

311 "...by which they identified themselves with those who abandone the daily routine and the limits of 
legal order and sail towards freedom and the wild seas beyond the law." Mazower, 266. 
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local police, Panayiot Efendi, was on their trail. There occurred even a hint to give 

them away, as the manager of Hotel Colombo, which stood next to the Ottoman 

Bank, reported that his drains were blocked. Fearing discovery, the Boatmen 

expedited their activities. 312

The Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, was in Üsküp directing the operations 

that were aiming to appease the Albanians, when he started to receive worrying news 

from Salonika. On 28 April 1903, only a few hours after the incident took place at 

11.20, the governor of Salonika, Hasan Fehmi, sent a telegram to the Müfettiş Pasha

providing him with detailed information on a sudden explosion on the French 

Steamer "Mesageries Maritimes" Guadalquivir, as she left the dock of Salonika. The 

boats in the harbor, Ottoman officers and the police ran for help. Together with an 

Austrian ship, arriving from Istanbul, they secured the passengers. No one died, and 

only seven of the crew members were slightly wounded. The steam ship was pulled 

towards the shore and work continued to extinguish the fire, which was "the 

consequence of the explosion that took place in the boiler." The governor concluded 

his telegram by saying he would continue to inform the Inspectorate regarding the 

situation as it developed. The telegraph also included an endnote stating it was also 

wired to the Palace and the Grand Vizierate in Istanbul.313 The subsequent telegraph 

from Salonika, this time from the merkez kaymakamlığı, was received around 11 

o'clock in the morning, and did not contain much new information, apart from stating 

that the wounded were taken to the French Hospital and that effort to extinguish the 

fire were still continuing.314 The Turkish authorities were not alone in interpreting 

312  Ibid. 

313 BOA. TFR. I. SL. 9-882 (30 Muarrem 1321) [28 April 1903]. 

314 Ibid. 
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the incident as a spontaneous occurrence. The Times' correspondent reported from 

Salonika in the following manner: "A serious accident occurred here to-day on board 

the steamer Guadalquivir, belonging to the Messageries Maritime Company. As the 

vessel was leaving the port the boiler exploded, and immediately fire broke out in the 

after part."315 This was indeed an unprecedented incident and the first 

communications had no reference to a deliberate and targeted attack. 

This idea only began to take shape when the explosion of Guadalquivir turned out to 

be the first of a chain of attacks. It was two days later that The Times' correspondent 

could construe correctly: "The fire which broke out on board... was evidently caused 

by a bomb."316 Apparently the Boatmen had decided to magnify the impact of their 

actual target, blowing up the Ottoman Bank, by attacking the French steamer first. 

One of insurgents, Pavel Shatev, went on board as a passenger with twelve kilos of 

dynamite and then managed to escape.317 Causing damage estimated at over 1 

Million Franks, the opening scene was completed. 318

The very same day, 28 April 1903, at 2 o'clock in the night, another incident, though 

minor in comparison, size and effect, took place on the railroad. A small explosion 

took place due some dynamite previously placed on the railway, not far away from 

the station. The experienced engineer stopped the train in time, ensuring 300 

passengers were able to evacuate.319 At first, just like the explosion on the 

315 "The Education Act",  The Times (29 April 1903), 12. 

316 "The Balkan Crisis", The Times (1 May 1903), 3.  

317 Mazower, 266. 
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Guadalquivir, the Ottoman authorities had difficulty understanding the truth behind 

the incident. This explosion, of which the echo was confused for a cannon, was 

thought to have been the result of a minor technicality. They thought it was the sound 

of an early warning system set by the railway workers to warn the operators in case 

of a breakdown. It was not until the first investigation was completed that the 

authorities were able to determine that this too was a planned attack.320 It's impact 

was minimal either because the explosives were activated early or they were poorly 

laid.321 The Inspector-General was anxious to receive reliable information regarding 

developments about the railway incident. He telegraphed the governor's office in 

Salonika and demanded a rapid report. The above-mentioned piece of information 

was conveyed to the Inspector in a reply from Governor Hasan Fehmi, after he 

interviewed the director of the railways.322

The next day, on 29 April 1903, Salonika was to witness a more unfortunate second 

act. A Bulgarian komitaji, Konstantin Kirkov, blew up the little bridge over which 

the main pipelines carrying the city’s gas and water crossed. This left Salonika 

waterless and in the dark. Another insurgent took the sudden darkness as a sign to 

activate his bomb and killed a waiter at the Café Alhambra. It was a chic café near 

the White Tower generally preferred by the Greek and European population in the 

city.323 Other minor explosions took place elsewhere, such as Olympus Square, the 

320 Telegraphs numbered 292, 293 and 294 in BOA. TFR. I. SL. 9-887 (30 Muharrem 1321) [28 April 
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Ottoman Post Office, the German School and other streets and places that were 

densely populated by Europeans. 

As previously mentioned, the original goal of the Boatmen was to blow up the 

Ottoman Bank in Salonika. This building was one of the most important architectural 

structures in the city. As an enterprise of the French-British partnership, it 

represented European capital in this important port city. Hence demolishing the bank 

served to perfectly espouse the commonly shared belief among the Bulgarians that:  

If Europe will do nothing to save us except when her money bags are in 
danger, we shall blow up her money bags. We shall blow up the Consular and 
Ambassadorial palaces, where officials make excuses for the Turks, and do 
nothing but write reports.324

The insurgents had been planning this massive sabotage for several months. 

According to Mazower, they bought the explosives in Istanbul and smuggled them 

into Salonika as cases of 'sardines'.325 They rented a shop across the bank, a 

Bulgarian komitaji named Sando, began to run the shop as a bakkal (grocery store). 

The group started to dig a tunnel beneath the road towards the bank and managed to 

reach eight meters below ground and fourteen meters straight out. The earth coming 

out was removed on a daily basis by other members who arrive at the shop posing as 

customers. They've managed to bring in 23 okkas of dynamite in fish barrels, and we 

able to place them under the bank.326 Eleven canisters of dynamite under the building 

324 Daily News, 31 May 1903 in Zlatina Nikolova, The English Press on the Ilinden-Preobrazhenie 
Uprising 1903 (Sofia, 1998), 73; Hasip Saygılı, "Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa’nın Rumeli Müfettişliği 
Döneminde (1902-1908) Rus Diplomatik Misyonlarının Bulgar Komitacıları ile İlişkileri", IGU 
Journal of Social Sciences Vol. 1, No. 2 (2014), 213. 
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326 Fazlı Necip "Rumeli'yi Neden Kaybettik? 1903 Selanik Hadisesi", Yakın Tarihimiz, Vol. IV, No. 
49, (31 January 1963), 341. 
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were connected to a 30-meter long wick, which was lit by Yordan Yorganciyef 

(Yordanov).  The enormous explosion shook the city, blowing up the Ottoman Bank 

and leaving only parts of its outer wall standing, while also destroying the German 

Club next door and damaging other buildings nearby. The entire city was in the dark 

and terrified,  as constant sounds of explosions filled the night air.327

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha in Üsküp was continuously communicating with Salonika by 

wire. On 29 April, at 4 o'clock in the morning (alaturka) he was again in the 

telegraph office receiving details regarding the dynamite explosions in Salonika 

when the telegraph wires were also cut. This left Üsküp and Salonika with no 

possibility to communicate. The Inspector General said they tried to re-connect for 

the following hour, but could not succeed, and therefore were attempting to receive 

signals through the railway wires. Immediately writing to the Porte, the Inspector-

General was certain in his assertion that "this was obviously an act of Bulgarians". 

He stated that the military forces resident in Salonika were not substantial enough to 

deal with the damage on their own, and therefore additional support was requested 

and would be received from Konya.328

The Governor of Salonika, Hasan Fehmi Pasha, was in charge of the city. He had to 

investigate and understand the developments, and take the immediate precautions to 

contain the situation and prevent further incidents. He was, in fact, found successful 

by his contemporaries in managing the crisis. He immediately proceeded to the sites 

of the explosion and fire during the night, and the next morning he was the first to go 

into the streets and calm the people down, providing them with governmental 

327 Türker, 30.

328 Telegraph from Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received and deciphered by the Porte (16 Nisan 1319)  in  
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assurance that the criminals responsible would be pursued and captured.329 He 

promised his protection to the people of Salonika, and "warned the Muslims not to 

take the law into their own hands". He also issued instructions to clean up the streets 

around the bank, even cleaning off the bloodstains on the walls.330 Soon a curfew 

was declared, and Ottoman soldiers began to patrol the streets. However, British 

Consul Biliotti reporting from the city the next day, said the "market is closed, and 

general panic prevails".331 In addition to all of these responsibilities, Hasan Fehmi 

had to regularly report to his superiors, namely the Inspector General. 

The Inspectorate, stationed in Üsküp was in command of all of the Three Provinces. 

Hüseyin Hilmi wrote to the governor of the province of Manastır to admonish him:

There is no doubt that the troubles were caused by the Bulgarian bandits, it is 
probable they would commit similar mischief there [Manastır]. Hence all the 
military officials, civil servants and the police forces shall be kept in 
extraordinary alert. The suspects shall be taken under custody and arrested, 
those idle Bulgarian who come from elsewhere shall be send back to their 
homes to prevent occurrence of unpleasant events.332

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha remained in Üsküp, as he did not receive any orders from 

Payitaht commanding him to proceed to Salonika after the events. Continuing his 

service in the province of Kosova he not only remained informed by his inferiors in 

other parts of Macedonia, but the Porte also acknowledged his authority and 

responsibility in the region. The telegraph by the Porte, giving Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

the news of the departure of Edip Pasha, the former governor of Manastır, who had 

329 Fazlı Necip "Rumeli'yi Neden Kaybettik? 1903 Selanik Hadisesi", Yakın Tarihimiz,  Vol. IV, No. 
49 ,31 January 1963, 340-41. 
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331 Excerpt from Biliotti's telegraph from Salonica in  FO. 421/197, No. 144 (30 April 1903), 133. 
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been appointed to the presidency of the court martial to be set in Salonika, is an 

example.333 According to Fazlı Necip, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha did not miss the 

opportunity to make use of the conditions. His reaction was severe in a mature 

manner. Investigations were carried out all around the region looking into the 

insurgents.334 The measures taken by Ottoman forces proved effective, no occurrence 

took place on the 30th April, and the next morning public tranquility was largely 

ensured. "The Mussulmans have remained very quiet so far" said the British Consul 

General, "and strictest orders have been given to local authorities to prevent reprisals 

on their part."335

About a month after the Salonika Bombings, the Russian Consul General in Salonika 

paid a visit to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha in Üsküp. He expressed his feelings about the 

incidents and said they had survived a great massacre, and that the events were 

suppressed, largely thanks to the mighty authority of the Sultan. He found the 

steadiness and tranquility of the Muslim people very impressive and stunning. He 

also added, if these incidents had taken place elsewhere, it would have been 

impossible to prevent the people from becoming involved. According to him, there 

developed a certain level of negative sentiments towards the Bulgarians by both 

locals and foreigners. He also expressed his surprise about the reluctance of the 

martial court (Divân-ı Harb) to sentence anybody thus far. The Russian Consul-

General believed procrastination would only benefit the Bulgarian insurgents.336 The 
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French Consul made a similar remark, and he also pointed out the fact that there was 

no reaction from the Muslim population.337

The goal of these works of sabotage was obviously the European presence in the city. 

European Consuls in the city were naturally panicked, remembering the events of 

1876.338 They sent cables to their governments to send naval vessels.339 Dispatches 

from the European powers were pouring into the Ottoman Foreign ministry, pressing 

the Porte take the necessary precautions.340 French, British, German and Italian 

Ambassadors paid visits to the Ottoman Foreign Minister, Tevfik Pasha, asking for 

his reassurance regarding the security of their subjects in Salonika. The Austro-

Hungarian battleships the Budapest and Wien, the Italian ships Sardegnia and 

Minerva, were anchored in Salonika harbor.341 The British war ships Aboukir and 

Bacchante were also ordered to proceed to Salonika from Malta on 30 April 1903.342

However, after communicating about the issue, British authorities decided not to 

send ships to Salonika, but to keep them in Volos, another nearby port. The Sultan 

expressed his pleasure about the British not sending a fleet, during his reception of 

the ambassador on May 9th.343
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The aftermath of the Salonika bombings was critical for the Ottoman authorities. If 

not prevented, the incident could spark or generate a general uprising due to the 

involvement of other groups elsewhere in the region. It could encourage similar 

attempts in other big cities, including the capital, and if not properly contained, it 

could lead to European intervention. In the short term, none of these fears came to be 

realized. Thus, in early June, the General Inspectorate wrote to the Palace and the 

Grand Vizierate that  security and order was restored in the city of Salonika, and that 

life had returned to normal due to the efficient measures taken by the authorities. In 

this manner, the timing of the applied curfew was re-thought and extended for two 

hours with the start of the summer.344

By examining the significance placed on the Salonika incident by the Inspectorate, 

the power and responsibility of the Inspectorate are more clearly defined. Hüseyin 

Hilmi was stationed in Üsküp, simultaneously dealing with Albanian unrest through 

every means available to him, and although he was kept continuously informed of 

the events in Salonika, and his orders were received throughout the region, he was 

not ordered to leave Üsküp and proceed to the city. Perhaps if events had continued 

to escalate, he would have received different instructions, which would have forced 

him to deal with the situation in person. With the pre-condition of refraining from 

making any major deductions, the absence of documents related to the bombings, 

among Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's personal papers, can also be considered as a sign of his 

limited involvement. 

344 BOA. TFR. I. A. 7-653 (6 Rebiülevvel 1321) [2 Haziran 1903].
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The Bulgarian insurgents' fearless operations were planned in order to globally 

publicize the "Macedonian Cause", but the effect of the bombings did not result in 

the changes or interest that they had hoped. Europeans, whose interest in the city 

appeared to be the actual target, did not react in a favorable way, thus the Bulgarian 

insurgents did not win the sympathy that they had wished for.345 According to 

Selanikli Şemseddin the Salonica Incident marked the beginning of the second phase 

of the Bulgarian movement in Macedonia, the massive uprising of Ilinden.346

4.2.3 A Great Test of the Inspectorate: the Ilinden Uprising (2 August 1903) 

Late in the year of 1902, as British Ambassador to the Porte, O'Conor, wrote in his 

correspondence with London, an elaborate explanation of the state of affairs in 

Macedonia at the time. He said: 

...just at present owing to the difficulty of carrying on operations in the 
mountains during the winter, the condition of the Balkan Peninsula is relatively 
peaceful; but the Revolutionary Committees are active in organizing the 
inhabitants and urging them to join in the nationalist and anti-Turkish 
movement, and arms are being collected and imported for use whenever the 
opportune moment arrives. These and other indications point unmistakably to a 
more serious revolutionary outbreak in the spring...347

This document was penned approximately two months after the Cuma-i Bala 

Uprising, and almost ten months before the next attempt. The European Powers, 

including Britain, were very much aware of the regional realities. The Ottomans, 

themselves, could not have sensed it any less, therefore the Ilinden uprising  of 

345 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 34. 
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August 1903  was not a surprise for any of the parties, including the Inspector-

General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha himself.

At the beginning of 1903, the IMRO reached a decision in their congress, to have a 

general uprising in Macedonia. In early spring it was agreed in the regional 

revolutionary congress at Manastır that they would organize a revolt through 

conventional methods, fighting the Ottoman armies with their bands, which they 

would continue until it produced European intervention. Once these matters 

regarding the methods were settled, the communities started to plan the operative 

side of the uprising and work on the timing.348

Ottoman authorities received numerous notices and seized military supplies during 

their investigations in Manastır, Kalkandelen, Edirne, Salonika and Gevgili.349 In 

May 1903, it was decided that six battalions of soldiers were to be sent to the 

provinces of Salonika and Manastır. However, the Sultan was not satisfied with the 

number of soldiers, and instead ordered for ten battalions to proceed to the region. As 

intelligence regarding an approaching outbreak intensified, the inspectorate did not 

only receive orders from the Palace regarding the military preparation, but also about 

the dismissal and replacement of Ottoman officials in the region, particularly 

regarding those who were accused of misconduct and in shirking their duties or who 

proved to be insufficient statesmen.350

Local developments of small sizes were revealing Bulgarian preparations for a 

coming revolt. For instance, in Razlık, Kaymakam Tahsin Bey (Tahsin Uzer) 

348 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 192-193. 

349 Yarcı, 200-201. 

350 Ibid., 210, 219. 
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accidentally discovered that there was a scarcity of oil lamp wicks in the local shops. 

He made a small investigation and realized that this was the general situation within 

the region, and that those wicks could be used as cartridges for arms. Moreover, he 

also heard that the villagers along the borders of Bulgaria were hiding provisions and 

valuables underground up in the mountains.351 In the last week of July 1903, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha received private telegraphs informing him of a possible threat to his life. 

Tahir Pasha from the district of İpek informed the Inspector-General that a Bulgarian 

band, led by a teacher from a Bulgarian school (mekteb) was chasing him, and that 

the famous komitaji Sarafov himself, had also come to Üsküp with the same 

motivation, but had had to flee. A separate telegraph warned the Inspector about a 

possible threat to his residence.352 Despite the fact that Tahir Pasha expressed his 

doubts regarding the validation of the information in the first document, and that 

there was no other evidence on hand to corroborate the information, it is still 

significant that such "rumors" were circulating on the eve of the uprising. 

1903, Elijah's Day 

Apart from such numerous incidents of minor significance taking place all around 

Macedonia, the Albanian Uprisings and the Salonika Bombings alone, were enough 

for 1903 to receive the well-deserved title of the "blood-stained year".353 Yet, to add 

to such tragedies,  later in the year, the Ilinden Uprising occurred, which earned the 

reputation as "the greatest resistance movement in Macedonia".354

351 Uzer, Makedonya Eşkiyalık Tarihi ve Son Osmanlı Yönetimi, 161. 

352 BOA. TFR. I. KV 30-2930 (25 Temmuz 1319) [7 August 1903]. 

353 Draganof, 7. 

354 Hacısalihoğlu, 109.
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The uprising began in Manastır on 2 August 1902, St. Elijah's Day (Ilinden), from 

which it derived its name. Despite the interpretation of the uprising given by the 

Salonika correspondent from The Times', who called it "a spontaneous 

movement",355 it was not an abrupt or sudden outbreak. On the contrary the date to 

hold the uprising had already been postponed twice, and had finally been agreed 

upon on July 15th.356 İpek Yosmaoğlu attributed a special meaning to the date: 

"Saints' days ensured temporal continuity, marked the changing of seasons, and 

normalized time -it was no coincidence, for instance, that the Ilinden Uprising took 

place on the day that it did- not simply August 2, but the day of Saint Elijah."357

Moreover, the month of August was chosen in order to hinder the harvest of the 

Turks and give Bulgaria enough time for a collect a good harvest of crops.358

The revolt developed in carefully planned stages. The insurgents first cut the 

telegram lines and disabled the railroads to halt communication across the region.359

However, the bad news travelled quickly, and on the 3rd of August 1903, the Porte 

dispatched a circular to Ottoman representatives abroad. Without accusing anyone it 

stated that conditions in Rumelia were very disquieting. The Times wrote that 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha sent a telegram to the Porte reporting to them about the attack 

and burning of three villages in Manastır by Bulgarian insurgents. "This appears to 

be" wrote The Times' correspondent, "the beginning of a general insurrection."360

355 "The Macedonian Outbreak", The Times (13 August 1903), 3. 

356 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 195. 

357 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 174. 

358 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 195. 

359 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 175. 

360 "Insurgent Activity in Macedonia", The Times (6 August 190), 3. 
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Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was in fact on an inspection tour at the time, in the Vilayet of 

Kosova, visiting the surrounding districts.361 However, probably due to the rise of 

activities carried out by Bulgarian bands, he left Üsküp for Manastır, ordering the 

governor of the Kosova, Şakir Paşa, to return to the provincial centre, from which he 

had been away for some time.362

On his arrival to Manastır, Müfettiş Pasha held an interview with the local British 

Consul, who provided him with valuable information concerning the state of affairs 

regarding the insurgents, upon which Hüseyin Hilmi constructed his assessments.363

After consulting with the commander of the regional army, Müşir Rüşdi Pasha, 

Hüseyin Hilmi reported to the Palace that, as large groups of insurgents were 

gathered outside Manastır, it was necessary to undertake urgent and rigorous military 

precautions. To transfer the existing forces from Manastır elsewhere, would be too 

risky and would leave the city in a weakened position. Therefore, reinforcements 

taken from the Anatolian reserves needed to be transferred to the region.364 The 

Inspector-General continued to consult and cooperate with Commander Rüşdi Pasha, 

and informed Yıldız Palace, which exemplified the Inspectorate's cooperation with 

the regional military authorities.365

On 5 August 1903, the Inspectorate received orders from the Palace to establish a 

"Advisory Commissions" (Nasihat Komisyonları) in order to persuade the local 

361 BOA. Y. PRK. MK. 14-114 (13 Cemazielevvel 1321) [7 August 1903]. 

362 BOA. TFR. I. A. 10-957; 10-967 (13 Cemazielevve1321) [7 August 1903]. 

363 TFR. I. A. 10-994 (20 Cemazielevve 1321) [14 August 1903]. 

364 BOA. Y. PRK. ASK. 200-38 (20 Ca 1321) [14 August 1903]. 

365 BOA. Y. PRK.MK. 15-27 (23 Ca 1321) [17 August 1903]; Y. PRK. MK. 15-48  (29 Ca 1321) [23 
August  1903]. 
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people not to side with the rebels. These commissions were to consist of a judiciary 

inspector, civil officials and military officer, an esteemed local, and if needed, the 

kaymakam of the centre of the province and local notables.366 This belated initiative, 

if not considered as a complementary precaution to the military steps taken, seemed 

rather naive, supporting the idea that the Ottomans did not understand the nature of 

the developments properly. 

The most significant mark left in history by the uprising was the capture of Kruşevo. 

The insurgents occupied this high mountain town of Kruşevo on July 4th, 1903, and 

gained total control the next day, and establishing a revolutionary government which 

proclaimed a republic.367 Immediate administrative steps were taken and 

implemented in the town, such as establishment of a mixed council. The council's 

duty was to win the sympathy of the inhabitants of Kruşevo, so that they would 

support the new administration, which would collect taxes and provisions, and 

appoint watchers to the districts of Kruşevo.368 The Kruşevo Manifesto was 

published soon after. However, these developments forced a prompt response by the 

Ottomans,, which was firm and decisive. Forces under the command of Bahtiyar 

Pasha surrounded the town on August 9-10, and called upon the insurgents to 

surrender. As they received no favorable response, Ottoman forces attacked the town 

and succeeded in re-capturing it within a couple of days.369

366 Yarcı, 224.

367 Yarcı, 211; Selanikli Şemseddin, 43.

368 "Bulgarlar Kuruşevo'yu zabt ettikleri müteakib Rum mektebini kendilerine hükümet konağı ittihaz 
iderek ikisi Rum ikisi Ulah ve dört tanesi Bulgar bulunmak üzere bir meclis teşkil eylediler Bu 
meclisin vazifesi ahaliyi kendilerine ısındırmak ve İslam köyleriyle barışmak ahaliden vergi ve i'ane 
toplamak kasabanın mahallelerine bekçi ve saire tayin etmekten ibaret idi. Ahaliden vergi ve iane 
namıyla üç dört bin lira toplandı Parayı veren adam muntazam defteri imzalamakta makbuz senedini 
almakta idi." Selanikli Şemseddin, 45.

369 Yarcı, 213.
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The Ilinden Uprising placed a heavy burden upon Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's shoulders. 

On 16 August 1903, a detailed order was penned from Yıldız Palace addressing both 

the Inspector- General himself, and the Commander of the Army Corps, Ömer Rüşdi 

Pasha. Both pashas were informed about the increase in the number of the soldiers 

that were being sent to region. Sultan Abdülhamid however, asked them to negotiate 

with each other about the methods that should be implemented in order to restore the 

public order and to ensure the application of the reforms in the Province of Manastır. 

Abdulhamid made it very clear that, "şekâvet" (banditry) should be overcome within 

a short time, "five to ten days". Otherwise, the maintenance of an army of this size 

would constitute an immense burden on the treasury, and also, if these conditions 

were prolonged, further troubles would come. In addition, the palace emphasized the 

importance of avoiding any European complaints and preventing the local peoples, 

by which he was referring to the ambivalent local Muslims and non-Muslims, from 

becoming involved in banditry activities. Furthermore, he stated that if any members 

of the army became involved in unruly acts, they were to be punished according to 

the law. Those who volunteered to serve in the army were not to be allowed to form 

regiments of Başıbozuks. The Pashas were also expected to guarantee the security of 

the railroads and telegraph lines, and to ensure the safety of the consuls and other 

consulate officers. Most importantly, Hüseyin Hilmi and Ömer Rüşdü Pashas were to 

negotiate with each other what measures to take in order to resolve the current 

situation by the end of August and send back a joint reply by "9 o'clock tomorrow". 

This order was penned by the head of the secretariat, Tahsin Pasha, and concluded 

with the "royal regards" (selâm-ı hümâyûn-ı şahâne) of the Sultan.370

370 BOA. Y.PRK.BSK. 70-30 (22 Cemazielevvel 1321/3 Ağustos 1319) [16 Ağustos 1903].
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Murder of the Russian Consul at Monastır (8 August 1903)

Meanwhile, as the Bulgarian subjects of the Empire were orchestrating an uprising,  

the Russian Consul at Manastır, Alex Rostrowsky, was shot to death by a Ottoman 

soldier of gendarmerie on the 8th of August, 1903. There are various explanations for 

the reason behind this murder. The Ottoman reports generally referred to self-defense 

on the part of the soldier, moreover the British consul in Manastır wrote privately to 

Inspector-General and also supported this opinion.  However the Slavic sources 

claimed the opposite asserting Rostrowsky approached the soldier only to ask for his 

identity. There was even an allegation of a planned vengeance by the Ottoman 

soldier.371 It was the second assassination in four months of a Russian diplomat in 

Ottoman Macedonia. The gendarme, together with his accomplices, was immediately 

arrested and was to be tried by the Martial Court. Moreover, the Governor of 

Manastır, Ali Rıza Pasha, the commander in chief of the gendarmerie, and also the 

second commander, were removed from their posts.372

This unfortunate incident, which would very easily evolve into a major international 

crisis, put the Inspector-General in a difficult position. Even the transfer of the body 

was a stressful job that he was in charge of. The Ottoman authorities seemed to take 

every possible precaution to prevent any occurrence of unwanted developments, and 

perfectly applied the required steps of diplomatic protocol. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

371 Saygılı, "1903 Makedonyasında Reformlara Tepkiler: Manastır Rus Konsolosu Aleksandır 
Rostkovski’nin Katli", 78-79. 

372 "The Macedonian Outbreak", The Times (13 August 1903), 3; Also see: Cengiz (ed.), Enver 
Paşa'nın Anıları, 19-20. Enver Pasha, who happened to be the clerk of the court martial, noted in his 
memoires that the verdict of the martial was rather unjust. 
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received detailed orders from his government, regarding almost every detail of the 

ceremonies that were to be held.373

According to the statement of the Russian Consulate at Manastır, Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha was sent to Manastır to offer Mrs. Rostrowsky two hundred thousand Francs 

as a 'recompense'. The Times quoted from the statement of the Russian Consulate in 

Manastır: "... an act of generosity which was politely but firmly declined, Mme. 

Rostrowsky asking whether it were really intended as the price of blood, or as 

baksheesh, for both she and her children would rather starve than profit by Turkish 

money". Moreover, the wife of the consul also officially requested that Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha return to the Sultan the Turkish decorations, which had been presented 

to her husband, as well as herself, on various occasions.374 If the Russian statement 

reflected the truth, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha seems to have faced a difficult task, both 

before the Russian lady and back with Yıldız, particularly when reporting to the 

Sultan about her reaction. 

The murder of Consul Rostrowsky caused immediate tensions between Russian and 

the Ottoman Authorities. Russians sent a squad to İğneada and submitted to the Porte 

a note on the 19th of the same month. The Ottomans were very swift in punishing 

their officials for their inability to protect the Consul that, on the 20th, when the 

remains of the late Consul had only just arrived in Salonika, the dismissed and exiled 

Governor Rıza Pasha, had already arrived in Tripoli with his family.375 All demands 

made by the Russians were accepted by the Porte. In addition to the execution of two 

373 BOA. TFR. I. A. 11-1035 (27 Ca 1321) [21 August 1903]. 

374 "The Macedonian Rising", The Times (20 August 1903), 3. 

375 "The Macedonian Rising", The Times (21 August 1903), 3. 
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gendarmes and the condemnation of two others to penal servitude for the murder of 

M. Rostkowsky, the officers who made disrespectful remarks concerning M. 

Rostkowsky, as well as 24 others who reported "unfavorably on their work" were 

dismissed from service. According The Times, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha himself was also 

reprimanded and foreign officers began to be employed in the gendarmerie as a result 

of this incident.376

Spreading of the Uprising 

The Uprising, which started in Manastır, did not calm down, on the contrary rapidly 

spread to the other Rumelian provinces. On 18 August 1903, the unrest began in 

Edirne. Insurgents picked another spiritual day, the Feast of Transfiguration, 

Preobrazhenie, and on 2 September 1903, uprising spread to Kırkkilise. They 

managed to set up a short-lived government in Strandja. In fact, the Bulgarian 

revolutionary committees originally had greater ideals. This uprising was aimed to be 

an invitation to all of the Ottoman subjects to rise against the regime. However in 

time it proved to be an unrealistic objective.377

We have detailed accounts of the events that took place at Razlık in the Vilayet of 

Salonika, through the pen of Kaymakam Tahsin Bey. According to his narrative, the 

movement reached the area at the beginning of September 1903. On the 9th of this 

month, the insurgents surrounded the town and cut the telegraph lines, at the same 

time that the kaymakam was informing the Inspectorate and other superiors on the 

current situation, thus isolating Razlık from the outside world.378 Conflict and 

376 "The Macedonian Rising", The Times (24August 1903), 3. 

377 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 35. 

378 Uzer, 163. 
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violence continued on for about 15 days in the region, leaving behind hundreds of 

dead and wounded, as well as burnt houses. As the Ottoman authorities managed to 

suppress the uprising, they received greetings and acknowledgements from their 

superiors, as well as from Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha himself. The bureaucratic level of the 

town of Razlık was raised to second class by the order of the Inspector, and 

Kaymakam Tahsin Bey was raised two ranks by the order of Governor Hasan Fehmi 

Pasha.379

This major uprising was a great test for the Inspector to get through. Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha had to take on all of the responsibility especially regarding these tangled 

issues. For instance, Austrian and Russian Consuls at Üsküp appealed to the 

governor of the province to hold a court-martial upon the soldiers, who, from a train, 

had shot to kill the Bulgarian workmen repairing the line. The governor replied that 

"he was unable to take the responsibility for such step, and would refer the demand 

to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, the Inspector-General for Macedonia".380

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha tried to meet the orders of the government to overcome the 

troubles that provoked complaints by the subjects of the region. However, on the 21st

of August 1903, in a dispatch addressed to both the Grand Vizierate and the Palace, 

he asserted that he could not overcome all of these problems on his own and that the 

governors of each province should also make an effort.381 However, it was on these 

379 Ibid, 172. 

380 "The Macedonian Rising", The Times (21 August 1903), 3. 

381 "...bais-i şikayet ahvalin külliyen meni yalnız çakerlerinin say  ve  dikkatiyle mümkün olamayıp 
her vilayetin idaresinden mesul olan vulat hazeratının daire-i memuriyetleri dahilinde bir kat daha 
tanzim-i idareye ve mukarreratın hüsn-i tatbikine himmet eylemelerine ve geçende dahi arz olunduğu 
üzere liva ve kazalarda zamana  ve  mevkıin nezaket ve ehemmiyetini  bihakkın takdir." İSAM, HHP 
1-11 (8 Ağustos 1319) [21 August 1903].
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days that the Sultan expressed his goodwill for Hüseyin Hilmi's efforts, and the 

Pasha replied in the humblest and most grateful manner.382

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha informed the Palace that the quantity as well as the significance 

of the revolutionary bands in Manastır Province was diminishing daily. The 

insurgents, regretful of their actions, were returning to their villages and the arriving 

fresh Ottoman forces were to expedite their dissolution. "Thank God, there is nothing 

to be disquiet of" the Pasha wrote in his dispatch dated 26 August 1903 and added 

that he belived the intelligence regarding the abundance of the bands in the hills were 

exagerated. People who joined the bands generally did so rather unwillimgly. They 

were without proper weapons and were soon to turn to the royal forgiveness.383 On 

28 August 1903, the Sultan asked Encümen-i Vükela to gather and make the decision 

as to whether to declare martial law in Rumelia.384

On 7 September 1902, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was asked by the Palace, to provide his 

opinion regarding the expected duration of the uneasiness and how long it would take 

the army to re-establish total control. The Inspector-General was generous with his 

reply, he wrote a three-page long report explaining the current state of affairs in 

detail. He provided various names and numbers, concerning the villages and districts 

382 From Palace Secretariat to the Inspector,  İSAM, HHP 1-14 (7 Ağustos 1319) [20 August 1903], 
Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's response: İSAM, HHP 1-12  (8 Ağustos 1319) [21 August 1903]. 

383 "Manastır Vilayeti dahilinde eşkiya cemiyetlerinin mikdar ve ehemmiyetleri günden güne tenâkus 
etmekte ve çetelere iltihâk eden Bulgarlar izhâr-ı nedâmet ile köylerine avdet eylemekte olup bu gün  
müteaddid cihetlerden sevk edilen kuvve-i kesirenin icra edeceği harekat ve takibat üzerine çetelerin 
bir kat daha düçâr-ı kahr u perişani olarak bütün bütün dağılmaları memûl ve müsteda bulunduğu ve 
hamdolsun endişe edilecek bir hal olmadığı ve dağlarda bulunan eşkiya cemiyetlerinin adetçe  
kesretlerine müteallik rivâyât ve ihbârâtın mübâlağlı olduğuna şüphe edilmemek icab edeceği misüllü 
bu cemiyetleri teşkil eden kesânın ekseri kerhen iltihak etmiş esliha-yı adiye ve balta ile müsellah 
Bulgarlardan ibaret olup bir taraftan satvet ve diğer taraftan teşebbüs edilen tedabir-i hasene ile üç beş 
güne kadar  onların da afv ve merhamet-i hazret-i padişahiye ilticab ve dehalete müsaraat  
edeceklerinde şübhe olmadığı maruzdur" BOA. Y. PRK. MK. 15-63 (2 C 1321) [26 Agustos 1903]. 

384 Yarcı, 221.
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participating in the upheaval. Once the Imperial Army (Kolordu-yu Hümâyun) 

arrived, under the command of Ömer Rüşdi Pasha, Kruşevo was re-taken and the 

insurgents all fled to the nearby mountains. However, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha pointed 

out that not all the villagers returned to their homes, in fact, maybe half of them, 

were still in the areas of brigandage. The Pasha claimed, once those local Bulgarians 

return to their villages the authority and legitimacy of the committees would no 

longer be valid nor hold any sway. According to him there were three reasons why 

those insurgents persevered in their upheaval: firstly, there was a "rumor” that those 

who returned would be slaughtered and moreover, if they managed to endure in the 

mountains a little longer, European intervention would arrive and act in their favor. 

Secondly, many of the villages had been burned down, hence they lost the strong 

connection to their homes. And thirdly, Ottoman soldiers had not yet thoroughly 

penetrated into the region of brigandage, and therefore, had not proven to be a 

deterrent force. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha claimed, even though the committees were 

doing their best to win some more time, if a decisive military pursuit was carried out 

in several sites, the villagers would return to their homes and the committees would 

lose their hold on the people. However, the Inspector-General refrained from giving 

an exact estimate for the duration of upheaval.385

The main aim of the Bulgarian committees, namely of IMRO, was to pave the way 

for an European intervention. This goal became visible when they issued a 

memorandum to the representatives of the European powers in Sofia on 10 August 

1903. IMRO claimed that they initiated this revolt in order to obtain foreign 

intervention, only after all peaceful methods were exhausted. Furthermore, they 

385 BOA. TFR. I. A. 12-1115 (25 Ağustos 1319) [7 September 1903].
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demanded two particular things: an independent Christian governor-general and an 

international administration in the region.386

During the Ilinden Uprising, 12,400 houses were pillaged and set on fire, 70,835 

people lost their homes, 30,000 people fled, 4,694 people were killed and 201 

villages were burned.387 Regarding it, the support of the Bulgarian Movement in 

Macedonia diminished, particularly as the peasants withdrew their aid to a great 

extent.388 Furthermore, the split in opinion among the Bulgarian revolutionaries 

became more apparent. Numerous prominent committee members were seized by the 

Inspectorate. The great losses demoralized IMRO, and consequently the future of the 

movement was opened to debate in early 1904.389 In the end, the general command 

of Bulgarian insurgents naturally could not openly admit their failure and instead 

they notified the regional branches in 25 December 1903 that they had decided to 

suspend their activities due to the arrival of winter, in order to re-start the movement 

under more appropriate conditions.390

The Ilinden Uprising severely hindered the ongoing reform scheme. For at least a 

month, the only concern of the Ottoman authorities was to restore public order and to 

provide security to the region, and therefore all other issues became of secondary 

importance. The Times' correspondent, reporting from Manastır on 3 September 

1903, referred the issue in an ironic tone: 

386 Adanır, 195-197. 

387 Lange-Akhund, The Macedonian Question, 1893-1908, 130. 

388 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 54. 

389 Hacısalihoğlu, 116.

390 Adanır, 213.
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An interesting relic of the late reform scheme is to be found here in the persons 
of two Swedish officers engaged to reorganize the gendarmerie. They make no 
attempt to conceal the absurdity of their position and say that their efforts have 
been confined to written suggestions sent to Hilmi Pasha, all of which were 
quietly ignored. Their first suggestion was that the gendarmerie should be 
more regularly paid, but the idea did not meet with approval. They are now 
treated in the same way as the foreign correspondents, watched and not 
allowed to go outside the town.391

The most important result of the Ilinden uprising was that the Great Powers decided 

to intensify the Macedonian reform program.392 Mürzsteg Plan of October 1903 was 

the concrete result. However after the Mürzsteg Plan was accepted and put into 

practice, Ottoman government tried to normalize its relations with its Bulgarian 

subjects. The amnesty proclaimed on 6 January 1904, compromising the great 

majority of the insurgents excluding only those who harmed public structures and the 

foreign steamboat.393

Following the suppression of the uprising, immediate measures were taken by 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. He established a mixed commission to heal the wounds of the 

Christian subjects. This commission consists of a Greek, Bulgarian, Serb and Vlach 

notables. Fikret Adanır quotes from the report of the Austrian Consul Kral that, this 

commission was "a novelty, a first" in the history of Ottoman Reforms. Because for 

the first time the composition was based not on religions but nationalities.394 That 

391 "The Macedonian Rising", The Times (10 September 1903), 3. 

392 Hacısalihoğlu, 109.

393 "Memalik-i Şahanede humbara ve dinamit sair alat ve edavat-ı muhribe ile demiryolu ve 
köprülerini ve emakin-i emiyye ve ecnebi vapurunu tahrip etmelerinden dolayı mahkum olan eşhas 
müstesna olma üzere, Rumeli Vilayat-ı Selasesi'nde zuhur eden iğtişaşat esnasında bir takım ceraime 
tesaddi ve inde'lmuhakeme mahkum ve henüz mahkemeleri ikmal olunmayarak mevkuf olan ve eser-i 
havf ve sika-i fesad ile Bulgaristan'a iltica yahud memalik-i saire-i şahanenin bazı mahallerinde ihtifa 
eylemiş bulunan İslam ve Hıristiyan teba-i şahanenin manzur-ı afv-ı ali oldukları ba irade-i seniyye-i 
hazreti padişahi ilan olunur." BOA. Bİ. nr. 11904 cited  in Yarcı, p. 227.

394 Adanır, 217. 
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was indeed a milestone for Macedonian history and showed the Ottoman eagerness 

to bring peace and stability to the region. 

4.3 The Mürzsteg Program (2 October 1903)

The Ilinden Uprising was easily suppressed by the Ottoman Armies and the 

insurgents did not succeed in military terms. They did, however, accomplish the 

arousal of considerable European attention. On 30 September 1903, Tsar Nicholas II 

of Russia and Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria came together at the Emperor's 

hunting lodge in Mürzsteg, Austria. During their negotiations a memorandum by the 

British government was conveyed to them.395 In the prelude of this memorandum, 

the British government asserted their support for the Russian and Austro-Hungarian 

venture. The note added: "His Majesty's Government think it right to offer them 

some suggestions, feeling sure that these Powers will realize the necessity of 

providing some really effective measures to remedy the present condition of affairs 

in Macedonia." British intervention at this point was crucial, and it shaped the future 

of the reform scheme, as well as the conditions under which the General Inspectorate 

operated. They expressed their doubts about the Inspector-General serving alone: "... 

no scheme is likely to produce satisfactory results which depends for its execution 

upon a Mussulman Governor entirely subservient to the Turkish Government, and 

completely independent of foreign control."396 Furthermore, they suggested two 

alternative solutions: 

395 Adanır, 216.

396 Plunkett to Lansdowne, Inclosure in FO. 421-199  No. 20 (Vienna, 30 September 1903), 12.
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a. Appointment of a Christian Governor unconnected with Powers signatory to 
the Treaty of Berlin, or with Balkan Peninsula. 

b. Retention of a Mussulman Governor assisted by European Assessors. His 
Majesty's Government would be content that the two Powers should select 
these.397

The memorandum also contained points regarding the reform of the Gendarmerie, 

the re-organization of the Ottoman troops in Macedonia, military attachés and relief 

work.398 This British intervention seems to have succeeded in altering the final 

outcome, at least partially. 

On 2 October 1902, Tsar Nicholas II of Russia and Emperor Francis Joseph of 

Austria developed a joint memorandum, a nine-point program, known today as "the 

Mürzsteg Agreement".399 The British Consul General in Salonika, Robert Graves, 

noted the events:  

The Emperors of Russia and Austria had met at Mürzsteg and came to the 
famous agreement by which those Powers were to assume a joint control and 
surveillance over Macedonia. It was at the beginning of October that we got the 
first news of this agreement, but nearly two months passed before the Sultan 
could be induced to give his unwilling consent to it, and two months more 
before it began to materialize at Salonika.400

The first article of the agreement was perhaps the most significant one in terms of 

shaping future steps to be taken in the reform process in Macedonia, as well as the 

position and actions of the General Inspectorate of Rumelia. It brought along a 

397 Ibid. 

398 Ibid. 

399 For the French version of the text see: İSAM-HHP 3/156 (2 October 1903); for the English version 
see: Lange-Akhund, 142-144. 

400 Graves, Storm Centers of the Near East, 200.
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significant institutional alteration by appointing two foreign representatives, one 

Austrian and the other Russian, with the title of "civil agents" to the office of the 

Inspector-General.  

The document stated that it was produced "In order to establish control of the activity 

of local Ottoman authorities concerning the application of reforms". According to the 

agreement, the civil agents were obliged "to accompany the General Inspector 

everywhere, to call his attention the needs of the Christian population, signal him to 

the abuses of local authorities, transmit their recommendations to the Ambassadors 

in Constantinople, and inform their Government of all that happens in the country." 

The program did not consider the civil agents as single individuals, but foresaw them 

as offices, and thus set forth: "As aides to the Agents, Secretaries and Dragomans 

could be appointed and charged with the execution of their orders and are authorized 

to tour the districts in order to question the inhabitants of Christian villages, 

supervise local authorities, etc." 401

The second article of the Mürzsteg Program concerned the re-organization of the 

Macedonian gendarmerie, referred to as "jandarma tensikatı" in the Turkish 

literature.  This was the most "multi-national faction" of the Macedonian reform 

scheme, and therefore burdened the Inspectorate with one-of-kind responsibilities. 

The Mürzsteg Agreement stated:

Since the reorganization of the gendarmerie and the Turkish police constitutes 
the most essential measure for the pacification of the country, it is urgent to ask 
the Sublime Porte for the introduction of this reform  

Taking in consideration, however, that the Swedish officers and other people 
employed until presently, who not know the language or the local 

401 Lange-Akhund, 142-144. 
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considerations, and did not render themselves useful, it would be desirable to 
introduce modification and supplements in the initial project as follows:  

a) The reorganization of the gendarmerie in the three vilayets will be entrusted 
to a general of foreign nationality, in the service of the Imperial Ottoman 
Government, to whom could be added Deputies, among the military personnel 
of Great Powers, who would share the circumspections between them and who 
would act as supervisors, instructors and promoters. In this way they would 
also oversee the behavior of the troops towards the population.  

b) These officers will ask, if it appears necessary to them, for the addition of a 
certain number of officers and under-officers of foreign nationality402

The third article was about a future project, too ambitious in the sense that if it was 

ever put into practice it would have devastating social consequences. The agreement 

suggested: "As soon as an appeasement of the country will be noted, the Ottoman 

Government will be asked for a modification in the administrative division of the 

territory in view of a more regular grouping of different nationalities".403 And the 

fourth went on to "Require simultaneously the reorganization of administrative and 

judicial institutions, and it would be desirable to open their access to indigenous 

Christians, and to encourage local autonomy." 

The fifth, sixth and seventh articles were directly designed to bind up the wounds of 

the recent uprising. The fifth suggested the establishment of mixed commissions in 

the centers of the vilayets, composed of equal numbers of Christian and Muslim 

members, in which Russian and Austria-Hungarian consular representatives were 

also to participate. These commissions were to examine political and other crimes 

committed during the troubles. The sixth article asserted that the Turkish 

Government was to allocate special funds and actions for the following:  

402  Lange-Akhund, 142-143

403 Ibid. 
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a) Reinstatement, in the localities of their origin, the Christian families which took 

refuge in Bulgaria or elsewhere, b) Help the Christians who lost their wealth and 

homes, c) Restore houses, churches and schools, destroyed by Turks during the 

insurrection. And the seventh article provide for the residents of the Christian 

villages, burnt down during the uprising, exemption from taxes for the following 

year. If we leave aside the eighth Article, the ninth also derived from the recent 

unfortunate experiences, demanding the dismissal of redif soldiers and the prevention 

of the formation of the başıbozuks gangs.404 Article Eight urged the Ottoman 

Government to immediately re-introduce the reform projects of February, meaning 

the Vienna Plan, as well as those whose necessity would subsequently be indicated, 

referring to currently debated ones and probable future additions. 

Probably with the preconception that the Ottoman Government would do its best to 

help the Muslim subjects to recover, the memorandum did not include any clauses 

regarding the troubles they had to go through. It was entirely a one-sided document, 

designed to protect the rights and the future of the Christian subjects of Ottoman 

Macedonia. 

4.3.1 The Ottoman Reaction to Mürzsteg Program

The Ottoman administration resisted accepting the Mürzsteg reform program. The 

Times article, dated 8 October 1903, claimed: "As might be expected, the mere 

mention of control has caused consternation at Yildiz Kiosk. Tahsin Pasha is stated 

to have protested in lively tones against such an infringement of Turkish 

404 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 217. 
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sovereignty".405 While disclaiming "all the thought of procrastination" with reference 

to its prompt reply to the Vienna Program, the Porte, used every opportunity 

available to achieve modifications to the Mürzsteg Plan and kept summoning the 

ambassadors of Russia and Austria in this respect.406

Various negotiations took place both within the Ottoman Government and diplomatic 

circles. The European Powers threatened the Ottoman Empire and at the same time 

gave it assurances. On 25 November 1903 a joint verbal note from Russia and 

Austria-Hungry was conveyed to Sultan Abdulhamid II. They pledged to keep the 

status quo in the Balkans and refrain from acts that would harm the Sultan's 

sovereignty in the region.  Thus, the Mürzsteg Program was approved by the Sultan, 

on the same day.407 In François Georgeon's words: "November 25, death in the soul, 

the sultan accepts the plan of Mürzsteg."408

Accepting the Mürzsteg Program was a painful process for the Ottoman government, 

and a large number of correspondences were exchanged between the Palace, the 

Grand Vizierate and the General Inspectorate of Rumelia. On 4 January 1904, Grand 

Vizier Ferid Pasha sent a dispatch to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha regarding the recently 

pacified Bulgarian uprising. For the Grand Vizier, the Bulgarians were likely to rise 

again, therefore he added that the repetition of such incidents brought along foreign 

intervention, which encourage the Bulgarian committees. Thus any circumstances 

that allow for such Bulgarian movements should be ended as soon as possible, in 

405 "The Macedonian Rising", The Times (9 October 1903), 3. 

406 "Macedonia" The Times, (30 October 1903), 3. 

407 Düstur 7, I. Tertip, 1106-8. 

408 "Le 25 Novembre, la mort dans l'âme, le Sultan accepte le plan de Mürzsteg." François Georgeon, 
Abdulhamid II le Sultan Calife (Paris: Fayard, 2003),  370. 
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order "to cut the foreign hand which keeps meddling the affairs of the Three 

Provinces". It was necessary and important to embrace the means, which would 

dispose of the material and moral destruction that kept ascending day by day. Ferid 

Pasha asked Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to pursue the reforms, and to send the previously 

asked for list of Bulgarian prisoners (defter), in order to determine who would 

benefit from amnesty. Finally, he asked him to write a report detailing the current 

situation of the region, and to suggest other possible precautions to take in order to 

ameliorate the circumstances.409

The very following day, the Grand Vizierate penned an even longer dispatch to the 

General Inspectorate, providing him with the details regarding the application of the 

"Nine Points Memorandum". The document was based on an interview that Ferid 

Pasha had with the Austro-Hungarian and Russian ambassadors, during which he 

went through all of the hesitations of the Porte regarding the program. First of all, the 

Grand Vizier expressed his doubts about the new reform program with reference to 

the previous one. He said the Vienna Plan of the previous year was immediately 

accepted and put into practice by the Porte, however enacting it had proved to be  in 

vain, as it resulted in or spurred the Bulgarian upheaval. The application of this 

reform scheme was likely to induce similar movements. In the end, the Porte would 

have to keep its troops mobilized in the region, causing a vast amount of financial 

burden, in addition to the expenses of the reforms. Ferid Pasha demanded an open 

guarantee from the two Powers for the prevention of a possible Bulgarian revolt. In 

their answer, the ambassadors alleged, and probably too optimistically, claimed that 

once this reform program was thoroughly and heartily applied, the distressed 

409 İSAM-HHP 15/971 (21 Kanunuevvel 1319) [3 January 1904]. 
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conditions of the Three Provinces would spontaneously vanish. The reforms 

themselves, would prevent future attempts at revolts, however if the Bulgarians 

continued to intend to engage in such acts, the Austro-Hungarian and the Russian 

governments would naturally negotiate with the Bulgarian government. If the 

Bulgarians would not come around to accept such terms, the two powers would 

support the Ottoman Empire.410

The Ottoman Government was highly concerned with the idea of appointing civil 

agents. It was considered to be an apparent infringement on the sovereignty of the 

sultan. The Porte tried to conceptualize this new institution within the existing 

framework, and thus offered to accept the foreign agents as long as they accepted the 

title of "consul". However, this proposal was declined by the ambassadors, as they 

claimed it would be incongruous to the note. The Porte was also skeptical about their 

attendants having tours in the region, but the ambassadors claimed it was a must for 

them to be able to fulfill their duties. 

Ferid Pasha also put forward several other concerns regarding the functions of the 

agreed head of the gendarmerie reform, and the other foreign officers that were to 

serve with him. They were concerned about the limits of his authority, and wanted to 

make sure that it was restricted to "reorganization of the gendarmerie" and did not 

include the power to "the command of forces". The Ottoman Government also 

wanted to limit the term of offices for both the gendarmerie officers and the other 

officials to two years. Ferid Pasha received more or less satisfactory replies for each. 

410 İSAM-HHP 3/164 (22 Kanunuevvel 1319) [4 January 1904]. 
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He also "obtained" the right to send Ottoman officials along with the European ones, 

on their tours in the region.411

In the end, a Sultanic order was issued with the repetition of the following 

reservations: "The statements of these two ambassadors are taken as an assurance" 

(sened-i ittihâz olunmak) that they would meet the objections of the Porte regarding 

this new note. It was emphasized that, during the implementation of reforms, it 

should be taken into consideration that the majority of the population consisted of 

Muslims, and that no actions would be executed to collide with this fact. The reforms 

would not be conducted on their own, but together with the officials of the Ottoman 

Empire, who were the true representatives of the state. The attendant clerks and 

dragomans of the Civil Agents would serve along with trustworthy Ottoman 

officials. Once again, the testimonies of the ambassadors were taken as assurance by 

the Ottoman State, with regards to the prevention of possible Bulgarian aggression. 

The Porte also demanded from the powers to send representatives to Bulgaria to 

serve this purpose.412

411 Ibid.

412 "... bu iki sefirin zikr olunan beyanatı sened ittihaz olunmak ve ekseriyet nüfusu islamda bulunduğu 
cihetle esna-yı tensikatta bu esasa mugayir asla ve kat'a bir muamele vukua getirilmemek ve tensikat 
öyle hod be hod icra edilmeyip sahib-i mülk olan devlet-i aliyyenin memurlarıyla birlikte yapılmak ve 
encümen-i vükelaca tezekkür olunduğu vechile iki sene müddetle tayin olunacak iki sivil memurinin 
maiyyetinde bulunacak katib ve tercümanların emin ve mutemed ve elsine-i mahalliyeye aşina askeri 
veya mülki memurini devlet-i aliyye ile beraber bulunmak ve devlet-i aliyyece ittihaz olunan 
mukarrerat-ı ıslahiyye devam-i asayiş ile olabileceği cihetle Bulgarlar tarafından bunun ihlali halinde 
bu şeylerin bittabi hükmü kalmayacağından Bulgarların rahat durmaya mecbur olacakları ve rahat 
durmadıkları halde iki devletin Bulgarlara karşı devlet-i aliyyeye müzahir olacakları hakkında sefirler 
tarafından mükerreren vuku bulan teminat dahi kezalik sened ittihaz kılınmak şartlarıyla ve bu şerait 
sefirlere bildirilmek ve Bulgaristanın istihzarat-ı harbiyyesinin tahdidi ve komitelerin ictimalarının ve 
bulgarların bu tarafa tecavüzlerinin men'i ve devlet-i aliyye lehinde icra-yı nüfuz eylemeleri zımnında 
Rusya ve Avusturya'dan Bulgaristan'a memurlar izamı esbabının istihzarına çalışılmak üzere", Ibid.
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The order from Grand Vizier Ferid Pasha to the Inspector General Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha was finalized with an emphasis on the "necessity of rapid implementation of 

reforms" in order to send the foreign official back as soon as possible and "never 

allow the Powers to control the regional budget by the powers". For, if they did, they 

would spare a very inadequate share to regional armies.  

On the reception of the dispatch of the Grand Vizierate, Inspector-General Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha exhibited an example of his complex and shrewd communication 

method with the payitaht. He expressed his hesitations regarding the obscure parts of 

the order, in particular the details concerning the authority of the civil agents, and 

wrote to the Grand Vizierate for clarifications.413 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

simultaneously sent another telegram to Yıldız, informing the Sultan of such 

communication with the Grand Vizierate.414

On 7 January 1904, in the columns of The Times news was given that instructions 

regarding the duties of the Civil Agents were forwarded to the Inspector General and 

the Valis of the Three Provinces. 

It is generally observed that increased anxiety is manifested in official circles 
to co-operate cordially with the two Embassies in application of the proposed 
reforms. This change is attributed to a desire to regain the sympathy of Europe 
in case of possible complications, as Turkey now finds herself completely 
isolated.415

Despite the apparent Ottoman reluctance, a new phase for the Macedonian reforms 

and accordingly for the General Inspectorate was about to begin. 

413 İSAM-HHP 3/173 ( 24 Kânunuevvel 1319) [6 January 1904].

414 İSAM-HHP 3/171 ( 24 Kânunuevvel 1319) [6 January 1904].

415 "News in Brief", The Times (9 January 1904) 5. 
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4.3.2 European Attitude Towards the Program 

The Mürzsteg Reform Program was a product of Austro-Hungarian and Russian 

diplomatic cooperation, supported by British involvement. These decisions stand for 

the consensus between the interests of Russia and Austria on one side and Britain, 

France and Italy on the other.416 During the preparation of the Nine Point Program, 

Austria-Hungary and Russia were meticulous not to endanger the integrity of the 

Ottoman Empire, and therefore curbed their demands and compromised. British 

demands, however, were harsher and suggested the appointment of a Christian 

governor and for him to act with complete autonomy. The French backed the British, 

whereas Germany and Italy threw their support behind Austria-Hungary and Russia. 

In the end, the Great Powers rescinded their initial demands and followed Austro-

Hungary and Russia in order to start the engine of reform machinery in 

Macedonia.417

An article titled "Austro-Russian Reform Scheme" dealing with the Mürzsteg 

Program was published in The Times on 26 October 1903. The correspondent 

stationed in Sofia said: "... though far from the satisfying the requirements of the 

situation, are on the whole, more satisfactory than might have been anticipated from 

the attitude hitherto adopted by the two powers." He believed this new reform 

mechanism could actually prove to be sufficient enough to benefit the region.; 

However, he was not equally optimistic about Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha maintaining his 

post. He called it "the most serious defect in the scheme" and added:  

416 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 216.

417 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 74-75. 
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During the past six months that official, whatever may have been his good 
intentions, has been transformed from an inspector of reforms into an 
instrument of butchery. It is impossible that he should ever regain the 
confidence of the Christian population. The best can be hoped is that he will 
become a passive agent in the hands of his Russian and Austrian assessors.418

"It was not to be imagined that the Signatory Powers of the Treaty of Berlin should 

renounce all right of intervention in favour of the two most interested parties." said 

Robert Graves, the British Consul in Salonika, and continued, "Their ambassadors in 

Constantinople were busily engaged in defining their share in the measures of 

financial and gendarmerie reform which were contemplated, leaving then political 

control in the hands of the Russian and Austrian representatives." In early January of 

1904, the British Ambassador to the Porte, Sir Nicholas O'Connor summons Graves 

to Istanbul. The consul-general noted that, during his ten-day stay, they had several 

interviews with the ambassador, and the chief subject of discussion was their coming 

to share a role in re-organization of the Macedonian Gendarmerie and in the 

application of reforms in general. The perception of Consul Graves of the Mürzsteg 

Reforms in general, was not very optimistic.419

All of the Balkan states, except for Bulgaria, met the Mürzsteg Plan with 

contentment. Apart from their disbelief in the Inspector-General, Bulgarians were 

disappointed with the fact that an amnesty for political criminals was not established, 

and that Edirne was excluded from the reform project.420 In Bulgaria, it was desired 

that the control of the two powers, be replaced with European control. They 

418 "Macedonia", The Times (26 October 1903), 5. 

419 Graves, 200-203. 

420 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 218. 
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expressed their doubts that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and the civil agents would have the 

means of exacting obedience from the governors and other officials. The Bulgarians 

believed that the Inspector-General would not be able to disengage himself from his 

previous relations with the Palace and the Porte.421 In reality, the Inspector-General 

had no intention to do so anyway, as he was a true servant of the Hamidian 

Government.  

Despite the expressed satisfaction, the insurgent activities of the Greeks, as well as 

the Serbs, increased visibly as the Mürzsteg Program was put into practice. They 

wanted to enhance their influence in the region and contain Bulgarian dominance. 

Ironically, these actions were also a result of the Mürzsteg Program, particularly of 

Article 3. This clause stated, that once order was restored, an administrative 

reorganization of the Ottoman Macedonia, based on the population distribution of the 

different nations, would be implemented. Hence, each group aimed to enlarge their 

own population in the provinces, in order to gain a bigger share when the day for 

reorganization would came. Or on the contrary, they tried keep the tensions alive 

through the activities of various gangs.422

*** 

At the time that the Mürzsteg Program was put into practice, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

had been serving as the Inspector-General of the Rumelian provinces for almost one 

and half years. The Program was already the third major reform scheme that he was 

ordered to adapt and apply. The Inspectorate was to operate for more than four years 

with this plan, until late 1908.  Thus, the Mürzsteg Program demonstrates the 

421 "Macedonia", The Times (30 October 1903), 3. 

422 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 49; Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 219. 
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expectations that the inspectorate faced and the conditions encountered as it 

functioned under his service from the beginning of 1904 until its abolishment. 

While on the one hand, keeping Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha in the post of Inspector was 

highly criticized by the Bulgarians, and he came to be regarded as an obstacle to the 

implementation of reforms, on the other he was also seen as the "symbol of reforms" 

by some local Muslim groups who opposed the reforms. On 22 December 1903, 40 

hodjas were arrested in Manastır for having plotted to assassinate Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha and protest the reform scheme.423

The appointment of the Civil Agents was a great alteration for the General 

Inspectorate of Rumelia. "The position of Hilmi Pasha in these circumstances will 

not be an enviable one." said The Times' Sofia correspondent and continued:  

He must keep one eye on the Sultan and the other on his two mentors, and his 
best chance will be to sow discord among the latter. Should he succeed in 
doing so this, he may be able to pursue to some extent the good old methods 
and retrain the favour of his Imperial master. In any case it seems improbable 
that harmony will reign in the bosom of the new triumvirate.424

However, during the following four years, Hilmi Pasha proved him wrong. The 

Mürzsteg Program made the Inspectorate into an instrument of the European initiated 

reform scheme, and marked the beginning of a new period for Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. 

With its new form and tangible European collaboration, centered in the city of 

Salonika, the Inspectorate was now to continue its mission mainly from this city.

423 "The Macedonian Reform Scheme", The Times (24 December 1903), 3. 

424 "Macedonia", The Times (26 October 1903), 5. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENERAL 
INSPECTORATE OF RUMELIA 

Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa altı sene Rumeli'nde kalmıştır. 
Hayât-ı resmiyyesinin en parlak ve en faideli devri 
budur. Vakıa iğtişâşâtın kökünü kazıyamamıştır. 
Fakat en müsta'id memurları Vilâyât-ı Selaseye 
celb ederek tıkır tıkır işler bir idare-i muntazama 
makinesi kurmuştur.425

Historical studies on Ottoman Macedonia generally refer to the Rumeli Vilâyâtı 

Umûm Müfettişliği as a Hamidian prescription to the European demands for reform. 

Though harboring fallacies, this appears to be an appropriate approach to a great 

extent. However, we are deprived of a complete monographic study that elaborates 

the working principles of this administrative institution. The following chapter of this 

dissertation aims for such a sketch. 

425 "Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha stayed in Rumelia for six years. It was the brightest epoch of his civil 
service life. Although he could not exterminate the uneasiness [,] but [still], by transferring the most 
competent officials to the Three Provinces, he established a machinery of orderly administration that 
operated like clockwork." in Abdurrahman Şeref, "Viyana Sefir-i Sabığı Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa", Tarih-i 
Osmani Encümeni Mecmuası, No. 49 (1325), 67-68.
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5.1 The General Inspectorate as a Working Institution 

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia was an extensive administrative mechanism 

that held authority over and above provincial governments. It was originally 

designed to cover all six Rumelian provinces (Selanik, Kosova, Manastır, Yanya, 

İşkodra and Edirne). In time, starting with the Vienna Plan, European intervention 

transformed the inspectorate solely into a tool of reform, as it came to focus 

primarlyon the Three Provinces. Apart from governors, kaimakams and other 

officials, the inspectors of finance, administration and the judiciary all worked under 

the authority of the Inspector-General.426

It is both easy and difficult to follow the footsteps of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha through 

his service as Inspector General. The Tours of inspection was an important part of his 

job. Müfettiş Pasha kept touring within his area of inspection, which is referred to in 

documents as the "daire-i teftiş". Once he commenced his duty, he spent more than a 

year in the Vilayet of Kosova, particularly in Üsküp. However, he continued going 

on excursions. Despite the lack of evidence, it can be argued that the Inspector-

General used the provincial halls (vilayet konağı) in the provincial centers (Manastır, 

Üsküp and Salonika) as his office, or a separate building, which was allocated for his 

use as the müfettiş konağı (mansion of the inspector).427 From 1904 onwards, the 

Inspectorate was stationed in Salonika. He spent most of the year in this city, 

however he re-located the center of the Inspectorate during the summer and moved to 

426 "Introduction" of the TFR catalogues in Prime Minister's Ottoman Archives. 

427 The phrase: "Üsküp Müfettiş Konağı" was used in  BOA, Y. PRK. MK. 314-114 (12 
Cemaziyelevvel 1321) [7 August 1903], however, perhaps the office of the governor was referred as 
the office of the inspector when was in the province.
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Manastır. In Manastır, the konak became the office for the Inspectorate.428 The 

General Inspectorate must have used the government house (Konak) in Salonika as 

the office.429 However, the memoirs in hand refer to "müfettiş-i umûmîlik" giving 

the impression that there was a separate office, but do not refer to it as the Konak.430

The only document referring to the building of a "müfettişlik konağı" in Salonika, 

however, is dated 30 December 1907, a project that was never realized.431

From early 1904, with the transfer of the headquarters of the inspectorate from 

Üsküp to Salonika, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha spent most of his time in this city. Ferid 

Pasha wrote to the Ministry of Finance that it was not convenient for the Inspector 

Pasha to reside in the Government House during his stay in Salonika, and therefore 

the necessary arrangements needed to be made, in order to rent a house for the 

Inspector and provide him with a proper residence.432 The Minister of Finance 

replied after twenty days that more than 21,000 guruş had already been spent on the 

residence of the Inspector-General, unfortunately this document did not mention a 

name or location for the residence.433

As discussed in the previous chapters, with the establishment of the General 

Inspectorate, a Commission of Inspection was also formed to accompany the 

428 Kazım Karabekir, İttihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti 1896-1909 (Istanbul: Türdav, 1982), 197.

429 On 24 July 1908, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha adressed the people gathered infront of the Vilayet Konağı. 
It is a large multi storey  building in Salonika, center of the governmental offices, so the sources refer 
to it as the office (makam) of the Inspector-General. For example: Hacısalihoğlu, 206.

430 Enver mentiones "müfettişlik sokağı" (street of the inspectorate) as a street opening to the 
Hamidian Boulevard. He might be referring to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's mansion. Halil Erdoğan Cengiz 
(Haz.), Enver Paşa'nın Anıları (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 2014), 33; Mithat Şükrü Bleda, 
İmparatorluğun Çöküşü (Istanbul: Remzi Kitabevi, 1979),  41. 

431 BOA, TFR. I. SL. 169-16853 (28 Zilkade 1325) [30 December 1907].

432 BOA, BEO. 285-171328 (006) (13 Kanunısani 1319) [26 January 1904].

433 BOA, BEO. 285-171328 (003) (3 Şubat 1319) [16 February 1904].
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Inspector-General. The recognition of The Mürzsteg Program did not only attach 

civil agents to the office, but the Ottoman government also took further steps and 

appointed a few more high-ranking officials. These included Suhtezade Ahmed of 

Crete, Mahrukizade Cafer, Kadir Paşazade Şevket and Selim Paşazade Hacı Bekir, 

who were chosen and posted to the General Inspectorate of Rumelia.434

5.1.1 The Pace of Work 

The dispatch of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to the Grand Vizierate, as well as the Palace, 

dated 28 May 1903, depicted in detail the pace of the work conducted by 

Inspectorate, as well as the division of labor among its officials. The attached table, 

displays the total number of correspondence sent from, and received by, the 

inspectorate between 1 Kanunuevvel 1318-30 Mart 1319 (14 December 1902-13 

April 1903). The total amount of papers exceeded 14,000 sheets, which made the 

number of muamelat-ı kalemiye 3,800 per month and 130 daily.435 Two of the four 

clerks that were attending Hüseyin Hilmi were in charge of the ciphered 

communication, as their apparent due to their plentitude and importance. One of 

them recorded and organized the papers, and that left only one clerk for the 

preparation of drafts, as well as making fair copies of the correspondences.  

According to the Pasha, his companions were working with extraordinary effort and 

devotion. However, it was impossible for them to keep up with the increasing 

number of correspondences, therefore it was necessary for the Inspectorate to appoint 

434 BOA, Y. A. HUS. 564-26 cited in Güler Yarcı, "Türk Arşiv Belgelerine Göre Osmanlı 
Diplomasisinde Makedonya Meselesi (1876-1912)" (Unpublished PhD Thesis, Marmara University, 
1996), 251. 

435 This calculation of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha implies that the Inspectorate worked seven days a week. 
However, having a day off, Fridays in particular, was a part of Ottoman bureaucratic system since 
Tanzimat. See: Akyıldız, Osmanlı Bürokrasisi ve Modernleşme, 51. 
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two more additional clerks for fair copies (mübeyyiz).  Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha even 

suggested to share a part of his salary with the clerks if their appointment was not 

financially convenient for the treasury.436 The Porte always preferred to induce the 

Inspectorate to be more self sufficient in terms of both financial matters, and human 

resources. As a response to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's request for two additional clerks, 

the Porte inquired as to whatever it was possible for the Inspectorate to transfer 

officials from the provinces of Yanya and İşkodra, to his office.437

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha showed tremendous effort from the very beginning of his duty. 

The bureaucratic mechanism of the Inspectorate began operating under an extreme 

workload, and soon the Inspector General had to write to Istanbul, requesting a 

private telegraph machine in his residence in Üsküp.438 The Inspectorate's pace of 

work at beginning of its duty manifests a meaningful sample to understand the 

ensuing years of this institution. As noted above the total number of correspondence 

to and from the office exceeded 14,000 in the first four months.439 In the following 

two months, it reached around 8,500, which shows a significant increase in the rate 

of communication.440

436 From Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to Sadaret and başkitabet (008) (1 Rebiülevvel 321) [28 May 1903] in 
BOA, TFR. I. A. 13-1231 (15  Recep 1321) [7 October 1903]. 

437 From Ferid Pasha to the Inspectorate [007] (19 Mayıs 1319) [1 June 1903] in BOA, TFR. I. A. 13-
1231 (15  Recep 1321) [7 October 1903]. 

438 BOA, TFR. I. A. 4-369 (1 Muharrem 1321) [30 Mart 1903]. 

439 "Rumeli Vilayat-ı Şahanesi Müfettişliğinin 1 Kanunuevvel 1318 tarihinden gaye-i Mart 319 
tarihine kadar dört aylık muhaberât ve muamelât-ı külliyesinin hülasası" BOA, TFR. I. A. 13-1231 
(15 Recep 1321) [7 Ekim 1903]. 

440 See appendix C "Rumeli Vilayat-ı Şahanesi Müfettişliğinin 1 Nisan 319 tarihinden gaye-i Mayıs 
319 tarihine kadar iki aylık muhaberât ve muamelât-ı külliyesinin hülasası" BOA, TFR. I. A. 9-818 
(12 Rebiülahir 1321) [8 Temmuz 1903].
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The Inspectorate's sphere of responsibility was so wide that it seemed to  include 

every issue taking place in Rumelia. A great portion of the correspondence consists 

of the messages regarding regional conflicts between different groups, involving 

Bulgarians, Greeks, Vlachs, Serbs, Albanians and other Muslims. Insurgent actives 

of different levels were taking places, and the Inspectorate was constantly being 

informed of them by the local authorities. The Inspectorate was continuously 

attempting to ascertain what were the most efficient solutions that could be 

implemented in order to prevent minor incidents, from turning into major ones, as 

they previously had in the past. The Inspector-General also had to take personal 

precautions, even at times of potentially minor activities of unrest.441 Apart from 

Istanbul, the General Inspectorate was in constant communication with provincial 

offices, foreign representatives, military authorities and ordinary people in Rumelia. 

It was gradually transformed into a massive mechanism of correspondence.  

From early 1904, the General Inspectorate of Rumelia, originally an initiative of 

Sultan Abdülhamid, turned into a tool used to implement and cope with the European 

reform projects in Ottoman Macedonia. The relocation of the base of the Inspectorate 

was not the only consequence, the workload increased due to the addition of the civil 

agents as, to say the least, they were to have constant meetings. Moreover, with the 

introduction of the Financial Commission in January 1905, which will be addressed 

in detail in the subsequent parts, the burden of the Inspectorate increased further. 

One of the fundamental responsibilities of the Inspector General was to conduct 

inspection tours in the Rumelian Provinces. In fact, we have no record showing that 

441 "Precautions regarding the easter time in Rumelia" BOA, TFR.I..A... 5 452 (23 Muharrem 1321) 
[21 April 1903]. 
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Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha ever left the Three Provinces (Salonika, Manastır and Kosova) 

throughout his service in Rumelia. The base of the Inspectorate for the first year was 

Üsküp, after which the office was transferred to Salonika. However, he continued to 

go on excursions to investigate the state of affairs in the region, as well as to oversee 

the application of the reforms. In the summers, in particular, he went to Manastır 

together with his attendants.442 He arrived in Manastır around mid June every year 

and executed his inspections around this region in most of the summer. He always 

reported the Porte and the Palace regarding his tours, usually sending one sentence 

long telegrams about his departures and arrivals, and occasionally wrote longer notes 

with more detailed information. For instance, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha wrote to Yıldız 

from Üsküp Müfettiş Konağı on 6 August 1903: 

The inspections of the kazas of İştip, Radovişte and Koçani has been 
completed. [I have] returned to Üsküp. Once matters regarding these places are 
regulated [I shall] proceed to the kazas of Kumanova, Karatova and Palanka.443

Once Civil Agents were appointed to work with the Inspectorate, with the primary 

task of "following the Inspector-General wherever he goes" the entire nature of the 

inspection tours changed. The Inspectorate's relationship with the Civil Agents will 

be analyzed further on this study. However, what should first of all be stated here is 

that, the excursions became clumsy affairs, due to how constrained travel became 

with such a large group of people, including many Europeans. Secondly, the area to 

be personally inspected by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha narrowed, as it became 

inconvenient to travel to certain places populated largely by Muslims, accomponied 

442 Karabekir, İttihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti, 196. 

443 "Mabeyn-i Hümayun Başkitabet-i  Celilesine, Köprülü İştip Rodovişte Koçoni kazalarının teftişatı 
ikmal olunarak buraca olan bazı hususatın tesviyesini (düzenleme) müteakkip Kumanova, Karatova ve 
Palanka kazalarına azimet olunmak üzere bugün Üskübe avdet olunduğu maruzdur Fi 24 Temmuz 319 
Müfettiş-i Umumi Hüseyin Hilmi" in BOA, Y. PRK. MK. 14-114 (24 Temmuz 1319) [6 August 
1903]. 
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by a Russian and an Austrian civil agent. Last but not least, under the new conditions 

the primary purpose of these excursions of the Inspectorate, which had originally 

been to reveal the fallacies of application of the reforms, gained an opposite 

objective. In other words, the Inspector-General then had an incentive towards 

concealing the flaws of the process in order to minimize European criticism.  

5.1.2 The Inspector and Yıldız Palace

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia was an institution of the Hamidian 

administration, thus despite all of his "autonomy", Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha remained an 

"agent of the Sultan" in Macedonia.444 The inspectorship was such a critical position, 

that someone with debatable administrative skills or loyalty could not be appointed 

to this position. Even if he was, he would not remain at his post for more than six 

years. The Sultan was obviously content with his pasha. 

Despite the fact that the Inspectorate was originally designed to exist below the 

authority of the Grand Vizierate, it was always in direct connection with the Palace. 

This situation in fact represented a fundamental feature of the Hamidian regime. The 

Head of the Palace Secretariat, Tahsin Pasha claimed the reason for this was the 

malfeasance of Ferid Pasha. To him, the Grand Vizier retarded the correspondence 

coming from the General Inspectorate on purpose, in order fail Hüseyin Hilmi and

lower the Sultan’s faith and support in him. That is why the Inspector had to write 

directly to the Palace about almost everything.445 However, this was apparently a 

444 Draganof commented over Vienna Scheme of 1903: "The personal agnet of the Sultan in 
Macedonia had his tenure of office guaranteed; he remained none the less thne agent of the Sultan" 
Draganof, Macedonia and the Reforms, 58. 

445 "Rumeli müfettişi umumîsi Hüseyin Hilmi Paşanın muvaffakıyetsizliği için onun iş'aratını kasten 
tehire uğrattığı görülüyordu. Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa memur melekinden yetişmiş ve memuriyet disiplini 
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dubious interpretation based on a personal bias of Tahsin Pasha. First of all, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha had always been writing directly to the Palace, even before Ferid 

Pasha's Grand Vizierate. And secondly, in most cases the Inspector-General did not 

write only to the Palace, but forwarded his correspondence to both offices (sadaret

and başkitabet) simultaneously. 

The primary reason was the famous Yıldız system of Abdülhamid II. The Sultan 

wanted to control every movement made within the entire Empire from the security 

of his Palace, and over the course of year he managed to build a centralized system to 

achieve this purpose. He himself bypassed the Porte and directly communicated with 

the provinces, and consequently the provinces, particularly the General Inspectorate, 

established a direct connection with the Sultan in return. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was 

addressing the Başkitabet (Head of the Palace Secretariat) or occasionally the 

telegraph clerk (Şifre katibi) of  the Palace. Brailsford drew a rather extreme picture 

of Hamidian centralization: 

In effect I think the appointment of Hilmi Pasha was actually mischievous. It 
marked a further stage in the insane centralisation of the Turkish system. 
Instead of dealing as before with three Valis among whom there might chance 
to be one honest and independent personality, the Palace need now reckon only 
with the Inspector-General. At the same time the task of espionage was 
rendered easier and the consequent confusion more complete. The Valis, 
jealous of Hilmi Pasha, ignored him and corresponded directly with 
Constantinople. The minor prefects and governors (caimakams and 
mutessarifs), instead of reporting through the Valis, were in direct relations 
with Hilmi Pasha. He himself was surrounded with spies, and the military 
commanders were peculiarly anxious to restrict his authority. It is the sort of 
complicated and superfluous muddle which allows the Sultan to feel absolutely 
secure.446

içinde büyümüş bir zat olduğu halde Babıaliden gördüğü müşkilât üzerine bir aralık her işi saraya 
yazar olmuştu." in Tahsin Paşa, 69.

446 H. N. Brailsford, Macedonia Its Races and Their Future (London: Methuen & Co., 1906), 302. 
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Hüseyin Hilmi, on the other hand, perhaps over-shot the mark, as he frequently 

informed the palace about his communications, and sent copies of the dispatches, 

cabled to the Grand Vizierate, and elsewhere at Yıldız. There are numerous examples 

of this practice, such as, for instance on 12 March 1903 eight individual and 

elaborate dispatches, on three or four separate matters, normally penned for the 

Sadaret in short increments, were compiled and forwarded as one file to the Palace 

Secretariat.447 After the establishment of the International Financial Commission in 

1905, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha acted in a similar manner and sent Yıldız the minutes of 

all seventeen meetings he had had, even though he was only obliged to forward them 

to the Porte.448

Tahsin Pasha's memoires provide us with a picture of the other side, explaining how 

the mass correspondences sent from Rumelia were received in Istanbul. The 

"Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's, who was known for  his long writing, 

ciphered correspondences were unceasing" the Başkatip said and continued: 

The transactions of the civil service, military operations, border problems, 
banditry activities, order and security affairs, in short whatever was taking 
place within the boundaries of our country came to the Sultan's ear before they 
were known by the related government offices; when the ministries notified the 
Palace regarding such issues, Palace essentially was already informed. There 
were such issues which were dealt with without the Porte getting to hear about 
it.449

447 BOA, Y. PRK. MK. 12-65 (12 Zilhicce 1320) [12 March 1903]. 

448 BOA, TFR. I. A. 29-2808 (16 Zilhicce 1323) [12 February 1906]. 

449 "Uzun yazmakla melûf olna Müfettişi Umumî Hüseyin Hilmi Paşanın şifreli muhaberatı fasılasız 
idi. Muamelatı mülkiye, harekatı askeriye, hudut mesaili, eşkiya vukuatı, asayiş ve inzibati işler, 
hulâsa memleketimizin dahilinde  olup biten herşey ait bulunduğu dairelerin daha malumatı olmadan 
Hünkârın kulağına giderdi; nezaretler bu işler hakkında saraya malûmat verdikleri zaman saray esasen 
bundan haberdar idi. Bazı mesail de vardı ki Babıalinin ıttılaına vâsıl olmadan sarayda halledilip 
bitmiş bulunurdu." in Tahsin Paşa, 32.
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The abundance of the Inspectorate documents present today, addressed to the Palace 

and regarding a variety of different subjects, very well prove Tahsin Pasha's 

assertions.  

Whenever the Inspector-General embarked on an inspection tour, he telegraphed the 

Palace concerning his departure, as well as his arrival. He even felt it was necessary 

to inform the Palace about all of the small excursions he made during his tours, as 

well as other stops that also occurred.450Thanks to this ceaseless communication, the 

timeline of the Inspectorate can be precisely followed to a great extent. 

The Inspector-General frequently felt the need to express his personal loyalty to the 

Sultan, and to reiterate his devotion to his duty. He wrote lengthy letters to the Palace 

secretariat, which essentially address the Sultan himself. Whenever this was the case, 

the tone of the correspondences became more formal, as he used a very tumid 

language filled with Tanzimat style expressions. And the Sultan occasionally 

expressed his satisfaction by bestowing various decorations. On 30 May 1904, 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received the imperial decoration Murassa Mecidi, six months 

later he was honoured by Murassa Osmanlı Nişan-ı Alisi and on 31 December 1905 

with the Medal of Privilege (Tersi' İmtiyaz Madalyası).451 The Sultan's confidence in 

Müfettiş Paşa was also visible from the personal account of Tahsin Pasha, whose 

notices from the region were taken into serious consideration by the Palace.452

450 For an example see: BOA, TFR. I. A. 9-851 (20 Rebiülahir 1321) [16 Temmuz 1903].

451 BOA, DH. SAID. 25-90. 

452 "Sultan Hamidin müfettişi umumi Hüseyin Hilmi Paşanın dirayetine, gayretine ve sadakatine 
itimadı vardı. Bahusus ciddi esaslara istinat etmiyen haberleri vermiyeceğini biliyordu." in Tahsin 
Paşa, 242.
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5.1.3 The Inspector and the Grand Vizier 

The Inspectorate was established in December 1902, during the Grand Vizierate of 

Said Pasha (Küçük Said Paşa). This renowned statesman of the Hamidian Era, had 

been in civil service since 1853. He had been in the office since November 1901, and 

at this time had been  entrusted with the title for the sixth time since he first became 

grand vizier in October 1879.453 Therefore the founding procedures, negotiations, 

and establishment of the Rumelian reforms were all the undertakings of Said Pasha's 

government. However, he was dismissed on 14 January 1903 and Mehmed Ferid 

Pasha of Vlora (Avlonyalı Ferid Paşa) assumed his position, at which he was to 

remain, continuously, for almost six years.454

Ferid Pasha was the Grand Vizier for almost the entire period of the Inspectorate for 

Rumelia. As mentioned earlier, when Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was appointed to the 

position of Inspector-general of the Rumelian Provinces, Abdulhamid assigned his 

governor in Konya, a noble Albanian by origin, as the president of the Rumelian 

Commission established in Istanbul. This was a short-lived post, considered a 

preparatory position before the Grand Vizierate.455 As soon as Ferid Pasha was given 

the seal of the Sadaret, his office absorbed the duties and functions of this 

commission, and Ferid Pasha became the interlocutor at the Porte for matters 

regarding affairs in Macedonia. 

453 Zekeriya Kurşun, "Said Paşa, Küçük", Diyanet İslam Ansiklopedisi, V. 35, 576-578; "Mehmed 
Said Paşa" in İbnülemin Mahmud Kemal İnal, Osmanlı Devrinde Son Sadrazamlar, V. 7, [facsimile of 
1945-49] (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 2013), 989-1263; and for  Abdülhamid's fondness of 
Said Pasha, see: Tahsin Paşa, 26-31. 

454 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı Ferid Paşa, 225.

455 Tahsin Paşa, 68; also see: Kırmızı, "Experiencing the Ottoman Empire as a Life Course, Ferid 
Pasha, Governor and Grandvizier (1851-1914)", 46-47.
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The collaboration between the two Pashas did not have a promising beginning. On 

the contrary, Hüseyin Hilmi penned a dispatch directly addressing the telegraph 

officer in Yıldız, making sure this would reach the Sultan. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

asserted that, it was perceived from the communication that the delusions of Ferid 

Pasha caused him to make attempts and write dispatches that would collide with the 

Imperial will. These acts would hinder would lead an unwanted conclusion.456

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, after saying that he had no hidden agenda but to alleviate his 

responsibility, made the following conclusion: "To work as his attendant with pride, 

at least to supervise the application of resolution in the Province of Kosova, he [Ferid 

Pasha] shall be sent [to Rumelia]."457 Time was to show that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

too hasty in his interpretation, and Ferid Pasha was in fact a devoted reformer. 

Furthermore, this effort was in vain as Ferid was already on very good terms with the 

Sultan, and was soon to become Grand Vizier. The head of the secretariat, Tahsin 

Pasha, made reference to the dissonance between the two Pashas as well. However, it 

should be kept in mind that his comments were never favorable in regards to Ferid 

Pasha, and thus his objectivity is disputable.458 There are many instances, along with 

their cooperation, where Hüseyin Hilmi generally tended to blame the government at 

times when he was at fault for any deficiency of his office.  

456 "Ferid Paşa'nın muhaberât-ı cariyeden mahsus olan işkâlât ve tesvilâtıyla amâl ve irâdât-ı esasiye-i 
padişahiye münâfi teşebbüsât ve işaratı/mukarrerât-ı ıslahiyenin hüsn-i tatbikiyle ciddi bir iş görmek 
imkanını bütün bütün nez' etmekte ve hiçbir şey yapılamayacağını görmek ve göstermek için 
bedhahlar tarafından intizar edilen netâyic-i müessifenin husulünü teslih ve tesri etmektedir." in BOA, 
TFR. I. A. 1-81 (28 Ramazan 1320) [29 December 1902]. 

457 "...maaliftihar refakatinde bulunup birlikte çalışmak üzeere hiç olmazsa mukarreratın Kosova 
vilayetince tatbikine nezaret etmek için kendisinin muvakkaten izam buyurulması arz ve istirham 
olunur ferman." Ibid. 

458 Tahsin Paşa, 69.
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The Inspectorate was in constant communication with Sadaret. When the Grand 

Vizier wanted to receive information from the region, he inquired to the Inspector-

General. If Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha did not possess the required answer, he forwarded 

the inquiry to the governors. This flow of information, when deemed necessary, 

proceeded further down to the lower ranks of the bureaucracy in the Rumelian 

provinces.459 The Inspectorate generally tried to complete regional tasks, without 

appealing to the Porte, but there were numerous instances when he had to, or 

preferred to, consult the Porte and wait for instructions.    

During the period between 1903-1908, Ferid Pasha was primarily responsible for 

addressing the Macedonian Question at the Porte. Though the Sultan was ultimately 

the decision maker, his Albanian grand vizier was in charge of the negotiations, both 

within the government and with the ambassadors. The relationship between the 

Inspector-General and the Grand Vizier was not always a smooth one. This study 

availed itself of some examples of straightforward inquiries by Ferid Pasha, and 

confident replies by Hüseyin Hilmi. However, Hüseyin Hilmi was the subordinate of 

the Grand Vizier, and these two prominent pashas of the Hamidian regime made a 

tremendous effort towards the Macedonian reforms. 

By the end of this period, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received letters from Istanbul, 

penned by a personal source of his named "Cemil", providing him with insight on the 

state of affairs in the capital. Based on information gathered from different people 

within the governmental circle, he received news regarding the Pasha's possible 

promotion to the Grand Vizierate. The main subject of these letters was Ferid Pasha, 

who was alleged to be undermining Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, whom he considered "his 

459 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı, 252. 
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greatest rival".460 The objectivity of these letters are highly disputed, as they were 

written by a close personal acquaintance of Hüseyin Hilmi and his family, who was 

probably a continuous source of information.  However, these letters proved to have 

been written in vain in short-term, as neither the position of Hüseyin Hilmi nor of 

Ferid Pasha was altered, and the latter preserved his position at least for another six 

months and was then replaced by Said Pasha on 22 July 1908. Still, Hilmi Pasha was 

initially going to attain the position of Sadaret. The fact that the Inspector-General 

was receiving such information from Istanbul proves that discussions concerning the 

change offices were present in contemporary politics. 

Before he left the Inspectorate, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha worked again with Said Pasha 

for a brief amount of time, and later with Kamil Pasha until the Inspector-General 

was bestowed with the position of Minister of the Interior. When Hilmi Pasha 

departed Salonika, he left the duties of the General Inspectorate to the Commander of 

the Third Army, Mahmud Şevket Pasha, who carried this title until the very end of 

the Inspectorate (30 Auguts 1909). During that period, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha became 

the Grand Vizier during two separate times (15 February-14 April 1909, 5 May-2 

January 1910), and communicated with the General Inspectorate. In fact, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha was the Grand Vizier, who in the end penned the resolution for 

abolishment of the Inspectorate.  

460 iSAM-HHP 11/641 ( 9 Kânunuevvel 1323) [22 December 1907]; iSAM-HHP 11/642 ( 14 
Kânunuevvel 1323) [27 December 1907].
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5.1.4 The Inspector and the Governors  

The Inspector-General was positioned at the top of the pyramid of civil service in 

Rumelia. Below this level of government, the governors of the Rumelian Provinces, 

Salonika, Kosova, Monastir, Yanya, İşkodra and Edirne, were arrayed.461 According 

to articles 16 and 17 of the founding Instructions of the General Inspectorate (Rumeli 

Vilâyâtı Hakkında Talimâtnâme, 29 November 1902), the governors of the provinces 

were actually responsible for applying the reforms within their own provinces, 

whereas the Inspectorate was designed to inspect and undertake the necessary steps 

when omissions were discovered. Following the declaration of the Talimatname, all 

of the governors were sent orders, instructing them to work in cooperation with the 

Inspector-General.462

The superior position of the Inspector-General over the governors was crystallized in 

February 1903, by Article II of the Vienna Scheme, titled "Valis". 

It should be thoroughly understood that the Valis of the three vilayets will be 
bound to obey implicitly the instructions given by the Inspector-General, and to 
do everything in their power to make his Mission successful.463

Even though in the course of the European initiated reforms, the emphasize was on 

the Three Provincesof Macedonia, the original authority of the Inspector-General 

was above the six governors of the Rumelian Provinces. Nevertheless, as stated 

earlier, with the evolution of the reform scheme, the Inspectorate's focus was 

diverted to Salonika, Manastır and Kosova and the order of importance was 

extensively altered. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha worked with 19 governors throughout his 

461 BOA, TFR. I. A. 2-123 (6 Şevval 1320) [6 January 1903].

462 BOA, BEO. 1959-146916 (4 Ramazan 1320) [5 December 1902]. 

463 M. Zinovieff to Count Benckendorff, FO 421/196, No. 179 (Pera, 24 January 1903), 156A. 
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service, from 1902 to 1908. Sultan Abdulhamid appointed 95 governors to 29 

provinces between the years of 1895 and 1908. 28 of these, or approximately 30 

percent, of these men came from military backgrounds. However, 11 out of 19 

governors who served in the Rumelian Provinces between 1902-1908 were military 

pashas, also commanding the regional armies.464 That is significant in terms of 

revealing the extraordinary security conditions of the region. Three of them served in 

more than one Rumelian Province: Şakir Pasha first served in İşkodra, then was 

transferred to Kosova. Seyfullah and Hilmi Pashas worked both in Yanya, as well as 

İşkodra, during the time of the Inspectorate.

The governors of Rumelia, especially those of the Three Provinceswere either 

experienced administrators, well-known military commanders or dependable 

dignitaries chosen from among prominent civil servants within the Hamidian 

bureaucracy. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha himself was a governor before he was appointed 

to Rumelia. Therefore, the relationship between the Inspector-General and the 

governors can be assumed to have been built upon a prudent cooperation, though this 

was not without exceptions. 

Hasan Fehmi Pasha was the first governor of Salonika whose service occurred during 

the establishment and workings of the Inspectorate. Born in 1836, he was almost 

twenty years senior of Hüseyin Hilmi. He was an experienced statesman who had 

already served as the minister of public works (1880) and as minister of justice 

(1881), as well as in several other posts of significance before being appointed to the 

464 Kırmızı, Abdülhamid’in Valileri, 72-75, 87; Tahsin Uzer also made a remark regarding this 
practice of military governors. He mentioned Yemen and Hijaz together with the Rumelian provinces 
and asserted this was a consequence of the  Abdülhamid's failed rule. in Uzer, Makedonya Eşkiyalık 
Tarihi ve Son Osmanlı Yönetimi, 124. 
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position of governor of Salonika in 1902.465 Though Salonika was the initial arrival 

point of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to the provinces in December 1902, he did not stay 

there long and instead proceeded to Kosova Province to setup the "headquarters" of 

the Inspectorate in Üsküp for the first year. Therefore, when the Salonika Incident 

took place in late April 1903, it was Governor Hasan Fehmi who was in charge, and 

continuously informed the Inspector-General regarding the state of affairs in the city. 

The correspondence between them does not give any impression of an existing 

tension between the Pashas. However, the matter of seniority turns out to be an 

inconvenience, at least on the part of Hasan Fehmi. One incident even found itself a 

place among the columns of The Times on 28 December 1903. 

The visit to Salonika of Hilmi Pasha, Inspector-General for Macedonia, who 
was to have arrived here this week, has been postponed on account of the 
protest of Vali of Salonika, who, considering his own rank as former Minister 
to be higher than that of Hilmi Pasha, refuses to take orders from the latter.466

In 1902-1903 Tahsin Bey (Uzer) was the kaimakam of Razlık (Serez, Salonika). He 

asserted in his memoires that, upon receiving complaining petitions about himself 

from the local Bulgarians, which were also forwarded to the consuls and governor, 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha wanted dismiss him straight away. However, Governor Hasan 

Fehmi did not agree to do so without first organizing an investigation. In this 

particular example, Hasan Fehmi managed to convince Hüseyin Hilmi.467

465 Cevdet Küçük, "Hasan Fehmi Paşa", Diyanet İslam Ansiklopedisi, V. 16, 322-323; Bouquet, 
Sultan'ın Paşaları, 188, 523. 

466 "The Situation in Macedonia", The Times (28 December 1903), 3.

467 Uzer, 128. 
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The Governor of Salonika did not remain in his post for long, and citing health 

issues, he asked to be pardoned from his post and was appointed back to Istanbul on 

22 September 1904.468 Less than a month later, the new governor of Salonika was 

already at his post, accepting congratulations from the Inspector-General.469 He was 

also an experienced governor and a senior of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha.

In fact, the strongest case regarding a conflict between the General Inspector and a 

governor occurred between the Governor of Manastır Ahmed Reşid and Hüseyin 

Hilmi  in 1906. There was a certain level of tension between the Christian 

communities, which extended to matters even regarding their funerals. The Vlach 

community in Manastır wanted to perform their own ceremonies, independent of the 

Greek Church. This caused severe anxiety on the part of the Greeks, who retaliated 

by preventing the Vlachs from using their churches and entering their cemeteries. 

Tahsin Bey, who happened to be the kaimakam of Florina at the time, suggested 

some solutions in his telegraphs, which he addressed to both the Inspectorate and the 

Governor of Manastır, Ahmed Reşid Bey. The governor accepted the proposals, and 

the Vlach held their ceremonies in their school, and buried the corpses in a newly 

opened Vlach Cemetery. However, this move resulted in a strong Greek reaction. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, displeased with the consequences, harshly opposed the way 

that the provincial government had handled the issue on its own, which was in fact 

within the authority of the central government. He and Reşid Bey entered into a 

heated argument, which resulted in the appointment of the latter to the governorate of 

468 Ayten Can Tunalı, "Fehmi Paşa", Ankara Üniversitesi Tarih Araştırmaları Dergisi, Vol. 28, No. 46 
(2009), 84. 

469 BOA, TFR. I. SL. 55-5421(10 Şaban 1322) [20 Ekim 1904].
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Ankara.470According to Graves, however, the Vali of Manastir was dismissed [by 

Hilmi Pasha] due to his disobedience of orders, when he refused to allow the British 

Vice-Consul Monahan to visit the prison in the city.471 Apparently there was certain 

level of disparity, between the Governor of Manastır and the Inspector-General, 

already exacerbated by the surrounding people. 

Graves was right. Ahmed Reşid (Rey), after mentioning some other matters of 

disagreement with the Inspector General in his memoir, also pointed out the crisis 

regarding the vice-consul's visit to the prison as the reason behind his dismissal from 

Manastır. What makes his assertion further significant is that Ahmed Reşid alleged 

Hüseyin Hilmi was cutting through the communication between the Palace and the 

provincial governors. In other word, he set a "black room" in the post office and was 

checking correspondence. That is how he found out Ahmed Reşid's attempt to 

communicate the matter to the Palace. 472 However, it is very likely that the Palace 

consulted Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha directly upon the dispatch received from Manastır. 

Overall, it is apparent from his memoirs that Ahmed Reşid never got along with 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, and their relation served as a good example to illustrate the 

bureaucratic machinery of the General Inspectorate did not always work like 

clockwise. 

Brailsford made the following remark on the division of labor between the 

Inspectorate and the office of governors, which he observed at times when their 

authority over-lapped:  

470 Uzer, 204-205. 

471 Graves, 221. 

472 Ahmet Reşit Rey, Gördüklerim Yaptıklarım (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 2014), 120-123. 
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He spends his time between Uskub, Salonica, and Monastir, passing, as a rule, 
three or four months in each of these great administrative centres. His arrival 
virtually deposes the local Vali, who sulks, or plays chess, or goes off to harry 
the Albanians, while Hilmi Pasha and all the troupe of the travelling reform 
company occupy the stage and overhaul the stock properties. For a brief season 
the administrative machine works at high pressure.473

This narration certainly involves some misinformation. For instance the records in 

the hands of the Inspector-General were never divided equally between the 

provinces, as instead he engaged in shorter inspection tours. However, it is 

interesting to see the disparity and clash of authority as it was observed from afar by 

contemporary outsiders. 

Keeping aside the above-mentioned cases of conflict, it would be more appropriate to 

consider the mechanism of the inspectorate as one, which, in general, worked in 

harmony with the governors. Communication channels were open and information 

frequently flowed between them. The spheres that were under the authority of the 

governors were not obscure, and with the transformation of the Inspectorate, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha's focus was increasingly oriented towards the European-initiated 

reforms. When the Inspectorate had an inquiry regarding a certain province, a 

telegraph would be send directly to the related governor. Governors would conduct 

the necessary investigations and answer the Inspector as promptly as possible. 

Interestingly, another prison affair, namely the Prison of Üsküp turned out to be  an 

illustration of close collaboration of a governor with the Inspector-General. In late 

1906 and early 1907, a set of correspondences was exchanged between Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha and the governor of Kosova, Mahmud Şevket Pasha. The trigger for 

these communications was a report, dated 6th of November, 1906, by  S. 

473 Brailsford, 302. 
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Razoumovsky, the Rusian vice-consul at Prizren,474 and it concerned the prison of 

Üsküp. It had the following introductory sentence: "The sanitary conditions of the 

new prison of Üsküp are unsatisfactory." In his report, Razoumovsky touched topics 

which included the number of prisoners, crowded wards, the poor quality of water, 

the lack of wood for fuel, the inadequacy of the hospital, and division of Muslim and 

Christian wards.475

The report was forwarded to the civil agents who gave a memorandum to the 

Inspector-General, which caused Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to pen a correspondence to 

the governor of Kosova, Mahmud Şevket Pasha. The Inspector-General first gave 

him his opinion on certain assertions. These were based on his personal observations 

from his own visit to the prison, which took place the year before, during which 

Mahmud Şevket Paşa accompanied the Inspector General. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

nullified some of the statements, as for instance according to him, the prison was 

spacious and reasonably occupied. He also emphasized the fact that the prisoners 

could only be classified according to their crimes, and so the suggestion that they 

were divided based on their religious identification (Muslim or Christian), was in no 

way worth being considered (hiç bir suretle şayân-ı nazar-ı itibar olamayacağı).476

The Inspector-general demanded for a further investigation to be conducted, and 

asked the governor-general to personally visit the prison. He also ordered an analysis 

474 Chelovek na Balkanakh  v Epokhu Krizisov i Ethnopoliticheskikh Stolknovenii  XXV (People in 
the Balkans in the Age of Crises and Ethnopolitical Clashes in 20th century), (G. G. Ditavrin, R. P. 
Grishina, eds) (St. Petersburg: Aleteia, 2002). 

475 "Renseignements de Mr. Razoumovsky" (6 November 1906) in BOA, TFR. I. KV. 151-15034 (23 
Zilkade 1324) [8 January 1907]. 

476 Ibid. 
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of the water, and received a report from the chief physician of the municipality of 

Üsküp.  

The water that flowing to new prison is [also] the water of Mustafa Pasha 
Mosque.  There are no swamp areas on its route from the spring to the city. It is 
a clear and tasty water, it is good to cook with, it foams the soap well and 
drinkable...477

 The report which provided the governor's response was based on following the 

orders he was given. He visited the prison, and in turn, answered "item by item" all 

of the allegations that had been listed. However, the Austrian Civil Agent, 

Oppenheimer, also visited the prison and drew attention to the problematic usage of 

toilets. The Inspector-General again wrote to the governor and received an even more 

detailed answer. 478

The communication between the Inspector-General and the governor of Kosova, 

occurred over two months, and provides a striking example of the deep involvement 

of these two prominent pashas at the time. In particular, it demonstrated the detail 

that such situations necessitate, once the matter became a concern of the foreign 

representatives. Hüseyin Hilmi and Mahmud Şevket, in a proper fashion of 

statesmanship, cooperated to overcome this matter before it could evolve into some 

kind of an international crisis. 

477 Ibid..  

478 BOA, TFR. I. KV. 151-15034 (23 Zilkade 1324) [8 January 1907]. 
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5.1.5 The Inspector and the European Representatives 

Ottoman Macedonia, with its strategic importance for the Powers, was under 

constant European surveillance. Not only the provincial centers, Manastır, Üsküp and 

Salonika, but also other important towns in the region, housed European 

representatives. Salonika, in particular as a prominent port city with a large number 

of European merchants, was never devoid of European consuls. Inspector-General 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was the highest representative of the Ottoman Government in 

Rumelia, and in charge of the implementation of the reforms. Therefore, he was in 

regular contact with the European representatives. Throughout his career he had 

always been an internal official, having never served outside of the borders of his 

country. However, as the Inspector-General of the Rumelian provinces, he was 

expected to have highly developed diplomatic skills. He managed to keep the balance 

between the capital and foreign powers in the region, and tried his best to always 

maintain good relations with the consuls, while attempting to never to reveal to them 

the ‘Achilles' heel’ of the Ottoman administration in Macedonia. 

In the case of Macedonia there were two types of European officials: the first group 

consisted of regular diplomatic personnel, namely consuls and vice-consuls, who 

were appointed according to traditional diplomatic agreements. The second group 

comprised of foreign functionaries, whose roles were specifically designated to 

oversee the application of reforms in Macedonia. This second group included civil 

agents, financial commissioners and foreign officers, and will be analyzed at a later 

time, below. The type of the relationship the Inspector-general had with the first 

group of European officials shall be examined here. 
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Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received foreign representatives personally, and also 

communicated with them through correspondences and telegrams. French was the 

language of communication. The presence of the European representatives in the 

Three Provinces was always a matter of pressure on the Inspectorate. However, when 

the Russian Consul asked for permission to visit the prison in Manastır on 23 April 

1903, the Inspector-General gave a self-confident response. He was willing to give 

the requested permit, considering it a good opportunity to eliminate the negative 

rumors that found themselves a place in the foreign press.479 Furthermore, the 

European consuls never abstained from interfering with the internal affairs of the 

provinces. The British Consuls in Üsküp and Manastır inquired about the Muslim 

and non-Muslim populations of the provinces of Kosova and Manastır to the General 

Inspectorate. In his answer, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha "evaded for now" a proper answer 

(şimdilik geçiştirilmiş), by stating that the populations had not been entirely recorded 

and the process was still continuing. But he was convinced that they would one more 

pose the same question in "ten to fifteen days", and so he asked the Palace and the 

Porte in what manner should he reciprocate. In his response the Grand Vizier 

expressed his approval on how the Inspector handled the situation and instructed him 

to "evade" again by answering with the same method.480 The population distribution 

of the different communities through the Rumelian provinces was rather a delicate 

matter. That is why the Inspectorate was highly cautious of his answers and avoided 

making certain comments. However, the "evading" did not seem to last long, and it 

479 "Manastır Rusya Konsolosu hapishaneleri ziyaret arzusunda bulunduğu ve bu arzu hapishanenin 
idaresi aleyhinde erbâb-ı fesadın neşrettikleri eracifi tekzib gibi halisane ve hayırhahane bir niyetten 
mütebais olduğu Manastır vilayetinden bildirilmiş ve gerek Rusya konsolosunun ve gerek diğerlerinin 
hapishaneyi ziyaretten  enleri neşriyat-ı kazibeyi tasdik demek olacağı cihetle ziyaretlerine müsaade 
olunması pek münasip ise de istizan-ı keyfiyete mücaseret olunur" in BOA, TFR. I. A. 5-464 (25 
Muharrem  321) [23 Nisan 1903].

480 BOA, TFR. I. A. 5-428 (17 Muharrem 1321) [15 Nisan 1903]. 
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was accepted that there was a serious need to engage in a count of the population by 

the Ottoman administration, and the census that began in 1903 and continued until 

1907 turned out to be one of the most emblematic undertakings of Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha. Its rather unexpected and dramatic consequences were nicely worded by İpek 

Yosmaoğlu in her prominent study:

The census of 1903 was an exceptional force of popular mobilization in 
Macedonia at the turn of the 20th century because it managed to directly 
involve (almost) every member of a largely illiterate and rural population in a 
process that they otherwise would have stayed indifferent to: the process of 
nationalization. 481

The motto for the relationship between the Inspector-General and the European 

representatives in Macedonia became "ecânibe şikâyâtı dai olacak ahvâlin men-i 

vuku'"  (circumstances that would lead to foreign complaints shall be prevented from 

happening). That was an exhortation that often found a place in the incoming 

dispatches from the Porte.482

In June 1903, diplomatic intelligence conveyed to the Porte, caused a tense set of 

communications between the Grand Vizier and the Inspector-General. Ferid Pasha 

queried Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha regarding complaints he had received from a foreigner. 

In his response, Hilmi Pasha wanted to learn the source of the information. Ferid 

Pasha stated that it was provided by a consul in Üsküp who relayed the information 

to his ambassador at the Porte. Though the Porte claimed to not place their trust upon 

him, however, they still asked for an explanation from the Inspector-General.483

481 Yosmaoğlu, "Counting Bodies...", 56.

482 İSAM-HHP 3-163 ( 21 Kânunuevvel 1319) [3 January 1904].

483 BOA, TFR. I. A. 8-763 (2 Muharrem 1321) [26 June 1903]. 
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Similarly on 1 January 1904, Ferid Pasha once again questioned Hüseyin Hilmi due 

to the assertions of the Russian Ambassador who had been in the audience of the 

Sultan, and had stated that some of the decisions of the reforms had not been put into 

practice by the Inspector General. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha again gave a reactionary 

response and asked the Porte to specify their allegations.484 In another similar 

instance, the Russian Consul visited the Inspector General in Üsküp on 5 May 1903, 

and expressed his concerns regarding the tardiness of matters, though he had full 

confidence in the Sultan in terms of the application of reforms.485

The presence of the European representatives not only created an excess of continued 

pressure on the Inspector General, but they also concerned the Inspectorate regarding 

their security.. As a matter of fact, the tragic murders of the two Russian consuls 

coincided with its term. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

also had to deal with every detail regarding multilateral incidents, in addition to 

overseeing the implementation of the reforms, as required by the European powers.  

5.1.6 The Inspectorate and the Rumelian Subjects  

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia cannot be thoroughly comprehended without 

understanding it in relation to the ordinary people of Rumelia. Historical sources are 

very generous for this topic. A significant portion the of papers of the General 

Inspectorate (Teftişat-ı Rumeli Evrakı), housed today in the Prime Ministry's 

Ottoman Archives, also include TFR. I. ŞKT (Rumeli Müfettişliği Arzuhalleri) 

484 İSAM-HHP 3-163 ( 21 Kânunuevvel 1319) [3 January 1904]. 

485 İSAM-HHP 1-23 (20 Nisan 1319) [5 May 1903].
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classification, which are six catalogues worth of petitions (arzuhals) received by the 

Inspectorate. 

Petitioning was a traditional method used by Ottoman subjects to demand justice 

from the state. In fact, it was a much older practice, that was neither an unique 

Islamic nor Ottoman invention, and on the contrary, had been present in many 

societies throughout history.486 Still, it was a vital tool for the Ottoman State, since 

the philosophy behind the Ottoman state was centered around the notion of justice.487

Yuval Ben-Bassat evaluated the consequences of technological advancements, 

namely the introduction of the telegraph, on the practice of petitioning the imperial 

center. 

All one had to do was to get to the nearest post and telegraph office (which 
were located in all the major towns of the provinces, and gradually also in 
small towns), write the petition with the help of professional petition-writers 
(arzuhalcis) in return for a fee, which was nor tremendously expensive, and 
send the petition to its destination in Istanbul.488

If you take out "Istanbul" and replace it with "wherever the Inspector-General was 

located at the time" this excerpt helps to explain the nature of petitioning the General 

Inspectorate. 

The total number of petitions that are in the TFR I. ŞKT classification are 22,905.489

That is significant in order to understand the magnitude of the bureaucratic 

mechanism of the Inspectorate. If the Inspectorate received and processed more than 

486 Yuval Ben-Bassat, Petitioning the Sultan (New York: I. B. Tauris, 2013), 20.  

487 Halil İnalcık, "Şikâyet Hakkı: 'Arz-i Hâl ve 'Arz-i Mahzar'lar", Osmanlı Araştırmaları, No. 7-8, 
1988,  33. 

488 Yuval Ben-Bassat, 35. 

489 Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi Rehberi, 411. 
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10 petitions daily, there needed to be a well-developed system to deal this type of 

volume, as well as the sufficient number of personnel. Clearly then, sending petitions 

to the Inspectorate was very popular from its early days. As quoted earlier, British 

Vice Consul Fontana wrote from Üsküp that: "Hilmi Pasha has worked hard and 

unceasingly since his arrival at Uscub... Numberless petitions from all classes are 

submitted to him, and he does what he can to ensure justice in each case. He hardly 

has time to eat or sleep, and his good will is unquestionable."490

Once received by the Inspectorate, petitions were immediately examined and 

conveyed to the relevant provincial offices. Responses were received on short notice, 

in most of the cases, in a few days. The location or administrative body to which the 

document was forwarded was written at the bottom of the petition. And the responses 

or evaluations were written below, or on the back side of the original document. 

However, in some cases, the Inspector General sent separate instructions to the office 

in question, such as the "Kosova Manastır Adliye Müfettişliği Cânib-i valasına", for 

the investigation of the request in a petition. 491 In short, the petitions were processed 

and carried out in few days, providing one with the impression that the Inspectorate 

did not function through an ungainly mechanism.492 On the other hand, it is 

interesting to note how people, at times, did not hesitate to appeal to the General 

Inspectorate about minor and personal cases. Petitions regarding financial matters, 

490 Fontana to Biliotti, Inclosure 1 in No. 273, FO 421-196 (Uscub, 21 January 1903), 247-248. 

491 BOA, TFR. I. SKT. 3-229 (24 Şevval 1320) [24 January 1903].

492 The promptness was not unique to the Inspectorate when it comes to handling petitions. Ben-
Bassat exmplains the process with the petitions coming from Ottoman Palestine around the same 
period, at the Porte: "The handling of a petition at each bureau was usually carried out within a matter 
of days to several weeks most, except for cases where complicated process were involved..." in Ben-
Bassat, 141. 
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safety issues, asking for promotion or to settle family conflicts concerning property 

matters, all made their way to the General Inspectorate. 

The General Inspectorate received collective petitions, as well as individual ones, 

from a number of people,, on commonly shared difficulties. These cases represented 

a collective discontent, and therefore required careful and prompt solutions.493 With 

the inauguration of the Austrian and the Russian Civil Agents however, it is recorded 

in multiple instances that the non-Muslim population now preferred to appeal to 

them, rather than to the Inspector General. Nevertheless, the Civil Agents shared the 

contents of a great deal of the petitions they received with the Inspector. The status 

of the Civil Agents and their collaboration with the Inspectorate will be covered 

below. Şükrü Hanioğlu, in his book Preparation for a Revolution, called attention to 

a rather unique consequence of the growing tradition of collective petitioning in 

Rumelia. He called it a "peculiar type of political participation": 

The relatively prosperous Muslim population in Macedonia, encouraged by the 
example of the presentation of complaints on behalf of the Christian population 
to the inspector general, ventured to submit repeated local demands on various 
issued to the Ottoman authorities. To make such demands was unheard of 
elsewhere in the empire. As we saw during the initial stages of Erzurum revolt, 
the Ottoman governor accepted a petition from the locals requesting their 
exemption from the new taxes only at gunpoint. In Diyar-ı Bekir and many 
other places, people could send telegrams to the authorities only after 
occupying the post office. In Macedonia, however, sending petitions to the 
authorities on behalf of the entire population of a village, town, or sometimes 
even a large city like Monastir was quite a normal practice.494

493 From the General Inspectorate to the Judiciary Inspectors of Kosova and  Manastır, "Kalkandelen 
kazasına tâbi Brezna kariyesinde sâkin ahâli-i Hristiyaniye nâmına itâ olunan ve tercümesiyle beraber 
leffen taraf-ı vâlâlarına irsâl kılınan mufassal istid'âda maddeten ta'yîn ve beyân olunan ahvâl ve 
şikâyât bilhassa câlib-i dikkat olmağla ve mevâdd-ı mezkûrenin birer birer tahkik edilerek faillerinin  
zahire ihrâcı ve esbâb-ı sübûtenin istihzarıyla takibât-ı kanuniyenin icrâsına  üsaraatdaki lüzûm ve 
ehemmiyet müstağni-i bahs ve tezkâr bulunmağla bizzat mahall-i mezkure  zimet mevâd-ı mezkûre 
hakkında icrâ-yı tahkikâta himmet buyurulması bilhassa tavsiye ve temenni  lunur..." in BOA, TFR. I. 
SKT. 3-229 (24 Şevval 1320) [24 January 1903]

494 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 238-239. 
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The voice of women in Rumelia is heard within and due to these petitions, which is 

rather significant, as studies regarding the "Macedonian Question" often neglect to a 

great extent the female subjects of Ottoman Macedonia. Filled with conflicts, 

violence and negotiations, it is a male dominated area of Ottoman history. However, 

there are numerous petitions sent by women, who wrote about any problem that 

could not be solved without the help of the Inspector, although financial matters 

constituted the subject of the majority of the petitions. As far as is understood from 

the documents, in most cases these women who petitioned the Inspector, generally 

had no men to petition on their behalf, so they had no other choice but appeal to the 

Inspector themselves. 

Among these petitions, one can come across with incidents of political importance of 

the period and their reflections on the lives of ordinary people. For instance, in both 

of the cases regarding the murders of the Russian Consuls in Manastır and Mitroviçe, 

the regional Ottoman authorities and the Inspectorate had to take strong measures in 

order to prevent these incidents from turning into major international crises. Thus, 

whoever suspected to be involved were immediately arrested and tried. This process 

naturally had consequences in the lives of women. On 25 October 1905, Yıldız 

Hanım, the mother of Bakkal Hüseyin who had been arrested due to his connection 

with the assassination that took place in 31 March 1903 in Mitrovitza, penned a 

petition to the General Inspectorate. According to her appeal, though the court of 

cassation (Temyiz mahkemesi) acquitted Hüseyin, he was still not released. In her 

petition, after stating how devastating his arrest was for the family, Yıldız Hanım 
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requested from the General Inspectorate the release of her son.495 Similarly, Fatma, 

the wife of Tevfik who had been arrested after the murder of the consul in Manastır 

on 7 August 1903, also sent a petition to the Inspectorate on 28 June 1905. She 

demanded the release of her husband, who had simply been an eyewitness to the 

incident. Her request was met on 1 August 1905. 496  Although the General 

Inspectorate was situated at the top of the bureaucratic pyramid in Rumelia it was not 

distant from the ordinary people. Petitions elucidate the position of the Inspectorate 

as the highest representative of the Hamidian administration in the region. For both 

men and women, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was the "address" to request solutions from 

and in most of the cases, Inspectorate managed to bring one swiftly.  

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia was established to overcome the essential 

problems of the region, which included re-establishing public order and introducing 

and executing administrative reforms to ensure the satisfaction of Rumelian people, 

especially the Christian subjects. While fulfilling this complicated job, along with 

various other dimensions, Hilmi Pasha also had to consider the balance between 

different parties. Furthermore, he had to somehow preserve the status-quo, in order 

not to endanger Ottoman rule in Macedonia. In that sense he was often accused of 

being pro-Greek and thus against the Bulgarian subjects of the region.497

The 1903 Census is in fact an important case that allows us to further understand the 

functions of the Inspectorate. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was the administrator, the rule 

maker and the problem solver for the population count. He promulgated "general 

495 BOA, TFR. I. SKT. 54-5343 (15 Şaban 1322) [25 October 1904].

496 BOA, TFR.I..SKT. 67-6648 (24 Rebiülahir 1323) [28 June 1905].

497 Tokay, "Macedonian Reforms and Muslim Opposition", 54.
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guidelines" to be followed during the registration. He was the one who insisted on 

registering denominational affiliations. It is apparent in the end that, he embraced a 

pro-Greek stance, due to his will to keep the balance in the region. He went so far as 

to avoide using the word "Bulgarian" in the census, and determined an official 

conversion date to minimize the possible pressure of the bands. This census caused a 

compulsory awareness of identity on masses, and when Hüseyin Hilmi faced 

criticisms he defended himself by asserting that it was not the census but the 

Mürzsteg Program, which foresaw the re-organization of administrative divisions in 

Rumelia to be based along ethnic lines.498

Buxton wrote in 1909 that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha "retained the office until 1908, 

enjoying, it is said, the exceptional confidence of the Sultan", and the continued 

interpretation of the situation constituted a fine introduction for the coming parts of 

this study: 

His position at that time was an extraordinary one. It was his business to keep 
Macedonia under the direct government of the Sultan; but in doing so he was 
confronted with the "civil agents" of Austria and Russia, the International 
Finance Commission, and the gendarmerie officers of England, France, Italy, 
Russia and Austria.499

5.2 The Inspectorate and the Reorganization of the Gendarmerie  

Violence and the lack of public order resulting from the conflict among different 

groups within Macedonia stood at the core of the Macedonian Question. The 

reorganization of the regional security forces, namely the gendarmerie and the police, 

was considered as the primary solution to the problem. First the Instructions on 

498 Yosmaoğlu, "Counting Bodies...", 63-66. 

499 Charles Roden Buxton, Turkey in Revolution (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1909), 123-124.  

http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/3879794?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=yosmaoglu&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dyosmaoglu%26amp%3Bacc%3Doff%26amp%3Bwc%3Don%26amp%3Bfc%3Doff
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Rumelian Provinces (November, 1902)500 and then the Vienna Plan (February, 

1903)501 touched upon the issue. However, the Mürzsteg Program brought along a 

concrete intervention into the problem. The second article of Mürzsteg Scheme 

stated that "Since the reorganization of the gendarmerie and the Turkish police 

constitutes the most essential measure for the pacification of the country, it is urgent 

to ask the Sublime Porte for the introduction of this reform" and continued:   

Taking in consideration, however, that the Swedish officers and other people 
employed until presently, who do not know the language or the local 
conditions, and did not render themselves useful, it would be desirable to 
introduce modification and supplements in the initial project as follows:  

a) The reorganization of the gendarmerie in the three vilayets will be entrusted 
to a general of foreign nationality, in the service of the Imperial Ottoman 
Government, to whom could be added Deputies, among the military personnel 
of Great Powers, who would share the circumscriptions between them and who 

500 Art 8th: Police agents and the commissars will be recruited from Muslim and Christians and at time 
of their appointment they will take the oath. Those should also be honourable and honest man from 
those who have not been punished and should be able to read and write Turkish. Those among the 
Muslims who possess these qualifications and already fulfilled their military service will have the 
priority on recruitment. 

Art 9th: In the case of violation of order, when the insufficiency of the gendarmeries are proven and if 
therefore troops are needed by the provincial government. The office of the government shall 
immediately inform the local military commandership. Troops will be prepared by the 
commandership and on the other side, without loosing time, a telegraph shall be sent to the Ministry 
of War to get Imperial consent. The Imperial edict will determine the way it will be solved. 
Nevertheless when such necessities are present, the reasons for such a request shall be put forward by 
the governors and will be approved by the commandership. 

501 "III. Police and Gendarmerie: The reorganization of the police and gendarmerie undertaken by the 
Ottoman Government, cannot be carried out successfully unless foreign specialists are employed to 
assist in the work of reorganization, and to settle the principles on which it is to be carried out. These 
specialists would be under the orders of the Ottoman Government. The Ottoman Government appears 
to have decided that Christians are to be admitted to serve in the gendarmerie only in the proportion of 
20 per cent. While taking into account the local circumstances by which is sought to justify this 
restriction, the Governments of Russia and Austria-Hungary are of the opinion that it cannot be 
maintained as a permanent rule, and that the proportion of the Musslumans to the Christians in the 
gendarmerie shall be the same as that of the Mussulman to the non-Mussluman population. The 
persons selected to be heads of the gendarmerie in the vilayets should, in future, be officers whose 
previous service has shown them to be capable and of good moral character. The same principles 
should be applied to the reorganization of the police. According to Article 8 of the ‘Instructions of 
European Turkey,’ commissaries of police and constables, both Mussulmans and Christians can fulfill 
this condition the rule should be abolished." From Appendix 1 in Julian Brooks, "Managing 
Macedonia: British Statecraft, Intervention, and 'Proto-peacekeeping' in Ottoman Macedonia, 1902-
1905" (Unpublished PhD Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 2014), 749.
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would act as supervisors, instructors and promoters. In this way they would 
also oversee the behavior of the troops towards the population. 

b) These officers will ask, if it appears necessary to them, for the addition of a 
certain number of officers and under-officers of foreign nationality.502

The Gendarmerie Reform, or Jandarma Tensîkâtı as it was generally referred to in 

the Turkish literature, constituted one of the main pillars of the Macedonian reform 

program. However, its connection with the General Inspectorate, and the association 

of its actors with Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, were different from those of the civil agents 

and the Financial Commission. The Gendarmerie reform project took place under the 

command of the Italian General Degiorgis, and he was in constant contact with 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, regularly reporting to him about their activities. However, the 

gendarmerie reform was not an undertaking of the inspectorate, and it did not add to 

the titles of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. Whereas in regards to the Financial Reform, he 

was actually the president of the International Commission.  

On 1 December 1904, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received a telegraph from the Grand 

Vizier, apprising the Inspector about a recent imperial edict, one of the consequences 

of the Mürzsteg, which referred to the reorganization of the gendarmerie in the Three 

Provinces. Accordingly, an Italian General and two other officials were appointed for 

two years to implement the Gendarmerie reforms. They were going to have 

attendants, clerks and translators. The foreign officers under the command of the 

Italian general would be employed by trustful officers and civil officials of the 

Ottoman Empire, and who had knowledge of the local languages.503 The telegraph 

allocated the Inspector with additional four missions towards the Europeans, using 

502 Lange-Akhund, 142-143. 

503 İSAM-HHP 3-163 (21 Kânunuevvel 1319) [3 January 1904].
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the familiar expressions: Since the majority of the population consists of Muslims, no 

undertaking shall be permitted which contradicts this principle. The reform shall not 

be conducted on their own, but together with the officials of the Ottoman Empire, the 

real owners of the state, and the reform shall be rapidly implemented in order to 

conclude the jobs of the foreign officers, and therefore Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha should 

be in Salonika at the time of foreign officers' arrival from Istanbul. Once he received 

the orders from the Porte, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha immediately informed the governors 

of the Three Provinces and urged the governors to initiate the reforms in the areas 

which, though confirmed, had not yet begun.504

An Italian Lieutenant General, Emilio Degiorgis (Corcis Paşa), was appointed as the 

general-reorganizer of the Three Rumelian Provinces (Jandarma Tensikatı 

Kumandanı). He arrived in Istanbul on 1 February 1904. He was presented to the 

Sultan on the 5th by the Italian Ambassador.505 The military delegates were assigned 

by the powers, and these six military attachés from their embassies formed a military 

commission in Istanbul, under the presidency of General Degiorgis and began their 

daily meetings.506 Two months passed before they could reach a compromise among 

themselves, as well as with the Porte, on a reform scheme for the Macedonian 

gendarmerie. Germany did not want to be a part of the program, and only appointed 

an officer to the Gendarmerie School in Salonika. General Degiorgis was to work in 

the service of the Imperial Ottoman Government for two years, and 25 more officers, 

five from each country (Britain, France, Italy, Russi and Austria-Hungary), were to 

be appointed. The Ottoman government was to pay for the expenses of the reform 

504 Ibid. 

505 "The Macedonian Reform Scheme", The Times (6 February 1904), 7. 

506 Lange-Akhund, 155. 
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and increase the salaries of the whole gendarmerie organization.507 The issue of 

authority was questioned and discussed from the very beginning, personally by 

Degiorgis himself: 

In order to organize and instruct the Ottoman gendarmerie, is it necessary to 
take command of the units directly? Or it is [sic.?] preferable to exercise 
surveillance rather than control?... Should the European general take effective 
command, which will lead to the direct command of regiments, battalions, and 
even companies by the European officers? 

Though the preliminary response of the delegates to this question was hold "direct 

command" of gendarmerie forces, with the intervention of the Porte, they were 

convinced with accepting that their authority would be limited to "surveillance" of 

the reforms.508 However, this obscure issue remained a foremost matter of conflict 

between the European officers and the Ottoman authorities throughout the years of 

gendarmerie re-organization in Macedonia.509

Finally, the military delegates managed to divide the region into five sectors and give 

each to one of the European powers, as an area that was to be under their 

responsibility during the process of reform. Austria Hungary received the 

responsibility of the sanjak of Üsküb, Italy of the sanjak of Manastır, Russia had 

Salonika under its reform authority, France was to remain in Serez (Siroz) and 

Britain in Drama.510 Each power was to send five officers to their sectors. The senior 

officer of each delegation was ranked either a Major, Captain or a Lieutenant 

507 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 119-120. 

508 Lange-Akhund, 163. 

509 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 120. 

510 Lange-Akhund, 162. 
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Colonel, however the ranks of all the officers in the gendarmerie were promoted by 

one degree.511

5.2.1 The Arrival of the European Officers in Macedonia  

The Inspectorate in Salonika, was informed of the arrival from Istanbul of the 

British, French and Austrian staff officers (ecnebi zâbitân) on 12 April 1904.512 The 

following morning, British consul Graves presented the British military delegate 

Colonel Fairholme to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, by whom "he was cordially received". In 

the following two days, five British officers attached to Fairholme arrived in the city, 

and were introduced to the Inspector General as well.513 This procedure was probably 

repeated for each delegation and Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa was assured an acquaintance 

with all of the commanding officers.  

General Degiorgis was given a final audience with the SultanAnd granted imperial 

consent to proceed to Salonika. He was met by the foreign dignitaries there, and 

directly paid a visit to Hilmi Pasha. The Times' correspondent reported a month later: 

"General de Giorgis, who seems to have made an extremely favourable impression 

on the Turks of all ranks, from Hilmi Pasha to the private gendarme, is stated to be 

looking forward with confidence to the results of his labours."514 Contrary to this 

image of acceptance of Degiorgis by the Inspector General, most of other sources 

claim that, from the very beginning, the arrival of the foreign officers caused 

511 İSAM-HHP 24-1560 (Nisan 1320) [April 1904]. 

512 BOA, TFR. I. A. 17-1635 (26 Muharrem 1322) [12 April 1904]. 

513 From Graves to O'Conor Inclosure 1 in No., FO. 421-203, 1 (Salonica, 18 April 1904), 5. 

514 "The Macedonian Gendarmerie" The Times (23 May 1904), 4. 
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displeasure and irritation among the Muslim circles of Rumelia. They were certain 

that the foreigners should not have the command of Ottoman soldiers, nor should 

they interfere with the internal affairs of the Empire.515

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was distressed by the new conditions. He wrote dispatches to 

the Palace, to explain the reasons why the reorganization of the gendarmerie could 

not have been previously executed, despite having had the order from the Sultan to 

do so, from the very start of his duty in Rumelia (December 1902) . The Inspector 

General once again attributed the cause for this delay to the Porte. He asserted that it 

had been impossible to hire more gendarmerie with the budget in hand. Therefore the 

Inspectorate had asked for additional income from the Ministry of Finance, however 

his demand was ignored "despite the will of the Sultan". That is why the 

reorganization of the gendarmerie had to be "postponed", providing the foreigners 

with the opportunity to criticize and intervene.516

5.2.2 Half-hearted Cooperation 

Once the foreign officers and their commander general   to reorganize the 

gendarmerie in Macedonia, the primary objective of the Inspectorate was to 

accomplish this process rapidly, in order to send these foreigners back to their 

countries as soon as possible. In that sense, the relationship between Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha and General Degiorgis can be called a 'half-hearted cooperation'. The 

515 Tokay, "Macedonian Reforms and Muslim Opposition...", 58. 

516 "...mukarrerat-ı müttehizenin tatbik edilmediğine dair devletlere serrişte-i şikayet ve müdahale 
verilerek  ukarrerat ve tekalif-i ahire-i muzırranın vukuu teshil ve tervic ve binaenaleyh devlet-i aliyye 
bir taraftan  müşkilat-ı azime-i siyasiyeye ve diğer taraftan mesarif-i külliyeye düçar edilmiş 
olduğu..." in İSAM-HHP 15-965 (12 Nisan 1320) [ 25 April 194]. 
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assistance to be rendered by the Inspector General was foreseen in a joint note sent to 

the Porte by the ambassadors of Austria-Hungary and Russia, on 5 March 1903: 

... the Imperial Government is firmly resolved to implement, without delay or 
interruption, the measures of reorganization which it has assumed, and to 
eliminate all that might hinder it. To this end, it will give Inspector Hussein 
Hilmi Pasha the necessary orders so that he has to lend all his assistance and to 
give all the facilities to Degiorgis Pasha for the success of his mission.517

Therefore, the reform of the Macedonian gendarmerie began with a confusion of 

authority. The foreign reform officers did not have the right of execution. For 

instance, they could tell an Ottoman officer what to do, but if he failed to abide by 

their order only an Ottoman officer could punish him, not the foreign reform officer. 

There were two types of foreign officers, the military delegates appointed from each 

European power, and the officers which were actually serving in the Ottoman Army, 

and there to supervise the implementation of the reforms. The reform mechanism 

thus transformed into a "complicated machinery", where foreign officers were 

reporting to the European delegates, as well as to the civil agents. Meanwhile, the 

delegates only met periodically in Salonika, to discuss the details of the project. In 

time, as the system was more or less settled, they were to act as inspectors within 

their own appointed sectors.518

The relationship between Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and General  

Degiorgis was also a tricky one to understand. Degiorgis was formally an Ottoman 

Pasha, in the uniform of the Ottoman army. He was, just like any other official in the 

517 "Note adressée par la Porte aux Ambassadeurs d'Autriche-Hongrieet de Russie à Constantinople" 
(17 March 1904) in Documents Diplomatiques, Affaires de Macédoine 1903-1905 (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale, 1905), 82. 

518 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 124-125. 
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region, beneath the Inspector General, however Degiorgis also had the authority of 

decision-making, whereas the Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha had the authority of executing 

decisions. Thus decisions and suggestions were submitted to the Inspector-General 

by General Degiorgis himself. Hilmi Pasha either reached a conclusion regarding the 

proposals within the Inspectorate, or forwarded them to the Porte. In her book, Gül 

Tokay referred to "the known conflict between Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and Degiorgis" 

and she added that this situation was not reflected in their communications. These 

two Pasha's were constantly corresponding, and a large portion of the Inspectorate 

Papers (TFR), housed today by the Ottoman Archives, consist of documents 

regarding the gendarmerie. Degiorgis wrote to Hüseyin Hilmi regarding central 

matters, such as establishing additional battalions or paying the salaries of the 

officials.519 However, he also corresponded about details of minor importance, such 

as informing about officers going for leave, or the purchase of a first aid kit for the 

gendarmerie school.520 In most of the cases, the General was not asking for the 

Inspector's permission, he was simply keeping Pasha informed. The communication 

was typed in French on letterheads which read: "Reorganization of the Gendarmerie 

of the Three Vilayets of Rumelia".521

Perhaps one of the most significant examples of cooperation between the two pashas 

was regarding a very basic matter concerning the gendarmerie reorganization. The 

foreign military delegations were insistent on increasing the number of foreign 

officers. The Porte's stance was clear from the beginning, they did not approve of 

519 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 127-128. 

520 BOA, TFR. I. AS. 33-3286 (20 Safer 1324) [15 April 1906]. 

521 "Excellence, J'ai honneur de communiquer à V. E...." in BOA, TFR. I. A. 21-2061 (7 Şevval 1322) 
[15 December 1904]. 
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such assignments. Nonetheless, when Austrian, Russian and French executive 

delegates asked for additional officers from their governments, Degiorgis dispatched 

each embassy to refute such claims of need. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was then ordered 

by the Porte to express his acknowledgement of the order to the general, and 

subsequently show his support.522

However, in time, the number of officers rose to 150. Tahsin Uzer was a young civil 

servant at the time. He served in several districts of Rumelia, as well as in central 

Salonika, as a kaimakam. According to him, the network of gendarmerie reform 

spread throughout all of Macedonia, and the battalion commanders of the region 

were unconditionally under their European control and these foreign officers 

penetrated even the smallest administrative unit. Though Uzer's account exaggerated 

the foreign element that accompanied the reforms and his knowledge was quite 

disreputable523, his records are still significant in order to comprehend the level of 

discontent among Ottoman officials in the Three Provinces.524

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha held the ultimate position of authority within the reform 

machinery in Rumelia, yet he was not equally involved in all aspects of the 

European-led reforms. He was personally working with the two civil agents, he was 

the president of the Financial commission but neither he, nor any other Ottoman 

Official, was a member of the committee of gendarmerie re-organization. Every year, 

General Degiorgis invited the other foreign military officers, his adjuncts in their 

own sectors, to Salonika and held meetings regarding the evaluation and planning of 

522 BOA, TFR. I. A. 18-1708 (14 Rebiülevvel 1322) [29 Mayıs 1904].

523 He refers to Degiorgis "a French general". Uzer, 84. 

524 Ibid., 86. 
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the reforms. The Inspectorate was excluded from these meetings, and Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha could only gradually receive information to then acquaint the Porte.525

The strong cooperation between the Ottoman authorities and the European officers 

resulted in a successful implementation of reforms in the Ottoman gendarmerie, 

during the preliminary years of the process. This was mainly a consequence of 

tremendous effort by the Ottomans, who acted with the goal of successfully 

concluding the reforms and sending the foreigners back. Ironically, this achievement 

was read from the exact opposite perspective by the Europeans. They were becoming 

more and more convinced that conditions in the Ottoman lands could only be 

improved by their presence in the region.526

The Muslim Ottoman subjects of Rumelia were disturbed and uneasy with the 

presence of European officers in their towns, as well as with the Ottoman authorities. 

Tokay’s narration is striking regarding the state of affairs in the region. 

The main protest against the European officers took place in Kosova, which 
had a large Muslim Albanian community. There was often mutual provocation 
between the foreign officers and the civilians. The foreign officers, including 
the instructors at the training schools, made regular checks among the 
population regarding their behaviour and whether they carried guns. These 
officers had no executive rights to interfere with the civilians, but the 
authorities did not want to antagonize the foreign officers and it was usually 
the civilians who were punished when confrontations occurred.527

The rising tension between these two parties aggravated the burden of the 

Inspectorate, and prompted Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to adopt a more authoritarian 

525 BOA, TFR. I. A. 35-3485 (18 Şaban 1325) [26 Eylül 1907].

526 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 128. 

527 Tokay, "Macedonian reforms and Muslim Opposition...", 58. 
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stance, ignoring the requests of the General and restricting the moves of foreign 

officers.528 The intention of the Inspector-General was "to confine the foreign 

officers, purely and simply, to the material organization o the gendarmerie." General 

Degiorgis was generally on the same page with the Ottoman authorities. However, 

this was not the case for all of the delegates. On July 1904, French Ambassador to 

the Porte, Monsieur Constans sent a note to Colonel Verand, the chief of the French 

section in Serez. 

General Degiorgis has, in fact, a strictly limited commission, in the 
accomplishment of which he is dependent on the Sublime Porte, whereas the 
foreign delegates, remaining the agents of their respective countries, are not so 
precisely limited in their activity as the general; and it is in their power, it is 
even their duty, to escape from the purely technical sphere to which he is 
confined whenever they are informed of a matter touching "the general work of 
the reforms and the political pacification of the country." 529

The French ambassador, also urging the British Ambassador to support him 

determined a chain of communication, which is significant in order to comprehend 

the position of the Inspectorate before their eyes: 

If, therefore, matters of this nature occur within your district of Serres, you will 
not have to consult General Degiorgis; you must notify it to the French Consul 
at Salonica, and the latter, according to circumstances, will bring it before 
either Russian and Austro-Hungarian civil agents, the Inspector-General, or 
else the Embassy.530

Some of his contemporaries accused General Degiorgis for taking the title of "pasha" 

too seriously and of acting as a servant of the Sultan, forgetting that he was originally 

528 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 128. 

529 Draganof, 77-78. 

530 Ibid., 77-78. 
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chosen by the Powers "to give instructions to the highest Turkish functionaries, and 

never to take his orders from them."531 However, he did work in connection with 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha until his death in March, 1908. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha sent a 

sentimental message of condolence to his family in Rome.532 The empty post left by 

the death of Degiorgis was soon filled with another Italian, General Rubilian, in May 

1908.533 He was to face the Young Turk Revolution in Macedonia in two months 

time. 

It would not be fair to state that the gendarmerie re-organization was a total failure, 

as it resulted in some commonly acknowledged progress. Degiorgis achieved his aim 

of "the formation of Macedonian gendarmerie elite" however he was also aware of 

the fact that, the gendarmerie was not the correct force to contain insurgent activities, 

rather the army was.534 The European-initiated gendarmerie reform had important 

consequences in terms of the Macedonian Question and the future of the Empire. 

Firstly, it was the most significant pillar of the Macedonian reforms, through which 

the Ottoman subjects, as well as the Ottoman officials, felt the pressure of foreign 

intervention. And secondly, reforming the gendarmerie caused an unjust transfer of 

the resources which upset the army.535 Thus the road for the rapid expansion of the 

Young Turk Committee in the Third Army and the declaration of the constitution in 

July 1908 was paved.  

531 Ibid., 80. 

532 BOA, TFR. I. AS. 57-5665 (9 Safer 1326) [13 March 1908]. 

533 İSAM-HHP 20/1376  (14 Mayıs 1324) [27 May 1908].

534 Davide Rodogno, "The European powers' intervention in Macedonia, 1903-1908: an instance of 
humanitarian intervention?" in Brendan Simms and D. J. B. Trim (eds.), Humanitarian Intervention: 
A History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 219. 

535 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 118. 
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5.3 The General Inspectorate and the Civil Agents 

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia entered a new phase with the reluctant approval 

of the Mürzsteg Scheme by the Ottoman Government in late 1903. The greatest 

difference made by the program was the appointment of two officials, one from 

Russia and the other from Austria-Hungary, with the title of "Civil Agent" to work 

with the Inspector-General in the Three Provinces. Russian and Austro-Hungarian 

Ambassadors to the Porte announced that Monsieur Demerik and Monsieur Von 

Müller were appointed as Civil Agents to work with Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, on 8 

December 1903.536  These two officials were to enter office immediately at the 

beginning of 1904, and the position of the Civil Agents functioned until the program 

came to an end in 1909. 

The duties and authorizations of the Civil Agents were clearly articulated in the 

Article 1 of the Mürzsteg Program:

Civil Special Agents form Austria-Hungary and Russia are appointed to the 
office of Hilmi Pasha, and obligated to accompany the General Inspector 
everywhere, to call his attention to the needs of the Christian population, signal 
him to the abuses of local authorities, transmit their recommendations to the 
Ambassadors in Constantinople, and inform their Government of all that 
happens in the country. As aides to the Agents, Secretaries and Dragomans 
could be appointed and charged with the execution of their orders and are 
authorized to tour the districts in order to question the inhabitants of Christian 
villages, supervise local authorities, etc. 

The mission of the Civil Agents is to watch over the introduction of reforms 
and the appeasement of the population; their commission will expire in two 
years from the day of their nomination. The Sublime Porte will prescribe to the 
local authorities to grant these Agents all the assistance so that they can fulfill 
their mission.537

536 "The Situation in the Near East", The Times (26 January 1904), 7; From Constans to M. Delcasse 
(Pera, 13 Decembre 1903) in Documents Diplomatiques, 49. 

537 Brooks, 743.  
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It was openly stated that the position of civil agents was created to control the 

activities of the local Ottoman authorities regarding the application of the reforms. 

As Brailsford expressed in a teasing tone "... they were to sit, as it were, at the right 

and left of Hilmi Pasha and guide him in the straight path. Unfortunately their 

powers are purely advisory."538 Not surprisingly, this aspect of attempting to exert 

control deeply disturbed the Ottoman government, who it to be an act of intimidation 

and a threat to the sovereignty of the Sultan. 

5.3.1 The Ottoman Reaction

An article in The Times' written on 28 December 1903 asserted that Monsieur 

Demerik, the Russian Civil Agent, had been in Istanbul for some time, whereas his 

Austrian colleague had not yet arrived. The correspondent added he was expected 

within few days, however "it would be useless for them to proceed to Macedonia 

until they have received their instructions, which, apparently, are not yet ready". And 

he added "until the two Ambassadors have persuaded the Porte to issue directions to 

Hilmi Pasha to give the two civil agents the facilities necessary for their work of 

control."539

On the 4th of January 1904, Grand Vizier Ferid Pasha had an interview with the 

ambassadors of Russia and Austria-Hungary regarding the Mürzsteg Program. 

During this meeting, he voiced the reservations of the Hamidian government. First of 

all, he said it would be appropriate to appoint these "civil agents" with the title of 

"consular". Moreover, the Grand Vizier stated that if their attendant interpreters and 

538 Brailsford, 305. 

539 "Macedonian Reform", The Times (30 December 1903), 3. 
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clerks toured the villages and contacted the people, that such actions would 

encourage the rebels and cause demonstrations, potentially destabilizing the local 

order. Moreover, local interpreters were also not free from the doubt of biased 

behavior.540

In their response, the ambassadors argued that to call the civil agents "consul"s 

would undermine the purpose of memorandum proposal, and therefore was 

inapplicable. They were also definite regarding the tours of interpreters and clerks. 

They claimed that the only aim was to reveal the true nature of the situation, and to 

provide the Europeans with genuine information. If this aspect could not be fulfilled, 

the expected benefit would not be acquired from the appointment of civil agents. 

They were to be chosen from among those raised for the profession. Besides, the 

consulate officials in Macedonia had always been performing their regional tours in 

this manner.541

In the end, none of the Ottoman demands were met and the civil agents embarked on 

their duties as designated by the Mürszteg Program. It marked a new period for the 

General Inspectorate of Rumelia, as Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was to learn how to work 

with these two colleagues, and to find his own solutions for the implementation of 

the reforms. Due to these changes, from early 1904, the Inspectorate was to be 

centered more in Salonika than Üsküp and Manastır.

540 İSAM. HHP. 3-164 (Kanunuevvel 1319) [4 January 1904].. 

541 Ibid. 
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5.3.2 The Civil Agents: Müller and Demerik

To fill the position of  Civil Agent, Russia appointed Nikolai Nikolaevich Demerik 

and Austria-Hungary appointed Henrich Von Müler to the General Inspectorate of 

Rumelia. Each of these men were experienced diplomats, and experts on the affairs 

of the Ottoman Empire, especially regarding the situation in Macedonia.  

The Russian Civil Agent, Nikolai Nikolaevich Demerik, had been working in the 

Ottoman Empire since 1885. He had been serving as the Consul-General in Beirut 

since 1902, when he was appointed to Ottoman Macedonia in 1904.542  Demerik had 

been to Istanbul as a student in early 1880's, he learned Turkish, then served as 

dragoman and secretary at different Russian consulates within the Ottoman Empire. 

He worked in Beirut in 1885 and in Salonika in 1888. He was vice-consul in 

Manastır in 1990, Niş (1895) and Heraklion (1896). He became the Consul-General 

of Erzurum (1901), and again of Beirut (1902). His contemporaries, like the Austia-

Hungraian Consul Alfred Rappaport and the Bulgarian commercial attaché Shopov, 

were generous in praising his personality.543

The Austro-Hungarian Civil Agent, Heinrich Von Müller, served as Consul in 

European Turkey, head of classified missions in Bosnia. He was the Russian Consul 

at Odessa, and worked with the Russians and was closely acquainted with regional 

affairs. He was known for his diligence and goodwill, as well as his command of 

regional affairs. He spoke Turkish, Russian and Serbian.544 Apparently, both powers 

542 Hristo Siljanov, Osvoboditelnite borbi na Makedoniya, Vol II (Macedonia's Liberation Struggle) 
(Sofia: Izdanie na Ilindenskata organizatsiya, 1943), 72. 

543 "Nikolay Nikolayevich Demerik",  Diplomats of the Russian Empire website, access date 13. 9. 
2017, http://www.rusdiplomats.narod.ru/demerin-nn.html 

544 Silyanov, 72. 
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appointed their most able diplomats to serve in this critical position. Both of them 

were experts in regional affairs and had the command of languages. They were high 

ranking diplomats who had served as consul-general elsewhere in the Empire, when 

appointed as civil agents. In that sense, it is more appropriate to consider that the 

Civil Agents were projected to act as collaborators with the Inspector-General, rather 

than mere subordinates meant to observe him and report back to their governments. 

5.3.3 The Question of the Status and Prejudices 

The status of the Civil Agents became a continuous source of conflict between the 

Great Powers and the Sublime Porte. Proponents of more efficacious reforms 

considered the civil agents to be a half-hearted attempt by Austrian and Russian 

diplomats to give the illusion that they had some purchase on the actions of the 

Ottoman government, embodied by Inspector General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. 

Draganof wrote: 

... Inspector-General Hilmi Pasha, who is assigned, under the name of civil 
agents not representative of European control, but functionaries who are to be 
absolutely at his disposal, and whose office is to lighten his responsibility in 
the eyes of Europe.545

İpek Yosmaoğlu contributed to the issue by stating that "The Sublime Porte, on the 

other hand, viewed even this concession a potential breach of sovereignty", 

furthermore she  continued "and insisted that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's authority be 

paramount in the region and over the implementation process, and that the civil 

agents' role not exceed that of assistance."546

545 Draganof, 61; Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 36. 

546 Yosmaoğlu, Blood Ties, 36. 
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As the news of the memorandum immediately reached Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, he was 

frequently exchanging telegraphs with the Porte in an attempt to try and comprehend 

the actual status and authority of the Civil Agents. On 6 January 1904, the Inspector 

General wrote to the Palace that, without completely understanding the scope of their 

authority and the nature of the relationship between himself and the Civil Agents, he 

would not dare to take any actions. Therefore, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was waiting for 

further instructions.547 However, concurrently he was already making arrangements 

to deal with the Civil Agents. The Mürztseg Scheme stipulated that the Civil Agents 

were to have their own attendants. However, the provincial governments lacked 

qualified officials, especially interpreters, and therefore, the Pasha suggested 

employing three officials with salaries of a minimum of 2000 guruş, and to transfer a 

trusted interpreter, with advanced skills in French, from the Foreign Office to the 

Inspectorate. Regarding the "tours of the Civil Agents", the Inspector General 

affirmed that he would remain cognizant of what they would investigate, and of 

where would they go. .548

The Times' informed its readers on 7 January 1904 that the Porte had forwarded 

instructions to Hilmi Pasha, as well as to "the Valis of Macedonian vilayets", 

regarding the duties of the newly-appointed European Civil Agents. These 

instructions were also to be communicated to the Russian and Austro-Hungarian 

Embassies.549 The French Ambassador in Istanbul reported to Paris on 15 January 

1904: 

547 İSAM. HHP. 3-173 (24 Kânunuevvel 1319) [6 Ocak 1904].

548 İSAM. HHP. 3-175 (24 Kânunuevvel 1319) [6 Ocak 1904].

549 "News in Brief", The Times (9 January 1904), 5. 
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As will be seen, the Ottoman Government drops most of the objections which 
he had verbally made against the demands of the Embassies. He no longer 
disputes, for example, Demerik and Müller the qualification "civilian agents" 
and grants them the right to join secretaries and Dragomans.550

On the 26th of January, however, both of the Civil Agents were reported to still be in 

Istanbul, trying to finalize the necessary arrangements and hoped to proceed to 

Rumelia by the end of that month. It overall took almost four months until the 

planned Austro-Russian control, which was the outcome of the Mürzsteg Agreement, 

could be materialized.551

Austro-Hungarian and Russian diplomats were not the only ones on alert. Around the 

same time, the British Ambassador in Istanbul, O'Connor, summoned Robert Graves, 

Consul-General in Salonica, to Istanbul to discuss the Mürzsteg Scheme. It turns out, 

Graves returned to his post in Salonika with two fellow travelers: Demerik and Von 

Müller. It would be a mistake to consider this a mere coincidence since the 

diplomatic circles in Istanbul were all focused at the inauguration of the Civil Agents 

and probably received the intelligence regarding their departure time.  Graves did not 

forget to note in his memoire that the Austrian civil agent ".. proved a cheerful and 

entertaining companion."552

Russian and Austrian authorities constantly repeated that the provisions of the 

Mürzsteg Scheme, including the appointment of the civil agents, were by no means 

intended to harm the sovereignty of Sultan. They did so, arguably to convince the 

Sultan to agree with the reforms. However, a concurrent statement made by the 

550 From Constans to M. Delcassé (Pera, 15 January 1904) in Documents Diplomatiques, 52. 

551 "The Situation In The Near East", The Times (26 January 1904), 7. 

552 Graves, 203.
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Austro-Hungarian ambassador, who was trying to respond to criticism regarding the 

slow application of the reforms in Macedonia, and the general dissatisfaction among 

the European public, was in direct opposition to the conciliatory attitude shown to 

the Sultan: 

[...] We have named as commissaries two former Consuls, one Russian, the 
other Austrian, who know the country thoroughly and all the languages which 
are spoken there... It is true that our two commissaries bear the title of deputy-
commissaries and that they will be attached nominally to Hilmi Pasha. In 
reality, however, it is they who will have the most authority in everything, for 
they alone control everything with the aid of the numerous agents whom they 
have under their orders.553

Apparently, diplomatic skills were made use of to expertly craft the correct answer to 

the intended audience when it was required in order to move the reform program 

forward. However, in terms of actual implementation and actual authority held by the 

Civil Agents, the Ambassador’s claims were highly questionable. The Civil Agents 

worked in harmony with the Inspector-General, but they never did hold any authority 

over him. They did not have "numerous agents under their order", as mentioned 

above, and there was a limited personnel in service at their disposal. 

As soon as it was certain that the Civil Agents were to be sent to Rumelia, the 

Inspector General was ordered to relocate the center of the Inspectorate, and proceed 

from Manastır to Salonika within one or two days. However, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

responded that his departure was not possible in less than four days. This became 

convenient, as the civil agents would not arrive earlier either due to the train 

schedule.554 Eventually 'the headquarters' of the General Inspectorate was moved, 

553 "The Macedonian Reform Scheme", The Times (27 January 1904), 3. 

554 BOA. TFR. I. A. 15-1492 (23 Şevval 1322) [12 January 1904].
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and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha departed Manastır on 16 January 1904 for Salonika.555 The 

day after his arrival, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received Monsieur Steeg, the French 

Consul at Üsküp who happened to be in Salonika at the time. He expressed his well-

disposed expectation towards the service of the civil agents.556 On 21 January 1904, 

the Civil Agents arrived in Salonika.557

A short but attention-grabbing commentary, regarding Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's 

receiving of the Civil Agents, found itself a place within the columns of The Times 

on  6 February 1904. It gave no reference to its source for the information, but it 

narrated that when the Austrian and Russian Civil Agents called on the Inspector-

General he was very polite, but he wanted to see the Imperial Decree (İrade) 

authorizing them to conduct their new duties. The Inspector-General was surprised to 

hear that they had not been admitted to have an audience with the Sultan and so were 

not issued an irade. In turn, the Civil Agents wanted to examine the budgets of the 

Three Provinces, however having received no such order from Istanbul, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha did not meet this request. When they displayed an interest in visiting 

Manastır and Üsküp, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha again stepped in. The following is an 

excerpt from The Times of February 6th, 1904: 

"Why expose yourselves," said the Inspector-General "to the risks of a long 
and arduous journey in the depth of winter? There will be time enough for that 
later on. Besides, I myself have just returned from the interior, where I have 
already put through all needful reforms; and I can personally answer for it that 
all abuses are at the end, that the burned villages have, through his Majesty's 
liberality, been rebuilt, that all salaries are regularly paid, and that peace and 
order everywhere prevail."558

555 BOA. TFR. I. A. 15-1500 (27 Şevval 1322) [16 January 1904]. 

556 BOA. TFR. I. A.16-1503 (23 Şevval 1321) [17 January 1904].

557 From M. Steeg to M. Delcassé (8 February 1904) in Documents Diplomatiques, 63. 

558 "The Macedonian Reform Scheme", The Times (6 February 1904), 7. 
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The commentator was rather relentless in his conclusion: "It seems absolutely certain 

that Hilmi Pasha's coming to Salonika was prompted by the desire to prevent the 

Assessors from penetrating into the interior."559

These early interactions of the Civil Agents with Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha seemed to 

reflect a tense atmosphere. Records give the impression that both parties were biased 

against each other from the start. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, it seems, was particularly on 

high alert and distinctly defensive. Following their first meeting, the Inspector-

General made his own visit to the Civil Agents, during which the agents expressed 

their beliefs that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha would to be content with their service. He 

responded: "a loyal servant of the Sultan and his country could not be content with 

any type of foreign intervention", but as he was to follow the imperial orders, he 

would work towards implementing the reforms. This meeting was also important as 

it demonstrated in what way the Inspector would agree to work with the agents. They 

asked on which days and hours they would be received and the Pasha replied "it was 

not necessary to designate a certain day or hour; they could come every day, any 

time from 5 in the morning 8 in the night (alaturka).560

The very next day, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha met them again, and wrote a detailed 

dispatch regarding the content of the meeting, and addressed both the Başkitabet and 

Sadaret. He gave the Agents information regarding the level of progress in 

implementing the reforms. They were particularly interested in the Gendarmerie 

reforms, and questioned the situation regarding the dismissal of the gendarmerie 

commander of Salonika, Hayreddin Bey. They claimed that it was bizarre that he was 

559 "The Macedonian Reform Scheme", The Times (6 February 1904), 7. 

560 BOA. TFR. I. A. 16-1512 (6 Zilkade 1321) [24 January 1904]. 
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still in the city and receiving his wages, and asked about the conditions of the prison, 

and about the issue of granting amnesty for political criminals. For each, they 

received a defensive response from the Inspector-General, couched in the theme of 

'whatever is necessary is being done, with mercy of the Sultan'.561

One of the preliminary concerns of the Civil Agents was the conditions of the 

prisons, which they desired to investigate themselves. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was 

again extremely suspicious of this request: "There is no doubt that, the attitude 

they've adopted regarding the prisons is rather political than being sincere [,] aiming 

to win the hearts of local people" the Inspector-General wrote562 He also added that 

the regulations issued previously by the Sultan regarding the conditions of the 

prisons sufficiently addressed the previous concerns, but had simply not yet been 

thoroughly applied. Still, the Inspectorate would take the necessary precautions to 

protect the local people from the influence of foreigners.563

Following their first interactions with the Inspector-General, Müller and Demerik 

shared their impressions with the British Consul, Graves. Demerik informed Graves 

that their relations with Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha were “excellent,” and they were 

impressed by the Inspector General’s “intelligence, courtesy, and remarkable 

industry.”  The Austrian Agent, however, was more critical in terms of the Pasha’s 

capacity to achieve the reforms. On the other hand, according to Graves, the British 

561 BOA. TFR. I. A. 16-1512 (6 Zilkade 1321) [24 January 1904]. 

562 "...Bunların hapishaneler hakkında gösterdikleri tavır ciddi olmaktan ziyâde siyâsî ve efkâr ve
kulûb-ı ahâli-i mahallîyi celb maksadına mübtenî olacağından şüphe olmayıp..." BOA. TFR. I. A. 16-
1518 (9 Zilkade 1321) [27 Ocak 1904]. 

563 Ibid. 
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Consul General in Salonika, the Turkish circles in the city regarded the position of 

the Civil Agents as insignificant.564

The early days of 'cooperation' between the Inspector-General and the Civil Agents 

were dominated by the instinct of self-preservation by the Turkish government. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as well as the imperial capital, had difficulty identifying the 

role and the intentions of his new colleagues. In that sense, the orders received from 

Istanbul were in a tone that regarded them as opponents, cautioning the Inspector-

General to prevent any conditions that would lead the Civil Agents to issue any 

complaints.565

On 1 April 1904, two months after the arrival of the civil agents, Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha penned a dispatch to the palace, which marks the end of the first phase of their 

relation. He said, when the Civil Agents were first appointed, both Muslim and 

Christian locals considered them as a "committee of invasion" (heyet-i istila) and that 

local affairs were to be conducted according to their orders. That is why the 

Christians were extremely proud, whereas the Muslims were highly affected. The 

characteristics defining this early phase is reflected in the words used by the 

Inspector-General where he claimed that the [Civil Agents] acted in such a severe 

manner in the first two weeks after their arrival. They stressed that they would not 

accept a single letter of the Porte's decisions, which were not included in the 

Mürzsteg Program. Moreover, the Civil Agents threatened Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, that 

564 Brooks, 584. 

565 BOA. TFR. I. A. 16-1515 (7 Za 1321) [25 January 1904]. 
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if they were not provided for their service assistants or interpreters, they were to 

depart immediately leaving the whole responsibility on the Ottoman government.566

At this stage, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's highly developed diplomatic skills and ability to 

crisis manage was again of utmost importance. He knew that starting with a major 

conflict would result in an inconvenience, which is why he was meticulous and calm 

in his dialogue. He somehow managed to convince the Agents not to go on 

inspection tours on their own, which posed a serious threat to both Muslim and non-

Muslim locals,. Instead he persuaded them to leave that job to Inspector himself, and 

be content with his reports, "up until it is definite that the Inspector himself had 

failed/mistaken or he deceived the agents."567 This dispatch reveals that the Civil 

Agents and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha were already on good terms, as the agents agreed 

and followed the advice of the Inspector-General, despite facing criticism, even from 

their own consuls. Furthermore, Hilmi Pasha was trying to communicate with the 

Porte to make the necessary arrangements to facilitate the implementation of the 

Civil Agent's own tasks. 

5.3.4 A Steady Cooperation 

Soon after the question of position and authority was settled between the Inspector 

General and the two civil agents, most records confirm that they got on well and 

cooperated with each other to a great extent. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha continuously 

praised the two agents when writing to the capital. On 28 May 1904, the Inspector-

566 BOA. TFR. I. A. 17-1621 (17 Muharrem 1322) [3 Nisan 1904]. 

567 "... işin kullarına bırakılmasına ve taraf-ı çakeâanemden icrâ ve netâyici kendilerine tebliğ edilecek 
tahkîkâtda  aldandığım ve ya kendilerini iğfâl ettiğim sâbit oluncaya kadar kendi taraflarından 
doğrudan  doğruya tahkîkâta teşebbüs olunmamasına muvâfakatları istihsâl...", Ibid.
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General informed the Porte about Russian Civil Agent Demerik’s absence due to 

medical leave. The level of his disappointment with Demerik’s deputy, the Russian 

Consul in Salonica, could easily be observed from his tone. 

Russian Civil Agent was a self-possessed person hence the affairs were 
handled in accordance with the imperial will. Due to his sickness, the Russian-
General Consul Monsieur Giers, who is well-known for his fastidiousness and 
pro-Slav stance, was appointed as his substitute. It is therefore that the 
procedures are likely encounter some difficulties. 568

The absence and substitution of Demerik continued for four months, until his return 

to the post in Salonika on 1 October 1904.569 It can be traced from the papers of the 

Inspectorate, that the Austrian Civil Agent also went on leave two days after his 

colleague,570 and if not travelled twice, he returned on 15 October 1904 to Üsküp.571

Two Civil Agents were not at their posts for considerable length of time during the 

very first year of their appointment. Once the Civil Agents returned, they submitted 

to the Inspector-General their notifications regarding some fundamental matters, 

such as the budget of the three provinces, the employment of foreign officers, and 

compensation of the Bulgarians for economic losses due to the upheavals.572

568 " Rusya Sivil Memuru Demerik efkâr-ı hüsn-ü mutedile erbâbından olduğu cihetle işler matlûb-ı âli 
dairesinde cerayân etmekte idi. Mümaileyh ağırca hasta olmasından dolayı yerine  vekil tayin olunan 
Selanik Rusya Ceneral konsolosu Mösyö Giers pek ziyade Islav tarafdârlığı ve müşkülpesendlik ile 
ma'rûf olduğundan muamelât-ı atiyyece bazı mertebe suubâta tesadüf  edilmesi menût olduğu berây-ı 
mâlûmât ma'rûzdur " BOA. TFR. I. A. 18-1711 (15 Ra 1322) [30 Mayıs 1904].

569 BOA. TFR. I. A. 20-1932 (21 Recep 1322) [1 October 1904]. 

570 BOA. TFR. I. A. 18-1726 (17 Rebiülevvel 1322) [1 Haziran 1904].

571 BOA. TFR. I. A. 20-1964 (9 Şaban 1322) [19 October 1904].

572 BOA. TFR.I..A... 20-1990 (24 Şaban 1322) [3 November 1904].
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More than a year after they began working together, on 26 February 1905, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha penned a detailed dispatch to the palace secretariat. He elaborately 

praised the Civil Agents, giving various examples of their objectivity and goodwill 

towards the Ottoman government. The Pasha claimed that the reports they sent to 

their own governments were always products of their goodwill. They shared more 

than 80% of the thousands of petitions that they received with the Inspector-general, 

and declared most of the claims null and void without demanding further 

investigation. According to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, due to their "moderate behaviors" 

the civil agents were exposed to the discontent and criticism of their consuls, various 

committees and the European press.573 Moreover, the Inspector-General was certain 

that they took a clear stand in favor of the Ottoman government on two peculiar 

subjects. First, they were not involved in the preparation of the project, which had 

been submitted to the Ottoman government regarding the financial alterations of the 

provinces, and secondly, they delivered their opinion in favor of the increase in 

tariffs. At the end of his dispatch, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha asked for bestowment of first 

class decorations, the Order of Medjidie (Mecidi Nişanı) for both of the civil agents. 

Furthermore, he suggested that the Order of Mercy (Şefkat Nişanı) be bestowed upon 

their wives, and that a second-class Order of Mercy be given to the daughter of the 

Austrian Civil Agent. His request was met, and the decorations were mailed within 

three days.574 The reports penned by both the Inspector general and the civil agents 

themselves, exhibit the fact that they were on good terms, and that they had a 

573"... Ajan Sivillerin Rumeli'ye vürudları on dört maha baliğ olarak bu müddet zarfında gerek 
Bulgarlar ve gerek konsoloslar mümaileyhimanın iğfaline ve devletce müşkilatı bâdî olacak bir 
mesleğe süluk etmelerine pek ziyade çalışmışlarsa da her ikisi i'tidal ve hakkaniyetten inhiraf ve terk-i 
insaf eylemedikleri müsüllü Hükümet-i Seniyyenin vak' ü şân-ı âlisini ihlâl idecek teşebbüsât ve 
muamelâtdan da ihtirâz ve mukarrerât-ı ıslâhiyyenin tatbikâtına dair sefâretlere gönderdikleri raporları 
hayırhahâne bir lisan ile tahrir eylemişlerdir." BOA. TFR. I. A. 23-2209 (24 Z 1322) [1 March 1905]. 

574 TFR. I. A. 23-2209 (24 Z 1322) [1 March 1905]. 
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mutually deep respect for each other. Both the civil agents and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

were sincere reformers, in the sense that they cooperated and worked well together. 

The Civil Agents were not serving on their own, rather they had their own deputies 

(vekil), assistants (muavin), head secretaries (başkâtip), secretaries and drogomans 

(tercüman).575 Monsieur Rappaport, was the assistant of the Austrian Civil Agent, 

and Monsieur Petrayef, the Russian assistant, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha often spoke of 

with praise and both were regularly mentioned in the records.576 Moreover, some 

personnel of the General-Inspectorate were assigned to provide service for the Civil 

Agents, and these were not unskilled subjects but Ottoman civilian officials, 

appointed to the rank of kaymakam, for example.577  In another case, a sultanic 

decree appointed two provincial interpreters from Manastır and Kosova, Şinasi and 

İsmail Efendi and the former kaymakam of Alasonya, Remzi Efendi to accompany 

the civil agents.578 It is therefore convenient to consider that Civil Agents were part 

of a larger "Civil Agency", though there is no such usage of the term, even in regards 

to an "office of the civil agents". 

Civil agents were designed to act as additional support for the Inspectorate, and they 

were obligated to accompany the General Inspector everywhere. Their job was to 

"control" the Inspector-General and make sure that the reform scheme was being 

implemented.579 An "Instructions for Civil Agents" was penned at the very beginning 

575 BOA. TFR. I. M. 18-1746 (29 Şevval 1325) [5 December 1907].

576 İSAM. HHP. 23/1517 (No date).

577 BOA. TFR. I. A. 19-1895 (27 Cemazielahir 1322) [8 September 1904]. 

578 Yarcı, 264.

579 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 98. 
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of the creation of the positions, on 27 December 1903.580 Accordingly, the Inspector-

General notified the civil agents about his plans, beforehand. That caused some 

confusion, occasionally. The Times' correspondent wrote on 1 April 1904: 

The Inspector-General, Hilmi Pasha, is for his part preparing to leave Salonika 
for Monastir a week or two hence. He has acquainted the Civil Agents with this 
intention... The following interesting situation will then be created: -The Civil 
Agents who followed Hilmi from Monastir to Salonika will be obliged to 
follow him back to Monastir unless they are to lose touch with the very man 
whose activity they were appointed to control; but if they return to Monastir 
they will lose touch with General de Giorgis...581

At the very beginning, upon their introduction, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha told the civil 

agents that they could meet any time, on any workday. The reports of the Austrian 

Civil agents reveals that they did in fact have, though perhaps not always, meetings 

on a daily basis.582 Graves noted: “Hilmi Pasha, who spent all his time since my 

coming to Macedonia elsewhere than at Salonika, was now obliged to take up his 

residence there in daily contact with Civil Agents."583 According to Monsieur Steeg, 

the French Consul in Salonika, the Inspector and the Agents had long interviews 

three times a week, and he added, "apart from a visit of courtesy to the Governor 

General, the Civil Agents did not enter into relations with the local authorities."584

580 Lange-Akhund, 150, 354. 

581 "The Turks And The Macedonian Gendarmerie", The Times (2 April 1904), 3. 

582 For example, see: No. 170, [Civil Agent Oppenheimer], (Salonika, 13 November 1905); No. 171, 
[Civil Agent Oppenheimer], (Salonika, 14 November 1905)  in F. R. Bridge (Ed.), Austro-Hungarian 
Documents Relating to the Macedonian Struggle, 1896-1912, (Thessaloniki: Institute for Balkan 
Studies, 1976), 201. 

583 Graves, 203. 

584 From M. Steeg to M. Delcassé (8 February 1904)  in Documents Diplomatiques, 63. 
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The Civil Agents for the most part, seemed to have served their fundamental 

purpose, which was to collaborate with the General Inspectorate regarding the 

application of reforms in Macedonia. While doing that, by the very nature of their 

positions, they kept reporting to their governments on local affairs, as well as the 

progress in the application of the reforms. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha briefed them, or 

"unofficially" shared with them, information regarding important developments. 

Austro-Hungarian Civil Agent Oppenheimer wrote elaborate reports, giving details 

such as the amount of people and the names of those involved in any regional 

conflict, regardless of its size. Thus, Civil Agents were not only interested in the 

application of the reforms, but also in the current situation within the region, in 

general.585 Furthermore, either the Civil Agents themselves, or if they were on a 

leave, their deputies, joined the inspection tours of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. Pre-

occupied with the question of the implementation of the reforms, they observed the 

investigations conducted by the Inspector-General of different governmental 

branches. Similarly to the Civil Agents, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha also informed his own 

government about the details of these shared investigation tours and their 

outcomes.586

 Soon after Civil Agents assumed their posts in Macedonia, they won over the local 

Christian population. "This is shown by the fact that the inhabitants of the vilayets, 

and more especially the Christians, turned to the Civil Agents on every possible 

occasion with petitions and complaints, with which the latter deal as expeditiously as 

possible in co-operation with the Inspector-General." In first six months they 

585 For various examples through the reports of Austrian Civil Agents see: Austro-Hungarian 
Documents.

586 BOA. TFR. I. A. 35-3486 (18 Safer 1325) [2 Nisan 1907]. 
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received 600 letters.587 When the Bulgarian subjects felt the necessity to appeal to the 

authorities, they preferred to reach out to the Civil Agents, as well as, or instead of, 

the Inspector-General. Furthermore, the leaders of IMRO did consider them as 

intermediary actors between themselves and the Inspectorate.588 The Inspectorate 

was not independent from the orders/control of Istanbul in its relation with the Civil 

Agents. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha often informed the Palace about the travels, or other 

moves, of the Civil Agents. If they were on leave and travelling outside the country it 

was reported as would be expected, however at times when it was not related to their 

job, it was also still reported.589

On 22 March 1905 (15 Muharrem 1323), as it was the beginning of the Ottoman 

financial year, the Civil Agents asked for information, a summary, of the yearly 

budget of the Three Provinces. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha forwarded this request to 

Istanbul and asked for the necessary permission. Upon receiving no reply, on the 28th

of March, he penned another dispatch, emphasizing the persistence of the agents. The 

following day he received a reply based on the decision of the Meclis-i Mahsus-ı 

Vükela. The Porte made it clear that it was not convenient (câiz) to give official 

information on the budget – to the civil agents - however it could unofficially be 

announced through the local newspapers, and a commentary on how the budget 

587 "Report Respecting Macedonian Reforms", Plunkett to Lansdowne F.O. 421-206, Inclosure No. 56 
(Vienna, 23 November 1904), 51; Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 98. 

588 " The chief leaders of the Internal Organization and the insurrection in the vilayet of Monastir 
would have asked Hilmi Pasha, through the intermediary of the Civil Agents, to make their 
submission." From M. Bonnardet to M. Delcassé (Sofia, 18 April 1904)  in Documents 
Diplomatiques, 93. 

589Müller was going on a trip for amusement to Kavala  for a few days .TFR. I. A. 24-2308 (5 Safer 
1323) [11 Nisan 1905]. 
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deficit was to be closed could be published.590 In this set of correspondences, it can 

be argued that the actual intention of the Inspector-General was to simply give the 

Civil Agents the desired information. However, this action exceeded his authority, 

and therefore he had to wait for official orders. It is also significant to point out that 

the Porte preferred to publicize the entirety of the information, rather than to directly 

present it to the Civil Agents. It was obviously regarded as a matter of sovereignty. 

In March 1906, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha once again boasted about the fact that he 

managed to convince the Civil Agents not to leave on any inspection tours on their 

own, and to accept the accompaniment of Ottoman attendants, as had been method 

for the past two years.591 However, the Civil Agents received numerous written 

complaints from locals, which are understood to have been shared with the Inspector-

General to a great extent. Thus, the Pasha now suggested an official method to 

process the incoming petitions.  

The Inspector-General offered to establish an office within the Inspectorate to which 

civil and military officials would be appointed to, in order to work with the assistants 

of the Civil Agents. The Civil Agents would forward the written complaints 

addressed them, to be recorded and verified. If necessary, the petitioners would be 

queried, and the Inspectorate could perform further investigations, the results of 

which would then be conveyed to the Civil Agents. If a significantly important case 

appeared, then the assistants and interpreters of the Civil Agents, accompanied by 

590 "C- 15 Mart 321 bütçe hakkında suret-i resmiyede malumat itası caiz olmayub ancak  bütçenin 
ceride-i mahalliye ile suret-i gayr-i resmiyede ilanı ve açığın ne suretle  apatılacağının dahi gazete 
lisanında bir mütalaaname neşri suretiyle malumat ve izahat-ı matlubenin itası Meclis-i Mahsus-ı 
Vükela kararıyla tebliğ olunur" (16 Mart 321) BOA. TFR. I. A. 23-2275 (22 Muharrem 1323) [29 
Mart 1905]. 

591 BOA. TFR. I. A. 29-2858 (17 M 1324) [13 Mart 1906]. 
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Turkish attendants, could go to the localities and conduct further investigations. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha claimed that they managed to eliminate the hesitations of the 

Civil Agents, particularly in regards to the demands and concerns of the 

Bulgarians.592 However, there is no record on hand, which proves that the 

establishment of such an office occurred.    

The Death of Austro-Hungarian Civil Agent Von Müller

The most unfortunate development that took place during these five years of service 

(1904-1909) was the death of the Austrian Civil Agent Müller. It is easy to follow 

the course of events and the approach of the Ottoman authorities, due to an 

abundance of documents detailing the events. 

On 15 July 1905, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha informed the Palace about Müller’s medical 

leave. He was in bad health and needed a surgical operation, which was to be 

performed in Vienna. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha asked for permission to send his 

attendant, Doctor Andon Efendi, to accompany Müller to the border. The affirmative 

reply was received on the very same day. They departed Monastir for Üsküp, 

however his condition was too weak to endure a long trip and he decided to be 

treated at the Hamidian (Hamidiye) Hospital of Salonika. He was then reported to be 

under meticulous care, but his health was in a serious state, to various maladies and 

due to infection. The Inspectorate received a very detailed medical report, which 

drew a hopeless picture, regarding Müller's condition, and forwarded that to Istanbul. 

He passed away on 21 July 1905.593

592 BOA. TFR. I. A. 29-2858 (17 M 1324) [13 Mart 1906]. 

593 BOA. TFR. I. A. 25-2482 (22 Cemazielevvel 1323) [25 July 1905]. 
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The news of Müller's demise was met with grief by the Inspector. Not only due to the 

necessities required by the nature his position, but probably also because of his 

personal sympathy. He gave his subordinates orders to fulfill whatever was deemed 

necessary and to meet the requests of the Austria-Hungarian Consulate and the 

family of Müller, regarding the details of the funeral and the transfer of his corps. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha wrote to Doctor Andon Efendi in particular, asking him to be at 

the train station. He also asked for the palace's permission, in an imploring tone, to 

proceed to Salonika himself, and participate in the ceremonies and console Müller's 

family. He subsequently received the permit from the center.594

Müller's family arrived in to Salonika from Vienna, taking the corpse by train, and 

proceeded to directly to Vienna through Üsküp. Ceremonies were conducted both in 

Salonika and Üsküp, where all the Ottoman officials and representatives of the 

European powers attended the services with their ceremonial uniforms. The 

Inspectorate employee Ahmet Bey, accompanied by Mrs. Müller until customs 

station at Zibefçe, and reported the details regarding their journey to Hilmi Pasha 

upon his departure.595

After the death of Müller, Richard Oppenheimer, previously the consul at Pire 

(Piraeus), was appointed as the civil agent of Austria-Hungary in September 1905. 

He was a well-equipped diplomat, with a good knowledge of the languages and local 

594 "Müteveffa... Devlet-i Aliyye'ye dahi hayırhahane bir suretde ibraz-ı hizmet etmiş olduğundan 
muhtaç-ı tesliyet ve muavenet olan ailesini görmek ve haklarında lazım gelen teselliyatı ifa etmek 
üzere [yarın sabah Selanik'e azimet-i çakeranem] arz ve istizan olunur" BOA. TFR. I. A. 25-2482 (22 
Cemazielevvel 1323) [25 July 1905].  

595 TFR. I. A. 25-2482 (22 Cemazielevvel 1323) [25 July 1905]; Consul Graves also noted in his 
memoires: "Towards the end of July the Austrian Civil Agent Von Müller was suddenly taken ill and 
died, and we had all to be present at the ceremonies attending the solemn removal of his body for 
burial at Vienna. The death of the more outstanding of the two Civil Agents.." in Graves,  213. 
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traditions, and thus was considered a good choice.596 Oppenheimer served in that 

position until the office was dissolved.  Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha seemed to get along 

with him, and was content with his level of cooperation.597

On 19 May 1905, the great powers submitted to the Porte a note which foresaw the 

expansion of the reforms. This was a major turning point for the reforms, especially 

in terms of the civil agents, for two reasons. First, their tenure of office, which had 

previously been determined at two years by the Mürzsteg Program, was prolonged. 

Secondly, with the establishment of the Financial Commission, which will be 

discussed below, their authority was expanded.598 Demerik and Opphenimer were 

assigned as the delegates of Russia and Austria-Hungary at the Commission, while 

Britain, France, Italy and Germany assigned their own representatives,  

5.3.5 Concluding Remarks 

By the end of 1907, cooperation between the Inspectorate and the Civil Agents 

seemed to be continued undisturbed. A correspondence by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

dated November 1907, reveals that the Civil Agents penned a report about an 

investigation regarding alleged torment carried out by Muslims against Bulgarians 

and Serbians. The Pasha expressed his appreciation of the fact that the Agents were 

fair and equitable (kemâl-i hakkaniyet ve insâf), ex aequo et bono on their judgement, 

and disclaimed the complaint as slander. Upon witnessing some other manners that 

proved beneficial to the Ottoman state, the Inspector-General asked the Palace for 

596 Nadine Lange-Akhund, 196. 

597 BOA. TFR. I. M. 18-1746 (29 Şevval 1325) [5 December 1907].

598 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 102. 
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permission to reward (taltîf) the Agents, together with their attendants, with imperial 

decorations in accordance with their ranks. The permission was granted and the 

decorations were sent immediately.599

In 1908, before the re-proclamation of the constitution, and in tandem with the other 

occupations of the inspectorate, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha continued to work with the 

Civil Agents in the usual manner. In late May 1908, he took them on a tour to the 

region of Kavala where they investigated the progress of the reforms that had been 

implemented in different administrative branches and were quite impressed with 

their observations.600

The Young Turk Revolution of July, which actually began in Ottoman Macedonia 

and resulted in the re-proclamation of the constitution, marked the beginning of the 

end for the Civil Agents, as well as for the inspectorate itself. The Young Turks came 

into power, and this sudden change would to alter all of the branches of Ottoman 

administration. The European Powers attempted to comprehend what had occurred 

within the empire at that moment, and to determine the future of their representatives 

there. On 28 July 1908, the Porte forwarded Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha two telegrams it 

had received from Vienna, questioning the allegations that "the Young Turks asked 

Civil Agents to leave the country". Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha sharply rejected the claims, 

called them insulting and recommended that the Porte to decisively renounce such 

ideas as preposterous.601

599 BOA. TFR. I. M. 18-1746 (29 Şevval 1325) [5 December 1907].

600 BOA. TFR.I..A. 38-3725 (23 Rebülahir 1326) [25 May 1908].

601 BOA. TFR. I. A. 39-3826 ( 1 Recep 1326) [30 July 1908]. 
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With the Second Constitutional Era, the Civil Agents continued to work as before, 

and participate in the inspection tours with the Inspector General, when necessary. 

Tahsin Uzer narrated in his memoires, that they went to Kesendiriye where he was 

the kaymakam at the time, directly after the re-proclamation, to investigate a report 

filed to the Russian officers about him. According to Tahsin Uzer, the Civil Agents,-

the deputies  Rappaport and Peltayef, were quite frank in their discussions with 

him.602 This investigation tour took place in early September 1908, and the Civil 

Agents' stay in Kesendiriye was also mentioned in the official Ottoman Record, as 

there appeared to have been some sort of impediment regarding the transfer of their 

correspondences to Salonika.603

In October 1908, Russian and Civil Agents were still in Salonika, continuing their 

work with the Financial Commission and their routine with the Inspector-General. 

According to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha they were not receiving any petitions from the 

Christian population, but they were still visiting him two times a week.604

According to Gül Tokay, the progress made within the first two years of reform 

scheme, particularly when referring to Mürzsteg Program, was interpreted by 

Europeans as the achievements of the Civil Agents and other European officials. 

However, as the documents reveal, that this success was largely due to the 

extraordinary effort of the Ottoman administration, which worked to re-establish 

good relations with Bulgaria, and make clear to Europe its willingness to implement 

602 Uzer, 221.  

603 BOA. TFR. I. SL. 195-19480 (11 Safer 1326) [8 Eylül 1908].

604 BOA. TFR. I. A.39-3869 (21 Ramazan 1326) [17 Ekim 1908]. 
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the reforms. For the Europeans, the failures however, were deemed the mistakes and 

the fault of the Ottomans.605

Nadine Lange-Akhund evaluated the steps taken in favor of the Christian population 

as achievements of the Civil Agents. Through the Inspector General, they managed 

to obtain some funds for the refugees returning home after the insurrections, which 

were allocated for the reconstruction of their homes. They were also provided with 

some tax exemptions.606 Documents from the Ottoman Archives support Akhund's 

claim. In November 1904, after a leave of a for couple of months, the Civil Agents 

returned Salonika and made a number of suggestions to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, some 

of which were related to the above mentioned issues.607 Around the same time, they 

published a long and detailed report titled "Report Respecting the Macedonian 

Reforms", which captured the attention of both the Porte and Europe.608

Some the third-party contemporary observers were not very favorable towards the 

Civil Agents. Draganof, who called the Civil Agents "mere secretaries to Hilmi 

Pasha",609 commented disparagingly: 

...appointed for a period of two years, could take a really active part in the 
work of reform. The result has been as might have been expected, that is to say, 
almost nil. The civil agents, to be sure, inquired right and left into the most 
notorious acts of Macedonian brigandage, instituted inquiries, always too late, 
and taken part in some judicial proceedings. They have succeeded, it must be 
recognized, in making justice less slow and arbitrariness less flagrant. But in 
the majority of cases, their complaisance towards the man whom they are 

605 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 99. 

606 Lange-Akhund, 152-153. 

607 BOA. TFR. I. A. 20-1990 (24 Şaban 1322) [3 November 1904].

608 BOA. TFR. I. A..21-2019 (16 Ramazan 1322) [24 November 1904]. 

609 Draganof, 8. 
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charged to "follow everywhere" has made them his lieutenants and not his 
controllers.610

Brailsford's interpretation reflected more or less the same sentiments: 

Unfortunately, their powers are purely advisory. They may investigate abuses 
through their travelling secretaries, they may demand redress, and they may 
suggest improvements. But it is open to Hilmi Pasha to refer any and every 
matter in dispute between himself and his two advisers to Constantinople. He is 
the mere shadow of the Palace, and they are only the eyes of the Embassies. In 
short, there has been no decentralization, and the Palace, checked to some 
slight extent by the Embassies, is still supreme in Macedonia. The Civil 
Assessors are merely glorified consuls, with higher rank but no ampler powers. 
The sole result of their presence in Macedonia is that their Governments have 
more detailed and authoritative reports of the old anarchy, the habitual 
corruption, and the incurable stagnation of Turkish rule.611

Charles Buxton was particularly harsh in his sentiments towards the Civil Agents. 

During the early days of the revolution, "There were even "civil agents," the relics of 

the last reform scheme but one, who accompanied the Inspector-General on his 

annual progress through the country," he wrote and continued "and spent the rest of 

their time enjoying the sea breezes of Salonika."612 It seems that the preliminary 

expectations of these authors were too high and in a way their approaches 

represented the European Orientalism.  It is unfair to wait for Civil Agents to solve 

the regions ancient problems in one stretch. Working with the Inspector-General for 

four years, they did contribute in numerous ways to the reform machinery.  

610 Ibid., 69. 

611 Brailsford, 305. 

612 Buxton, 34. 
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The office of the Civil Agents remained active on paper until the very end of the 

reform scheme. Russian and Austro-Hungarian Ambassadors notified the Porte that 

this office was to be abolished by 14 September 1909. The removal of Civil Agents 

together with the Financial Commission was interestingly cited as the reasoning 

behind the abolishment of the General-Inspectorate, in an imperial decree proclaimed 

by Sultan Mehmed Reşad, on 30 August 1909.613

5.4 The Financial Commission  

Arthur Moore, a contemporary journalist and author, narrated in a chapter titled 

"Hilmi Pasha" in his the Orient Express: 

One concession the Sultan made him: he allowed him to connect his own house 
in Salonika with the International Financial Commission by telephone. That, as 
far as I know, was the only telephone in the Turkish Empire in those days, for 
to Abdul Hamid the instrument was anathema. It was the first telephone that 
Hilmi had ever seen, and I shall never forget the delight with which, soon after 
its installation, forgetful for the moment that I might possibly be already 
familiar with them, he explained its workings and its advantages to me.614

This anecdote, though very likely to be fictionalized, is quoted here to provide an 

introduction to the threefold importance of the International Financial Commission, 

which was established in 1905, for the Three Provinces. The International Financial 

Commission, therefore, can be discussed in light of: the meaning it bore in regards to 

the Macedonian reforms, the role of the Inspector-General as the president of the 

Financial Commission, and the importance attributed to all of these factors by the 

613 "Rumeli Müfettiş-i Umumiliğinin İlgasıyla Teferruatı Hakkında İrade-i Seniyye ", Düstur, 2. Tertip 
Volume. 1, No. 145, 718-719. 

614 Arthur Moore, The Orient Express (London: Constable & Company, 1914), 211. 
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Hamidian government. Each of these elements will be discussed in depth and 

analyzed.  

Returning to the developments that led to the establishment of the Financial 

Commission, it appears that Britain regretted accepting the Russo-Austrian Mandate 

over Macedonia and attempted to re-insert its interest back into the region. As 

Brailsford put it in 1906:  

...But despite a renewed attempt by Lord Lansdowne, undertaken very quietly 
in January, 1905, to place the Western Powers on terms of equality with 
Austria and Russia, the mandate of 1902 is still formally valid, and has even 
been renewed. It is obvious that England, Italy and unofficially France are 
aware of the fatal error they committed in  a moment of apathy, but their 
concern, though real, is not sufficiently keen to overcome the interested 
obstinacy of the two Eastern Empires.615

Meanwhile, the relative tranquility of 1904 ended by 1905. Reports concerning 

regional troubles were erupting all around the region. The application of reforms did 

not seem to progress well, there was a considerable increase of conflicts between 

different communities in Macedonia and the banditry activities augmented. This gave 

the British the opportunity they had been looking for, to press for further reforms in 

Rumelia. The British Foreign Minister Lord Lansdowne wanted the reforms to cover 

the financial and judiciary dimensions, in particular.616 The European demands for 

financial reform in Macedonia was a legitimate concern rooted in the Vienna Plan, 

which was re-affirmed by Mürzsteg.617 Through the year 1905, a struggle over 

Macedonian finances between the European powers continued. Austria-Hungary and 

615 Brailsford, 293. 

616 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 77. 

617 Lange-Akhund, 291. 
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Russia did not want to give up their monopoly over the Macedonian reforms, 

whereas Great Britain keenly wanted to be involved, in order to balance prospective 

German domination. France and Italy, more or less, sided with the British. The Great 

Powers finally reached an agreement and submitted a collective note to the Porte, on 

9 May 1905. It stated that the Powers essentially accepted the most recent Ottoman 

proposals regarding the finances of the Three Provinces, but it added a vital 

requirement to form an "international financial commission".618

The Ottoman Empire, using various maneuvers, managed to resist the pressures of 

the European powers through 1905 and the Grand Vizier, Mehmed Ferid Pasha, 

appeared to be the one at the wheel throughout the negotiations.619 "Between May 9 

and October 25, the Sublime Porte ceaselessly refused the project the six Powers 

attempted to impose on it", wrote Nadine Lange-Akhund. It was definitely a period 

of a constant exchange of notes between the Porte and the Powers. The Sultan, who 

obliviously regarded the Financial Commission as an infringement of his sovereign 

rights, could not be persuaded diplomatically.  Hence, the Powers decided not to wait 

for the Sultan's approval and declared the nomination of four financial delegates 

from Britain, France, Italy and Germany.620 On 27 August 1905, they submitted the 

names and diplomatic ranks of their delegates to the Porte, in a collective note. The 

Civil Agents already at their posts, were projected to be delegates of Austria-

Hungary and Russia in the commission.621 The British nominated H. B. Harvey (first 

618 Ibid., 296. 

619 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı, 259-260. 

620 Lange-Akhund, 296-297. 

621 "Collective Note presented to sublime Porte" FO 421-212, Inclosure of (No.9), (Istanbul, 27 
August 1905), 7.  
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secretary of legation), Italy nominated Felice Maissa (consul-general), France,  L. 

Steeg (consul-general) and Germany  assigned Baron Griesinger (consular of 

legation) as their delegates in the Financial Commission.622

The following week, the British Ambassador in Istanbul, O'Conor, informed the 

British Foreign Secretary about his "strong representation to the Sublime Porte", 

during which he urged the Ottoman government to comply with demands for the 

appointment of financial delegates. Similar diplomatic representations were also 

made by the ambassadors of the other powers in Istanbul. Lansdowne's response was 

prompt and sharp: "You are authorized to make it clear to the Porte, in concert with 

your colleagues, that we cannot accept their refusal to assent to the appointment of 

the Delegates..."623 Upon the Ottoman rejection of the fifth collective European note, 

the Powers instructed their delegates to proceed to Macedonia without the official 

recognition of the Ottoman Government, and informed the Porte accordingly.624

5.4.1 The Arrival of Delegates in Macedonia 

On the very first day of October 1905, a heavy traffic of correspondence began 

between the Porte and the General Inspectorate, as well as the Inspectorate and the 

local authorities in the Three Provinces. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, accompanied by the 

Civil Agents, was in Üsküp at the time. He was on alert, having received intelligence 

regarding the appointment of foreign delegates to the Financial Commission.625 The 

622 M. Boppe to M. Rouvier, No. 153 (27 August 1905) in Documents Diplomatiques, 193. 

623 O'Conor to Lansdowne (No.14); Lansdowne to O'Conor (No. 15),  FO 421-212 (5 September 
1905), 11. 

624 Lange-Akhund, 297. 

625 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (19) (18 Eylül 1321) [1 October 1905].
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Palace was confident with its orders. These officials were not given official 

recognition, and therefore the local authorities, particularly the Inspector-General, 

were to act accordingly.626

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha took instant precautions. He notified the local authorities in 

terms of how to handle this situation. He immediately summoned the manager of the 

Ottoman Bank in Üsküp and instructed him not to share any information regarding 

its transactions and currency accounts with the foreigners. This order of the 

Inspector-General was also transmitted to branches of the Ottoman Bank in Salonika 

and Manastır.627 The Pasha also communicated with the governors of the Three 

Provinces, briefing them on the state of affairs regarding the arrival of the 

unauthorized financial delegates. Based on the orders he received from the Porte, he 

told the governors to conduct themselves according to the expectations of the 

government, and to keep a close watch over the local branches of the Ottoman Bank. 

Also, they should inform the Inspector-General if they discovered any leak of 

information towards the financial controllers.628

The Inspectorate was also receiving intelligence reports from the police 

commissioners regarding the departure, approach or arrival of the "expected" 

626 "C-18 Eylül 321 Düvel-i m'alûmenin Vilâyât-ı Selâse umûr-ı maliyesine dair olan teklifleri 
Babıâlice katıyen reddedilmiş ve benaberin Selanik'e vürud idecekleri bildirilen memurların sıfat-ı 
memuriyetlerinin tanınmaması tabi  bulunmuş olduğundan ona göre icab idenlere vesâyâ-yı  azımenin 
ifâsı" in BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (17) (19 Eylül 1321) [2 October 1905].

627 "Düvel-i malume tarafından gönderilen memurların Bank-ı Osmani şubelerine mürâcaat ve 
muhasebelerle şubeler arasında  cereyân etmekte olan muamelât-ı maliyeden taleb-i malumâta  tasaddi 
etmeleri  ve şubelerin de bu müracaatlara karşı müsaidkarane davranmaları ihtimali vârid-ı hatır 
olduğundan Üsküp Bank-ı Osmani müdürini nezd-i çakeriye celb ve şubelerle muhasebeler  beyninde 
cari olan umur-ı cariyeden ve teferruatından dolayı her ne suret ve sebeb ile olursa olsun ecnebilere 
malumat ve izahat itasından tevakki edilmesi tebliğ olunarak evvel vechile harekete itina ideceğini 
temin [ettiği ve müdür-i mümaileyh marifetiyle] Selanik ve Manastır şubelerine de icra-i tebligât 
olunduğu" in BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (18) (19 Eylül 1321) [2 October 1905].

628 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (15) (19 Eylül 1321) [2 October 1905].
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European officials. The Italian delegate took the train through Üsküp to Salonika, 

while the British one embarked on the British steamer at Pire, and they both arrived 

at Salonika in the morning of October 2nd and were met by their consular in the 

city.629 Two days later, the Salonika Police Commissioner reported the arrival of a 

German delegate by train who was also met by the consulate officials of his 

country.630 Finally, on the 6th, the arrival of the former consul-general of France, 

Monsieur Steeg, as the probable French delegate, was relegated to the Inspector.631

As he was in Üsküp, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, inquired of the governor of Salonika 

whether the delegates appealed to him officially or unofficially, and the Governor 

Şerif Rauf Pasha responded they did not.632 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha must have been 

extremely anxious regarding this unauthorized presence of the financial delegates in 

his inspectorate region. As the highest representative of the Hamidian administration 

in Rumelia, he held the greatest level of responsibility in the region, and obviously 

did not wish to be the reason for an international crisis. His meticulous maneuvers 

were easily observable through his correspondences with the Porte and the Palace. 

On 9 October 1905, upon receiving intelligence regarding the fact that the Financial 

delegates were to proceed to Üsküp from Salonika, he immediately wrote to Istanbul. 

He shared his anticipation about their journey, as it was either to meet himself or the 

Civil Agents. He repeated that their status and duty had not been, and would not be 

officially recognized, and therefore no meeting was to take place. However, Hüseyin 

629 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (13);(16) (19 Eylül 1321) [2 October 1905].

630 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (12) (21 Eylül 1321) [4 October 1905].

631 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (8) (23 Eylül 1321) [6 October 1905].

632 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (5;6) (26 Eylül 1321) [9 October 1905].
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Hilmi Pasha asked "was it necessary to receive them if they ask to be accepted on the 

condition not to talk about their posts and duty".633 The reply by Sadaret was clear: 

No matter what, it was not permitted (caiz) to have an interview (mülâkât) with 
these officials; if they appeal, it is recommended that an excuse should be made 
and departure [the town] not to give rise to their visit. 634

However, three days later, 12 October 1905, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha once again wrote 

to Istanbul that upon comprehending that they will not receive an official acceptance 

or rejection, the financial officials decided not to insist on a meeting with the 

Inspector-General. They had already met the civil agents and were to assemble again, 

and they were to stay in Üsküp until the departure of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha.635 Today, 

the sources on hand, however, show that the sole purpose of the delegates in 

proceeding to Üsküp was to meet the Civil Agents.636

The Financial Commission, consisting of the four delegates representing Britain, 

France, Italy, and Germany, and the two civil agents of Russia and Austria-Hungary, 

began their meetings in Üsküp on 13 October 1905, under the presidency of 

Monsieur Demerik.637 They met daily and negotiated the program they intended to 

implement. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received confidential intelligence regarding the 

context of these meetings, and was able to discover that the delegates were not in 

633 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (4) (26 Eylül 1321) [9 October 1905].

634 "C-26 Eylül 321 gelen memurlarla ne vechile olursa olsun mülakat gayr-i caiz olduğundan 
müracaat olunursa beyan-ı itizar  olunması ve lede'l-icab muvakkaten oradan tebaüd buyurulmak 
suretiyle kabullerine  mahal bırakılmaması tavsiye olunur." BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (3) (26 Eylül 
1321) [9 October 1905]. 

635 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2636 (1) (29 Eylül 1321) [12 October 1905].

636 O'Conor to Lansdowne, FO 421-212 Inclousre No.2 in (No.123) (6 October 1905), 85.  

637 M. Boppe to M. Rouvier, (22 Octobre 1905) in Documents Diplomatiques, 203. 
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agreement as to how to proceed. He sounded happy when relaying the information to 

the Porte, regarding the discord among the delegates.638 However, the Inspector-

General, together with the Porte, was also disturbed by the fact that the Civil Agents, 

Oppenheimer and Demerik, were having the meetings with this unauthorized 

commission. Yet, the Civil Agents, when asked not to attend the meeting, did not 

heed the Pasha’s suggestion, and instead emphasized the fact that attending these 

meetings were the order of their embassies Hence, they were to continue until 

otherwise instructed.639

The political pressure that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was under during the last quarter of 

1905 was probably the greatest among the empire's high officials. The Financial 

Commission was already working without official authorization in the region. Under 

these circumstances Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was supposed to continue his job as the 

Inspector-General, vindicate the sovereign rights of the Sultan, and spontaneously 

avoid an international crisis. He felt constrained to repeatedly assert to the Palace 

that the financial delegates were neither received nor recognized by himself or by 

any other Ottoman officials, officially or unofficially. This was also one of those 

periods when the frequency of his letters to the palace, emphasizing his loyalty, 

dramatically increased.640 Hüseyin Hilmi was blaming the Porte, not the Palace, for 

not taking the necessary precautions at the time and for allowing for the appointment 

of the financial controllers to occur. On 5 November 1905, he penned a report to the 

Palace. He referenced an imperial decree issued two years earlier, and claimed that 

the Porte had not fulfilled the requirements of the Sultan's orders regarding financial 

638 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2650 (18 Şaban 1323) [18 October 1905].

639 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2654 (1;2) (20 Şaban 1323) [20 October1905].

640 İSAM, HHP  21/1395 (15 Teşrinievvel 1321) [28 October 1905].
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regulations in Rumelia, and did not take heed of the Inspector-General's continuous 

notices. According to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, it was this attitude that paved the way 

for the emergence of the financial officials.641

Meanwhile, the Financial Commission made some headway in their discussion. They 

held the first six meetings in Üsküp, which were devoted to the preparation of the 

regulations. On 20 October 1905, despite any discord among them, they managed to 

agree on a draft with 16 founding point regarding regulations. On the very same day, 

the Porte issued another note to the Powers, denouncing the unauthorized meetings 

of the Financial delegates.642

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was to return to Salonika on 23 October 1905. The Civil 

Agents were obliged to follow the Inspector-General, and since they were also 

members of the Financial Commission, they pursued the other four members to 

accompany them to Salonika as well. The first session held in Salonika was on the 

27th of the same month, during which the second reading of the draft regulations 

began.643

5.4.2 Naval Demonstrations and Ottoman Acceptance  

The Hamidian Government turned out to be more determined than expected, and it 

could not be convinced through diplomatic maneuvers to recognize and cooperate 

with teh Financial Commission. Hence the European Powers decided to take a more 

decisive step. Five states, except for Germany, decided to form an international fleet 

641 BOA, TFR. I. A. 27-2672 (7 Ramazan 1323) [5 November 1905]. 

642 Brooks, 652; From M. Boppe to M. Rouvier, (22 Octobre 1905) in Documents Diplomatiques, 203. 

643 From M. Boppe to M. Rouvier, (22 Octobre 1905) in Documents Diplomatiques, 203. 
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for a naval demonstration in Ottoman waters. Germany did not take part in the 

action, but gave her moral support - so did the Balkan states, especially Greece.644

War ships of different types assembled in Piraeus, with the number of men reaching 

as high as 3000, under the commandment of an Austrian vice-admiral. The squadron 

proceeded to Lesbos Island (Midilli) and seized the customs, telegraph and post 

offices on 26 November 1905. They then advanced to Lemnos (Limni) and captured 

it as well.645  If the Ottoman Government would not accept their proposal, the next 

stop was Bozcaada.646 The squadron deployed at the mouth of Dardanelles, 

Abdulhamid II was left with no option but to compromise. On 12 December 1905, 

the Ottomans accepted the slightly modified regulations for the International 

Financial Commission and also prolonged the tenure of the Civil Agents, the 

European Officers for the gendarmerie reforms and General Degiorgis in 

Macedonia.647

On 21 December 1905, Grand Vizier Mehmed Ferid Pasha dictated a lengthy 

dispatch addressed to the Inspector-General. He elaborately explained the process of 

diplomatic struggle between the Porte and the European Powers, who had been 

imposing financial reforms for Ottoman Macedonia. According to Ferid Pasha, even 

though the Ottoman government made many sacrifices, the European Powers did not 

even attempt to compromise, instead simply sending a joint fleet to Midilli, and 

occupying the customs and telegraph office, and then proceeding to Limni. 

644 Tokay, "A Reassesment of the Macedonian Question, 1878-1908", 264. 

645 From O'Conor to Lansdowne, FO 421-212, No. 96, (26 November 1905), 95; Lange-Akhund, 298-
299. 

646 İSAM-HHP 19/1225 (8 Kanunuevvel 1321) [21 December 1905]; Kırmızı, Ferid Paşa, 264. 

647 From M. Boppe to M. Rouvier, No. 176 (12 Decembre 1905) in Documents Diplomatiques, 226. 
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A diplomatic battle was fought in Istanbul over the clauses of the proposal. Grand 

Vizier Ferid Pasha explained in his dispatch to the General Inspectorate the 

accomplishments they achieved in terms of amendments on each clause. For 

instance, the duration of the commission, which had been indicated in the previous 

text, was determined to last two years. In addition to the representatives of the six 

powers, an Ottoman official was added to the members of the commission. The 

Inspector-General was to be the president, and in the case of his absence, a 

prominent Ottoman official was to be assigned by the inspector General to preside in 

his place. At the end of his dispatch, Ferid Pasha entrusted Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha with 

faith and power to fairly administer (hüsn-i idare) the commission. The Inspector-

General was to not allow any incongruous treatment or conduct that acted against the 

sacred interests of the empire. He should especially not approve any propositions 

regarding an increase of expenditures and a decrease of the general income. The 

Grand Vizier left all of the responsibility regarding the Commission with Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha, and enhanced the pressure by forwarding the "royal regards" (selâm-ı 

hümâyûn).648 The Inspector-General was given no choice but make this mechanism 

work. Apart from his sincere commitment to his job in Rumelia, this time the future 

of the Aegean Islands, and his hometown Midilli in particular, where his relatives 

were still living at the time, were also implicitly in his hands.  

648 " salifüzzikr nizamnamenin Türkçe ve Fransızca Nüshalarının birer suret-i musaddıkası alel-usül 
yazılan diğer tahrirata melfufen savb-ı devletlerine irsal kılınmış ve mezkur komisyonun hüsn-i 
idaresiyle menafi-i mukaddese-i saltanat-ı seniyye'ye mugayir bir muamele vukuuna meydan 
verilmemesi ve bilhassa mesarif-i zaide ihtiyarı veya varidat-ı umumiyeden tenzilat icrası gibi 
teklifata hacet bırakılmayarak ihtiyacat-ı memleketin ve menafi-i devletin temini dirayet ve sadakat-i 
müselleme-i asafanelerinden memul ve muntazır bulunmuş olduğu gibi bu babda her suretle hamiyet 
hukuk ve menafi-i devlet-i aliyyenin sıyanet (korunma) ve müdafaasına bizzat ve bilhassa itina ve 
ihtimam olunması matlub-ı ali-i cenab-ı hilafetpenahi olduğunun" in İSAM-HHP 19/1225 (8 
Kanunuevvel 1321) [21 December 1905]. 
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The last correspondence published in the Affaires de Macédoine 1903-1905, a 

miscellanea of French Foreign Office documents, was a short communication from 

the French Ambassador to the Porte, Monsieur Boppe, to the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs Monsieur Rouvier, dated 23 December 1905. 

In accordance with the instructions he received from the Ottoman Government, 
the Inspector-General of Macedonia entered into relations with the members of 
the International Finance Commission, which will resume its work.649

After all of this struggle, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha found himself presiding over the 

International Financial Commission, and accepted that it was time to 'endure what 

could not be cured'. Continuing the Macedonian reforms with the financial delegates 

was a new challenge for the Inspector-General. Soon, the Financial Commission was 

regarded as an office of the reform mechanism, and a record of its expenditures were 

demanded from the central treasury by the Inspector-General.650

5.4.3 The Objectives and Duties 

Famous British journalist Henry Noel Brailsford, despite his disdainful tone, 

adequately summarized the position and the objectives of the Financial Commission. 

Early in December a compromise was arranged. The Financial Commission 
will be constituted under the presidency of Hilmi Pasha, and will include in 
addition one Turkish member. It will act in conjunction with the Imperial 
Ottoman Bank, to which the work of audit is entrusted. It will employ three 
travelling inspectors who are to enter the Turkish service, but they enjoy no 

649 "Conformément aux instructions qu'il a reçues du Gouvernement ottoman, l'Inspecteur-général de 
Macédoine est entré en relations avec les membres de la commission financière internationale qui va 
reprendre ses travaux." From M. Boppe to M. Rouvier, No. 179  (23 Decembre 1905) in Documents 
Diplomatiques, 228. 

650 BOA, TFR. I. A. 30-2913 (22 Safer 1324) [17 April 1906]. 
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right of interference and no administrative authority, and can deal with abuses 
only indirectly by reporting to the Commission. The Commission, in its turn, is 
a quasi-deliberative Council, which has no executive powers. It stands 
completely outside the Turkish administration, and can act only through Hilmi 
Pasha, who is its executive officer. Should he refuse to carry out its decisions, 
as he legally may, its only resource is to appeal through the Civil Agents to the 
Embassies in Constantinople. Finally, while the Commission may enact 
reforms in taxation and modify the drafting of the budget, the Sultan is allowed 
a right of veto upon its decisions.651

The regulations give a clear official representation. The first article introduces the 
commission: 

A Financial commission is constituted for the three vilayets of Salonika, 
Kosova, and Monastir. This commission will exercise its function in the name 
of the Imperial Ottoman Government. It is composed of the inspector-general 
of the vilayets of Rumelia, the civil agents of Austria-Hungary and Russia, and 
four delegates nominated for this purpose by the Governments of Germany, 
France, Great Britain, and Italy. 

Its mission is: 

1. To ensure the application of the regulations agreed between the Imperial 
Ottoman Ministry of Finance and the Imperial Ottoman Bank, dated February 
22, 1322 (March 7, 1905), as detailed in the present regulations. 
2. To supervise the regular collection of taxes, including the tithe. 
3. To examine the budgets of the three vilayets, which must be submitted to 
them before becoming final, and to supervise their strict performance. 
4. To supervise the execution of financial reforms.652

Article II, III, IV and V were basic working principles that are important to 

demonstrate the weight of the work for the Inspector-General and his power within 

the commission. 

Article  II. 
The commission will have its seat at Salonika, where its offices will be 
established. Its meeting however, will always be held in the town in which the 
president resides. 
Article III.  
The commission will be under the presidency of the inspector-general, or, in 
the event of his absence or inability to attend, of a high Ottoman official 

651 Brailsford, 310. 

652 The Powers And Turkey", The Times (8 December 1905), 3. 
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designated by him. It will deliberate at its sittings upon all important matters 
coming within its province. 
Article IV. 
A member of the commission will assist the president in the capacity of service 
member. This duty will be performed for a period of three months by each 
member of the commission in turn in the alphabetical order of the Powers... 
Article V. 
The commission ordinarily will meet once a week. It will be summoned in 
extraordinary session whenever this is deemed necessary by the president or is 
requested by two members of the commission... The presence of at least four 
members, including the president or his substitute will be necessary to give 
validity to the deliberations and decisions of the commission. The decisions of 
the commission shall be determined by a majority of votes. In the case of 
equality the president shall have a casting vote...653

In addition to these, the commission's duties and responsibilities were to respect that 

budgets of the Three Provinces as specified in Article VI, the collection of taxes as 

described in Article VII, and the development of a relationship with the Ottoman 

Bank as defined in Article VIII. There were new proposals in Article IX, and Article 

X concerned the appointment of financial inspectors to each province and the details 

regarding the roles of these inspectors. Possible financial impediments were covered 

in Article XII, as well as the commissions' representation awards (entrusting) in XIII. 

Administrative expenses were referenced in XIV and the commission's internal 

arrangements in Article XV.654

However, with the final exchange of notes between the Porte and the Powers, as 

detailed by Ferid Pasha, a concession was reached regarding the issue of the two year 

term for the Commission, an addition of an Ottoman member, and the approval of 

the Sultan in regards to the budgets. In Article 4, the designation of service member 

was to be replaced with that of deputy, and finally, in Article 5: "If the President 

refuses to execute a decision of the commission, he shall explain the reasons to the 

653 "The Powers And Turkey", The Times (8 December 1905), 3.  

654 Ibid. 
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Sublime Porte and, for their part, the Civil Agents and foreign agents shall submit the 

matter to the Embassy in Constantinople".655 These principles formed the framework 

that the Inspector-General, together with the other members, was to implement for 

the improvement of the financial situation of the Three Provinces during the 

following three years. 

As the first joint meetings of the Financial Commission took place in Salonika, the 

Inspector-General and the Porte were attempting to maintain a system to ensure the 

regular flow of information to Istanbul. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was asked to forward a 

copy of the minutes (zabıtname) of each meeting of the Commission to the Ministry 

of Finance, and to also brief the Porte on any important negotiations.656 However, 

time was to show that the Inspector-General dispatched separate notes to Yıldız

Palace,, and provided the Sultan directly with minutes of the meetings.657 The 

branches of the Ottoman Bank in the Three Provinces were going to play a 

fundamental role in the financial reform project, hence Ottoman officials, who had 

been preventing their administrators from contacting European officials before the 

compromise, were now trying to synchronize all the institutions and provide them 

with the necessary regulations.658

As mentioned above, the Financial regulations required the appointment of an 

Ottoman member to the Commission. On 24 December 1905, the Palace offered four 

655 From M. Boppe to M. Rouvier, No. 175 (8 Decembre 1905) in Documents Diplomatiques, 211. 

656 BOA, TFR. I. A. 28-2755 (9 Zilkade 1323) [5 January 1906]. 

657 40 days after the joint meetings of the commission started to take place, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 
mailed to the Palace the minutes of all 17 meetings. BOA, TFR. I. A. 29-2808 (16 Zilhicce 1323) [12 
February 1906]. 

658 "...Vilâyât-ı Selâse Umûr-ı Mâliye Komisyonu nizamnamesinin Osmanlı Bankası'na tebliğ 
edilmesi..." in BOA, TFR. I. A. 28-2773 (22 Zilkade 1323) [18 January 1906]. 
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names to the Inspector-General: 'Cemal Bey', an assistant (muavin) from the ministry 

of public works, who had been educated in Europe; 'Adem Bey', graduate of Ulûm-ı 

Aliye (Darülfünun) and a member of reforms office in Council of the State (Şuûrâ-yı 

Devlet Tanzimât Dairesi); 'Şadan Bey', a chancellor who had a perfect command of 

the French language and was a graduate of the Law School; and finally, 'Bedros Bey', 

an employee of the translation office at the Ministry of Finance.659 The Inspectorate 

picked the first nominee, Cemal Bey.660 However, the very following day, a new 

irade was received informing Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha that an inspector from the 

Council of Finance (Meclis-i Maliye devâir-i merkeziye müfettişi), Ziya Bey, had 

been appointed as the Ottoman member of the International Financial 

Commission.661

Sultan Abdulhamid II was meticulous in his choice of the Ottoman member, as were 

the European governments. The European members were each high-ranking 

diplomats, who possessed the required knowledge of the region and in regards to 

finances. The British member of the commission, H. B. Harvey was the member of 

the Commission for Financial Control in Athens when he was appointed to Ottoman 

Rumelia. In fact, when he was later transferred to Egypt as Financial Advisor, the 

Consul General in Salonika, Robert Graves took his seat in Autumn of 1906. This 

appointment however was considered a promotion.662 The French member Monsieur 

Steeg had also been the Consul-General in Salonika.   

659 BOA, TFR. I. A. 28-2734 (2) (26 Şevval 1323) [24 December 1905].

660 BOA, TFR. I. A. 28-2734 (1) (26 Şevval 1323) [24 December 1905].

661 BOA, TFR. I. A. 28-2796 (12 Kanunuevvel 1321) [25 December 1905]. 

662 "It was already more than eight years since I had reached the highest grade in the Consular Service, 
which held out no prospect of further advancement, and as I was already familiar with the 
administrative problems with which the Commission had to deal, I welcomed the idea of entering on a 
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The first joint meeting took place on 27 December 1905. In the following 40 days the 

commission had 16 more meetings.663 It is known that, before reaching a 

compromise with the Ottoman Government, they had been working for two and a 

half months without the Ottoman representatives, and now their work had been 

accelerated. According to the founding regulations, the Commission needed to gather 

at least once a week. An office was rented for their use, and Vitalis Efendi Stroumza 

was hired as the Secretary General. The financial inspectors that were to carry out the 

inspections in the provinces, Oskan Efendi, Raşid Efendi and Faik Bey were among 

its staff. Graves provided a picturesque description of an ordinary working 

atmosphere of the Commission, which correspond with the existing information 

regarding the factions in the Commission. 

Among the members of the Commission I could always count upon my French 
and Italian colleagues, Steeg and Maissa, with whom I almost invariably saw 
eye to eye, and together we were responsible for practically all the measures of 
financial reform adopted during the next two years, for the Russian and 
Austrian Civil Agents were chiefly concerned with political and administrative 
questions, while the German delegate seldom opened his mouth except to 
express agreement with the opinion of the majority.664

5.4.4 The Issue of Customs Duties (Gümrük Resmi) 

In early 1905, before the establishment of the Financial Commission, Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha issued a memorandum to the European representatives regarding Macedonian 

finances. For him, it was impossible to balance the budget of the Three Provinces 

new and congenial field of activity before it was too late... I received an official letter from Foreign 
Office offering me the post, which I had no hesitation in accepting by telegraph." in Graves, 227. 

663 BOA, TFR. I. A. 29-2808 (16 Zilhicce 1323) [12 February 1906]. 

664 Graves, 229. 
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due the enormous expenditures required in order to implement the reforms. He 

proposed an increase in customs duties, and to spend this new income by 

compensating the deficiency.665 This proposal retained a primary position in the 

agenda of the Inspector-General between early 1905 until late 1907. There are quite a 

number of documents regarding the customs duties among his personal archive, and 

he made many references to the issue on his other correspondences. One of his 

personal drafts shows that, on April 1906, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha wrote to the Palace 

to report on the recent meeting of the Financial Commission. He narrated in detail 

how he impressed the members of the Commission regarding the long promised 3% 

increase of the custom duties, to compensate the budget deficit of the current 

financial year. He quoted the remarks of each member, who approved the increase, 

and informed the Palace that they were going to press their embassies to support this 

measure. Therefore, he asked the Palace confidentially, to maintain his policy, and 

thus to not  eliminate the budget deficit at once, by sending all the money from the 

central treasury.666 Despite having no documents on hand to revealing the response 

of the Palace, this example demonstrates the role that the Inspector-General played, 

as the president of the Financial Commission. 

Meanwhile, in the Ottoman capital, the Porte was struggling to convince the 

ambassadors to accept the 3% rise. Grand Vizier Ferid Pasha had numerous meetings 

with the ambassadors, and although they seemed to have agreed at the beginning, the 

powers continued to ask for more concessions in return. They continued to refer to 

judicial reform and to the extension of the gendarmerie reform that was already in 

665 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 101. 

666 İSAM-HHP 13-815 (26 Mart 1322) [8 April 1906]. 
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order.667 The Porte asked for the Inspector-General's opinion regarding the additional 

demands of the Powers.668 The increase of the customs duties could not come into 

force before July 1907.669

5.4.5 The Inspector-General as the President of the Financial Commission 

By becoming the president of the International Financial Commission increased the 

authority of the Inspector-General and his international recognition. He had been 

working with Russian and Austrian Civil Agents, but with the establishment of the 

Financial Commission, the number of his 'compulsory companions' increased, 

impairing the General Inspectorate's maneuverability. As discussed in earlier parts, 

going on inspection tours in the provinces, even to the kazas, was a fundamental task 

of the Inspector-General. With the new institutions in place to help carry out the 

reforms, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha seemed to be restrained to go on tours as much as he 

desired or was ordered. There were two fundamental reasons behind this. First, he 

was obliged to travel with a group of European companions due to the conditions of 

the Mürzsteg, which compelled the Civil Agents to follow the Inspector-General 

anywhere. Also the founding regulations of the Financial Commission added further 

financial delegates to the crew. Being followed "step by step" (hatve be hatve) by 

foreigners, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha could not go to certain places populated by 

Muslims, in order not to upset the local people, and therefore he had to limit his tours 

to a small number of stops. Moreover, he also complained that it was hard to find the 

appropriate places for his European companions to stay. Secondly, in cases when the 

667 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı Ferid Paşa, 266-267. 

668 İSAM-HHP 22-1417 (3 Teşrinievvel 1322) [16 October 1906].

669 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 103. 
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European officials did not want to accompany the Inspector-General due to severe 

weather conditions, he preferred not to leave Salonika too long, in order to maintain 

the dialogue with the Civil Agents and General De Giorgis. Furthermore, he did not 

to leave a substitute for himself in the Financial Commission, which would have 

harmed the reform process.670 However, Inspector-General also informed Istanbul 

that there were smooth and successful tours of inspection, accompanied by some of 

these foreign officials. 671

The Financial Commission dealt mainly with the budget of the Three Provinces. In 

addition to that, they concentrated on various matters, such as laws regulating forced 

labor, the collection of taxes, temettü, tapu law, and the reformation of tithe.672 The 

Inspector-General was then receiving appeals from locals, referring to him as "the 

President of the Financial Commission", when the subject was related to financial 

matters. On 28 March 1906, he received a collective petition from the inhabitants of 

the village of [Buk], in Florina in the Province of Manastır. They asked the Pasha to 

bring their requests, regarding the mitigation of their tax burdens, before the 

Financial Commission.673

The position of the Inspector-General was exceptional in terms of working with this 

many of foreign attendants, for such long period of time. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was a 

competent diplomat, who developed his skills without stepping foot out off of the 

empire's soil. After all, he successfully presided on an international committee, 

670 BOA, TFR. I. A. 33-3231 (10 Muharrem 1325) [23 February 1907]; BOA, TFR. I. A. 33-3236 (12 
Muharrem 1325) [25 February 1907]. 

671 BOA, TFR. I. A. 35-3486 (18 Safer 1325) [2 Nisan 1907]. 

672 Graves, 229. 

673 Draganof, 49-50. 
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consisting of qualified diplomats. Robert Graves narrated his masterful greeting, 

which was an elegant short speech acknowledging Harvey's valuable services and 

welcoming Graves as his successor to the Financial Commission on 5 October 

1906.674

The Financial Commission was an addition to the numerous duties of the various 

subjects of the Inspectorate. However its workload was to be managed in a way that 

would remain in the confines of the Inspectorate's routine. Still, the commitment of 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to the commission was questionable, as he was already 

managing a complex and large mechanism for the implementation of reforms in 

Macedonia. As Draganof put it "... it would be strange if he showed himself more 

favorable to the Financial Commission than to the other organs of the Control." Still 

he was publicly praised by the commissioners, which can be read as a sign that "he 

has given proof of some good intentions."675 Though losing his temper 

occasionally,676 Hüseyin Hilmi did indeed overcome the presidency of the 

International Financial Commission, whereas the Commission, which seemed to 

provide very little contribution towards improving the conditions in the Three 

Provinces, on contrary led to some inconveniences during certain situations, such as 

restricting the Inspector's mobility. 

674 Graves, 228. 

675 Draganof, 103. 

676 Graves recorded "bickering culmination in a stormy scene between the Austrian and Hilmi Pasha, 
who for once lost his temper, but smoothed down by a tactful and clever intervention from Steeg" in 
Graves, 229. 
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5.4.6 Concluding Remarks 

Financial reforms failed to produce the expected results. Even the most essential 

purpose of its establishment, balancing the budget of the Three Provinces, was not 

achieved, and on contrary the deficits increased during the years it functioned.677 "It's 

application was limited" wrote Nadine Lange-Akhund, "because of the uneasy 

situation in Macedonia, the difficulties of understanding between the members, and 

the exclusion of military expenses from international control..."678Even though it was 

a pure European initiative, contemporary Europeans generally tended to see the 

Financial Commission as a failure as well. "The creation of the Financial 

Commission had not brought any relief to the economic situation, since the 

Commission only disposed of the revenues of the three Macedonian Vilayets to meet 

the heavy Military and Civil charges." noted Graves in his memoires.679 Buxton 

complained about lack of authorization of the Commission: "... a Financial 

Commission on which the great Powers were represented, but which, though might 

criticize the budget to its heart's content, had no power to alter it."680

In July 1908, with the proclamation of the constitution the foreign officers were 

given unlimited leave, however the Financial Commission continued its work.681 On 

October 1908, the Grand Vizierate questioned the location of the Commission and 

whether they should continue their activity. Hüseyin Hilmi responded that they 

677 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 103. 

678 Lange-Akhund, 300. 

679 Graves, 217.  

680 Buxton, 34.

681 Tokay, "A Reassessment of the Macedonian Question, 1878-1908", 266. 
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continued their work in Salonika under his presidency, and that the members 

received no orders from their governments to terminate their posts.682 With the 

appointment of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as the minister of the interior, the presidency 

of the Financial Commission was left to Mahmud Şevket Pasha, the Marshal 

Commanding the 3rd Army Corps, whom Robert Graves referred to as a "less 

authoritative president".683

From late 1908 on, with the impending dissolution, the members of the Commission 

lost their function to great extent, and the new Ottoman Government asked the 

French, Italian and British members of the Financial Commission to continue their 

services in Istanbul, as advisories to the Commission of Financial reforms at the 

Ministry of Finance.684 This was a rather surprising development concerning how the 

former Ottoman administration spared no effort to prevent their arrival and how the 

Young Turks, who were dominant in politics in late 1908, had always complaint 

about the European intervention in Macedonia.  The Financial Commission for the 

Three Provinces was officially abolished by the end of Summer 1909.685

682 BOA, TFR. I. A.39-3869 (21 Ramazan 1326) [17 October 1908]. 

683 Graves, 235. 

684 Graves, 236, 240. 

685 "Rumeli Müfettiş-i Umumiliğinin İlgasıyla Teferruatı Hakkında İrade-i Seniyye", Düstur , 2. Tertip 
Vol. 1, No. 145, 718-719. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE GENERAL INSPECTORATE AND THE YOUNG TURK 
REVOLUTION 

The European reform scheme have laid the train 
and kindled the spark, and the Powers, with quite 
another intent have indirectly caused this amazing 
and beneficent revolution.686

On the evening of 13 August 1908, in the garden of the White Tower of Salonika, 

Namık Kemal's iconic play Vatan Yahut Silistre was being performed on stage for 

the first time in years. It was a phenomenal scene. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, the 

weakened Inspector-General of Rumelia who still preserved his title, was seated in 

the front box, watching the play, which in fact most likely to have influenced him 

years ago,687 while Niyazi and Enver Bey, heroes of the revolution (hürriyet 

kahramanları), modestly preferred to sit in the middle of the audience. Arthur 

686 "The Young Turks", The Times (15 Aug 1908), 8. 

687 "Namık Kemal's melodramatic play Vatan Yahut Silitre (Fatherland or Silistria), first produced in 
1873, became, after Abdul Hamid banned it, immensely popular with the students in the Military 
schools, who smuggled copies back and forth under the noses of their instructors" in Ernest 
Edmondson Ramsaur, The Young Turks (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1957), 5. 
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Moore, who was among the audience called this sight "the epitome of the 

revolution."  

The change in his position was not disguised from the man in the street. Had he 
made this public appearance a month before, he would have come with much 
state, with aides-de-camp and a glittering escort. All men would have feared 
him, and bowed themselves in the presence of the great man with the lowly 
homage of the East. But the Committee had curtailed pomp and circumstance. 
Tonight he came almost unattended, and except for the greetings of his 
personal acquaintance his presence went unnoticed.688

The 1908 Revolution took place in Rumelia, which resulted in the restoration of the 

constitutional monarchy in the Ottoman Empire, after an interval of thirty years. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as the Inspector-General of Rumelia, was the highest 

administrative representative of the Hamidian regime in the region. Hence, during 

the events of the spring and summer of 1908, he was subject to various difficulties 

and was the receiver of extraordinary demands. However, many scholarly studies do 

not focus on the Inspectorate, nor present it as a prominent institution of the time. 

Rather, they conflate it with and make it a part of the general structure of Hamidian 

administration. For instance, Ernest Ramsaur's prominent book The Young Turks: 

Prelude to the Revolution of 1908, makes no reference to the presence of the 

Inspectorate throughout the study. Deprived of the sources available today, he 

probably never knew that Enver Bey sent a telegram to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha on 23 

July 1908, which began by stating that "Bugün vatan kurtarıldı" (the motherland was 

saved today), and which demanded Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's mediation in conveying

688 Arthur Moore, Orient Express (London: Constable & Company, 1914), 213-215. 
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the demands of the Osmanlı Terakki ve İttihat Cemiyeti Rumeli Teşkilat-ı Dahiliyesi 

for the opening of the Meclis-i Mebusan (the General Assembly) by the Sultan.689

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia was one of the administrative branches of the 

Hamidian regime, and subsequently, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha had always been a loyal 

and devoted servant of Abdülhamid II. Apart from an assassination attempt that took 

place years ago in Yemen, there is no record on hand to show that he had ever been 

"accused" of being a Young Turk. It is interesting to note that in his endeavor to deal 

with and understand the new formation in the Rumelian Provinces, he kept a vast 

number of copies of official documents among his personal papers, regarding the 

developments that took place during the spring and summer of 1908. That was, I 

believe, a personal preparation or an act of precaution, an insurance in a sense, for 

any possible future interrogation regarding those fragile days of the Empire. Among 

his papers, we find notes and correspondence related to the symbolic events acted 

out, that led to 1908 Revolution, such as the assassination of Şemsi Pasha, the 

rebellions of Niyazi and Enver, etc. The Inspector General, who had been trained to 

cope with rivals from outside the empire in Macedonia, was ill-prepared to confront 

opposition from within the Ottoman officers and officials.  

This chapter will shed light on the place occupied by the General Inspectorate and 

the role played by the Inspector-General, based on official correspondence that was 

exchanged between the Inspectorate and Istanbul. Also included are the appeals by 

the Young Turks to the Inspector-General, and the personal accounts of his 

contemporaries, which were penned during these times of chaos and change in 

Macedonia. The 1908 Revolution marked the beginning of the end for the 

689 İSAM-HHP 18-1165 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 Temmuz 1908]. 
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Inspectorate. This chapter will also analyze the process that led to the termination of 

its duties. 

6.1 Towards the Revolution 

Through the years that it functioned, the General Inspectorate was never free from 

continual European intervention. On 28 February 1908, in order to restrain European 

diplomatic restlessness and to contain the rising British interest in the Macedonian 

reforms, the Porte issued a memorandum. In this manner, they announced the 

extension of all the international organizations in Macedonia -the tenure of office for 

the civil agents, the financial commission and the positions of the foreign officers - 

until 1914, equal to the duration of the 'rise in customs duties'. In March 1908, 

Britain issued a new memorandum and upgraded her demands for reform, most 

significantly proposing the appointment of a governor-general for the Three 

Provinces. Russia produced her own memorandum in response to British demands 

and growing interest. In this case, Russia emphasized the impossibility of convincing 

the Porte to appoint a governor, and instead proposed the extension of the Inspector-

General's tenure. Thus, the following response from the British, dated 4 April 1908, 

recommended a further expansion of the Inspectorate's authority. Each of these 

demands were steps taken towards the independence of Macedonian affairs from 

Istanbul, and this diplomatic process eventually led to the Reval Meeting on 9 June 

1908.690

The King of Great Britain, Edward VII, and the Tsar of Russia, Nicholas II, met in 

Reval to review their relations and to reach a compromise for a "joint initiative to 

690 Yusuf Hikmet Bayur, Türk İnkılabı Tarihi, Vol. I. (Istanbul: TTK, 1940), 215-217. 
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introduce far-reaching reform in order to end the anarchy prevailing in Macedonia". 

When the news reached the Ottomans, they interpreted this meeting as the beginning 

of Anglo-Russian cooperation and as a sign of subsequent intervention in the 

Macedonian affairs. The meeting at Reval provided another reason for the 

development of the existing Young Turk opposition, to change the government and 

introduce their own reforms.691

6.1.1 The Rise of the Committee of Progress and Union in Macedonia 

The origins of the Young Turk movement can be traced back to 1889, when it 

emerged as "an intellectual opposition" to the Hamidian Regime within the Royal 

Medical Academy (Tıbbiye-i Şahane), with the name İttihad-ı Osmanî Cemiyeti 

(Ottoman Union Society). It began evolving into an underground political 

organization in 1906.692 Between that time, the movement’s ideas first spread to 

other schools of higher education, that trained students for the civil service and the 

army, as well as to religious organizations, and eventually surpassed the boundaries 

of Istanbul, turning into a sophisticated organization. With the flight of some 

prominent figures from the opposition abroad, to Paris in particular, which turned 

into the center of the Ottoman resistance, under the leadership of Ahmed Rıza, a 

former bureaucrat who had fled to Paris due to his political stance and from there, 

published the main opposition organ, Meşveret (Mechveret Supplémet Français). 

From the mid-1890's to the early 1900's, Ahmed Rıza's leading position was strongly 

shaken by two separate initiatives. The first was led by Mizancı Murad (1897), a 

691 Feroz Ahmad, The Young Turks (London: Oxford University Press, 1969), 2-3.  

692 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 3-4; Hanioğlu, The Young Turks in Opposition, 71. Also 
see: Ramsaur, The Young Turks, 14-15; Zürcher, Turkey: A Modern History, 91; Erik J. Zürcher, The 
Young Turk Legacy and Nation Building (London: I. B. Tauris, 2010), 97-98. 
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former instructor in the Mülkiye and the publisher of Mizan in Istanbul, who fled first 

to Egypt and then joined the CUP members in Geneva. The second initiative was led 

by Prens Sabahaddin (1899), a nephew through his sister, and also an opponent of 

Abdülhamid II. He was known for his liberal ideas. He moved to Paris with his 

brother, Lütfullah, and their father, Mahmud Celaleddin Pasha.693

The first congress of the Ottoman Opposition, which took place in Paris in February 

1902, was organized by Sabahaddin (Prince) and Lütfullah Bey. According to Şükrü 

Hanioğlu, it was "one of the most momentous events in the life of the Young Turk 

movement". The primary consequence of the congress was that it caused a split 

between the different participant groups, and bred an opposition "minority" from 

within, which was formed around Ahmed Rıza. As a result,  the "majority" group 

was formed around Prens Sabahaddin.694

The second Young Turk Congress (Congrès des Partis d'Opposition de L'Empire 

Ottoman) took place in Paris on 27-29 December 1907, under the presidencies of 

Ahmed Rıza Bey (Terakki ve İttihad Cemiyeti), Sabahaddin Bey (Teşebbüs-i Şahsi ve 

Adem-i Merkeziyet Cemiyeti) and Malumyan Efendi (Armenian Revolutionary 

Federation). They discussed methods of protesting, and finally agreed upon the fact 

that the deposition of Abdülhamid had to take place, which was to be followed by the 

restoration of the constitution. Along with other undertakings, they were to begin a 

movement of armed resistance within the empire, to refuse to pay taxes, and not fight 

rebellious bands, and begin to spread propaganda concerning their movement within 

693 Sohrabi, Revolution and Constitutionalism in the Ottoman Empire and Iran, 54, 56; for biographic 
information see: Zürcher, Turkey A Modern History, 346, 361,364. 

694 Hanioğlu, The Young Turks in Opposition, 173-199. 
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the army.695 While the opposition was growing abroad, the discontent with the 

regime of the Sultan was simultaneously rising within the Empire, particularly in 

Macedonia.  

Tarık Zafer Tunaya had a point when he asserted that "İttihat ve Terakki 

Makedonyalıdır" (the Committee of Union and Progress is from Macedonia).696 The 

origins of the movement had its roots elsewhere, both within and outside of the 

empire. However, considering the core group which undertook the actions that 

succeeded in attaining the essential goal of the restoration of the constitution, the 

CUP was indeed Macedonian.

The Young Turk opposition was directed against the Hamidian regime. Their goal 

was simply to restore constitutional monarchy and dethrone Abdülhamid II. As 

Nader Sohrabi summed up: "Ignoring many modernist tendencies of the Hamidian 

administration, the Young Turks portrayed the sultan as a quintessential 

traditionalist, an archrival of progress, and enemy of science."697 Yet, why did the 

movement reach its triumph in the Rumelian provinces, but not in the capital city of 

the empire? 

The Committee of Union and Progress opened a branch in Salonika in 1896, but 

Macedonia never became a center for the Young Turk movement during its early 

days. Come to the year 1905, the existing dissidents in the city, mostly army officers 

and civil officials, were members of the old CUP. They had contacted Ahmed Rıza 

in Paris to become integrated into the committee, however they were disappointed 

695 Hacısalihoğlu, Jön Türkler ve Makedonya Sorunu, 165. 

696 Tarık Zafer Tunaya, Türkiye'de Siyasal Partiler, V. 3 (Istanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 2000), 35.

697 Sohrabi, 62. 
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when they received a negative answer. Ahmed Rıza simply advised them not to 

count on the support of the committee in Paris, and instead to organize themselves 

within the empire.698 They preserved their unorganized form for a while, until the 

Ottoman Freedom Society (Osmanlı Hürriyet Cemiyeti) was established in 

September 1906 by its ten founding members. These members elected Talât Bey, 

İsmail Canbolad and Mustafa Rahmi as the "high council". Soon, they recruited 42 

members in Salonika, most of whom were officers.699

Kazım Karabekir, who was also a member of the CPU and serving as a young officer 

in Rumelia, recorded a conversation in his memoir that he had with a senior member 

of the Committee, Major Naki Bey in Soroviç in Salonika Province, on the origins of 

the movement. It is significant that Naki Bey dated its commencement to Rumi 1318 

(1902/3) and asserted the following as the motivation behind the formation of this 

group: "Once we saw the insurrections of Bulgarians and Austria and Russia helping 

them, we regarded it as an intervention in our internal affairs, which would lead to 

perilous courses."700

Scholars often refer to the fact that the Macedonian Question and European 

intervention were the main incentives behind the rise of the CPU in Ottoman 

Macedonia, and therefore, it is clear that Naki Bey's assertion supports this 

argument.701 An excerpt from Enver Bey's memoirs, who would soon become the 

kahraman-ı hürriyet (hero of freedom), is even more revealing: 

698 Kazım Karabekir, İttihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti 1896-1909 (Istanbul: Türdav, 1982), 158.

699 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 210-213; Cengiz (ed.), Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 40. 

700 Karabekir, 157-158. 

701 "... the Macedonian problem was the direct cause of the revolution of July 1908". Zürcher, A 
Modern History, 94. 
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Everyone was aware of the fact that the fatherland (Vatan) was approaching 
towards a catastrophic swirl (girdâb-ı felâket). The European intervention with 
the aim of protecting the Christians brought an inequality to the country, 
conversely to the former [order]. Nowadays, none of the matters of the 
Muslims was taken care of, the officials only deal with the Christian subjects 
upon who the interest of the Europeans was concentrated. Whoever was 
responsible for an unjust act towards them was immediately punished, on the 
contrary, the Muslims rights were not sought. On the other hand, the presence 
of foreign officers and officials had negative effects on the Muslims. However, 
no one could raise a voice [react] before the treatment of the former 
administration.702

The conditions that gave birth to the General Inspectorate of Rumelia, and the 

atmosphere in which the Inspector-General had been trying to function for the past 

several years, also set the background for the rise of the Ottoman Progress and Union 

Committee (CPU) in Rumelia. It is important to keep in mind that the raison d'être

of the CPU was opposition to the Hamidian regime, which was in fact represented by 

the General Inspectorate in the region.  

In 1907, as the Ottoman Freedom Society was recruiting new members, and while 

the Paris based CPU decided to expand its activities in Macedonia, one of the 

founding members in Salonika, probably Talat Bey, sent a letter to the CPU in Paris 

suggesting that these two committees be joined. At the end of several negotiations, 

the two committees merged on 27 September 1907 under the name of the "Ottoman 

Progress and Union Committee" (CPU). It was decided that the Committee would 

have two headquarters, an external one, (Paris) and an internal one (Salonika). 

However, neither committee absorbed the other, and each worked autonomously, 

setting a new phase in the history of Young Turk Movement. As Hanioğlu 

articulated: "for the first time since 1896, a Young Turk committee enjoyed a strong 

702 Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 23.  
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network concentrated in a particular region of the Ottoman Empire."703 This region 

was Ottoman Macedonia. 

The city of Salonika, which had been home to the headquarters of the General 

Inspectorate of Rumelia since the early part of 1904, was then also harboring the 

main internal committee of CPU. Special importance has been given to the 

peculiarities of the city, as the Young Turk movement succeeded there. Hanioğlu 

called it a "latter-day Tower of Babel" and stated that Salonika "epitomized Ottoman 

Cosmopolitanism more than any other city in the realm, with the possible exception 

of the imperial capital Istanbul."704 As a matter of fact, Salonika was not the first 

center to initiate an upheaval within the empire. The organization called "Canverir" 

also embarked upon an uprising between 1906 and 1907, in Erzurum. It is a rather 

suitable example for comparison, since the members of this movement had a very 

similar composition to that of those located in Salonika. Merchants, petit 

bourgeoisie, low-ranking army officers as well as civil officials all supported the 

movement. They were also in connection with other committees abroad. They even 

managed to take the control of the city of Erzurum for a week. However, they did not 

succeed in forcing the Sultan to restore the constitution.705

Despite the fact that the headquarters of the CPU was located in Salonika, the 

majority of the steps taken towards realizing the revolution were determined in 

Manastır. In that sense, Gül Tokay positioned Manastır ahead of Salonika, in terms 

703 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 215-17. 

704 M. Şükrü Hanioğlu, Atatürk an Intellectual Biography (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
2011), 9-10. 

705 İlhan Tekeli and Selin İlkin, "İttihat ve Terakki Hareketinin Oluşumunda Selanik'in Toplumsal 
Yapısının Belirleyiciliği", in Türkiye'nin Sosyal ve Ekonomik Tarihi (1071-1920) (Ankara: Meteksan, 
1980), 352; See also: Aykut Kansu, 1908 Devrimi (Istanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 2011), 43-61. 
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of the location from which concrete action was taken. She argued that the peculiarity 

of using Manastır as a base came from the fact that it had been harboring the 

revolutionary movements of the Bulgarians for quite some time, and the Ilinden 

Uprisings had actually taken place there. There was no direct connection between the 

Young Turks and those movements, however, the best officers of the army had been 

deployed to Manastır. Moreover, the massive Muslim population, with the majority 

of them being Albanian, were particularly and extensively tired of recent 

developments in Macedonia.706

The abovementioned Russo-British initiative to start a new phase in Macedonian 

reforms marked a turning point for the Young Turk Movement. The CPU 

headquarters in Paris gathered for a meeting. They regarded this development as a 

serious threat to the sovereignty of the Ottoman Empire: 

Macedonia's independence means the loss of half of the Ottoman Empire and, 
therefore, its complete annihilation. As is known to our brother, without 
Macedonia in between, Albania will naturally be lost. Since our border will 
have to retreat to the gates of Istanbul, the capital cannot remain in Istanbul. 
The removal of our capital from Europe to Asia would exclude us from being 
among the powers of Europe...707

It was not only a matter of the Ottoman Empire remaining a European power, but 

also "Since the Macedonian Question is the question of existence of the Turks, we 

presume that for a sincere government it should be preferable to take the chance of a 

great war instead of losing Macedonia [and] Rumelia." It is understood that the Reval 

Meeting of June 1908 provided the CPU with sufficiently convincing propaganda of 

"we will not leave our fatherland to the enemy", and therefore initiated the 

706 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 156. 

707 Quoted from Kopye Defteri in Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 236.
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Committee to launch "its campaign to foment unrest" sooner than it otherwise would 

normally have done.708

Macedonia, aside from being the stage for European intervention, also had a 

relatively liberal political environment compared to other parts of the Empire. The 

extensive usage of the traditional practice of petitioning, which had been elaborately 

discussed in previous sections of this study, resulted in the formation of a kind of 

political participation among the ordinary people.709 Moreover, the CPU found there 

a fertile ground to spread their ideas among the young officers, not only due to their 

dissatisfaction with the foreign presence in the region, but also due to the difficult 

financial conditions they experienced as a result of the irregular payment of wages, 

in contrast to the European-led gendarmerie, who were more frequently paid.710 The 

Ottoman officers received unjust treatment and furthermore, were not promoted 

fairly. The soldiers were poorly dressed, poorly equipped and poorly fed.711

Additionally, the foreign gendarmerie officers were paid four times the sum of their 

Ottoman counterparts.712

In the year 1908, the missed payments of the salaries of the Muslim officers 

continued to present reason for complaint. These criticisms turned into separate 

insurrections by reserve forces in different spots like Üsküp, Manastır, Florina and 

Resne.713 The Inspectorate was held responsible for the matter. However, Hüseyin 

708 Ibid., 236-237. 

709 Ibid., 238-239. 

710 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 134-135. 

711 Resneli Niyazi, Resneli Niyazi Bey'in Anıları (Istanbul: Çağdaş Yayınları, 1975), 44. 

712 For a comparative table of wages from 1904 see: Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 136. 

713 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 158. 
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Hilmi Pasha strictly rejected these allegations. In a report dated 9 May 1908, he gave 

details regarding the payments and explained the reason behind their delay. He 

firmly denied that he was favoring non-Muslims, and that he prioritized their needs 

over those of the Muslims. Furthermore, asked the Palace to conduct a special 

inquiry, since he did not want to absolve himself. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha appeared to 

be weary of any such accusations, especially of those whose source was from 

Istanbul, and as a result, once again asked to be pardoned from his duty.714

In early 1908, the Commander of the Manastır region Hadi Pasha was replaced by 

Osman Hidayet Pasha and the primary reason behind this change was Hadi Pasha's 

incompatibility with the civilian authorities, and his avoidance of cooperating when 

necessary, especially with the Inspector-General. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha expressed his 

pleasure upon the appointment of a new commander.715

6.1.2 The Inspectorate Trying to Understand   

The General Inspectorate continued performing its expected duties, and Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha was also serving as the president of the Financial Commission, chairing 

its meetings. He was working with the Civil Agents, they continued their joint 

inspection tours in Üsküp and Manastır. The Inspectorate maintained its belief in the 

reforms and continued to strive to implement them to their fullest extent. The year 

1907 was marked by the recognition of a 3% rise in customs by the European 

714 İSAM-HHP 2/103 (26 Nisan 1324) [9 May 1908]. 

715 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 157. 
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Powers.716 Normally, the tenure of office for foreign officers and officials was to 

terminate by the end of 1907, however an extension was given. 

The violence caused by banditry in Macedonia, and their pursuit by the Ottoman 

troops were ceaseless and exhausting for both the officers and the soldiers.717 The 

reports regarding banditry activities continued to pour into the Inspectorate. The 

Muslim population was tired of the endless conflicts between the different groups in 

the region. They were weary of the financial difficulties and the European reform 

interventions, which had always been regarded as favoring the Christian population, 

at the expense of Muslims.  

Hanioğlu, acknowledging that the Hamidian regime's unpreparedness as a factor in 

the CPU's rapid success in July 1908, puts a special emphasis on CPU's efforts to 

prepare the revolution.718 However, focusing on the General Inspectorate of Rumelia, 

it would not be appropriate to claim that the Hamidian administration was totally 

unaware of the movement, though it did fall short of understanding and predicting 

where it was headed. Presently, we are in a position to trace its reflections through 

the paper work of the Inspector-General in 1907 and 1908. 

The General Inspectorate continued with its routine, working with civil agents and 

the financial commission for the Reforms when some intelligence began to filter in 

from local authorities regarding a secret organization, clubs of freemasonry, and the 

confiscation of "evrâk-ı muzırra" (seditious papers). On 5 July 1907, for instance, 

716 İSAM-HHP 19/1233 (12 Nisan 1323) [25 Nisan 1907]; İSAM-HHP 19/1230 (23 Nisan 1323) [26 
Nisan 1907]; İSAM-HHP 19/1232 (29 Nisan 1323) [12 May 1907]. 

717 Tokay, Makedonya Sorunu, 155. 

718 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 210. 
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Yıldız instructed the Inspector-General to continue to encourage the Salonika 

Garrison Commander (Selanik Merkez Kumandanı), who was apparently a diligent 

personality, to continue gathering intelligence about seditious people (ehl-i fesâd) 

and papers in the city.719 The garrison commander was the Lieutenant Commander 

(kaymakam) Ömer Nazım Bey, an aid de camps to the Sultan, was not any officer. 

His diligence will soon to turn him into a symbolic figure for the history of Young 

Turks. 

It appears that, there was high level of cooperation between the Inspector-General 

and the Garrison Commander in carrying out an investigation of these secret 

organizations. On 1 September 1907, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha forwarded a list of names 

and locations to Nazım Bey and asked for in-depth inquiries to be conducted 

regarding their activities.720 Kaymakam Nazım wrote a detailed report in less than a 

week, elucidating the details of the freemason society in Salonika. He arranged a list 

of names and titles of the members within the society. The report also included the 

address of their meeting place and the general attitude of the members. The Garrison 

Commander concluded his report by stating he would continue to report to the 

General Inspectorate when further information, regarding new affiliations to the 

"cemiyet-i fesede" (seditious association), came to be known to him.721

Nazım Bey also in pursuit of those who were thought to have developed a connection 

with the CPU Paris Committee. In July 1907, he was already working with an 

informant (muhbir), Bosnalı Cemil Efendi, who gathered information concerning the 

719 İSAM-HHP 4/206 (22 Haziran 323) [5 July 1907]. 

720 İSAM-HHP 4/201 (19 Ağustos 1323) [1 September 1907].

721 İSAM-HHP 4/203 (25 Ağustos 1323) [7 September 1907].
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smuggling of seditious papers sent by the Paris Committee. Cemil was, in fact, 

working undercover in Salonika, and was instructed to maintain his interactions with 

the suspected locals, and his expenses were covered by the government upon the 

order of the Palace. Kaymakam Nazım was also investigating those in connection 

with the secret organization in Salonika, which had actually bought these papers, and 

Cemil was hired to closely pursue the matter. The Inspector-General controlled all of 

the investigations, receiving updated information constantly. Sure enough, all of 

these  inquiries were carried out with the knowledge of the Sultan.722

Enver Pasha in his memoirs listed Talât Bey, Hafız Hakkı, İsmail Canbolad, 

Manyasizade Refik and himself as the internal headquarters of the CPU.723 The 

Inspectorate was aware of a movement, of the formation of a freemason society. 

Hilmi Pasha knew who was their leader, where they were conducting their secret 

meetings, and so on. However, the Inspectorate was unaware of the exact nature of 

their activities. No record on hand shows he had intelligence about the formation of 

the Freedom Society and its merger with the CPU at the time. The correspondence 

between Nazım Bey, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and Yıldız Palace during the months of 

September-October 1907 are a testimony to this fact.724

In early 1908, the CPU organization had spread to every kaza (district) of the 

Rumelian provinces.725 Dr. Nazım, asked the CPU's internal headquarters to prepare 

new regulations on activist bases. The CPU then constructed branches of self-

722 İSAM-HHP 4/205 (1 Haziran 1323) [14 June 1907]. 

723 "Müzakerede Manyasizade Refik Bey, Talât Bey, Canbolatzade Yüzbaşı İsmail Bey bulunuşuna 
göre Selanik Heyet-i Âliye'sinin bunlardan mürekkeb olduğu istidal olunuyordu." Enver Paşa'nın 
Anıları, 40. 

724 İSAM-HHP. 

725 Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 47. 
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sacrificing members (fedai), introduced a new method for oath taking, and 

deliberately propagated within circles of officers.726 In Salonika alone, the CPU 

internal headquarters recruited 505 men (319 of them were junior officers), while in 

all of Rumelia the number of recruits reached around 2,000. Many of these officers 

possessed formidable authority in their respective regions and easily acquired local 

Muslim support.727

In February 1908, two students of law in Salonika, Hüseyin Cudi and Ali İrfan, were 

arrested for possessing CPU instructions. They were tried and imprisoned, which 

opened the way for further investigations.728 According to Başkatib Tahsin Pasha, the 

actual reveal of the CPU and its program occurred on 1 June 1908, when 

Abdülhamid received a rather striking telegram from Hüseyin Hilmi:

Based on the decision taken on the last general meeting of the Young Turk, 
Armenians and Macedonian committees, at a certain place within Salonika or 
Manastır, a revolutionary board with the name of "A Central Committee of 
Operations" was established [.] It is enquired from an Italian source that they 
are to start their operations soon. A confidential investigation is being pursued 
and future information shall be submitted.729

According to the Head of of the Secretariat, Abdülhamid had complete confidence in 

Hüseyin Hilmi's acumen (dirayet), zeal (gayret) and loyalty (sadakat). He knew that 

the Inspector-General would not inform the Palace about such  matters if it was not 

726 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 217-220. 

727 Ibid., 228. 

728 Ibid., 263. 

729 "Jön Türk, Ermeni, Makedonya fesat komitelerinin son umumi içtimalarında verdikleri karara 
tevfikan Selanik yahut Manastır dahilinde bir mahalli mahsusta "Merkez icraat komitesi, namile bir 
heyeti ihtilalaliye teşkil edip pek yakın vakitte fiiliyata başlıyacakları malum olan İtalyan membaından 
istihbar edildi. Bu babta tahkikatı mahremaneye devam olunuyor, alınacak malumatı arz ederim..." in 
Tahsin Paşa, 242. 
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based on concrete evidence. That is why the Sultan paid special attention to this 

news. Soon, further intelligence was received from other sources in the region, which 

confirmed the Inspector's assertions.730

On 8 June 1908, the Palace dispatched Hakkı Bey, one of the members of the 

municipality (Şehremaneti azâsından) to Macedonia, to carry out the investigation 

and reveal malicious people (fesede). The head of the Palace secretariat, Tahsin 

Pasha, instructed Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, in accordance with the imperial will, to 

cooperate with Hakkı Bey in his mission.731Two days later, Hüseyin Hilmi received 

another message from the Başkitabet, this time a longer and more detailed one, that 

corroborates the fact that Yıldız Palace was indeed well informed of the 

developments in the region, namely the rise of the CPU in Macedonia. According to 

the dispatch, "malicious people" (erbâb-ı fesad) were influencing local Muslims 

against the Sultan. They were in fact organizing the very initiatives that would open 

the door to foreign intervention. They were delivering seditious papers, which were 

published abroad and smuggled in, and also those, though published internally, were 

distributed under the pretense of also being imported works. The Sultan had no 

doubts that a loyal servant such as Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, would not remain 

indifferent in the face of such developments. However, if seeds of intrigue were 

planted among the army, this would ultimately affect the civil service as well. The 

Palace asked for suggestions from the Inspector-General regarding what kind of 

precautions should be taken in order to stop these malicious ventures from 

continuing.732

730 Ibid. 

731 İSAM-HHP 20/1318 (26 Mayıs 1324) [8 June 1908].

732 İSAM-HHP 19/126 (28 Mayıs 1324) [10 June 1908].
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Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha penned his reply on the same day. Firstly, he pointed out that, 

those who dared to undertake the slightest betrayal to the sultanate and the caliphate 

would be arrested and punished according to the law. He was personally taking care 

to prevent and eliminate the smuggling of seditious publications. However, regarding 

the involvement of army members in such organizations, his means to deal with them 

were limited. He suggested that the Commander of the Third Army and the garrison 

commander Nazım Bey, to appoint a trustworthy man in the battalions to retrieve 

reliable information from within. In terms of reporting on the local people and civil 

officials, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha once again repeated that it was difficult to attain 

consistent information from all parts of the Three Provinces. As such operation 

consisted of undercover activities, he thus asked the Palace to instruct the provincial 

governors to meticulously gather information themselves. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha also 

added, that as a result of his personal inquires he figured out how these documents 

were secretly transported into and passed around in the Rumelian provinces. They 

were sent in envelopes through foreign postal services, and the receivers were not 

always conscious of what the incoming mail comprised of. Moreover, the Albanians 

were substantially contributing to this traffic. The Inspector-General also recounted 

that he received intelligence few months ago, regarding a secret committee. His 

informant was himself invited to enter the committee, and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

promised him a considerable reward if he discovered the entire goal of the 

committee. However, he reported that he had not yet received any update. Finally, 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha repeated his devotion to the struggle for unveiling the 

committee. 733 Therefore, on the following day, 11 June 1908, the Inspector-General 

dispatched the governors and the mutasarrıf, and the deputy commander of the Third 

733 Ibid. 
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Army, to address the abovementioned matters, and instructed them to cooperate and 

act against this movement. He allocated an important space to the Evrâk-ı 

Muzırra.734

The propaganda organs of the CPU, Şûra-yı Ümmet and Mechveret Supplémet

Français, were keenly followed and read by its branches in Macedonia. These 

journals were published in Paris and smuggled into the empire. During the period 

prior to the revolution, Şûra-yı Ümmet focused entirely on the Macedonian 

Question.735 Moreover, in time, the CPU began to publish within the empire a journal 

called the Neyyir-i Hakikat, in Manastir.736 In his dispatch addressed to the all of the 

governors of the Three Provinces, mutasarrıflıks and the Commandership of the 

army, Hilmi Pasha asserted that some officials and officers were not only acquiring 

these publications, but were also communicating with the committee in Europe. 

Using language, which he preferred, he aimed to make them feel remorse rather than 

fear. 

At a time of fighting with Bulgarian, Greek and Serbian bands, all of the 
officers and the officials are supposed to be bound to the Sultan and the State 
and should act as a concrete structure against the foreigner. On the contrary it 
is unnecessary to explain, how sowing such seeds of intrigue will injure the 
State and Islam.737

734 İSAM-HHP 8/476 (29 Mayıs 1324) [11 June 1908].

735 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 240. 

736 Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 50. 

737 "Bulgar Rum ve Sırb çetelerle uğraşılan bir zamanda bi'l-umûm memûrîn ve zabitân ile ahâli-i 
İslamiye'nin hâk-i pây-ı akdes-i hümayûn-i mülükaneye ve Devlet-i Aliyyeleriyle makam-ı kudsiyet-
ittisam-ı hilafete bir kat daha rabt-i kalb ile âda-yı din ve memlekete karşı bünyan-ı mersûs gibi 
hareket idecekleri yerde bil'lakis böyle tohum-ı fesâd ilkâ' etmelerinden devlet ve İslamiyete ne 
derecelerde mazarrat tertib edeceği izahtan müstağni bulunduğuna..." İSAM-HHP 8/476 (29 Mayıs 
1324) [11 June 1908]. 
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By the end of June 1908, Ottoman authorities understood the mechanism and 

functions of the CPU to a large extent. The Governor of Manastır, Hıfzı Paşa, upon 

receiving the orders of the Inspector-General, together with the governor of Kosova, 

to inquire into the activities held at the Freemason lodges and the Unionist clubs in 

their provinces, informed the inspectorate that the oath taking place in Manastır was 

on probation and the pamphlet of regulations (talimât) of the committee was 

confiscated by the informants.738 In a telegram dated a few days later, Hıfzı Paşa 

provided the details about how the committee member officers from Ohri and Resne 

were travelling to Görice in order to indoctrinate the locals. The military precautions 

suggested by the Governor of Manastır, were thus diverted to the commander of the 

Third Army, by the Inspector General. It is also significant to see that the Governor 

was expressing his concerns regarding the safety of the men who provided them with 

information about the Committee.739 By the beginning of  summer 1908, the General 

Inspectorate already knew that the CPU Internal headquarters were located in 

Salonika, however Hilmi Pasha was still deprived of the basic information regarding 

its details..740

6.2 During the Revolution (June-July 1908) 

At the beginning of Summer 1908 Macedonia was simmering and Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha was using every means possible to control the uncontrollable. There are a 

number of landmark actions or events, which can be considered as footsteps leading 

towards the 1908 Revolution, and these topics have received considerable attention 

738 İSAM-HHP  4/211 (18 Haziran 1324) [1 July 1908]. 

739 İSAM-HHP 7/409 (24 Haziran 324) [7 July 1908]. 

740 İSAM-HHP 2/131 (7 Haziran 1324) [20 June 1908]. 
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in the literature. What has attracted relatively less importance was the fact that the 

General Inspectorate of Rumelia was the highest representative of the Hamidian 

administration in the region, and thus through all of these developments, he was the 

most involved governmental actor. 

The Inspector-General was exhausted with the massive responsibility of the reform 

program in the region, and was weary of the menace and slander directed towards his 

position and personality. For the second time in five month he asked for an imperial 

pardon from his job. On 15 July 1908 he wrote to the Palace: 

...For almost 35 years [I have never] deviated from honor and loyalty. [I have] 
served with dignity, and thankfully [I was] never dishonored. In the present 
instance, I am accused of being in contact with the seditious association, and 
also inclination to the foreigners to remain in the position of Inspectorate. 
Since this is causing the highest point of despair and weariness [on my side], I 
am, once again, obliged to ask for the pardon and mercy of His Highness from 
continuing to serve [as the Inspector-General].741

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's demands were not met by the Palace, however, keeping the 

reservation regarding the sincerity of the Inspector-general, the process that led him 

to send these refused appeals is worth examining. The footsteps leading to the 

revolution were exhaustive for the Inspector-General, who was almost completely 

desperate in the face of the events. 

741 " ... Otuz beş seneye karib zemandan beri mukteza-i namus ve sadakate asla inhiraf etmeyerek 
kemal-i sıdk ve ciddiyetle [arz-ı ibraz-ı hidemat eylemiş ve hamden sümme hamden şimdiye kadar 
hiçbir suretle lekedar olmamış iken] bu kere cemiyet-i fesadiyeye münasebet gibi bir isaet ve 
müteakkiben dahi müfettişlikte temin-i beka içün ecnebilere temeyül yolunda bir denaet ile ittiham 
olunmaklığım derece-i nihayede mucib-i yeis ve fütur olduğundan ve badema ifa-i vazifeye devamda 
her suretle mazur ve afv ve merhamet-i hazret-i hilafetpenahiyi ezser-i nev istidaya mecbur olduğum 
maruzdur." İSAM-HHP 20/1304  (2 Temmuz 1324) [15 Temmuz 1908]. 
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6.2.1 Footsteps 

In early June 1908, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha sent an alarming telegram to the Palace 

asserting that the Young Turks, together with the Armenian committees, were about 

to take action in Macedonia in order to ensure the restoration of the constitution and 

the opening of the Parliament (Meclis-i Mebusan). According to this intelligence, the 

revolutionaries already had many supporters among the Second and the Third Armies 

and were assisted by the Freemason lodges in Salonika.742 A state of caution 

prevailed among the authorities as well as the Inspectorate, however once the violent 

acts of the CPU began to take place, they could no longer be prevented from 

happening. 

Assassination Attempt of Nazım Bey (11 June 1908) 

Lieutenant Colonel Ömer Nazım Bey, one of the aide de camps to the Sultan who 

was serving as the commander of the garrison of Salonika, and who also happened to 

be the brother-in-law of Major Enver Bey (Pasha), was the leading Ottoman official 

who was trying to uncover the secret organization of the CPU.743 In fact, he proved 

to be the main source of information, through his detailed reports sent to Istanbul, as 

well as to the Inspectorate. For more than a year Nazım Bey investigated the 

committee, trying to discover who its members were, and what its actual purpose and 

goals were. He was working in cooperation with the General-Inspectorate. In March 

1908,  Nazım Bey came to be considered a major threat, he became a target of the 

742 Georgeon, Sultan Abdülhamid, 455. 

743 "... by considering Union and Progress as a calamity, he diverted all his power to revealing the 
organization and learning its secrets." Resneli Niyazi Bey'in Anıları 47.  
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CPU Internal Headquarters in Salonika, who determined that he was to be 

assassinated. However, due to a visit he took to Istanbul, the plot was postponed. 

On 11 June 1908, after he returned from the office of General Inspectorate, a self-

sacrificing volunteer of the committee shot Nazım Bey in his house. However, he 

was saved and instead sustained an injury. Enver Bey, who had previous knowledge 

of this plan and had given his approval, was also in the house at the time. After the 

incident, in fact, he was the one who proceeded to the Inspectorate, to brief Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha.744 This incident is significant in showing how fearless and determined 

the CPU had become in pursuing its goals, especially towards those whom they 

believed constituted an obstacle to the achievement of their objective. 

The Firzovik Gathering and Galip Bey 

Again in early June 1908, in Firzovik of Üsküp, the Austro-German school for the 

children of foreign railway workers in Üsküp planned to have a rail excursion and a 

picnic. Upon hearing that this event would cause uneasiness among the local 

Albanians, who were extremely reactionary against foreigners at that time, it was 

cancelled at the last minute. However, rumors regarding the coming of Austrian 

troops to take over Kosova continued to the spread. Thus, thousands of Albanians in 

the region started to gather in Firzovik in response.745

Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was ordered to employ an officer, to go to 

Firzovik to investigate the reasons behind the gathering of the mob, and to dissolve it 

without the use of any particular force. He picked Colonel Galip Bey, the 

744 Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 51-54. 

745 Külçe, Firzovik Toplantısı ve Meşrutiyet;  Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 271. 
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commander of the Üsküp gendarmes to carry out his instructions. What Hilmi Pasha 

did not know was that Galip Bey himself was a member of the CPU branch in 

Üsküp. This association changed the course of events, and left a great mark in the 

history of Macedonia. Upon receiving instructions from the CPU, instead of calming 

the gathered Albanians, Galip Bey aggravated their fear of foreign intervention, 

through which they managed to get a besa for the restoration of the constitution.746

Upon realizing he was actually working to elevate the excitement in Firzovik, the 

true nature of Galip Bey turned into an alarming matter that had to be dealt with 

immediately. It became the subject of a series of correspondence between the 

governor of Kosova, Mahmud Şevket Pasha, and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha.747 Once it 

became certain that he was in fact a member of the CPU and encouraging the crowd 

towards increasing unrest, a replacement was planned by the Palace. However, it was 

already too late.748 On 20 July 1908, the Albanians that had gathered in Firzovik sent 

a telegram to Grand Vizier Ferid Pasha, with 194 signatures, demanding the 

restoration of the constitution.749 This was in fact a very powerful start to the 

telegraph bombardment, which would eventually bring about the success of the 

revolution. 

The crowd gathered in Firzovik wished to proceed to Üsküp to participate in the pro-

constitutional meeting there. They asked to be allocated a private train, however their 

demand was rejected by the government. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha wrote to the Palace 

746 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 272. 

747 İSAM-HHP 5/258  (21 Haziran 1324) [4 July 1908]; İSAM-HHP 9/533 (6 Temmuz 1324) [19 July 
1908]. 

748 İSAM-HHP 25/1626  ( 6 Temmuz 1324) [19 July 1908]; İSAM-HHP 9/528 (7 temmuz 1324) [20 
July 1908]. 

749 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 272-273. 
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that it was impossible to stop them by force, and moreover, that the officers could not 

be trusted to take the necessary military steps when this mob of Albanians continued 

on towards Üsküp. He proved to be right, the Albanians did not stop, and their march 

expanded as other villagers from Preşova, Yakova, Geylan and Koçanik joined them. 

Local officials were trying hard to persuade the villagers to halt, and to mediate 

between them their superiors in an effort to meet their demands. However, the 

Inspector-General was not as moderate. He proposed to forbid the villagers, as well 

as their leaders, from entering Üsküp. However still, he knew military action was not 

an option. Eventually, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha could do no more than dispatch advisors, 

whose efforts made no difference. On the morning of 23 July 1908, as the governor 

had no other option, the crowd's leaders were allowed into the city.750

Enver's Flight (25 June 1908) 

Expansion of the activities of the CPU in the Vilâyât-ı Selâse was felt the most from 

the uneasiness within the army. Constant plots were being hatched against any 

officials who intended to act in any way against the Committee. For instance, on 21 

June 1908, Sami Bey, a police commissioner who had been dispatched by Hilmi 

Pasha to Kruşevo to investigate the CPU activities, was assassinated.751 The 

Committee’s membership was widely spread among the officers, and included some 

who worked very closely with the Inspector-General, such as Binbaşı Enver Bey and 

İsmail Hakkı Bey, who were actually prominent CPU members.752 According to his 

own memoirs, on 25 June 1908, after the plot against Nazım Bey, Enver was 

750 Sohrabi, 118; see also: İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, "1908 Yılında İkinci Meşrutiyetin Ne Suretle İlân 
Edildiğine Dair Vesikalar", Belleten, V.20, No. 77, (Ankara: TTK, 1956), 166. 

751 Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 55; Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 266. 

752 Uzer, Makedonya Eşikiyalık Tarihi ve Son Osmanlı Yönetimi, 91. 
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summoned to Istanbul. He even noted that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha himself read the 

telegram requiring his attendance in the city, to his face.753 However document in 

hand showed that he must have been summoned earlier. Instead, Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha received an urgent reminder from the Palace on the 25th. The telegraphs 

shortly stated: Enver Bey who was supposed to proceed to Istanbul to accompany 

Nazım Bey's wife, who happens to be his sister, has not yet arrived in Dersaadet. His 

immediate departure was the order of the Sultan.754 The response that was 

telegraphed by the Inspector-General is significant with its protective tone: 

... Since it was not possible to sell the furniture of the Nazım Bey's house and 
provide the necessities for the journey in less than two days, and there was no 
train for Istanbul today, [Enver Bey] is to depart [from Salonika] tomorrow and 
will arrive in Istanbul on Saturday morning.755

It is a matter of speculation to what extent the Inspector-General was aware of 

Enver's actual intentions at this point. However, it would be too naive to think that 

the Inspector did not suspect anything, as the Palace was already dispatching 

alarming telegrams. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was aware of Enver's inclinations,756

however he did not doubt he would proceed to the capital. One fact is certain and that 

is that Hüseyin Hilmi never adopted a harsh attitude against his ADC.

753 Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 57. 

754 İSAM-HHP 19-154 (12 Haziran 1324) [25 June 1908]. 

755" Nazım Beyin hanesindeki eşyanın füruhtuyla esbab-ı seferiyenin iki günden evvel ittihazları  
mümkün olamamasına ve bu gün dersaadete giden tren olmadığına mebni yarın sabah hareket edecek 
trenle azimet ve cuma ertesi sabahı dersaadete muvasalat  ideceği maruzdur" İSAM-HHP 19-154 (12 
Haziran 1324) [25 June 1908]. 

756 Kazım Karabekir noted in his memoirs that, in June 1907, upon the arrival of the Inspector General 
in Manastır he, together with Enver Bey, were summoned by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. During this 
interview, Pasha warned them to be careful, especially with the civilian during the skirmishes and 
added said: "Your political stance is fragile" ("Yalnız siyasi vaziyetiniz naziktir"). Karabekir, 197. 
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Thus, according to the evidence, the official excuse for this call to Istanbul was to 

escort his sister, the wife of Nazım Bey. Upon hearing the excuse for the call, Enver 

realized his membership with the CPU had been determined. Following a couple of 

days of negotiations in the CPU, the committee decided that Enver would not to 

proceed to Istanbul, and would instead flee elsewhere, to another location in the 

Rumelian provinces. It is rather significant that Enver paid a farewell visit to 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, the day before his supposed departure for Istanbul.757

Niyazi's Upheaval (3 July 1908)

Kolağası (Adjutant-Major) Niyazi Bey, the commander of the Resne (Resen) 

Reserve Battalion was also a prominent member of the Manastır Branch of the CPU. 

Upon receiving the news of the Reval Meeting in late June 1908, he decided to form 

a band and take to the hills.758 Niyazi and his 160 men, formed the CPU Resne 

National Battalion, took the roads on 3 July 1908. They began visiting surrounding 

villages and recruited more volunteers.759 This attempt turned out to be one of the 

most iconic developments to pave the way for the restoration of the constitution. 

On the very first day of this insurrection, the General Inspectorate, together with the 

Palace and the Governor of Manastır, received a rebellious letter signed "Kolağası 

Ahmed Niyazi". Niyazi did not hedge his demands, his first sentence stated "Efkâr-ı 

umûmiye Kanûn-ı Esâsiyi iâde ettirmek noktasına müteveccihdir" (The public 

opinion is inclined towards the restoration of the constitution). The aim of this 

rebellion was summarized in the following manner: to establish a regime resembling 

757 Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 57-61. 

758 Resneli Niyazi Bey'in Anıları, 79.

759 Hanioğlu, Preperation for a Revolurion, 267. 
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those of the modern states, to protect the sacred fatherland from further 

disintegration, to put an end to the discord among the people, and to provide a solid 

base for the future. The letter openly demanded the restoration of the constitution and 

the re-opening of the parliament. If these demands were not met immediately, the 

people would move and take it by force.760 This communication of Niyazi, dated 3 

July 1908, to the highest authorities, was also included in his memoir, which was 

published in 1910 (1326) with one or two minor changes.761 It was only the Sultan 

himself who could fulfill Niyazi's demands, and hence was deemed responsible 

(vebâl ulü'l-emre aiddir). However, this letter was forwarded to the Inspector-

General and the governor of Manastır, not only to notify them, but also to impose 

upon them a share in the responsibility. In addition to its original purpose, Niyazi's 

first letter requested an immediate demand with a deadline of action: "the 

commission of inspection" to terminate its duty and abandon Salonika in three days 

by a private train.762 This commission, which will be further elucidated in the coming 

parts of this study, was presided by İsmail Mahir Pasha, dispatched to Salonika by 

the Sultan to inquire about the developments within the Third Army. 

Upon hearing that Nazmi Pasha, accompanied by two battalions, was given the job to 

hunt down his band, Niyazi penned another letter. The letter dated 7 July 1908 was 

addressed to the General Inspectorate in Salonika. Niyazi openly demanded that 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha halt Nazmi Pasha's mission, and threatened that if they 

proceeded to Resne there would be a violent reaction in response. In this bold letter, 

760 HHP-İSAM 4/213  (20 Haziran 1324) [3 July 1908].

761 Resneli Ahmed Niyazi, Hâtırât-ı Niyazi yahud Tarihçe-i İnkılâb-ı Kebir-i Osmaniden Bir Sahife
(Istanbul: Sabah Matbası, 1326), 83.

762 Hâtırât-ı Niyazi, 83; HHP-İSAM 4/213 (20 Haziran 1324) [3 July 1908].
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he also explained how their strength was increasing with the continual addition of 

new participants. Niyazi completed his letter to the Inspector-General with the 

following expression: "If you do not take this appeal seriously, blood [will be] shed 

and households [will be] broken, then on your head be it! You shall give the answers 

before God."763 This letter from Niyazi to Hüseyin Hilmi was also included in his 

memoir (1910). However in this case, the difference between the original letter, 

which is present among the Pasha's papers, and the one published in the memoir, was 

greater than the above-mentioned example.764

Niyazi's letters to the Palace and the General Inspectorate, as well as to the governor, 

were attributed great importance by the CPU. The Manastır branch asked for copies 

of each letter, in order to publish them in their journal and to send translated copies 

to the European press. Those bold and reckless appeals were openly used for CPU 

propaganda.765

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's personal papers consist of more than 70 documents, 

correspondence regarding Niyazi's upheaval. Simply their presence alone reveals 

how much attention was paid to this issue, and the primary place it occupied in the 

General Inspectorate's agenda. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha closely followed the 

developments in the region, from the very first day. He was in constant 

communication with the civil and military authorities in Manastır, as well as with his 

superiors in the capital. 

763 "İşbu mâruzâtımıza ehemiyyet vermezseniz dökülecek kanların kapanacak hânümânların vebâl ve 
günahı boynunuza olsun. Huzur-ı rabb'il-âleminde cevabını siz verin." HHP-İSAM 4/2130 (24 June 
324) [7 July 1908]. 

764 HHP-İSAM 4/2130 (24 June 324) [7 July 1908]; Hâtırât-ı Niyazi,  117-119. 

765 Resneli Niyazi Bey'in Anıları, 133.
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Niyazi, on the other hand, did not show any consideration or respect towards the 

General Inspectorate. He wrote in his memoir: 

... In fact the position of the Governor General was very limited with the 
influence of Yıldız. He had no quality other than being the operating hand of 
Yıldız. In terms of duty, he had liberty and authorization. His job consisted of 
making some unfounded changes [in order to ensure] Yıldız, or rather the 
Porte, to deceive the Europeans.766

According to Niyazi, the General Inspectorate was under the control of the 

Europeans and that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was trying to please both the Europeans 

and the Palace, while evading any real responsibility.767 Niyazi's unfavorable 

thoughts of the General-Inspector manifest themselves even more clearly in his letter 

to the Commander of the Gendarmerie regiment in Manastir: "I have explained to 

your governor and the Inspector-General, whom you are proud to flatter, why I have 

rebelled."768

Two measures were decided upon, to be taken as a response to the sortie of Niyazi's 

band. The governor of Aydın was ordered to dispatch reservist soldiers to Rumelia, 

and Şemsi Pasha, one of the most trusted generals of Abdülhamid, was ordered to 

command the operations to suppress insurgents.769

The Assassination of Şemsi Pasha (7 July 1908)

Şemsi Pasha's mission was considered to be a particularly significant hazard by the 

CPU, as a possible clash between the two forces would be detrimental for Niyazi's 

766 Resneli Niyazi Bey'in Anıları, 37-38. 

767 Ibid,. 40. 

768 Resneli Niyazi Bey'in Anıları , 97.

769 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 267. 
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battalion. Şemsi Pasha's force was not only larger, but also consisted of Albanians. 

The CPU avoided any confrontation with them, as it would ruin  CPU-Albanian 

relations. As a result of the CPU's decision, Şemsi Pasha was assassinated by a CPU 

volunteer on the day of his arrival at Manastır.770 The details of an assassination 

committed by the CPU fedai Atıf Bey, was thoroughly investigated as can be seen in 

the documents located in both  the Ottoman Archives and in Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's 

personal papers, and analyzed by Hakan Özdemir in his book. The Inspectorate in 

Salonika was immediately informed, and in fact the first telegraph was wired in less 

than half an hour by the Commander of the Gendarmerie in Manastır, Rıfat Bey. The 

news was forwarded by the Inspector to the Palace right away.771

In addition to the gendarmerie commander, the public prosecutor in charge of the 

investigation and the Governor of Manastır, Hıfzı Pasha, also wrote to inform 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha separately.772 As a matter of course, the frequency of 

communications rose significantly between the Inspectorate and the authorities in 

Manastır. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was the highest representative of the government in 

the Rumelian provinces, and thus he was the authority held responsible before the 

eyes of both the locals and the palace. He ordered the investigators to carry on with 

the inquiry, night and day, with the utmost care. He was instructed by the 

government in Istanbul to establish an investigation committee, and thus he gave this 

order to Hıfzı Pasha in Manastır. It was put into practice right away. Moreover, the 

770 Ibid., 268. 

771İSAM-HHP 19/1277 (24 Haziran 1324) [7 July 1908] quoted in Hakan Özdemir, Abdülhamid'i 
Deviren Kurşun (Istanbul: Timaş, 2014), 183.

772 İSAM-HHP  8/419-2 in Özdemir, 177-178; İSAM-HHP 25/1654 in Özdemir, 186.
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Inspectorate also took care of Şemsi Pasha's family members, escorting them to 

Istanbul, where they were to be provided for through the support of the Sultan. 773

Hanioğlu states that "The assassination of Şemsi Pasha was a shattering blow to the 

palace and a big boost to the CPU".774 Feroz Ahmad further asserts that "It is quite 

probable that had Şemsi Paşa been permitted to proceed against Niyazi, he would 

have crushed the rebellion."775 The state of affairs in Macedonia was boldly 

summarized by The Times' Salonika correspondent on 9 July 1908. 

The Young Turk propaganda has lately made great progress among both 
officers and men of the Turkish Army in Macedonia. The recent attempt on the 
life of Nazim Bey Commandant de Place of Salonika, the complete failure of 
the commission under Mahir Pasha, which was sent to investigate that affair, 
and the attempted assassination on Saturday evening last of Hakki Bey, a 
member of the above-mentioned commission, serve to illustrate the activity 
and daring of the conspirators. But all these exploits have now been thrown 
into the shade by the murder of Shemsi Pasha.776

The Committee of Progress and Union began to unveil and implement its propaganda 

agenda. One of the most frequently applied methods was hanging notices (ilânnâme) 

on the walls. The Commander of the Third Army dispatched the Inspectorate on 13 

July 1908 that the erbâb-ı fesad were hanging such notices on the walls in the streets 

of Ohri, as they had previously done in Manastır. The local authorities were 

gathering them and conducting the necessary investigations.777 İbrahim Pasha sent 

another dispatch regarding the same matter on 19 July, as this time such activities 

had reached the neighborhoods and villages of Kozana in Manastır Province. 

773 Özdemir, 190-194. 

774 Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 268.  

775 Ahmad, 8. 

776 "Macedonia", The Times (14 July 1908), 7. 

777 İSAM-HHP 4/228 (30 Haziran 1324) [13 Temmuz 1908]. 
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Committee members preferred to append the "hezeyannâme"s onto street 

fountains.778

The Summoning of the two CPU Members to Yıldız: Colonels Ali Rıza and Hasan 

Rıza

With the apparent developments concerning the actions of the CPU, and the 

incoming intelligence, Abdülhamid was significantly concerned about the Third 

Army and the officers in Macedonia. He was attempting to determine how far and to 

what extent the idea of enacting revolution to change the regime had been 

promulgated. Did those with revolutionary ideas represent the majority or did they 

consist of a small minority, influenced by ideas imported from Europe? In order to 

clarify the situation, he ordered two officers from the Third Army to proceed to the 

capital. Thus, staff colonel (erkân-ı harb mirâlâyı) Ali Rıza and colonel of artillery 

Hasan Rıza were sent to Yıldız. These two officers themselves were in fact members 

of the CPU and were specifically picked and instructed by the Committee to distract 

Palace in order to gain the CPU some time.779

Upon their arrival in Istanbul, these two officers were taken to Yıldız Palace and 

interrogated in Çit Kiosk. However, they were not held under custody, on the 

contrary, they were allowed to rest at their relatives' houses, and to return to the 

Palace in the morning. The Palace could gain no information of significance from 

their interrogations since they pretended total ignorance of the conditions in 

Macedonia regarding the spread of CPU. Tahsin Pasha even claimed in his memoires 

that no great importance was attributed to those two colonels, and their presence was 

778 İSAM-HHP 4/219 (6 Temmuz 1324) [19 July 1908]. 

779 Tahsin Paşa, 253-254. 
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almost forgotten in the Palace. According to him, it was only after receiving 

persistent appeals from Rumelia, namely from the Inspector-General, asking the 

Palace to dispatch the colonels back to Salonika that Yıldız realized these two men 

were "men of importance" for the Committee.780

On 11 July 1903, Major Enver Bey, who had fled two weeks before and began to 

spread CPU propaganda in the area of Tikveş, sent an ultimatum to Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha demanding that the Sultan should issue an imperial decree within 48 hours to 

release the CPU members who were held in Istanbul.781 Soon, Ali Rıza and Hasan 

Rıza were given permission to return to Salonika. Enver made the following 

comments in his memoir about sending this dispatch to the Inspectorate: 

I later realized that, this paper made a great influence on Istanbul during these 
incidents. Because, Hasan Rıza Bey was immediately released upon my 
demand. Other officers arrested in Salonika were [also] discharged by Müşir 
İbrahim Pasha. Now it was certain, as needed, that the government was to be 
defeated.782

In fact, it was Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's mediation that convinced the Sultan to release 

the two officers. Inspector-General did not only forward Enver's threatening letter to 

the Palace but also he supported Enver's allegation through the intelligence gained 

from two informants.783 Hilmi Pasha wrote to the Palace that, according to this 

780 Ibid., 254-255. 

781 İSAM-HHP 5/274 (1 Temmuz 1324) [14 July 1908];  Hanioğlu, Preparation for a Revolution, 268. 

782 "...Bu kağıt İstanbul üzerinde, bu vukuat sırasında epeyce tesir yaptığını sonradan anladım. Çünki, 
talebim vechile, derhal Hasan Rıza Bey'i salıvermişslerdi. O sırada Selanik'te tevkif edilmiş olan 
zabitanı, Müşir İbrahim Paşa tahliye etmişti. Artık hükümetin de mağlup olacağı gereği gibi 
muhakkak idi." Enver Paşa'nın Anıları, 82-83. 

783 These two informants were civil officials called Hamdi and Şükrü. For some details see: İSAM-
HHP 4/209 (17 Haziran 1324) [30 June 1908]; İSAM-HHP 4/208 (18 Haziran 1324) [1 July 1908]. 
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information, which he deemed reliable, the Committee was planning to launch a 

revolution in Salonika in couple of days. He said that his sources of information were 

likely to be exaggerating the facts, however, it was unnecessary to explain to the 

Palace the difficulties that would arise in case of such a development. Therefore, 

until the battalions from Anadolu arrived in Salonika, taking extraordinary caution 

was crucial for the administration. The Inspector-General concluded his telegraph 

with a personal suggestion to return the officers, and to immediately be provided 

with authorization to announce that they were given permission to return.784 In their 

immediate reply, the Porte emphasized that they did not comprehend the reason 

behind this pressure from the Inspector-General, as these men were already free.785

However, it was indeed a crucial point for the Palace to understand the seriousness of 

the situation. "In order to be able to use a language as bold as this openly threatening 

a ruler as despotic and absolutist as Abdülhamid" wrote Tahsin Pasha, "things have 

had advanced a good deal." Tahsin Pasha also asserted that it was due to such 

conditions that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha wrote to the Palace that everyone, except 

himself, was a member of the Committee.786 Abdülhamid II could not obtain reliable 

information regarding the actual power of the CPU, and on the basis of the 

correspondence received from the Inspectorate, the Sultan reached a conclusion that 

the Committee was not only supported by all of the high ranking officials, but also 

784 "...Selanik'te böyle bir halin vukuundan terettüb edecek müşkilât-ı azime-i hariciyenin derecesi arz 
ve  beyandan müstağni olduğuna ve Anadolu'dan müretteb taburların vürûduna kadar fevkalâde ihtiyat 
ile hareket ve idare-i maslahat ehem görülmekte idüğüne mebni..." İSAM-HHP 5/274  (1 Temmuz 
1324) [14 July 1908]. 

785 İSAM-HHP 5/274  (1 Temmuz 1324) [14 July 1908]. 

786 "...cemiyetin kuvveti o derece mahsûs idi ki Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa kendisinden başka cemiyete 
girmemiş hiç kimse kalmadığını kat'iyyen iş'ar ediyordu." Tahsin Paşa, 255.
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had the whole of Rumelia under its control.787 As Tahsin Pasha asserted "the Sultan 

knew that at the end his crown and throne even his self was at stake."788

Commission of Investigation and the Slanders of İsmail Mahir Paşa

A commission of inquiry, which was tasked with the role to inspect the arsenal of the 

Third Army, but in reality was to investigate and reveal the Committee in 

Macedonia, was dispatched to Salonika by the Sultan under the presidency of İsmail 

Mahir Pasha.789 Yusuf and Recep Pasha were also in the commission, and the Palace 

ordered Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to join it as well. Upon the commencement of the 

commission to perform its duty, the Commander of the Third Army, Esad Pasha, was 

dismissed and Müşir İbrahim Pasha was appointed in his place, to his position.790

Abdülhamid gave special importance to their mission, as a result, according to 

Tahsin Pasha, this commission did not communicate with the Mabeyn, and instead 

did so directly with the sultan through the "hususi şifre dairesi" (private chipper 

office).791

According to Feroz Ahmad, once cooperation was settled between the new 

commander and the Inspector-General, these two pashas appealed to the palace to 

cease the commission's duty. As a result, Mahir Pasha was summoned to the capital 

at the beginning of July 1908.792 Tahsin Uzer, who was the kaymakam of 

787 Tamer Erdoğan, II. Meşrutiyet'in İlk Yılı (Istanbul: Yapı Kredi Yayınları, 2008), 5.

788 Tahsin Paşa, 78.

789 Ahmad, 4. 

790 Uzer, 89. 

791 Tahsin Paşa, 255.

792 Ahmad, 4. 
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Kesendiriye (Salonika) asserted in his memoir that, when the commission realized 

the CPU's existence and their cooperation with the army, they knew that their lives 

were in peril and returned to the capital.793 Seeing the ineffectiveness of the 

delegation sent from Istanbul in its ability to discover the truth of the state of affairs 

in Rumelia, and perhaps in order to avoid shouldering the responsibility, Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha suggested that a new commission, consisting of ministers and viziers, 

should be dispatched to the region.794

In fact, the problem with the commission was much deeper. There was a serious 

conflict between Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and İsmail Mahir Pasha, which appears 

clearly in the former’s correspondence with the Palace. Mahir Pasha cast an 

aspersion on the Inspector-General, accusing him of treason, to the Sultan. Upon this 

accusation Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha did not hesitate to call him a "dishonorable man" 

(namussuz) in his telegram to the Palace, and made it clear that he would not work or 

communicate with him anymore.795

Grand Vizier Ferid Pasha wrote on 15 July 1908 that after returning to Istanbul, 

İsmail Mahir Pasha received an audience with the Sultan, together with some 

ministers. When he brought up his accusations regarding the Inspector-General 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, he was firmly silenced. However, after a couple of days he 

attempted to do the same, and received a very harsh reaction. He was banished to 

793 Uzer, 90. 

794 For Hüseyin Hilmi's telegram to Mabeyn dated 8 Temmuz 1324 (21 July 1908) see d.n. 48 in 
Uzunçarşılı, 136, 165.

795 "... artık kendüsüyle hiçbir muhabere ve muamelede bulunamayacağım maruzdur." İSAM-HHP 
2/137 (11 Haziran 1324) [24 Haziran 1908]. 
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Bursa.796 According to Feroz Ahmad, it was "his reward for being so bold".797 It 

appears that, the abovementioned attempt to resign on the part of Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha, on 15 July 1908, was a result of İsmail Mahir Pasha's accusations. However, 

the Sultan made his choice. 

On 19 July 1908, Hilmi Pasha replied to the candid dispatch of the Grand Vizier. In 

his answer, he openly paraphrased the accusation of İsmail Mahir Pasha, which Ferid 

Pasha apparently avoided doing in his own missive. According to Hilmi Pasha, 

Mahir Pasha asserted that Hilmi Pasha presided over the CPU. He was also accused 

of availing himself of the recent Russo-British reform proposals, in order to preserve 

his position as the inspector-general. Hüseyin Hilmi stated that he was aware of the 

fact that these were natural consequences of his highly difficult job, however he had 

always been loyal to the sultan. 798

The Inspector General adequately expressed: "The situation that emerged within the 

Third Army is exceptionally important in terms of its format, nature and purpose and 

it requires the highest attention and concern".799 Hilmi Pasha also asserted that, 

though the authors of this movement, which had intensified and widened for the past 

couple of weeks, were advised to cease, verbally and on paper, to no result. He 

continued: 

If the evil had started from people (ahali) and remained limited to them, it was 
easy to extinguish. I had never dithered and hesitated during the rising of 

796 İSAM-HHP 19/1228 (2 Temmuz 1324) [15 Temmuz 1908]. 

797 Ahmad, 4. 

798 İSAM 8/1167 (6 Temmuz 1324) [19 July 1908].

799 "Üçüncü Ordu-yu Hümayun'da zuhur eden ahval şekl ve mahiyet ve mesned olduğu maksad 
itibariyle fevkalade mühim ve derece-i nihayede mucib-i dikkat ve endişedir." İSAM 8/1167 (6 
Temmuz 1324) [19 July 1908]. 
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Yemen or the Bulgarian insurrections of five years ago and by the virtue of his 
highness the Sultan, I worked with fortitude. However, this time, since the 
troubles are caused by those who are supposed to take the precautions against, I 
am confused to decide what needs to be done. The matter seems to be far from 
appeasing and solving through efforts allocated here.800

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha also mentioned that the CPU was intolerant of those who do 

not join them. They were pitiless towards those who denounced their activities, and 

publicly killed them, and even though the suspects were identified, they were never 

caught. Those who were assigned to conduct an official investigation, or to advise, 

were also assassinated. The Inspector-General thus concluded in his letter: "We are 

facing an important, difficult matter which has no precedent in the history of the 

Ottoman Empire."801

Meanwhile in Istanbul, Grand Vizier Ferid Pasha was dismissed on 22 July 1908, 

after serving an uninterrupted five and a half years. Abdülhamid re-appointed his 

former Grand Vizier Said Pasha. The Minister of War, Rıza Pasha was also replaced 

by Ömer Rüştü Pasha. His Albanian origin was one of the reasons that brought Ferid 

Pasha to the grand vizierate, and now it was for that very reason his sudden fall came 

about. Kırmızı states: "Once the Albanians joined the rebellion, Ferid Pasha got stuck 

in between the identities". He fell out of Sultan's favor as it became apparent that the 

Albanians composed a building block base of the Young Turk movement.802

800 "Fenalık ahaliden başlamış ve ahaliyi muhtasar kalmış olsa ref'i asandır. Yemen ihtilaliyle beş sene 
evvelki Bulgar iğtişaşatında asla düçar tereddüd ve ihtiraz olmamış ve saye-i kudertvaye-i  cenab-ı 
padişahide kemal-i  metanet ile çalışmış idim. Bu günkü müşkülat ise ana karşı ittihaz olunacak 
tedabiri icraya memur olacaklar tarafından zuhur etmekte olduğu cihetle ne yapmak lazım geleceğini  
tayinde mütehayyir kalmakta ve mesele buraca ittihaz ve sarf olacak mesai ile hal ve teskin edilecek 
dereceden baid görülmekdedir. İSAM 8/1167 (6 Temmuz 1324) [19 July 1908].

801"... mühim ve müşkil ve devlet-i aliyye tarihinde misâli mefkud bir meselenin karşusunda 
bulunulduğu rehim-i ilm-i sami cenab sadaretpenahileri buyuruldukda Olbabda" İSAM 8/1167 (6 
Temmuz 1324) [19 July 1908]. 

802 Kırmızı, Avlonyalı Ferid Paşa, 341. 
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Yet, the change of the position of the Grand Vizier resulted in no positive impact on 

conditions in Macedonia. On the contrary, from the perspective of the General 

Inspectorate, the situation further devolved. The correspondence between the General 

Inspectorate and the Grand Vizierate became shallower. Said Pasha's inquiries give 

one the impression that he did not comprehend and internalize the true nature of the 

state of affairs in the Rumelian provinces. His questions were too straightforward, at 

a time when acquiring precise explanations was simply impossible. He obviously did 

not realize the fact that the revolution was on the doorstep of the empire, and that 

conventional precautions were no longer working. 

The day before the revolution, on 22 July 1908, Said Pasha was still inquiring about 

the identity of the instigators. Hilmi Pasha replied by pointing out, once more, that 

the provocations and ventures were carried out by members of the CPU, and that 

they had no tolerance towards those who opposed their movement. The Inspector-

General had to repeat what he had written to Ferid Pasha a few days earlier, as the 

conditions in Macedonia were no longer like any previous situation which could 

explain what could be accomplished to temper the situation, and thus it was difficult 

to take any precautions against worsening conditions.803

The Abduction of Osman Pasha

After the assassination of Şemsi Pasha, another man of the Palace, Müşir Tatar 

Osman Pasha was assigned to Manastır as the "fevkalade kumandan" (commander 

extraordinaire). On 9 July 1908, Hilmi Pasha received a dispatch from the Palace, 

informing him on this new appointment and instructing the Inspector General, 

803 İSAM-HHP 18/1187 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]; also see: İSAM-HHP 18/1196 (10 
Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 
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together with the commander of the Third Army, to have a meeting with Osman 

Pasha upon his arrival in Salonika. They were to consult as to the measures which 

were to be taken. Matters concerning civil administration were to be handled by the 

Inspector-General, whereas military matters would be addressed by the marshal.804

Osman, İbrahim and Hilmi Pashas met the following day and reported their decisions 

to the Palace. They were to wait for additional battalions to arrive from Anatolia, and 

then follow a mild policy towards the fugitive officers, issuing amnesty in order to 

convince them return to their posts.805

In order to hinder his mission, the Committee of Progress and Union decided to 

detain Tatar Osman Pasha in the hills. A military force of two thousand men, 

commanded by Eyüp Sabri and Niyazi, came to Manastır in the night of July 22nd, 

surrounded the town and abducted Osman Pasha.806

On 23 July 1908, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha informed both the Palace and the Grand 

Vizier, in a telegram entitled "gâyetü'l-gâye müstâceldir" (of highest urgency) 

regarding the abduction of Osman Pasha. The Inspector-General asserted that, in 

addition to all of the military forces of Manastır, 3,500 civilians joined the rebellious 

masses. The committee was occupying government offices, and they were ready to 

seize the government. The Inspector-General added: " it is impossible to take 

804 From Başkitabet to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha (26 Haziran 324) [9 July 1908] in Hatırât-ı Niyazi, 211. 

805 From Osman, İbrahim and Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to Başkitabet (27 Haziran 324) [10 July 1908] in 
Hatırât-ı Niyazi, 212-213. 

806 Uzunçarşılı, 116-117. 
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deterrent measures against such developments [locally] here, since no doubt is left 

that all of the military forces act along with the Committee".807

On 22 July 1908, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was rather bold in expressing his "humble 

opinion". He asserted that all of the officers in Üsküp, without any exception, were 

allied with the civilians and they were in fact leading the movement. Therefore, the 

Pasha had no confidence that they would fulfill their military duties against the 

Albanians who were to arrive in the town.808

6.2.2 Macedonia, 23 July 1908 

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia began the day of July 23rd, 1908, with the 

telegraph signed: "Ottoman Progress and Union Committee Internal Organization, 

Inspector of the executive power, Major of Staff Enver",809

To the Inspectorate 
The Fatherland was saved today. The patient has been cured. Our fellow 
Bulgarian citizens are with us all around. Together, the freedom has been 
declared.  Our strength is irresistible. If our demand for the opening of the 
parliament is postponed [we] will naturally work for acquiring the purpose by 
armed forces. For this reason, in order to avoid bloodshed during this process, 
we urge you to mediate to implore for the fulfillment this lawful/statutory 
request, from his majesty the Sultan.  

This was a very decisive request to mediate, giving the Inspector-General the 

heaviest responsibility of the day. He forwarded a copy of the telegraph to the 

Palace, without adding any personal remarks. 810

807 "... vuku bulacak ahvale ve teşebbüsata karşı tedabir-i mania ittihazı buraca müstehil olup çünkü 
kuvay-ı askeriyenin biecmaihim erbab-ı cemiyetle müttehiden hareket ettiklerine artık hiç bir suretle 
şüphe kalmamış olduğu..." Ibid., 119.

808 For Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's telegram to Yıldız Palace see: Ibid., 166.

809 "Osmanlı Terakki ve İttihat Cemiyeti Rumeli Teşkilat-ı Dahiliyesi ve Kuvve-i İcraiye Müfettişi 
Erkan-ı Harbiye Binbaşısı Enver"
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The Manastır branch of the CPU sent a threatening letter to the Palace on the same 

day. They simply articulated that if the Kanun-ı Esâsi (the Ottoman Constitution) 

was not declared to be restored by 26 July 1908, incidents confronting the consent of 

the Sultan were to take place (rızâ-yı şehriyâriye muhalif ef'âlin vukû bulacağı). 

Uzunçarşılı interpreted this as "they were to pay homage to the heir apparent" 

(veliahda bi'at).811 Thus, the bombardment of telegraphs started. 

It was the day to reap the benefits of on-going CPU activities, people were gathering 

in front of government buildings (hükümet konağı) in various places, in the Three 

Provinces (Üsküp, Manastır, Serez, Petriç, Firzovik, Drama, Köprülü, Gevgili, 

Tikveş, etc.). They proclaimed the restoration of the constitutional regime. Together 

they, as they called it, declared freedom (ilân-ı hürriyet). The Kaymakam of İştib 

wrote the same day:  "Today at four and half, soldiers with thousands of Muslims, 

Christians and Jews gathered [in front] of the governor's office and declared freedom. 

They fired a three gun salute."812

The Kaymakam of Köprülü, Ali Münif, reported the Inspector-General about the 

gatherings and the declaration of freedom. The scene he described resembled the 

previous example, except that Enver and his soldiers were also included in this one. 

Similarly, the Kaymakam of Usturumca described the developments in his district in 

810 Huzur-ı Sami-i Müfettiş Efhamiye,

Bugün vatan kurtarıldı. Hastayı tedavi ettik. Heryerde Bulgar vatandaşlarımız bizimledir. Birlikte ilan-
ı Hürrriye edildi. Kuvvetimiz gayr-i kabil-i mukavemettir. matlubumuz olan Meclis-i mebusanın 
küşadı keyfiyeti tehir  dilirse kuvve-i müselleha ile istihsal-i maksada çalışılacağı tabidir. Binaenaleyh 
bir süre kan dökülmeye meydan verilmemek içün kanuna müstenid olan şu matlubun isafını 
şevketmeab efendimizden istirhama tavassut buyurmanız müsterhemdir. İSAM-HHP 18/1165 (10 
Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 

811 Uzunçarşılı, 121-122, 168. 

812 İSAM-HHP 18-1180 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 
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detail. A group of representatives visited him and requested to send a telegraph, 

probably to Yıldız, demanding the restoration of the constitution. A copy of the 

telegraph was also forwarded to the Inspector-General.813 Furthermore, news from 

Manastır, one of the three centers of the Vilayat-ı Selase was no different. Hilmi 

Pasha forwarded the news he received from Manastır to the Palace. He  said: 

“members of the army and civilians gathered in the streets with flags in hand and 

"declared the purpose" (ilân-ı maksad).”814 İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı mentions in a 

note, that telegraphs were cabled all around involving the words "ilân-ı hürriyet", 

"Kanûn-ı Esasi" and "Meşrutiyet", however the Inspector-General, ministers and 

high officials could still not venture to use such phrases.815 It is understood that 

communication with the Manastır telegraph office was cut off at some point,

probably by the revolutionaries.816 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha penned a long dispatch to 

the Grand Vizier Said Pasha and reported on the state of affairs in the Three 

Provinces, as well as on those in the streets of Salonika. People "proclaimed the 

purpose". 817

The Times' correspondent wrote on the 23rd from Salonika: 

The whole people is being won to the Constitutional movement. Speeches are 
being made by numbers of officers-including the aides-de-camp of Mushir 
Pasha and Hilmi Pasha- announcing the proclamation of the Constitution, and 
these pronouncements are hailed by the crowd with shouts of  "Long Live 
Liberty." The has been practically proclaimed already; it will doubtless be 
proclaimed officially to-morrow after prayers. Fears are entertained for the 

813 İSAM-HHP 9/484 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 

814 İSAM-HHP 9/504 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 

815 Uzunçarşılı, 121-122, 168. 

816 İSAM-HHP 9/504 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 

817 Uzunçarşılı, 121; İSAM-HHP 18-1187 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 
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safety of Hilmi Pasha, Inspector-General of the three Rumelian vilayets, and of 
other high Turkish officials.818

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was in a predicament. As the highest representative of the 

government in Salonika, he felt constrained, and even asked the Porte to immediately 

dispatch Governor Nazım Pasha, whom he could share the burden with.819 He 

received some intelligence regarding the intention of the Committee to force him to 

attend the organization they were planning for the following day in Salonika.  He 

wrote to the Palace that it was not possible to hide, and he was unable to resist and 

protect himself by using the military and the police force. Personally, he would try to 

resist, therefore it was likely that he would either be dragged out to the streets or be 

killed. He concluded his message, "May God's will prevail".820 It was not until the 

next day that the official declaration took place in Salonika. According to Paul 

Dumont, the reason behind the delay was the procrastination of the Inspector-

General. He was waiting for the Palace's orders.821

Actually, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was not the only one waiting and procrastinating. 

Upon receiving numerous telegraphs from the Rumelian subjects, Abdülhamid 

summoned the Council of Ministers to Yıldız Palace on the 23rd of July. These 

experienced statesmen examined all telegrams received and commenced a discussion 

which lasted all night. In the temporary answers dispatched elsewhere, the Palace 

818 "The Young Turkey Movement", The Times (25 July 1908), 7. 

819 İSAM-HHP 9/505 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 

820 İSAM-HHP 18/1185 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 

821 Paul Dumont "Devrimci Günlerin Albümü" in Gilles Veinstein (ed.), Selanik 1850-1918 (Istanbul: 
İletişim Yayınları, 1999) 246-247. 
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pointed out that the Inspectorate was the authority who would eventually transmit to 

the people the decision made by the government. The Council of Ministers penned a 

draft memorandum but could not resolve until the irade of the Sultan, the royal 

approval, was received towards the morning.822

"Teşrik-i Mesaiye Davet": the CPU's Letter to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha on 23 July 

1908 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha had received letters from prominent CPU members prior to the 

revolution, such as Enver, Niyazi, Hüsrev Sami and Bahaeddin Şakir. However, the 

one he received on 23 July 1908 from the Salonika Branch of the Committee was of 

great significance. The letter, which began with the salutation "Muhterem 

Efendimiz" was quite long, written in a literary style and signed with the stamp of the 

Committee.823

In the introduction of the letter, the Committee made many references to the 

suffering the Empire had had to endure for the past thirty years, and in a lengthy and 

detailed portion, disparaged the rule of Abdülhamid. However, the Committee 

preferred to take a radically different approach towards the Inspector-General. 

Various good qualities were attributed to the Pasha:  

You have become distinguished among the dignitaries of the present day, with 
your goodwill, desire to serve, complete integrity and uprightness and an 
exceptional intelligence and acumen[.] With your unforgettable services [and] 
inimitable labor you have acquired a precious status in the common sense of 
the people.824

822 Uzunçarşılı, 134.

823 İSAM-HHP 8/456 (10 Temmuz 1324) [23 July 1908]. 

824 "Siz ki milletin hâl-i hazır ricâli arasında hüsn-i niyet ümit-i hizmet,  kemâl-i iffet  ve istikamet ve 
müstesna bir zeka ve ferasetle ihraz-ı teferrüd ve temeeyyüz eylediğiniz, cidden gayr-i kabil-i feramuş 
hidematınızla gayr-i kabil-i taklid mesainizle milletin ukul-ü selimesi nazarında kıymetdar bir mevkı-i 
tebcil kazandınız." Ibid. 
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The gist of the letter provided a positive review of Hüseyin Hilmi, stating despite the 

fact that the Hamidian regime had been ruining the empire and the region for years, 

this "honorable (muhterem) and conscientious (vicdanlı) Pasha", who had been 

working day and night for the well being of his country, did not represent the 

degenerate state of the government. His endeavors, however, were all in vain due to 

the misgovernment of the sultan. The text posed a few quasi-questions to the Pasha, 

in order to demonstrate that they did not expect him to approve of the practices of the 

Hamidian regime, such as: "What is your conclusion out of your judgment and 

investigation which should be sided by the justice?". 

The Committee came to the actual point at the end of the letter: "Our Committee" 

they wrote "regards, to invite a vizier of honor, zeal and wisdom like yourself, for 

joint effort (teşrik-i mesaiyye davet) for the future of our fatherland as an 

conscientious responsibility."825 They stated they were hopeful that the Pasha would 

continue serving the state in order to aid in the salvation of the country, by taking the 

necessary precautions against those who would try to suppress the uprising. The 

letter also touched upon a crucial matter by claiming that the committee would not 

even venture to think about the possibility of the Pasha being besotted with an 

unreasonable sense of loyalty (sadâkat-i gayr-i mantıkıyyeye kapılarak) to the Sultan, 

and against the people's legitimate claims for their rights. The Committee closed the 

825 Milletin en zeki, en namuslu, en hamiyyetli ve en büyük bir veziri sıfatıyla zat-ı fehimalerini dahi 
hayat ve istikbal-i vatanı bundan böyle bir şems-i  feyzen feyze saadet ve refah ile tenvir idecek olan 
bu teşebbüs-i mühim ve tarihiyyede teşrik-i mesaiyye davet etmeyi vecibe-i ri'ayet ve kadr-i daneden 
addeder.  Ibid. 
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letter by expressing their goodwill for Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, refuting any groundless 

rumors and saluting him with wishes of success.826

This momentous letter reveals that,  on the day of the revolution, despite their 

generally violent tendencies towards other dignitaries to this point, the CPU did not 

prefer to eliminate or threaten the Inspector-General.  Instead, they preferred to 

persuade him to join their cause by pursuing a method of tribute. Through this letter, 

the CPU demonstrated its recognition of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha as a potential 

collaborator and openly invited him to cooperate. The invitation seems to have been 

accepted by the Inspector-General, and although he was not a Committee member, it 

can be determined from his communications that he no longer attempted to hinder 

the activities of the CPU. 

6.2.3 On the Stairs of the Konak, 24 July 1908 

Towards the morning of 24 July, the Deputy Secretary (İkinci Katib) İzzet Pasha

came to see the Council of Ministers and conveyed the Imperial decision of the 

Sultan to open the Parliament. Hence, the Council of Ministers could declare the 

resolution, announcing the restoration of the constitutional regime.827 In the morning 

of the same day, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha received a telegram from the Grand Vizier 

Said Pasha, informing the Pasha regarding the Sultan's decision to accede to the 

wishes of the people and to restore the constitution.828

826 Ibid.  

827 "... Madem ki milletim bu kanunun şimdi yine meriyetini istiyor, ben dahi verdim" Uzunçarşılı,  
140.  

828 Ahmad, 13. 
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It is a matter of bewilderment in terms of how the Inspector-General was able to 

proceed through the first half of the summer of 1908. However on the day of the 

announcement, a little past 9 in the morning, he found himself on the stairs of the 

Konak in Salonika addressing approximately 15,000 people representing all of the 

communities of Salonika, with the Imperial decree restoring the constitution.829 Mark 

Mazower's interpretation, which deserves a place here, is rather dramatically 

presented, in terms of Hüseyin Hilmi's involvement:

Hilmi Pasha presented himself on the steps of the town hall in front of a crowd 
estimated at fifteen thousand and announced the reconvening of the General 
Assembly in the capital. Few were aware of the astute way in which this 
experienced bureaucrat had brought his master into line; all they could see was 
that the sultan had finally brought back the constitution he had scrapped three 
decades earlier. 830

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha had conducted some sort of an internal diplomacy between the 

Young Turks and the Palace, however still, this assertion is exaggerated, as the 

Pasha's correspondences alone were not the only reason behind Abdülhamid's 

decision. The Sultan was not persuaded, but rather obliged, to give his approval 

regarding the restoration of the constitution due to the developments in Macedonia.  

The Inspector-General finished reading the Imperial decree and he shouted "long live 

the Sultan!" three times in the traditional manner, but bizarrely the crowd did not 

answer back. As Dumont put it "assurement, l'ancien regime n'est plus pas. C'est 

bien une revolution qui vient de se produire".831

829 Ibid.  

830 Mazower, Salonica City of Ghosts, 275-276. 

831 "assuredly, the old regime is no longer. it's a revolution that just happened" in Salonique 1850-
1918 Gilles Veinstein (ed.) (Paris:  Autrement, 1992), 236. 
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The Times' Salonika correspondent reported on the 24th: "An Imperial Firman 

restoring the Constitution of 1876 was read to-day in the presence of the civil and 

military authorities to an immense and orderly crowd. Great enthusiasm prevails."832

Enver returned to Salonika on the same day. He recounted the following scene: 

The aid-de-camp [of the Inspector-General] Cavalry Captain Süleyman Efendi 
told me that the Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was waiting in the 
garden of the White Tower. I got off [the coach and] entered the garden. I 
kissed his hand. I had exceptional esteem [for him] by the virtue of his 
confidence, fondness towards me. He bestowed his favors by kissing my 
eyes.833

An article titled "The Situation in Turkey" was published on 27 July 1908 in The 

Times. It drew attention to the rapid change of events by referencing the above 

mentioned incident:

That extraordinary spectacle, to which England could show no parallel, was 
almost equaled by the picture of ENVER BEY, a prominent Young Turkey 
leader, publicly embracing HILMI PASHA, the Inspector-General of the 
Macedonian Vilayets, at Salonika. Only a day or two ago ENVER BEY was 
writing to the Neue Freie Presse to announce the determination of the Young 
Turks to march on Constantinople. Truly events have moved with wonderful 
rapidity in sluggish Turkey.834

There are no records on hand to show that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha recommended the 

Palace to restore the constitution. He probably knew that it would be a hopeless 

endeavor to make the Sultan such a suggestion, which would only result in the loss 

his own position. For instance, the governor of Manastır, Hıfzı Pasha had to resign 

832 "The Young Turkey Movement", The Times (25 Jul 1908), 7. 

833 "Beyaz Kule bahçesinde, Müfettiş-i Umumi Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa'nın intizar ettiğini, Süvari 
Yüzbaşısı Süleyman Efendi söyledi. İnip bahçeye girdim. Elini öptüm. Kendisinin bana gösterdiği 
itimat, muhabbete binaen, fevkalade hürmetim vardı. O da gözlerimden öperek iltifat buyurdu." Enver 
Paşa'nın Anıları, p. 95. 

834 "The Situation in Turkey", The Times (27 Jul 1908), 11. 
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due to such dispatches to the Palace.835 However, this does not necessarily mean that 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha did not support the idea of a constitutional monarchy. He was, 

after all, a student of Namık Kemal, who inspired the generation of Young Turks. On 

the other hand, his pro-constitutional stance does not mean he also wanted to 

dethrone Abdülhamid. Perhaps, the most sensible speculation is that Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha was a supporter of a constitutional monarchy, one which would not result in 

the replacement of the current monarch. He said, "Some of the ministers and the high 

officials accused me of disloyalty to the Sultan, whereas the committee depicted me 

as a cheap (adi) emissary of the Palace and I was being threatened."836 Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha also clarified his relationship with the CPU. 

 I had not entered the committee and did not know about its existence. Once it 
was unearthed I was not offered a membership or asked to take an oath, like the 
other trustworthy. Now, I am an official who continues to serve the state and 
the country outside the Committee.837

The presence of the headquarters of the General Inspectorate, as well as the 

Command of the Third Army in Salonika made the CPU, who also had its center in 

this city,  walk on eggshells. Therefore, they prepared for the revolution elsewhere in 

the Three Provinces. According to Uzunçarşılı, once the committee consolidated and 

was able to exert its power, both the Inspector and the Commander were compelled 

to follow a soft policy regarding their actions towards their activities.838

835 For the telegram of Hıfzı Pasha to the Palace see: Uzunçarşılı, 122; Ahmad, 11.

836 Tunaya, 44. 

837 Ibid. 

838 Uzunçarşılı, 128-129. 
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Telegraph bombardment to Yıldız from different centers of the Three Provinces such 

as Ohri, Firzovik, Serez, etc., was mentioned as one of the most important reasons 

that convinced Abdülhamid to recognize the restoration of the constitution. In that 

sense, the role played by the Inspectorate should not be neglected. Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha was requested to forward the demands of the Committee to the Palace. While 

doing that, he preferred to keep his communications impersonal, without any 

personal remarks, suggestions, or rewrites, and instead directly forwarded the 

correspondence he received from rebels to Istanbul. Accordingly, he increased the 

number of telegrams the Palace received.839

The cannon shots in Salonika proclaimed the beginning of a new era and a 

celebratory atmosphere prevailed for quite some time in the streets of the city.840 The 

CPU's secretary general Mithat Şükrü (Bleda) narrated in his memoires, that the day 

after the revolution, Manyasizade Refik Bey, Rahmi Bey, and Midhat Şükrü himself, 

as well as some other members of the CPU, paid a visit to the Inspector-General. He 

said that, Hilmi Pasha, as a wise and foresighted statesman, managed to maintain a 

position that put him midway between the Palace and the Committee. They regarded 

him as their greatest supporter, and he was at least as happy as they were on that 

day.841 Thus the celebrations continued in Salonika with enthusiasm. The flags of the 

consulates in the city were hoisted up high. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha was the authority 

839 See: Uzunçarşılı, 132.

840 Dumont, 249-251; also see: Hacısalihoğlu, 206-207. 

841 According to the  memoires of Bleda, which constitute a very important source for understanding 
the relations between the Inspector-General and the Young Turks, upon hearing unconfirmed news 
regarding his dismissal before the Revolution, Talat Bey paid a visit to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha and 
openly asked the authenticity of the information. Hüseyin Hilmi confirmed it, but did somehow 
manage to temporized the Palace not fulfilling the orders regarding his exile. Mithat Şükrü Bleda,
İmparatorluğun Çöküşü (Istanbul: Remzi Kitabevi, 1979), 40-41; 50-51. 
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who received greetings from all officials of the foreign missions and the consuls in 

Salonika.842

On 23 and 24 July Grand Vizier Said Pasha sent a telegram to the Inspector-General 

ordering him to dissolve the committees, as their missions had been fulfilled by the 

restoration of the constitution. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's  response was significant and 

quoted by Tarık Zafer Tunaya:

The committees which had been ordered to be dissolved is an organization 
consist of military members, officials and civilians. If the committees which 
had been asked to be closed are Union and Progress and its nation-wide 
branches, this organization is too broad.  On one hand governors, mutassarrıfs, 
kaymakams and police officers and on the other hand Military marshals, major 
generals, high ranking officers, in short there is not an exception of a single 
soldier of the Imperial Army who is not a member of the committee and great 
majority of people.843

Obviously, this interpretation of the number of members within the committees by 

the Inspector-General was exaggerated, however it remains unknown whether he was 

sincere with his assertions or whether he was overstating in order to present the 

Committee as a much larger and more powerful entity than it really was. The tone of 

his letter was, however, rather pro-CPU. 

Today in the Three Provinces, together with the Third Army, Muslim and non-
Muslim 3.5 million people constitute the Committee of Union and Progress. As 
a result it is a dream to dissolve a committee of this strength. The founders are 
serious and honest people... Their only aim is to save and aggrandize the state. 
And they desire to do it with the Imperial will (sâye-i şahâne). If gotten into 
dialogue all the conflict and the confusion would be eliminated.844

842 Hacısalihoğlu, 206.

843 Tunaya, 43-44; also see: İSAM-HHP 18/1197 (11 Temmuz 1324) [sic.] [28 July 1908].

844 Tunaya, 44.  
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Once the constitution was restored, the CPU appealed to the Inspector-General for 

his aid in the arrangement of a meeting for the committee members with the Porte, in 

order to discuss the details and abolition of the secret police organization (hafiye 

teşkilâtı). The necessary permission was received through a decision made by the 

Council of Ministers on 29 July 1908.845 According to Yusuf Hikmet Bayur, Major 

Cemal and Hakkı, together with Necip, Talat, Rahmi, Cavid and Hüseyin Bey 

composed this delegation. Said Pasha who was the grand vizier at this moment, noted 

in his memoires that this meeting was arranged upon the advisory dispatch of the 

Inspector-General. 846

It would not be erroneous to interpret that the position of the General Inspectorate 

was at this point, in favor of the CPU. Hilmi Pasha was very generous with his 

praises, trying to provide a strong, but positive image of the Committee to the 

Capital. To him, the CPU was not only unbeatable, but also loyal to the Sultan and 

the state. In order to ease the tension between the Palace and the Committee, the 

Pasha even claimed that the headquarters that were based in Salonika had complete 

authority and control over the movement, and that the Paris Committee had no 

influence on them. The Inspector General very optimistically added that they could 

in fact continue to serve the state under imperial consent, with loyalty and sympathy 

to the Sultan.847

845 Uzunçarşılı, 148.

846 Bayur, 241 and Said Paşa, Said Paşa’nın Hatıratı, Vol. II (Dersaadet : Sabah Matbaası, 1328), 467.

847 İSAM-HHP 18/1197 (11 Temmuz 1324) [sic.] [28 July 1908]. 
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6.3 Towards the Abolition of the Inspectorate 

The Revolution brought many immediate changes. However, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, 

though being "object to much suspicion", remained in his seat for almost another four 

months, similarly to many other functionaries.848 Although he was an outsider whose 

comments must be taken with some skepticism, Buxton's interpretation of the 

situation regarding Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, during and after the revolution, appears to 

be appropriate: 

His position, between the Sultan on the one hand and the Young Turks on the 
other, was harder than ever. He hesitated, then bowed to the inevitable. He 
acted with vigilance, moderation, and good sense, and by his proved ability, 
combined with his reputation for clean hands in financial matters, has won 
himself an honourable place, and made a favourable impression on the 
Chamber of Deputies. There is no reason to think that he will not serve his 
new masters as capably as the old.849

Sir Robert Graves, the British financial delegate in Salonika, received the news of the 

Young Turk Revolution while on leave in England. Upon his return to Salonika, 

which was not long afterwards, he found the Financial Commission carrying on with 

its usual routine in much the same manner. Nevertheless he added "but from Hilmi 

Pasha downwards all the Turkish staff were preoccupied with internal politics and 

the critical state of Turco-Bulgarian Relations."850

848 "Hilmi Pasha, the Inspector-General of Macedonia, the difficulities of whose position have always 
been so enourmous that he deserves a certain symptahy, is an object of much suspicion; and, although 
he professes great enthusiasm for the Young Turks, his resignation, sooner or later, is inevitable." in 
"The Young Turks", The Times (19 August 1908), 8. 

849 Charles Roden Buxton, Turkey in Revolution (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1909), 124-125.

850 Graves, 234. 
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One of the most significant consequences of the 1908 Revolution was the sudden 

alliance of the Christian subjects with the Young Turks. As Fikret Adanır depicted 

metaphorically "Slavic people gladly and thankfully shook the protective hand 

extended towards them by the Young Turks. They trusted these hands more than the 

failed European reforms and egoistic interests." The Christian population welcomed 

the revolution, and in fact, the Bulgarian komitadjis were to arrive to the provincial 

centers to pledge their allegiance to the constitution, which prompted bewilderment 

among many of the foreign representative, by their attitude.851 Graves noted in his 

memoires: "Trusting to the assurance of Young Turks that they would now become 

possessed of equal rights with their former masters and oppressors, they ceased all 

revolutionary activities"852

The atmosphere in the Three Provinces and especially in Salonika completely 

changed. In addition to the prominent revolutionaries of the internal CPU, the Young 

Turks in exile, such as Ahmed Rıza and Prince Sabahaddin, also arrived in the 

city.853 However, the Inspectorate tried to continue its duties. Record show that 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha did in fact continue to conduct investigation tours in the Three 

Provinces as he previously had.854 Civil Agents stayed at their posts and acted as they 

had before, and the Financial Commission was also at work. According to The Times 

correspondent, whose interpretations are rather consistent, the orders of Hüseyin 

851 Adanır, Makedonya Sorunu, 267. 

852 Graves, 235. 

853 Ibid., 234. 

854 BOA. TFR. I. A. 39-3851 (1 Şaban 1326) [29 August 1908]; TFR. I. A. 39-3857 (16 Şaban 1326) 
[13 September 1908]; TFR. I. A. 39-3867 (11 Ramazan 1326) [7 October 1908]. 
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Hilmi Pasha, as of all other Ottoman officials, were not interfered with by the CPU  

"so long as they are not of a reactionary or illiberal character."855

6.3.1 Garden of the White Tower 

Directly following the Revolution, the Committee of Progress and Union requested 

to be allocated for their own use, the Garden of the White Tower. It was a beautiful 

and important spot in the city of Salonika, which housed some of the gathering after 

the revolution. They repeated their demand in a telegraph to the Grand Vizier on 26 

July 1908. The allocation of the Garden of the White Tower to the CPU not only 

provided them with an official property in the city, but in fact, this move had a 

deeper and more symbolic meaning. In requesting this space from the Sultan, they 

were asking for imperial recognition. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha wrote to the Porte that, if the Committee was not given the 

garden, they would venture to occupy it anyway, and thus it would suit the wisdom 

and compassion [of the Sultan] to bestow the garden in the name of the "cemiyet-i 

hayriye" (the auspicious committee).856 The mediatory dispatch of the Inspector-

General, with its striking choice of words, seems to have worked. The Sultan took no 

more risks and granted the Committee their request. 

They [the CPU] have now, however, a recognized rendezvous, where business 
is transacted and the members are ordinarily to be found. At Salonika the 
Sultan has presented the White Tower Garden and building to the committee 
for its use as a club, and thus mentioning it in an Iradé has transformed it from 
an informal body without legal existence into a legal entity of which the State 
is cognisant.857

855 "The Young Turks", The Times (19 August 1908), 8. 

856 İSAM-HHP 18/1169 (15 Temmuz 1324) [28 July 1908]. 

857 "The Young Turks", The Times (15 August 1908), 8. 
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One of the additions to the General-Inspectorate's agenda, with the restoration of the 

Constitution, was the election of members of the parliament from the Three 

Provinces. The ambiguities regarding this matter seems to have occupied the 

Inspectorate for some time.858

6.3.2 Reforms after the Revolution 

On 31 July 1908, Enver Bey gave a speech and invited the Great Powers to recall all 

the reform agents they had stationed in Macedonia, since their presence was no 

longer necessary.859 A commentary titled "Position of Reform Agents", which was 

written on 12 August 1908 was published in The Times. It discussed the situation of 

all of these foreign reform officials in Macedonia, with regards to the fact that they 

were in fact deemed to be the reason behind the uneasiness among the Young Turks, 

which had resulted in the revolution. Surprisingly, the attitude towards them was "not 

only correct, but friendly".860

The Committee of Progress and Union soon began to make its presence felt to the 

Inspectorate. On 6 August 1908, only twelve days after the Revolution, the Manastır 

branch of the committee sent the following telegraph to the Inspectorate: 

To the General Inspectorate 

With respect to your official post being limited to inspection, it is implored 
(müsterhem) that you shall no longer incline in executions incompatible with 

858 İSAM-HHP 18-1174 (17 Temmuz 1324) [30 July 1908]. 

859 Lange-Akhund, 324.

860 "The Young Turks", The Times (26 August 1908), 10. 
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the instructions of inspection and avoid to give such authorizations to the 
governors and other provincial officials.861

This was a clear sign that the CPU wanted to limit the activities executed by, and the 

undertaking of, the General Inspectorate, and already wished to bring it under its 

control. The tension between the Manastır Branch and the Inspector seems to have 

continued for the following couple of months. It is evident that the attitude of the 

central committee in Salonika was different from that of Manastır. Hüseyin Hilmi 

had fallen into serious conflict with the CPU in Manastır, and even faced their 

displeasure regarding a matter about official dismissals. Their clash reached a point 

where, as will be discussed, Hüseyin Hilmi even refused to be promoted to the 

ministry of the interior due to his reservations regarding the CPU's Manastır 

Branch.862

Meanwhile, the General Inspectorate continued its work in Salonika. Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha provided details regarding the working conditions in his elaborate reply to the 

Grand Vizier Kamil Pasha's863 inquiry, dated 17 October 1908.  

The Commission is continuing its duty according to the regulations under my 
presidency. At the movement they are busy with examining and revising the 
balance of the year 325. As already known by your highness, since the 
commission has no authorization for direct control the transactions of the 
offices and branches of maliye are checked by the three inspectors who had 
been chosen by the commission and had been appointed by the state. The 

861 "Müfettiş-i Umumilik Canib-i Samisine, Memuriyet-i asafanelerinin yalnız teftişten ibaret 
bulunmasına nazaran şimdiye kadar olduğu gibi emr-i teftişat ile gayri kabil-i telif olan icraata 
temayül buyurulmayarak vülât ve memurin-i saireye bahş-ı selahiyet ve hilafından tevakki 
vemücanebet buyurulması müsterhemdir." İSAM-HHP 18-1202 (24 Temmuz 1324) [6 August 1908]. 

862 İSAM-HHP 10-577 (15 Teşrinievvel 1324) [28 October 1908].

863  Kamil Pasha had been serving as the Grand Vizier since 5 August 1908 and was to continue up to 
14 February 1909, until he was replaced by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha. 
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decision taken by the commission based on the inspector's reports are executed 
under the presidency of myself.864

He also explained the essence of his continued joint work with the Civil Agents 

during the constitutional period. Since the preliminary duty of the agents was to 

accompany the Inspector-General wherever he proceeded, they must have joined him 

on his abovementioned excursions.  He also clarified their routine: 

The Civil Agents of Russia and Austria are also still in Salonika. Even though, 
nowadays, they do not receive appeals and complaints from non-Muslims, they 
still come to [see] me twice a week.

The Civil Agents, as well as the Financial Delegates, had not received any directions 

from their governments to cease their activities and return to their home countries. 

For this reason, they were continuing with their routines and duties. Moreover, 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha asserted, based on his informal conversation with a member of 

the Financial Commission, that they were not to leave Macedonia until the 

Parliament was re-opened and had begun to function. Until that point, the Inspector-

General received no orders from the Porte to cease his cooperation with them, and 

thus he proceeded to conduct his business as usual. However, the situation differed 

regarding the foreign officers of the gendarmerie reform. All of the Russian and 

Austrian officers had returned to their home countries on leave, whereas the Italian, 

British and French officers remained in their zones, continuing with the 

implementation of the reform program.865

864 BOA. TFR. I. A. 39-3869 (21 Ramazan 1326) [17 Ekim 1908]. 

865 BOA. TFR. I. A. 39-3869 (21 Ramazan 1326) [17 Ekim 1908]. 
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6.3.3 Leaving the Inspectorate to Mahmud Şevket Pasha 

The service of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha as the Rumeli Vilâyâtı Müfettiş-i Umûmisi, 

which continued unceasingly for six years,866came to an end through a ciphered 

telegraph from Sadaret Konağı on 25 November 1908. Kamil Pasha ordered Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha to entrust the duties of the Inspectorate to the Commander of the Army, 

and to proceed to the capital.867 This was, in fact, not a surprise for Hüseyin Hilmi 

Pasha, as he had already been informed about the plans for his appointment to the 

Ministry of the Interior. He was also consulted, through a Grand Vizierial dispatch of 

27 October 1908, about possible candidates who were suitable to be chosen to 

succeed him as the Inspector-General. "Since the Inspectorate was likely to be 

abrogated in near future", the Grand Vizier was looking for a name, who spoke 

foreign languages and could carry out the duties of the inspectorate and the 

governorate of Salonika, simultaneously.868

In a responsive telegraph on the following day, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha asked to be 

pardoned from the duty of Minister of the interior "due to some private and health 

matters". Regarding his successor, he expressed that he could not name anyone with 

the desired qualities who would handle affairs in Rumelia without causing any 

conflict to emerge with the foreign officials. However, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha had a 

nominee for a temporary deputy in case he was to leave the post before the foreign 

officials had left the country. The Commander of the Third Army, Mahmud Şevket 

866 We have no record on hand to show he ever left Rumelia, even for an official leave, throughout 
these six years. 

867 BOA. TFR. I. A. 39-3878 (1 Zilkade 1326) [25 November 1908]. 

868 From Grand Vizier to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha on 14 Teşrinievvel 1324 [27 October 1908] in İSAM-
HHP 10/574 (20 Teşrinievvel 1324) [2 November 1908]. 
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Paşa, who possessed all of the necessary qualifications and was also acquainted with 

the affairs in the region, could carry out the duties of the Inspectorate as a deputy 

(vekâleten hüsn-i ifâ') in addition to his commandership.869 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

dispatched a separate letter to the Grand Vizier, presenting the details of his decision 

to be excused from the position, with reference to the above-mentioned difficulties 

he had faced with the CPU centers in the provinces.870 However, the Grand Vizier 

openly stated that his promotion to the ministry was to be appreciated by all. Those 

who would oppose it were insignificant. He asked for Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha's 

consent, which was naturally given.871Thus, on 29 November 1908, exactly six years 

after his appointment to the Inspectorate, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha left Salonika for 

Dersaadet (the Porte of Felicity, Istanbul). Beginning in December 1908, Mahmud 

Şevket Pasha, the commander of the Third Army, carried out the role of General 

Inspectorate of Rumelia as deputy.872

Mahmud Şevket Pasha sent a message to all of his new colleagues, which 

particularly included the foreign officials for Macedonian reforms: the two Civil 

Agents, the other four Financial Commissioners, the General of the Gendarmerie re-

organization, and the Director of the treasury. He announced the appointment of 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha as the Minister of the Interior, and that he was bestowed with 

869 İSAM-HHP 10/579 (15 Teşrinievvel 1324) [28 October 1908].

870 İSAM-HHP 10/577 (15 Teşrinievvel 1324) [28 October 1908].

871 From Grand Vizier to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha on 30 Teşrinievvel 1324 [12 November  1908] in 
İSAM-HHP 10/574 (20 Teşrinievvel 1324) [2 November 1908].

872 From Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha to the governors of the Three Provinces BOA. TFR. I. UM. 27-2641 (5 
Zilkade 1326) [30 November 1908]. 
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the administration of the General Inspectorate. He promised all of the foreign 

officials at once his "most distinguished consideration."873

The first meeting of the Financial Commission under the presidency of Mahmud 

Şevket Pasha took place on 3 December 1908. The deputy president was asked to 

cable a telegraph to the Ministry of the Interior conveying the Commission's 

congratulations and its wishes of success to Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, as well as 

expressing their sorrow for his absence in the commission. The Pasha sent back a 

warm message of gratitude.874 Robert Grave's interpretation of this change in duty 

was lively: "The Financial Commission continued its labours, though the sudden 

summons of Hilmi Pasha to Constantinople at the end of November and the 

appointment in his place of Mahmoud Shevket Pasha, the Marshal commanding the 

3rd Army Corps, left us with a less authoritative President."875

The deputy period of Mahmud Şevket Pasha appears to have had a highly symbolic 

character in terms of the "extension time" of all of the reform institutions. The 

administrative structure and the reforms remained for several months, however their 

activity became restricted.876 The Ottoman Government could not leave the seat of 

General Inspectorate empty before its foreign counterparts decided to terminate the 

missions of their own officials. The reform program was thus, in a state of ambiguity 

and the internal politics of the region entered into a state of turmoil in spring 1909, 

873 " J'ai l'honneur de porter a votre connaissance qu'une dépêche Grand-Vizirielle m'annonce la 
nomination de S. Ex. Husséin Hilmi Pacha comme Ministre de l'entérieur et me chrage de la gérance 
de l'Inspection Générale des vilayets de Roumélie. Veuillez agéer, je vous prie Monsieur ( le Gérant, 
le Conseiller, Excellence, le Directeur) l'assurance de ma considération la plus distunguée." BOA. 
TFR. I. M. 23-2214 (24 Zilkade 1326) [sic.] [1 December 1908]. 

874 BOA. DH. MKT. 2677-25 (13 Zilkade 1326) [7 December 1908]. 

875 Graves, 235. 

876 Lange-Akhund, 325. 
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first with the 31 March Incident (13 April 1909), then with the deposition of Sultan 

Abdülhamid II. Mahmud Şevket Pasha, the famous commander of Hareket Ordusu 

(the Action Army), which was dispatched from Salonika to Istanbul in order to 

suppress the 31 March Incident, was in fact holding the title of "deputy inspector-

general" when he entered Istanbul. 

6.3.4 The Abolition of the General Inspectorate (30 August 1909) 

In the general literature, the Inspectorship was identified with Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha 

and the existence of the General Inspectorate was terminated with the proclamation 

of the constitution. Despite the fact that he always carried the term "deputy" before 

his title of inspector-general, Mahmud Şevket Pasha was, at least officially, the 

Inspector-General of Rumelia for nine months. As had been discussed, after the 

revolution, the Inspectorate was not abolished for another year. 

Rumeli Vilâyâtı Umûm Müfettişliği managed to officially survive until 30 August 

1909. Once the European Powers decided to terminate the Financial Commission, 

and Austria and Russia withdrew their civil agents permanently, there was no reason 

to maintain the office of the Inspectorate. This decision coincided with Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha's second term in the Grand Vizierate.877 Hence, as irony, on 29 August 

1909, the Council of Ministers, presided over by Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, penned a 

resolution to abolish the General Inspectorate. On the following day, 30 August 

1909, the imperial edict of the new Sultan, Mehmed Reşad, announced the official 

877 Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha served as the Grand Vizier for the first time during the final days of 
Abdülhamid II, between 15 February-14 April 1909, and for the second time between 5 May 1909-2 
January 1910 during the reign of Mehmed Reşad. BOA. DH. SAID. 25-90 
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abolishment of the office.878 Grand Vizier Hilmi Pasha added details regarding the 

organization, sheltering and transferring of the Inspectorate's records, and showed his 

consideration for the future of other Inspectorate officials, who would now have to 

vacate their own positions due to the abolishment of the office.879

With almost six 'active' and another year of 'passive' service, it would not be unjust to 

define the General Inspectorate as a long-running institution. Even though, at its end, 

it no longer resembled the original institution and its activities, when it was first 

established, being able to accommodate itself to newly emergent changes and 

situation, meant that it was able to prove itself to have been a strong and reliable 

institution. The General Inspectorate also proved to act as the strong hand of the 

Hamidian government before its foreign counterparts, until the opposition came from 

the inside. 

*** 

During the months before the Revolution, though it successfully carried out its 

routine duties regarding the reforms, the General Inspectorate was essentially 

ineffective in being able to cope with domestic developments in Macedonia. Hilmi 

Pasha did not only fall short of understanding or preventing the emergent unrest and 

resulting situation, but he also gave the impression that he was reluctant to strive. 

With the Young Turk Revolution, Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha undertook the task of 

mediation between the Palace and the Committee. However, it is clear that he 

sympathized with the latter. His interventions at crucial junctions must have 

878 "Numero 145- Rumeli Müfettiş-i Umumiliğinin İlgasıyla Teferruatı Hakkında İrade-i Seniyye" 
Düstur, Tertib-i Sani, V. I,  (Dersaadet: Matbaa-i Osmaniye, 1329), 718-719. 

879 TFR. I. A. 40-3994 (27Şaban 1327) [13 Eylül 1909].
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strengthened the position of the CPU before the government, and one is inclined to 

thing that this might have paved the way for his future promotions. 

The relationship of Inspector-General Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha with the Young Turks 

and his position before the CPU, however, is a matter of discussion.880 Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha was generally regarded as a "liberal"881 with "a mild attitude" towards 

the CPU members in Macedonia.882 However, it is not possible to refer to a 

consensus among the literature, as well as the records of contemporaries. His attitude 

towards Enver Bey, and his general manner during the revolution, has already been 

discussed. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that some Ottoman contemporaries 

were "accusing" him of tolerating the Young Turk Movement,883 whereas others 

claim the complete opposite.884 Tunaya, on the other hand, points out that during his 

Grand Vizierate, none of his speeches gave any signal that he was sympathetic to the 

CUP.885

880Tarık Zafer Tunaya touches on this subject in his book and even has a  seperate chapter titled 
"Hüseyin Hilmi Paşa ve İttihat ve Terakki".  However in this chapter he concentrates on Hüseyin 
Hilmi Pasha's terms in grand vizierate. Tunaya, 84-96. 

881 Ahmad, 239; Ahmet Reşit Rey, who was the governor of Manastır between 1906-1907 and fell into 
a major conflict with Hüseyin Hilmi and was dismissed according to his will. Upon hearing an act of 
Hüseyin Hilmi which he did not approve he notes in his memoir: "The fact that  Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha,  
who was known for being a fervent liberal and was influenced by the thoughts of Namık Kemal, was 
violating one of the most venerable conditions of liberty as soon as he became a pasha. [It was] both 
awkward and unpleasantly redundant that it did not suit his mission." Ahmet Reşit Rey, 
İmparatorluğun Son Döneminde Gördüklerim Yaptıklarım (1890-1922) (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür 
Yayınları, 2014), 112.

882 Bleda, 51; Çiğdem Önal Emiroğlu & Kudret Emiroğlu, Osmanlı Terakki ve İttihat Cemiyeti 
(Istanbul: Tarih Vakfı Yurt Yayınları, 2017), 464 

883 Rey, 31. 

884 Mehmet Ali Okar, Osmanlı Balkanları'nın Son On Yılı (Istanbul: İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, 
2013), 69, 76. 

885 Tunaya, 88. 
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It would perhaps be more accurate to identify Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha as a man of duty. 

His general attitude during the revolution also supports this assertion. As argued 

earlier, although he always fulfilled his duties as the Inspector-General, and was not 

a member of the CPU, this cannot overshadow the fact that he was simultaneously 

also a constitutionalist. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

The duty which was bestowed on Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha on 29 November 1902 was 

much different from the one he handed over to Mahmud Şevket Pasha on 29 

November 1908. Within six years, the General Inspectorate of Rumelia (Rumeli 

Vilâyâtı Umûm Müfettişliği) went through a substantial transformation, evolved in 

terms of scope and authority. Looking from a distance, the Inspectorate can be 

regarded as another example of the nineteenth-century Ottoman administrative 

practices. In fact, it was indeed the intention of Abdülhamid II to keep it that way. 

Yet in time, with the involvement of the European powers, it became a peculiar 

institution. After the restoration of the Constitution in July 1908, the position of 

Inspector-General lost its importance and the role of the Inspectorate was diminished 

to presidency of the symbolic continuation of reform program.  

It was the traditional Ottoman policy to provide and preserve a balance between 

different religious communities. Hence, it was important to maintain peace among 

the Rumelian people as elsewhere in the empire. Application of administrative 
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reforms in Macedonia was considered as the method to achieve this goal, whereas 

the General Inspectorate was considered to be its tool. This study reveals that, the 

General Inspectorate was originally established with the intention to involve all of 

the Rumelian provinces in its sphere of authority. It was a reflection of Abdülhamid's 

policies to keep Macedonia from differentiating from the rest of Rumelia.  However, 

with the introduction of European initiated reform program, it evolved more into an 

inspectorate of the Three Provinces. It's focus narrowed down and concentrated on 

the implementation of reforms in Salonika, Kosova and Manastır. Still, despite being 

remarkably insignificant in terms of quantity, compared to the Three Provinces, the 

General Inspectorate continued to receive correspondences from the other provinces 

of Rumelia, namely Yanya, İşkodra and Edirne, mostly regarding administrative and 

security matters. The official title of the inspector remained as "Inspector-General of 

Rumelia" and he was always addressed that way in the Ottoman correspondences, 

whereas the European counterparts referred to him as "the inspector of the Three 

Provinces". The name Macedonia was not used in the official Ottoman documents, in 

fact it was forbidden to do, and if the officials needed to refer to this certain region 

they used the phrase Vilâyât-ı Selâse.  

The Ottoman attitude as a whole was a representation of the Hamidian state of mind 

regarding the Macedonian Question at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Abdülhamid II, with justifiable and rightful concerns, was highly protective of the 

Empire's European territories. He was anxious since it was during his reign that the 

great portion of the territories in the Balkans, namely the Bulgarian provinces and 

also the Island of Crete, were lost. In both of these unpleasant developments, as it 

was the case for Ottoman Macedonia, high level of foreign intervention was 

experienced, and the Ottoman government had shown significant effort for reforms. 
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Regarding the parties involved in the Macedonian Question, the Ottomans had the 

most lawful and legitimate claims since the territory was a part of the Empire. Hence, 

as this study reveals, when the European Powers enforced reforms on the Porte, 

based on the Article 23 of the Berlin Treaty of 1878, Hamidian administration came 

up with its own formula for a solution. Leaving the degree of success in each area of 

reform aside, which has already been covered in the existing literature that has been 

referred to throughout this study, the General Inspectorate of Rumelia can justifiably 

be regarded as a successful project that operated for more than six years. Hüseyin 

Hilmi Pasha's personal accomplishment as the Inspector-General can be concluded 

from his later appointment to the Ministry of Interior as well as from the general 

deductions of this study regarding his accomplishments in Macedonia between 1902-

1908. 

Another conclusion this research has reached is that, the most significant feature of 

the General Inspectorate of Rumelia was its compulsory cooperation with the foreign 

officials employed specifically for the reforms. There were indeed some other 

multilateral organizations already operating in the Empire and also certain 

governmental institutions hired foreign specialists when deemed necessary. 

However, in this case, the foreign actors entered the existing Ottoman institution not 

upon an invitation but through a reluctant approval of the Sultan. 

The Macedonian Question was considered to be a later episode of the Eastern 

Question. Analyzing the establishment and the development of the General 

Inspectorate of Rumelia displayed Sultan Abdülhamid's vehement resistance to the 

process of transformation of this institution into a tool of European imperialism. 

Despite his efforts, Abdülhamid could not prevent such development but through the 
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Inspectoral-General he managed to preserve his control over the region to a great 

extent. 

The working of the General Inspectorate provided a base to observe the tension 

between the Porte and the Palace. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha constantly by-passed the 

Porte, correspondent directly with Yıldız and received orders from the Sultan, 

however the Grand Vizierate never completely stepped aside. Moreover, the 

Inspector-General did not refrain from using this duality in Istanbul. As argued in the 

previous chapters, he occasionally put forward the reluctance and procrastination of 

the Porte as an excuse to explain failures of Ottoman reform projects and opening the 

door for European intervention. The relation between the Inspector-General  and 

Yıldız Palace as well as the Porte represent the dynamics of the Hamidian era. 

Based on information derived from various sources, this study offers an evaluation 

on the institution of the General Inspectorate and the position of the Inspector as they 

were perceived by the contemporaries. Accordingly, Western sources tended to see 

Mürzsteg Program of 1903 and its outcomes, namely the gendarmerie re-

organization, appointment of civil agents and establishment of the financial 

commission as futile initiatives. The Civil Agents, in particular, were seen as 

ineffective figures, only with the capacity of advising. Contrary to this, Turkish 

sources regarded the position of the Inspector-General unproductive since he was 

under constant European surveillance. There were also diverse approaches to the 

position of Hüseyin Hilmi. The European contemporaries often referred him as a 

purely passive tool of the Hamidian regime, whereas the Ottoman contemporaries 

believed that he was tied hand and foot by the European companions. 
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European presence in Rumelian provinces was indeed the greatest cause of constraint 

for the Inspector-General. They might have had no authority for execution but their 

existence obliged Hilmi Pasha to take each step carefully in order to prevent 

occurrences of crises and further European intervention. However, the literature 

generally falls short in appreciating the factor of cooperation between these European 

representatives for Macedonian reforms and the General Inspectorate. For instance, 

the Inspector-General often made references to the goodwill of the Civil Agents 

towards the Ottoman administration; they were recorded to be generous in terms of 

sharing information with the Pasha. General Degiorgis of the Gendarmerie reforms 

also adopted a cooperative attitude with the Inspectorate. At the end of the day, the 

conditions in Macedonia did not go any better. The accomplishments over the course 

of six years, however, should not be overlooked.  

The General Inspectorate, after all, managed to operate an organization of 

international nature. In 1908, the Hamidian administration did not have short-term 

plans to terminate the Inspectorate's mission. In fact, the reform scheme was 

projected to continue until 1914 if Young Turk Revolution had not occurred. The 

personal abilities of the Inspector-General held a prominent place in the history of 

the Inspectorate. Despite the diversity of opinions regarding other features of his 

personality, one may safely argue that Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha proved to be a devoted 

and very laborious civil servant. This study confirms that his attitude as the head of 

this administrative mechanism must have influenced the institution from top to 

bottom. The inspectorate was well-known for its meticulous and massive production 

of the paperwork as the abundance of extant archival material proves. In addition to 

his diligence, Hilmi Pasha's other characteristics influenced the policies of the 

inspectorate. He was an experienced bureaucrat with a vast knowledge in crisis 
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management. Although not trained as a diplomat, his diplomatic skills were highly 

appreciated by the contemporaries. He was certainly a loyal servant of Abdülhamid 

II and a good example of the Hamidian dignitaries. 

The General Inspectorate of Rumelia was the Hamidian attempt to provide the 

Macedonian Question with a solution. This study emphasizes that, when analyzing 

the period and the Ottoman administration between 1902 and 1909, it would be a 

grave mistake to neglect the place occupied by the Inspectorate. In terms of 

measuring its success in contributing to the problems a multidimensional analysis is 

required. The Inspectorate proved to be a consistent and reliable undertaking. 

Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha managed to cope with the evolution of its duties and operate 

this mechanism unceasingly. After the Summer 1903 until the 1908 revolution, no 

major uprising took place and progress was made in the projected reforms. However, 

simultaneously the banditry activities increased and diversified in Macedonia, which 

was also a prominent concern of the Inspectorate. All of these dimensions require 

further and in depth analysis. Each reform field, projected in the initial documents 

and the schemes, can be put through separate historical evaluations in order to 

understand to what extent the Inspectorate was involved in and contributed to the 

process.  

The Inspector-General, positioned at the apex of administrative pyramid in Rumelia, 

not only played an intermediary role between the local authorities and Istanbul, but 

also represented the Hamidian government before the European counterparts in 

Macedonia. It was a preliminary concern for the Hamidian government to maintain a 

balance between different groups in Rumelia. The Inspectorate therefore had to 

refrain from satisfying a certain party in expense of the others. Moreover, the nature 
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of the relation between the Rumelian people and the Inspectorate, which can be 

observed through the petitions, reveals that the Inspectorate as the representative of 

the government tried to ensure justice in the region even at the individual level.  

As this study also covers the nature of the relations between the General-Inspectorate 

and the Committee of Progress and Union in Macedonia, this short experience of the 

early days of the constitutional regime can provide a meaningful base for 

comprehending the later days of the Committee's relations with the other 

governmental institutions. Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha appears to have been caught 

between the Palace and the Young Turks, which became more visible during the 

course of events. Moreover, understanding the nature of the relationship between the 

CPU and Hüseyin Hilmi is also significant to comprehend his term in Grand 

Vizierate, which is again subject of a further study. 

It would perhaps be appropriate to conclude this study by emphasizing the fact that 

the Ottoman Macedonia of the early twentieth century still provides scholars with a 

variety of research topics to work on through a wide range of historical sources. Any 

of the aspects that the present study has covered naturally remain to be open for 

further inquiry from different perspectives.  
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APPENDICES 

A- The Map showing the Rumelian Provinces of the Ottoman Empire 

(Special thanks to Sinan Çetin for the preparation of this map)
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B- Portrait of Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha, The Inspector-General of the Rumelian 
Provinces

(Source: Library of Congress)  
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C- The transcription of the table showing the correspondence traffic of the 
Inspectorate between 14 April 1903 to 13 June 1903 

(Source: BOA. TFR. I. A. 9-818)  

Rumeli Vilâyât-ı Şâhânesi Müfettişliği'nin 1 Nisan 319 Tarihinden 
Gâye-i Mayıs 319 Tarihine Kadar
İki Aylık Muhâberât ve Muâmelât-I Fehimesinin Hülâsâsı

İcmali

Muktezi 
ifa kılınan 
evrâk ve 
müstediyât

EVÂMİR ve 
MUHÂRRERÂT TELGRAF

Yekûn Yazılan Gelen Yekûn Yazılan Gelen
Açık Şifre Açık Şifre

Nisan 
319

Makâmât-
ı aliyye ve 
devâ'ir-i 
merkeziye 
ile

732 . 80 49 31 652 116 244 130 162

Vilâyât ve 
mülhakatı 
ile

3218 565 463 188 275 2190 673 263 900 354

Yekûn 3950 565 543 237 306 2842 789 507 1030 516

Mayıs 
319

Makâmât-
ı aliyye ve 
devâ'ir-i 
merkeziye 
ile

653 . 100 66 34 553 97 180 155 121

Vilâyât ve 
mülhakatı 
ile

3797 874 511 199 312 2412 611 394 1026 381

Yekûn 4450 874 611 265 346 2965 708 574 1181 502

İki aylık 
yekûn

8400 
[sic.] 
8463

1439 1154 502 652
5807 
[sic.] 
5870

1497
1144 
[sic.] 
1081

2211 1018
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D- European Reform Officials and Officers in Macedonia 

(Degiorgis, accompanied by the Civil Agents, visits the Inspector-General upon his 
arrival in Salonika. Source: Robert Graves, Storm Centers of the Near East. London: 
Hutchinson & Co.,1933.)

(Gendarmerie Reform Officers in Manastır. Source: BOA. TFR. I. FTG. 1-10)  
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E- Hüseyin Hilmi Pasha on the Stairs of the Konak 

(Proclamation of the Constitution on 24 April 1908, Salonika. Source: Istanbul 
Metropolitan Municipality Atatürk Library- İ.B.B Atatürk Kitaplığı)


